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..in the modern age people routinely ref c. ,ums they do not
understand...[they are] acting on in strangers using
skills that are as strange to layman c put was to Julliver."

George Will
The Washington ...)oat

June 10, 1979, P. D7

A definition of"commurications"by a leader on a Navajo reservation:
"[his] Ford pickup, a tank of gas, and 40 miles of bed road."

Dr. Louis A. Rransford
Testimony before the Sub
committee on Department

Operations, Research and
Foreign Agriculture
May 20, 1982

"Technology is not a vessel into which people are to be poured and
to which they must be molded. It is something to be adapt"i to the
needs of man and to the furtherance of human ends, including tha
enrichment of personality and environment."

National Commission on
Technology, Automation,
and Economic Progress

Technology and the Ameri
can Economy, February 1966
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Director
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T. wanted to write and let you know how pleased I was with
the Congressional Research Service effort on the combined hearing
and workshop on "Information Systems in Agriculture." The session
brought together an array of people and ideas to form an excellent
record on the topic. This session served to move the discussion
on applications of these technologies to a higher level.

For their effort on this project, Bob Chartrand and Barry Carr
are to be highly commended. They worked diligently on the project
and without them this event would not have been held. I would also
like to mention the fine work that Nancy Miller performed. Also,
the effort of Mildegard Cote was invaluable.

Having thanked you and your staff for their effort, there is
one more request which I would like to make. In order to produce
a summary document of the session, I would like to request that
your staff review the testimony and recommendations of the work-
shop and draft a report on the workshop. I will secure permission
from the Agriculture Committee for this report :JD be issued as a
committee print when a draft is ready. If the CRS effort on this
report is as complete as the work on the workshop itself, I am
sure that this report will be a valuable document.

Thank you for your response to my request.

ncerely,

(V)

George . Brown, Jr.
Chai In



Washington. D C 20540

Congressional Research Service

The Library of Congress

LETTER OF SU BMI ETAT.

October 12, 1982

Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.
Chairman, Subcommittee on Department
Operations, Research and Foreign
Agriculture
Committee on Agriculture
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am pleased to submit this report entitled "Information Technology
for Agricultural America,- prepared at the request of the Subcommittee on
Department Operations, Research and Foreign Agriculture, Committee on Agricul-
ture of the United States House of Representatives.

This study offers an overview of the ways in which information
technology--computers, telecommunications, microforms, word processing, video
and audio devices--may be utilized by the farmers and ranchers of America.

Featured in this overview of salient issues, trends, and action
alternatives are an executive summary and an introductory chapter which sets
forth the context of this often complex area, followed by a description of
key governmental and private sector perceptions of its importance and initia-

tives which have been undertaken to meet the needs of the agricultural industry.
A xamination of the application of the various technologies, as they

.ed over the past decades,furnishes meaningful background ilifor-
when scrttinized along with a chronology of selected events of note
governmental support of agriculture and the enhancement of the ter'
roie. The substantive focus of the report, in accordance with the
from the requester, is contained in three core chapters which present tl,.
highlights of commentaries offered in written and oral form by experienced
individuals in all sectors of society. Following a detailed treatment of letter
narratives taken from letters to the subcommittee, the formal testimonies
presented during two days of hearings, augmented by the findings and recom-
mendations of the workshop discussion groups, are examined at length. A series

of appendices present relevant examples of technology-sipported systems and
services, key reference material concerning the topic, and other pertinent

background information.



Honorable George E. Brown October 12, 1982

The direction of this project was performed by Robert L. Chartrand,
our Senior Specialist in Information Policy and Technology, who was
the chief author and editor. Dr. A. Barry Carr, Specialist in Agricul
tural Policy, who was responsible for Chapters IL and III, served as
senior advisor throughout the project. Nancy R. Miller, Research Assistant
to the Senior Specialist, authored Chapter IV, helped assemble the numerous
appendices, and performed a varlet:), of requisite background research. Manu
script preparation was undertnken with significant contributions by
Madeline S. Simon, executive secretary to the Senior Specialist; and
Linda S. Kline, Administrative Assistant, and Michelle Coleman, Editorial
Clerk, both of the Office of Senior Spezialists. This contribution to the
House Subcommittes on Department Operations, Research and Foreign Agri
culture was coordinated with and reviewed by Robert A. Stiles of
the staff of Representative Brown.

On behalf of the Congressional Research Service, I should like
to express my appreciation for the opportunity to perform this timely and
challenging assignment.
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Honorable E. de Is Garza
Chairman,
Committee on Agriculture
110l Longworth !louse Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman.

At my reguest, Lhe Conaressional Research Service has prepared
a report summarizing the workshop held by this subcommittee on
computer-based Information systems and services for rural
America. This workshop, held May In and 20, 1982, was a valuable
session which explored one of the fastest growing areas of
technological application and one which holds great promise
for agriculture and rural areas of this country.

The report contains a summary of the sessions held at the
workshop as well as the findings of the various work groups.
There is as well a wealth of background information which should
prove useful to anyone examining this field. I feel that the
Congressional Research Service has done an excellent job.

I is pleased to make this report available to the Agriculture
Committee.

. 'drown, Jr.
chairman

(IX)
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1( CUT11/11.: SUMMARY

A heightening awareness of numerous governmental and private

sector initiatives designed to improve information support for agri-

cultural America, particularly through the utilization of computer

and telecommunications technology, caused the Subcommittee on De-'

partment Operations, Research and Foreign Agriculture of the House

Committee on Agriculture to request the preparation of this report

by the Congressional Research Service.

The purpose of this study, in the words of Chairman George E.

Brown, Jr, includes taking "cognizance of probably the most rapidly

developing technology in the world and in the United States society

...we think it is helpful and constructive to review this situation

as a part of our general responsibility of oversight of agriculture."

Frelimina-y to this more comprehensive insight into an often complex

area still in evolution had been the development, at the direction

of the Subcommittee, of a booklet entitled "Computer-hased Informa-

tion Systems for Rural America" that was to be used during the two

days of formal hearings and workshop sessions, conducted on May 19-

20, 1982. Utilizing this background material, and the ensuing con-

tributions emanating from hearings testimony, workshop findings, and

other ancillary offerings, this report could serve as an instrument

for viewing broader trends involving information technology as well as

setting forth delineated options for 'subsequent congressional action.

Participants in the 1982 hearings andworksoop were to become

fully aware of the Subcommittee desire to ensure that farmers and

ranchers had full access to all resources, including an array of

(1)
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technologies, which would allow them to continue making, in the words

of the late Senator Hubert H. Humphrey, "a lasting cortribution to

orr health, to OUT national prosperity, and to peace in the world."

The needs of the agricultural community for a variety of information

--about impending weather conditions, marketplace activities and pro

jections, and factors affecting crop and livestock management--had

become increasingly strident, and in many instances appeared to ex

ceed the capacity of existing institutions to provide responsive

service. It seemed to some Members of Congress, along with concerned

individuals and organizations in many sectors of society, that such

requirements, often of gripping urgency, must be confronted and solved.

Preparatory to convening the Subcommitteesponsored sessions, extensive

background enloration was undertaken by staff in order to scrutinize

eristirg policies and programs, as reflected in public laws and execu-

tive branch promulgations, focusing on this area. In addition, care

was taken to examine the genesis of private sector endeavors which had

led to the establishment of pilot projects and operational support sys

tems dnsipned to serve the agricultural industry.

Peslonse to the Subcommittee declaration of interest and intent

to act prompted a widespread expression of willingness to actively

particirat in the announced hearing and workshop. Among those who

ultimately gave testimony, and led or were involved in the discussion

group meetings, were university extension directors, State and local

government representatives, information industry executives, farm

organization (cooperatives, granges, associations) leaders, senior

Federal officials, media management, epecial information service

providers (including librarians), and consultants in information
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systems analysis and design. Through their thoughtrul contributions,

based on experience and unique perceptions of haw technology could

be applied to the problems of the farming and ranching communities,

both the congressional listeners and others in attendance during these

legislative convenings benefitted significantly. The impact of informa-

tion_technology and its ability to transmit selected narrative and

statistical data with great swiftness seemed of especial importance.

And while the benefits of such expedited transfer were obvious, it had

to be noted that in many cases the traditional "measured response" was

threatened or obliterated. The limited experience gained thus far

might prove to be a portent of even more impactions to come, as Mar-

shall McLuhan once averred:

Mectric circuitry profoundly involves men with one
another. Information pours upon us, instantaneously
and continuously. As soon as information is a'Jquired,
it is very rapidly replaced by still newer information...
instant comrunication insures that all factors of the en-
vironment and of experience co-exist in a state of ac-
tive interplay.

7n considering the ral dimensions of mounting and sustaining

an imaginative sApport effort which could adequately furnish far-flung

rural dwellers with timely, comprehensive, accurate, and relevant fn-

formation of considerable variety, policymakers and program imple-

menters were faced with a spectrum of issues to be addressed:

o The kaleidoscopic roles and responsibilities of estab-
lished and emerging entities, both in the public and
private sectors, who served as information providers
for the agricultural community.

o An ever-pressing requirement to determine to what ex-
tent and under which conditions governmentally col-
lected data could be accessed by private venders.

1
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o The conditions under which individuals or groups
at the local level could influence, even to a mod-
est degree, the information offerings content,
frequency, form--Made available to them.

o The extent to which formalized responsibility could
be assigned to information providers and systems
implementers regarding such post-installation
activities as training, maintenance, and the modi-
fication of files and software.

o The ramifications of private organizations acquir-
ing government-developed data files and/or soft-
ware which would then be modified, resulting in
"value-added" products and services, with particu-
lar attention to ownership of such improved elements.

o The diversity of hardv:dre and software offerings which
has raised vociferous arguments for and against
standardization, either through a government mechan-
ism or imposed by the information industry.

o The desirability of continued, or enhanced, governmental
subsidization of research and first-phase enterprises
leading to new or improved information services.

o The need to look ahead at efforts which could be under-
taken at present to protect the confidentiality of
personal and corporate data being entered into some
of the agriculturally-oriented on-line files.

During the hearingsand workshop these issues surfaced again and

again, with various stratagems being employed in order to press a

point or counter opposing views. Repeatedly, the requirements of the

end users were articulated, with examples drawn from recent experi-

ences with traditional or innovative information delivery systems.

Possible incentives to private sector information providers which

would lead to the placement of services in remote or sparsely settled

areas drew their share of attention. On the whole, the attendees at

this congressional event were not overawed by the present or potential

capabilities of the various technologiescomputers, telecommunications,

microlorms, word processors, audio and video devices--nor were many

unready to learn about how best to improve agricultural Performance. While

concerns were voiced about being led into technological cul-de-sacs,

15
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there appeared to be a feeling that the new technology might offer

a more complete, stereoscopic perception of management and market-

ing functions and opportunities.

Periodically throughout the two days of hearings, Chairman

Brown emphasized that the Committee on Agriculture and the Con-

gress as a whole," looked for guidance to the participants.

This hearing and workshop grew out of a perception
that information and communications technologies are
entering the agricultural sector at a dizzying rate.

The Kellogg Foundation estimates that by 1990, three-
quarters of the commercial farms and 90 percent of the
county extension offices in this country will be e-
quipped with computers or intelligent terminals.

The application of these technologies holds great
promise, but this promise can only bn realized if we
do an adequate job of planning in the early stages.

The need for action in the near future was stressed many times, with

a number of specific action alternatives identified in the findings

and recommendations of the dispassion groups, as well as aprearing

in various witness statements:

o Long-range studies which would attempt to delineate

responsive information delivery and access systems;

o Analysis of existing r.vtension Service and private

sector delivery capabilities, including enhancements

featuring utilization of advanced technology;

o Creation of "clearinghouses" which would centrally

store key material, along with requisite indexes, with

subject contentsof priority value to farmers and ranchers;

o Development of a system that would allow monitoring of

the varied information products and services available

to the agricultural community, and a means of describ-
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ing these on-going resources to users;

o Creation of scenarios, employing dynamic computer mod-

els, that could project the impect of information tech-

nology on existing agricultural management and market-

ing tasks;

o Periodic reviews, through surveys and polls, of user

requirements, including those of the smaller family

farms and agri-businesses;

o Simply formatted comparisons of equipment and soft-

ware products which would enable would-be buyers to

understand the benefits and limitations of the de-

vices, program packages, and systems being acquired; and

o Design of initial orientation and technical training

sessions that would allow new system users to grasp

the fundamentals of performance in a minimum period

of time.

Within the lifetime of millions of Americans there has been an

ever-increasing reliance on technology. The telephone and radio,

once the primary conduits of information from afar, have been aug-

mented by sophisticated technologies that include telecommunications

networks, satellite linkages, television (in various configurations),

and computers. And yet there is a reluctance ti, sever our ties with

the past, for there is a lasting legacy of working parameters that

still seem serviceable. Bruce ritton expressed it this way:

We are people to whom the past is forever speaking. We

listen to it because we cannot help ourselves, for the
past speaks to us with many voices...We cannot cut our-
selves off from it. It is as real to us as something
that happened last week. It is a basic part of our heri-

tage as Americans.

F7
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Featured in the Introduction of this report are the guidelines

which led to the convening of the Subcommittee hearing and workshop,

with a depiction of the vital role which agriculture has fulfilled

throughout the history of the United States. The domestic and in

ternational significance of our agricultural productivity is noted,

along with the spectacular advances in electronic technology. Cor

ollary to these themes are expositions of congressional challenges

which many believe can be the forerunner of initiatives undertaken

by State and local governments and the private sector. An estimation

of the significance, and convolutions, of this problem area is of

fered through an inspection of views presented by those with experience

in originating, evolving, implementing, utilizing, and evaluating

the series of products and services supported by information tech

nologies. Alternative methodological approaches are outlined by

which the Congress could undertake ameliorative or other focal ac

tion.

The emergence of modern information delivery mechanisms from

an established tradition of reliable services for the citizenry is

the opening phase of a discussion in Chapter II which traces gov

ernmental initiatives leading to the creation of agriculture support

systems and a communications (telephone) network across the land.

After noting the evolving pattern of access to electricity, radio,

and more sophisticated services, a description of the information

needs of the farming community and certain institutions which strive

to fulfill them ie offered. And finally, key technology forms are

set forth within a context of their application to the routine and

identifiable special needs of the agricultural industry.

16
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Fast congressional initiatives leading to technology-oriented

information collection, processing, and dissemination are discussed

in Chapter III, together with a chronology of salient events in agri-

culture and the expanding realm of electronic technology. Value can

be derived from this reflention of unflagging chance, not only in

the products of human inventiveness but the subsequent framework

of reference. Iii his Autobiography of Values, Charles Lindbergh

opines that "the past is changed by time...through man's own chang-

ing viewpoint," and nowhere is this more clearly reflected than in

the three chapters which follow.

Here are contained the core commentaries of the formal witness

testimonies and interaction with the Subcommittee, small poup dis-

cussions, and other views of an often perplexing topic. Chapter IV

contains the highlights of a score of letter responses to the pre-

hearing communication from Representative Frown, including useful

mentions of computer -based projects which are lesser }sown and forth-

right recommendations of significant potential. A detailed treatment

of all witness sta ,ents and the often extended exchanges with the

Subcommittee comprises Charter V. The representative viewpoints of-

fered by those testifying were of notable value, since this group

of senior observers constituted a cross - section of nonpareil interest

and expertise. The best efforts of 105 ably-led workshop discussants

are reported in Charter VI, with the findings and recommendations

organized in accordance with the charters of the six discussion

groups:
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Group 1 Private Sector Information Services
Group 2Government Information Services: Management.

and Marketing
Group 3Government Information Field Operations
Group 4 User Requirements
Group 5System Implementation: Hardware Installa-

tion, Training, Maintenance, Software and
Data File Modification

Group 6--Present and Projected Technology

A series of appendices features complementary material to many

of the major points developed in the hearings and workshop narratives.

Illustrative descriptions of technology-supported information services

are included, along with listings of hearings and. workshop participants,.

information on key legislation, and selected references.

The great promise, and the pitfalls, inherent in these tech-

nologies designed to bolster and better agricultural management and

productivity are to be found in this study, and have been presented

in accordance with Subcommittee direction. From the experience and

intuitive understanding of the contributors to this endeavor have come

an understanding of the role of information technology in agric4lture,

from its recent origins to the present status, and as it could evolve via

innovations yet to emerge. With this foundation of fact and inter-

pretive commentary, the Congress can assess its alternatives for op-

timizing the use of theee vital resources in the foreseeable future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One hundred and fifty years ago, during his extensive travels

through the fledgling United States of America, the observant Alex-

is deTocqueville recorded his belief that he had found "the country

which, proportional to its age and means, has made the greatest ef-
1/

forts to procure easy communications." In the ensuing years, as

cities and towns flourished and proliferated, there was concomitant

expansion into the far-flung reaches of the continent. And along

with this movement, the establishment of increasingly sophisticated

information services for the settlers. Those who farmed, along with

their products, were viewed as the essential underpinning of the

nation, and the Jeffersonian concept of the yeoman society became

firmly enmeshed in the popular perception of our societal infrastruc-

ture. The productivity of the American farmer, a res-lt of imagination

and industry comhined with a largely congenial environment, soon became

an accepted domestic asset and a significant factor on the international

scene. Perhaps no more eloquent testimonial to the crucial role of ag-

riculture has been voiced than that by Williams Jennings Bryan durirg

2/
his notable "Cross of Gold" speech:

...the great cities rest upon our broad and fertile
prairies. Burn down your cities and leave our farms,
and your cities will spring up again as if by magic;
but destroy our farms and the grass will grow in the
streets of every city in the country:

The agricultural scene in the 1980 decade offers many variations

of this traditio-al deyendency on the farmers and ranchers who fulfill

the wants of a nation. The smaller farms of the legendary "sod-house

frontier" have been replaced increasingly by !agri-businesses" of

great holdings and financial resources. Menetbaless, the family farm

1/Reeves, Richard. American Journey. New York, Simon and Schuster, 1982. p. 127.

2/Peterson, Houston, ed. A Treasury of the World's Great Speeches. New York,
Simon and Schuster, 1965. p. 641.
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Ms survived, vithatanding--in the words of former Secretary of Agri-

culture Orville Freeman--"the test of time and campetition. "[making]

this country the envy of the world and American farm production the

greatest production miracle in the history of mankind." /Countless

innovation have enhanced the production process, and although the

rnaber of practicing farmers continued to decline, the agricultural

output increased with each passing year. At this time, other factors

including greatly inflated equipment and financing coats ae well ae

fluctuations in the marketplace have combined to bring about a ear -

ious state of affairs. In his testimony before the Subccamittee on

Department Operations, Research and Foreign foriculture, self-pro-

fessed "dirt farmer" Roy Meek declaimed that:

...the agriculture industry is experiencing some of
the most difficult times since the Great Depression
..we have met the problems in the past by increas-

ing our efficiencies of production and increasing our
volume of production.

It is the belief of many agricultural leaders, specialists, and

practitioners that the traditional list of agricultural essential

inputs land, labor, capital must be expanded in today's world to

include "information." A number of spokesmen and interested parties

im both the public and private sectary have gone on record as saying

that this new element must be considered the "glue" ttat melds all of

these ingredients in a way that maximises success. Reliance upon the

American farmer has not diminished in the least, indeed, foreign dif-

ficulties (Soviet Union, India) in crop production have sharpened the

focus on the critical support banished by our agricultural community.

a/Bradley, John P. The International Dictionary of Thought . Chicago, Fergu-

son Press, 1969. p. 25.
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Put change is"in the wind" and the consensus exists that an era of re-

assessment has been entered upon by governmental agencies and private

Prv:ps with responsibilities related to the agricultural industry.

A parallel patte-n of change with far-reaching ramifications,

including some for the agricultural community, has been that brought

about by the cascading improvements in"information technology"--com-

puters, telecommunications, microforms, word processors, audio and

video devices. During the past half-century, the impacts of these

often astonishing tools and techniques have been felt in every seg-

ment of our business and personal lives. Listen to the optimistic

prognostication of David Sarnoff, Fresident of the Radio Corporation

4/
of America, as he spoke in 1927 of one such invention, "radio-television:"

The Possibilities of the new art are as boundless
as the imagination. Rut this much is certain: in
the sphere of communication man will forever v.11( a
medium of transmission in pace wi'h his thoughts
and desires.

ArPther form of "electronic information processor" soon was to join

the a-ray of "wizard machines," and its potential is noted in these
5/

modest words of computer pioneer Samuel Alexander, in 1952:

They may enable science, industry, and rovernment to
tackle large -scale complex problems which heretofore
could not be handled very erfentively in the time
allowed. They may eventually reduce the necessity
for centralization and attendant overcrowding by per-
mitting the dispersal of people and equipment with-
out sacrificing some of the advantages of central-
ized control.

The outreach and information access afforded by these tech-

nologies, often used in combination,epitomize the chancing nature of

our society. The "Inforlation Age" has arrived, and institu'ions and

4/Remarks of David Sarnoff, President of RCA Corp., before the Chicago Associa-
tion of Commerce, June 8, 1927.

5/Remarks of Samuel N. Alexander before Eastern Joint Computer Conference, 1952.
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individuals everywhere are striving to understand and cope with it.

Not only must its offerings be recognized by those who dwell in our

sprawling metropolitan complexes, but comprehended by the citizens

in Sweet Home, Recluse, Chewsvill, and other tiny towns, and by the
6/

inhabitants of the 2,400,000 farms in every corner of the land. The

dynamic nature of this "information revolution" can hardly be over-

stated for even as the cognoscenti grapple with one group of hard-

ware or software, yet other improvements appear on the scene. The

full impact of such recent innovative products or systems as direct

broadcast satellite (DHS), cable services, and fibreoptics or lasers

is ynt to be absorbed. The introduction of such innovatory devices

or methodaplaces stresses upon existing relationships and routines;

in this regard, the words of Robert Boguslaw in The New Utopians merit
7/

recall:

Computers are not found in nature. They have to be

built. And they must take their places within a
framework of existing social systems. A decision

to place them within a framework redefines existing
system arrangements in significant ways.

The agricultural milieu does not stand apart in this matter. The

needs of the farming and ranching communities for better information

and ways to manage it have been identified and discussed at length.

Currently, the debate centers increasingly or the best means of ob-

taining needed data--market, weather, pest-oriented, etc.--and the

trade-offs inherent in acquiring technology- supported information ser-

vices. The technologies now being tested or used operationally to

dissemirate information to more remote areas are only the leading edge

of systems already under development. Significant, proven advantages

6/U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census. Statistical Abstract of

The United States: 1981. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1981. p. 660.

7 /Boguslaw, Robert. New Utopians. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1965. p. 182.
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have been derived from the miniaturization of components in com-

puters and telecommunications and an unremitting trend toward less

costly configurations. The result: large numbers of new users, both

individuals and organizations, who are purchasing or leasing the

technology-supported systems. Thus, government at every level and

all major segments of society are undergoing changes--sometimes

spectacular but more often subliminal which stem from these new

ideas and rethods, an occurrence which caused the late Marshall
8/

McLuhan to comment that:

The medium, or process, of our time--electronic tech-
nologyis reshaping and restructuring patterns of
of social interdependence and every aspect of our per-
sonal life. It is forcing us to reconsider and re-
evaluate practically every thought, every action, and
every institution formerly taken for granted.

There is general acknowledgement, or the part of those who de-

velop as well ES use these evolving information resources and ser-

vices, that their integration will take time, and in many instances

will cause tnanticipnted changes which are often even more discon-

cerVng. In order to minimize this disruptive dimension, every

effort must be are to design and conduct orientation sess!ons

where users can learn not only the rudiments of the new systems but

how they will fulfill known information needs, what is expected of

them as users, and to whom they can turn for aid when proSlemearise.

Many misconceptions can arise regarding the efficacy and util-

ity of external information which le made accessible to the farming

community. No magic is wrought by the collection, either within

governmeht or as an entrepreneurial endeavor by a private sector

8/McLuhan, Marshall. The Medium is the Massage. New York, Bantam Books, 1967.
p. 8.
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"information provider," and possible subsequent interpretive hand-

ling of narrative, graphic, or statistical information. Norman
9/

Cousins cautions that:

...in a computerized age...the-e may be a tendency
to mistake data for wisdom, just WI there has al-
ways been a tendency to confuse logic with values,
and intelligence with insight. Unobstructed access
to facts can produce unlimited good only if It is
matched by the desire and ability to find out what
they mean and where they would lead.

In contemporary America, there are severe). focal developments

which embody key facets of interaction between farmers and ranchers

and those entities which are responsible for acquiring, indexing,

abstracting, staring, processing, retrieving, and disseminating se-

lected :Information of proven value to that user community:

o During the 1770's counties with no settlement as

large as 2,500 persona and not adjacent to a metro-

politan area grew by 14.6 percent, faster than the

metropolitan growth rates the rural population in-

10/
creased by 5.9 million persons.--

o Although the emphasis on productivity has continued

unabated, and technologies have been utilized to that

end to the utmost, there appears to be a growing feel-

ing that the role of technologv-eupported information

servicea can become critical in improving the manage-

ment and hence the productivity of farming unite.

o For those living at "the end of the road," who often

eee themselves as being informationally disadvantagaes

any move toward establishing a better balance in the of-

9/Pylysbyn, Zenon W., ed. Perspectives on the Computer Revolution. Englewood
Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1970. p. 499.

10/Long, Larry, and Diana DeAre. Repopulating the Countryside: A 1980 Census
Trend. Science, v. 217, Sept. 17, 1982. p. 1112, 1114.

2
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faring of advanced information services is

viewed with enthueiaam, although this may

place new burdens on Federal services and

local government.

o Theint.ernationalizationgof American agri-

culture, which had its genesis nearly a dec-

ade ago, has included the creation of an

awareness on the part of the American farm-

mr--through such services as AGNM--of mar-

ket opportunities akin to those existing in

an adjoining county or State in earlier per-

iods.

Within the United States Congress there has been a growing

concern about the shortcomings involving information services for

those living in more remote areas. Hearings have been held on

salient xspects of rural telecommunications, service, the chang-

ing role of rural libraries, and alternatives for providing edu-

cational opportunities for inhabitants of areas beyond suburbia.

In addition, Members have exhibdteu interest in the potential of

present and projected technologies, particularly computer and tele-

communications, for offering a wide range of information products

and services to rural citizenry.

Although relatively few major reports have been iesued on this

area of burgeoning interest, three are noteworthy:

1978 -- Communications and Rural America, prepared by the

Office of Technology Assessment for the Senate
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Committee on Commerce, Science and Traneporta -

11/
tion.

1980 -- National Symposium on 7.1ectronic Ma,keting of

Agricultural Commodities, conference proceed -

12/inge-
1982 -- Report on U. S. Department of Agriculture nec-

13/
tronic Information pScchenge and Dissemination.

Two other reports of more than tangential value deserve mention

because of their treatment of certain developments in the subject

technologies anj their application, and the invaluable broader con-

text which they provide:

197E -- Into the Information Age: A Perspective for Fed-

oral Action on Information, prepared by Arthur
14/

D. Little, Inc.

1982 -- Public Sector/Private Sector Interaction in Pro-

viding Information Services, issued by the Na-

tional Commission on Libraries and Information
15/

Science.

Drawing upon the analytical and factual material embodied in

these milestone studies, cognizant congressional oversight groups

have been able to delineate an agenda which would lead to a further

rewarding exploration of this priority legislative concern.

11/U.S. Congress. Cffice of Technology Assessment. Communications and Rural

America. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1978.

12/National Symposium on Electronic Marketing of Agricultural Commodities, 1980.
Proceedings. College Station, Tex., Texas Agriltural Experiment Station, 1980.

13/U.S. Department of Agriculture. Office of Gov,,rnmental and Public Affairs.
Report on U.S. Department of Agriculture Electronic Information Exchange and
Dissemination. Washington, 1982.

14 /Arthur D. Little, Inc. Into the Information Age. Chicago, ALA, 1978.

15/U.S. National Commission of Libraries and Information Science. Public
Sector/Private Sector Interaction in Providing Information Services. Washington,
U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1982.
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Objective of the Report

The culmination of the initiative taken by the Subcommittee on

Department Operations, Research and Foreign Agriculture during the

97th Congress is the preparatior of this report by the Congressional

Research Service, at the request of Chairman George S. Brown, Jr.

Contributory to this effort were the public and private sector re-

sponses to the Subcommittee request for commentary on the focal

topic, and the wide range of material obtained during the two days

of combined hearing and workshop sessions. Also utilized was the

special booklet entitled "Computer-based Information Systems and
16/

Services for Rural America," which was made available to the par-

ticipants in the Subcommittee heating /workshop activities.

In determining the scope and nature of this report, cognizance

was taken of the philosophical context articulated by Chairman Brown

prior to the opening of the hearing and workshop sessions:

Our farm sector is rapidly entering the computer
a e, with all of the promise and problems that this

ogress entails. The application of any complex
sophisticated technology requires a great deal

of thought and planning if success is to be attained.
It is my hope that the hearing and workshop we are
holding will contribute to that process.
We have brought together experts from Congress, the

federal executive branch, state and local governments,
universities, the farm sector, and the information in-
dustry, to begin a comprehensive discussion of the ap-
plications of computer-based information systems and
services in agriculture. Over the course of the hear-
ing and workshop, I hope that this group will provide
some insight and guidance that will assist all of us
in our future decisions on these technologies.

Affirmation of the importance of this legislative endeavor was

offered by Representative William C. Wampler, the ranking minority

member of the Suboommittee:

16/U.S. Library of Congress. Congressional Research Service. Computer-Based Infor-
mation Systems and Services for Rural America. Pamphlet produced by R.L. Chartrand

A. Barry Carr for Hearings held by the Subcommittee on Dept. Operations,
Research and Foreign Agriculture of the House Committee on Agriculture, May 1982.

2i
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I share Mr. Brown's enthusiasm for this relatively
new concept of computer-based information systems
and services for agriculture in rural America...
it is intriguing, to say the least, and we in Vir-
ginia feel that we are among the innovators in
this.

It is noteworthy that the hearing witnesses and workshop

participants ware unstinting in their efforts to share experiences

derived from experimnntal and operational technology-supported pro-

jects, besides being willing to discuss their views of the potential

spread and utility of such systems. Although many of the attendees

possessed the highest credentials as a result of their innovative

thinking and efforts, the quality of testimony and corollary dis-

cussions was such that participants repeatedly declared that they

had learned many new things and gained useful insights into common

problems.

In structuring the hearings, careful attention was paid to as-

sembling a group of speakers who could best represent the key action

groups involved in providing information support to the farming com-

munity. Similar concern for quality was reflected LI the selection

of the group leaders and rapporteurs who would fulfill vital roles

during the workshop sessions. A profile of these individuals shows:

Senior federal executive branch administrators
Academic project directors
Information industry managers
Farm association directors
xtension service senior personnel
State extension specialists
Agricultural librarians
Consultants is information science
Mass media executives

Many of the presentations by witnesses before the Subcommittee
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resulted in lively, extensive dialogues involving Members and other

hearings, participants such as the delcgation of Canadian parliamen-

tarian!. The diverse perspectives offered by those participating

on a spectrum of technical and user-oriented issues, governmental

responsibilities and opportunities, and quandaries facing both the

private and public sector, more than met the objectives of the Sub -

mittee as expressed by Chairman Brown:

1. Provide an opportunity for Members of Congress,
their staffs, and activists in the public and
private sectors to exchange ideas and exper-
iences in this vi +.al area.

2. Identify and discuss policy and program ques-
tions, and obtain realistic recommendations for
later initiatives.

3. Increase public awareness of the potential ben-
efits and limitations of advanced information
resources and services.

The expectations of the sponsoring Subcommittee were exceeded

as a result of the wealth of information that was forthcoming about

the information requirements of the user community, basic consid-

erations which must be dealt with in designing and implementing tech-

nology-oriented information services, training and system mainte-

nance matters, and future applications of such technology in support

of agricultural management and productiln. A number of specific issues

emerged, many of a long-standing nature:

o Roles of public and private sector information providers
o Condern for protecting the confidentiality of system data
o Pro's and con's of hardware and software standardization
o Conditions governing access to government information
o Ownership of "value- added" information products and

services
o Local role in determining content of information offerings
o Responsibility for post-installation system support. in-

cluding software and file enhancements
o Government subeidization of research and pilot projects

3
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These and additional issues of note preoccupied the 150 participants

throughout the bearing and workshop meetings, and were often evidence

of a &sire, in the words of Walter Lippman, to create policies whioh

"reflect a deference to life's ambiguities and to the necessity of
'17/

practical human accommodation.4--

Chairman Brown set forth, on the first day of the Subcommittee

hearing, his hope that much of value would result from the workshop

sessions, "in order to make some progress in clarifying the realistic

promise that these technologies hold." 'tech of the nix groups was

chaired by an individual with recognized capabilities in the field

and the leadership acumen to draw from the participants a series of

usable findings and recommendations. Rapporteursof comparable achieve

ment were recruited to reinforce the execution of the executive role.

A listing of the workshop discussion group areas of purview follows:

Group 1 Private sector information services
Group 2 Government information services: management

and marketing
Group 3 Government information field operations
Group 4 User requirements
Group 5 System implementation: hardware installation,

training, maintenance, software and data file
modification

Group 6 Present and projected technology

The highlights of the diacuasion groups, conclusions appear in Chapter

VII, and a listing of all participants is contained in Appendix 2.

An enumeration of key questions for consideration by the discussants

is found in Appendix 15.

The substance of this report, then, is embodied in the three

major resources stemming from the hearings, testimony, the findings

and recommendations of the workshop sessions, and the comments prof-

17/Bradley, International Dictionary of Thoughts, p. 659.
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fared by the score of individuals whose comments were solicited

through the earlier letter from Representative Brawn. In the

latter instance, the highlights of these responses are presented

along with a;Tropriate commentary in rThapter V, and do provide

both useful philosophical and technical material, as well as il-

lustrative irformation on information support activities in various

parts of the country. The goal remains one of bringing to the

farmers and ranchers of the nation that information which will

facilitate their management of crops and livestock, and the market-

ing of these products in an optimum fashion. Once again, "infor-

mation" emerges as the essential ingredient in these systems. The

role of technolcgy in attaining this elevated status is yet to be

fully proven, but the ultimate aim of all such activity is found in
18/

Gutenberg Two:

All information in all places at all times. The
impossible ideal. But he marriage of computers
with existing communications links will take us
far closer than we have ever been.

Significance of the Problem

Inheent in the legacy of America, which has been passed down

from generation to generation, is the pride in our agricultural pro-

ductivity and a firm belief that through industry and imagination any

obstacles to its cont'.nued high performance can be overcome. In more

recent times, the essence of this t-uth has been expanded to include

what many call "the internationalization of American agriculture."

Secretary-Designate John P. Block, in his appearance before the Senate

Gomrittee on Agriculture, n:trition, and Forestry, emphasized the im-

18/Godfrey, David, and Douglas Parkhill, ed. Gutenberg Two. Toronto, ?ress
Porcepic, 1979. p. 1.

3t.
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portance of this dimension both as a high domestic priority and

19/
a cornerstone of foreign policyi--

During the 19701s, U. S. agriculture broke all pre-
vious records for productivity and for exports. The
benefits of this tremendous achievement have given the
people of this Nation the best food and the highest
standard of living in the free world. We must contin-
ue to have policies and improve our policies to en-
courage production and expand export markets to the
benefit of all Americans. v.xports lead to greater
economic activity and more Jobs. Exports are as ben-
eficial to the steelworker in Pittsburgh, the auto -
maker in Detroit, as they are to the farmer.

Many of the, ramifications of developing and serving foreign markets

are imperfectly understood not only by the practicing farmers, but

by those responsible for governmental economic policies and their

counterparts in private commerce. Oftentimes, as ";velyn Waugh notes

in Scoop, we find that we live in "a world in which perceptions count
20/

mere than facts." Put for those whose daily occupation is the raising

and marketing of livestock and grain, it is the "facts," the information

that tells them of impending weather, pasts and their control, and

routine housekeeping management--as well as potential markets, domestic

andeverseas--thatarecrucial to their survival and well-being.

President Lyndon B. Johnson declared that agriculture is "our

first industry...our greatest. It is the vital center of our econ-

omy--fueling our industry and commerce, feeding our people and the
21/

hungry of the world." Cha-ging times, he was aware, bring with them

22/
a demand for flexibility that must be anticipated and understood:

The American farmer today stands in the proud tradi-
tion of his fathers. But he is faced, as no generation
before him, with the problems of accelerating technology.
It is bringing fundamental and forceful change to the
farmer and the rural community.

19/U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry.

Nomination of John 7 Block, Jan. 1981. Wash., U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1981, p. 9.

20/Waugh, Evelyn. Scoop. Boston, Little, Brown, 1977. p. 91-92.

21/ U.S. President, 1963- (Johnson). Special Message to the Congress: Prosperity

and Progress for the Farmer and Rural America, Feb. 27, 1968. Public Papers of the

Presidents, L. B. Johnson, 1968-69, v. 1. Wash., U.S. Govt. Print. Off., p. 271.

22/ Johnson, Prosperity and Progress for the Farmer and Rural America, p. 281.

t.,
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Myriad changes have taken place in the past quarter-century as

farmers have moved to stay abreast of the technology which can keep

them competitive and productive. Many tines they are reportedly at

the mercy of the marketplace, and in the past were at a disadvantage

in knowing of marketing opportunities, current pricing, or trends in

the futures' market. With the introduction of improved information

systems which could bring up-to-the-minute information on Board of

Trade quotes and analyses of activity patterns across the agricul-

tural industry, agri-businesses and smaller farm units began to feel

more in control of their own destinies. These are seen as difficult

times for farmers, whose production costs have continued to mount in

an unprecedented fashion while the vagaries of the marketplace often

have prevented them from obtaining sufficient remuneration for their

labors. Fresident Jimmy Carter, when signing the Agricultural Credit

Act of 1978, stated his belief that "predictability and stability in

farm pricing and farm production ate crucial," which reaffirmed his

earlier avowal that year to the effect that "Decent farm income and a

strong family farm system are vital to our national economic stability
23/

and strength.'

It may be stated without fear of contradiction that one of the

key underpinnings of agriculture today is the series of information

networks which serve farmers and ranchers and those with whom they

regularly interact the extension services, local governments, banks,

and farmers' organizations. The proliferation of computer-based

information systems available to the farmer is bound to impact not

23/U.S. President, 1977- (Carter). Agricultural Credit Act of 1978: Remarks at
iRe Bill Signing Ceremony, Aug. 4, 1978. Public Papers of the Presidents,
Jimmy Carter, 1978, v. 2. Wahington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1979. p. 1376.



only the business operations but many of the personal living patterns

as well. Felationships with Federal, State0-and country government

agricultural specialists may be affected, and the traditional roles

of these organizations altered. Consider these questions which must

24/
be addressed in the years to come:

o Will new informetion systems be used to increase the
capacity of the county extension service to serve farm
and nenfarm clients, or will they replace the tradi-
tio 1 extension delivery systnm for certain types of

o Will the adoption of new i-formntion technotogies re-
quire '3xtension to make tough choices about the audi-
ences it will serve?

o Should State institutions copyright and franchise their
software cr do they have nn obligation to share it with
others?

Ard perhaps most basic in the minds of the Totenticx? user clientele:

At wha,, point in the system may an individual rain access to desired

information, fro:. which resource, and at what cost?

It goes without saying that a numter of vital institutional issues

will have to be faced, both in the Congress and the sundry implementing

agencies comprising the Federal-State-local triad. Three such specific

concerns were identified in the Subcommittee booklet prepared for dis-
25/

tribution during the hearing:

First, the appropriate role for the Federal governnent in
information technology research and development merits re-
evaluation in view of changing conditiors.
Second, the role of Federal ar.d State agencier in training
personnel to use the new technologies should be defined.
Third, the development of approaches to improve cooperation
between the various Federal and State agencies involved in
information technology deserves consideration.

Fereatedly, there is an emphasis on raising the level of govern-

mental performance: planning, programming, monitoring, budgeting.
26/

In The Recovery of Confidence, John Gardner stresses that:

24/Chartrand and Carr, Computer-Based Information Systems, p. 6.

25/Chartrand and Carr, Computer-Based Information Systems, p. 7.

26 /Gardner, John. The Recovery of Confidence. New York, Norton, 1970. p. 40-41.

3 6 "s,



...we must build into organizations, particularly in
government, the evaluative processes that will permit
us to judge performance. This means that government
officials must be required to be specific about goals
that is, about outcomes that would have to be a-
chieved to count a given activity successful; they
must develop measures to determine wY,ther those out-
comes have occurred; and they must ly the measures
systematically to performanceal) the end that
they can say of any program, It % ,u" or "It didn't
work."(italics added]

As implied earlier, the array of groups involved in the creation,

installation, maintenance, and utilization of technology-based infor

motion services-designed to support the agricultural community is

large, and reflects a highly diversified set of private and govern-

mental institutions as well as individuals and families. These include:

Individual or family-owned farms and ranches
Agri-business corporations
Newspapers
Television and radio stations
Banks

University and college agricultural departments
Town and county governmental units
Telephone and satellite utilities
Federal, State and local extension services
Associations and farm organizations

Fron their ranks came the witnesses, group leaders and rapporteurs,

and workshop participants who made the Subcommittee sessions meaningful.

The viewpoints taken and concerns ,!ed by lye

ments are illustrated through this r :an

Raymond D. Lett (USDA senior executive) Ame: ri-
culture always has been the envy of the world fa.-
basic research and practical application of new produc-
tion and marketing techniques. A major ingredient in
making this system work has been the collection and shar-
ing of information among government and academic sources,
private businesses and individual citizens.

27/These quotations were taken from various source document:.
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John C. Datt (AM administrator) all parties ought
to have equal access to the same government information.
And from that point on, then, it is up to each of us to
see whether we can package it...and make it meaningf.',11
and salable to the membership of our organization.

Dr. M. C. Harding, Sr. (academic extension adminis-
trator)--It is estimated that the number of farmers us-
ing computers in the next five years will ranpe between
five and fifteen percent of commercial farms...manage-
ment strategies are needed to give guidance to this

technological innovation.
Douglas R. LoGrande (corporate division director)--

Computers have been successfully used to "model" reali-
ty, pivinp the user answers to "what if" questions, en-
abling the investigation of alternatives and facilitating
decisions which would be most profitable.

Alfred T. Fitts (newspaper executive)--We are not go-
ing to offer up a content product in a brand -new business
using a whsle new presentation and a cost imposition on
the farmer without being darned sure that we have a prod-
uct that will he accessed every day.

Dr. Louis A. Rransford (technology consortium executive)
--If we could justify a satellite link, and the average
farmer could interface his farm computer to the state ex-
tension office, or any one of the agricultural, veterinary
or forestry colleges in the United States...the possibility
of decreasing the cost of operation or increasing produc-

tivity would become evident.

The sweep of the conceptual and practical content of the contri-

hltions--through formal testimony, as found in the workshop discussion

sumr:aries, or ensconced ..r1 the letter responses--is sufficient to raise

the level of understanding and commitment, within the Subcommittee and

on the part of involved external groups, and provide a strong founda-

tion for further initiatives. Soveral significant themes are iterated

which cut across a number of the overarching issues as well as the more

specific arenas of action:

o An imperative need for developing a multi-faceted com-

puter literacy curriculum (basic training, advanced

seminars, refresher courses, etc.)
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o A way to remain aware of the voluminous information

offerings available from government and private sector

information providers;

o The need for long-range studies which explore alterna-

tives for providing remote populations with a range

of information delivery mechanisms;

o An agreement by all information offerors to delineate

all system costs so that would-be clients can accurate-

ly assess the burden, and benefits, involved;

o An objective scrutiny of existing delivery capabilities

(e. p., .v.xtension Service) and those changes in service

which must be considered in the future, if inforration

support is to meet the needs of the users;

o The access to public infornation holdings which is sought

by information providers and end users; and

o The viability of the concept that the Federal government

should continue to fund vital research and experimental

delivery efforts related to information support for the

agricultural community.

On the whole, the formal remarks and occasional dialogues reflect

a positive stance regarding the desirability of utilizing computer-

based information services in performing agriculture-related tasks,

but there are also many realistic concerns which must be taken into

account, and fully understood by those who are responsible for their

creation as well as the recipients of such systems, offerings. One

such observer is Howard F. Lehnert with the USDA Science and oluca-

28/

tion Administration:

28lLehnert, Howard. Letter to Rep. George Brown, Jan. 19, 1982.

3 ii



The key to the success and public acceptance of any
dissemination system rests upon the quality of the in-
formation, its accuracy, its timeliness, and how well
it is localized.

any farmers now own small business or personal com-
ruters...[but] most cannot make full use of this e-
quipment because of the lank of software that is de-
sirned to meet specific farming needs. Too often they
are forced to turn to programs that were developed for

another business.

The attitude of the potential buyers of such advanced systems

also must be taken into account, notes Robert D. Burgener of Teli-
29/

don Videotex Systems, Inc:

The final hurdle for technology is not in the labora-
tory but rather in the consumer marketplace. Tractors
didn't replace horses just because someone manufactured
enough of them or hired the best salesmen to promote
them. No new tool can survive unless soreone perceives
a value in it for a task already at hand, or an oppor-
tunity which it can on that couldn't be reached before_

Concern about the future of the USDA t:xtension Service was ex-

pressed on a number of occasions, with the comments of Joe Belden at

the 'ational Family Farm Coalition being indicative of that appre-
30/

hension:

...if 'Ixtension moves Pv.ther into the computers systeme
area, care should he taken to ensure that information and
assistance are available for amall-scale farmers. Such

farmers must be specifically sought and aided, and ser-
vices'must be specifically designed for them.

The fragmentation which exists in this Nation where agriculture:

information is involved was commented upon in various settings during

the Subcommittee hearing and workshop. One possible solution was

raised, and Dr. Mitchell R. Oeasler of Virginia Polytechnic Insti-
31/

tote and State University put it in these terms:

A number of farmers now own personal computers but a cen-
tral general-access, nationwide computer is needed to serve

es a library and clearing house. Programs for personal com-
puters as well as information libraries...could be distributed
through such a central system.

29/Burgener, R. D. Letter to Re?. George Brown, Nov 23, 1981.

30/Belden,Joe. Letter to Rep. George Brown, Feb. 15, 1982.

31/Geasler, Mitchell R. Letter to Rep. George Brown, Jan. 28, 1982.
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Permeating the commentaries submitted to the Subcommittee

and offe'red both in optimistic or cautionary tones is the under-

lying message that the ways and means of tranefering information

are in flux, with the outcome often not yet determined. A provoca-

tive admorition to the policymakars and program managers, who must

bear the responsibility for shaping the information infrastructure

and offerings of the future, is set forth in the volume, Informa-
32/

Lion Technology serving Society3

Those who strive to decide which information will or
should have residual valueand if television or the
printed word is the best means of ensuring thatare
doing a great deal of soul-searching where investments
in information systems and services are concerned.

Continuing congressional concern about the state of agriculture

has taken many 'forma, and requests for background information have

emanated from Members with constituencies across the country. In

response to these requirements, the Congressional Research Service

has prepared a series of "lesue Briefs" in reoant years which deal

with salient aspects of agricultural conditions and problems: "Agri-

33/
culture: Soil Conservation and Farmland Productivity,""Crisis in

34/ 35/
the Farm 7,conomy,""Rural Development: the Federal Role," and "Agri-

36/

culture: Significant Legislation of the 97th Congress." The im-

po-tans of these and related matters is comprehended, although not

always in a way that allows the formulation of ameliorative action,

in zany quarters. The viability of Am-rican agriculture will depend

it large part, in th' future, on the perception of Congress, the Fed-

eral executive branch, State and local governmental agenc!es, and

32/Chartrand, R. 1.. Information Transfer to Gifted Ada. In Inforoatton Technology Story lesSociety. firm Tort. Peruse= Press. 1979, so. 3-4.
II/U.S. Library of Coogresa. Cone tonal Research Service. Agriculture: Soil Conservation
and fareland Productivity. Issue grief go. 11800)1, by R. S. Dal 'svelte, lab. 6, 1980
(updated May 21. 1981). Washington, 1981.

.1 /U.S. Library of Congreas Congmasionel Research Service. Crisis to the Para grower,.
Audio fried So. A/30036. by .7. leseech and others, April 1, 1982. Washington. 1982.
33/17.11. Library of Congress. Coodreasional lasearch Service. Rural Development: Thefederal iota. Issue grief No. 111177113, by S. S. O.boura. Oct. 19, 1977 (updated Sept.
21, 1910). teals tavola. 1980.

_/11.3. Library of Coograes. Conermatosal Research Service. Agriculture: Significant
Lea mistion of the 97th Coograaa. Issue grief No. 1181161 by E. W. Witham 11, Aug. 20.
1981 (updated loot. 1). 1982). Washington. 1982.
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cognizant organizations in the private sector, and their willingness

and ability to define objectives and instruments of execution which

can render the necessary support to the farming industry.

Alternative Methods of Fostering Congressional Initiatives

As indicated in the information provided the Subcommittee on

Department Operations, Research and Foreign Agriculture during its

exploration of alternative paths of action in enhancing information

support for the agricultural community, a range of options for

public or private sector initiatives has emerged. In some instances,

the expression of a problem or possible solution was phrased in

very general terms; on other occasions specific processes or actions

by those viewed as having area responsibilities were recommended.

Totally innovative action often was not called for, but simply the

modification of existing practices or the suggestion of augmenting

current services through an overlay of technological support.

Within the Congress, there has been a discernible determination

to understand better the value and varieties of information products

and services for the natioral rural constituency. This has necessar-

ily entailed the continuing orientation of legislative personnel re-

garding which technology existed, how it could be employed, who the

potential users were, and when such services could be offers 4,r

either governmental or private sector providers.

A number of initiatives have been identified which could be

acted upon by the Congress, designated Federal executive branch agen-

cies, State and local governments, or selected private sector groups.

"4.2
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Such delineated action alternatives must be considered, of course,

within the context of established congressional oversight functions

and protocols, and the traditional ways in which Members interact

with the legislative process. Several methods of undertaking leg-

islative initiatives, which constitute. specific courses of actioni

include:

1. Introduction of new legislation -

o Identify roles and responsibilities for selected public
and private sector organizations having missions end
resources relevant to technology-supported information
services for the agricultural community.

o Establish a special study commission or cask force to
explore identifiable user information needs and potential
response systems and services.

o Authorize, where necessary, the utilization of contractor
personnel and services to augment in-house capabilities
in this area.

o Provide for the establishment and operation of a support
information capability, such as a clearinghouse or network,
that could collect, index, store, orocesJ, and make available
(both electronically and in more traditional forma) requisite
data for known user communities.

o Mandate the utilization, in specific activity , of

appropriate information technologies and man-machine techni-
ques.

2. Review of existing legislation - may occur as a result of individual
Member action, or during the deliberations of the budget, authori-
zation, or appropriations committees in regard to:

o Adequacy of Public Law gorls and provisions, from the
vantage point of proven prugram performance.

o Perceived effectiveness of present agency or department
program implementation, especially as concerns cost-
performance measurement (where appropriate) and hind-
sight assessment of initial project objectives.

o Possible redirection of departmental implementation and
interpretation of directives, conducted through high
level executive branch (OMB) action.

zio
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3. Analysis of sunset legislation - past valuable initiatives,
often forgotten with the passage of time, merit review lest
useful analyses of the problem are lost or existing information
resources and services already in place be seriously diluted or
unthinkingly removed.

4. -Jaw-boning" (persuasion) of responsible Federal executive
branch departments and agencies - the varying roles within the
Federal establishment (OMB, ED, USDA, NSF) often are diminished
or become minimal over time; legislative interest often reinforces
the resolve to evaluate anew appropriate organizational frameworks:
budgeting goals, program objectives, use of technology, and the
implications of applying modern technology to the needs of user
groups.

5. Utilization of legislative research and analysis capabilitiei.-
by calling upon the extensive resources of the Congressional
Research Service, Office of Technclogy Assessment, General
Accounting Office, and Congressional Budget Office (as appropriate),
Congress can commission studies of varying scope and depth that
:hen may be applied to selected congressional review or foresight
activities.

Tbrougl, the exercise of such undertakings, which in their variety

epitomize the form of government from which they stem, the impregnabil-

ity of American Agriculture can be assured. Drawing upon the strengths

embodied in our traditions, yet selectively choosing the best of inno-

vations which have been crested through human ingenuity, our progress

will cortinue.and a sense of renewal achieved. The essence of that

22/
phenomenon is captured in these words

Renewal is not just innovation and change. It is also
the process of bringing the results of change into line
with our purposes.

37/Gardner, John. Self-Renewal: The Individual and the Innovative Society.
New York, Harper & Row, 1964. p. 7.

14-795 0 - 93 - 4
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II. INFORAATI)N TECHNOLOGY i.ND ITS APPLICATION IN AGRICULTURE

... there is hereby established at the seat of Government of the
United States a Department of Agriculture, the general designs and
duties of which shall be to acquire and to diffuse among the people
of the United States useful information on subjects connected with
agriculture in the most general and comprehensive sense of that
word...

12 Stat. 387 May 15, 1862.

When the European settlers established their first colonies on the shores

of America in the early seventeenth century, they brought with them the tools,

seeds, and agricultural technology of the old world. In their first contacts

with the native American Indian, they were exposed to the tools, seeds and

agricultural technology of the new world. The older colonies in New England

and Virginia became the first "experiment stations" where the old and the new

were tried and proved, and the practical information thus obtained was sought

by and shared with settlers at the newer colonies.

In the earliest days information was exchanged among farmers, and almost

all of the settlers lived on small farms. That is to say, people traveled

from place to place obtaining needed supplies and information on a one-to-one

basis. Hand-carried letters were another means of transmitting information.

Newspapers eventually became the first mass media, and given the nature of the

times, agricultural info, ition was a prominent feature of these publications.

In the late eighteenth century, books--for example, The Old Farmers Almanac,

published in Sterling, Massachusetts in 1792--became important sources of

agricultural information. The American Farmer magazine, which began publication

in Baltimore in 1819 at a cst of $4.00 per annum, stated its purpose: to

collect information from every source, ... to enable the reader to study the

various systems, ...and to put him in possession of that knowledge and skill."



Besides articles on the main subject of the paper, it promised original essays

for amusement and instruction, substantial detail of passing occurrences--and

faithful account of the actual prices" of principal farm commodities for sale

in the Baltimore market.

It seems worth pointing out that the explosion of publications in early

America was certainly facilitated by the use of a common languageEnglish.

Although many tongues were spoken by early Americans, nd early publictions

reflected such diverse readerships, English rapidly butane the universal language.

Computerbased icformation systems have not had the advantage of a universal

programming language.

Americans early expressed an interest in science. The American Philosophical

Society, the first significant scientific society in America, was founded in

1743. The first society devoted entirely to agriculture was the Philadelphia

Society for Promoting Agriculture formed in 1785 by group of citizens, only a

few of whom were actually fa.:mare. Many local agricultural societies were thereafter

organized throughout the United States.

The beginning of involvemtat in scientific agri. .lture by the O.S. Government

is traced to activities of the U.S. Patent Office in 1839 when the Congress

appropriated $1,000 for collecting agricultural statistics, conducting agricultural

investigations, and distributing seeds. The agricultural collections of the

Patent Office library are said to be the beginnings of the National Agricultural

Library, now maintained by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. By 1859 there

was general dissatisfaction on the part of the Congress and the public with

the activities of the agricultural department of the Patent Office. President

Lincoln's first annual message to the Congress suggested that "annual reports

exhibiting the condition of our agriculture, commerce and manufactures would
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present a fund of information of great practical value to the country". Congress

responded the following year with an act establishing the U.S. Department of

Agriculture. The Act of 1862 instructs the USDA to "acquire and diffuse

among the people of the Cnite:d States useful information on subjects connected

with agriculture in the most general and comprehensive sense of that word".

At the same time Congress was establishing the U.3. Department of Agriculture,

it began a series of Acts which collectively created the Land-Grant Univarsity

system. The Morrill Act of 1962 provided land or funding to each State to

endow, support, and maintain at least one college to teach, among other subjects,

agriculture. This wa, followed in 1887 by the Hatch Act which established State

agricultural experiment stations for the purpose of "acquiring and diffusing

among the people of the United States useful and practical information on

subjects connected with agriculture". Additional funding was provided States

for the establishment of a separate college "for the education of colored

students in agriculture and the mechanical arts" by the Secoad Morrill Act of

1890. And finally, the Smith-Lever Act of 1914 created a Federal-State-local

government partnership to carry out a program of extension work designed not

only to diffuse useful and practical information relating to agriculture and

home economics, but to also "encourage the application of the same".

Although mass media were being provided an ever increasing stream of infor-

mation from Fedecal agencies, State universities, and other sources, the problem

of serving a geographically isolated farm population with timely information

still remained. Initially farm families could only receive newspapers and

magazines when they visited the nearest large town or city.

The first step toward bringing the world to the farm came when Postmaster

William L. Wilson orde:ed that mail would be delivered directly to farm homes.

Rural free delivery (RFD) began in 1896 in West Virginia and was enlarged to

4 /
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include all rural residents as successive Congresses provided funds. Now

newspapers, magazines and books could be sent directly to rural residents and at

very low cost.

Although Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone in 1876, it was many

years before its benefits would be fully available to rural residents. Again it

was geographic isolation, and the dispersed nature of farm residents, which

caused the private sector to consider telephone service to rural areas an

unprofitable business investment. In the early days farmers banded together to

form small, mutual (cooperative) telephone companies to serve their areas.

There were more than 32 thousand rural telephone systems in the United States

in 1912 supplying service through magnetooperated sets and wire strung treeto

tree. With one circuit often serving 20 or more subscribers, the telephore

often became local news service as well as a communication device.

The heavy capital costs associated with a modern telephone network were

beyond the means of most rural telephone systems. The poor service caused by

equipment obsolescence was a major problem. Fewer farmers had telephones in 1940

than in 1920. In 1949, Congress authorized an agency of the USDA, the Rural

Electrification Administration (REA), to make loans "to assure the availability

of adequate telephone service to the widest practical number of rural users".

At that time only 38 percent of all farms had telephone service.

Although the first successful radio station, KDKA Pittsburg, went on the

air in 1920, the full benefits of radio, and later television, could not be

available to farmers until their homes were electrified. In 1920 almost no

farms were served by electric utility companies. According to the 1930 census

nine percent of the farms were served by utility companies and another four

percent generated their own electricity.

Because of the low density of farm population, farmers were charged higher
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rates for electrical service, and the extension of service was slow. In 1935

President Franklin Roosevelt estphlished by executive order the Rural

Electrification Administration (REA) for the purpose of making loans tl local

organizations to finance the distribution, generation, and transmission of

electric power to unserved rural persons. Although nearly half of all farms

and ranches still lacked electrical service by the end of the Second World

War, today 99 percent of all farms receive electrical service.

Although the first, allpurpose, allelectronic computer was developed in

1946, commercial computers began shoving up on LandGrant University campuses

about 1960. Agricultural research and Extension workers were among the first

to adopt the use of this new technology. By the early 1960's, s number of State

universities h.d in operation computerbased recordkeeping and farm management

programs for farmers and linear programming models were being used on a regular

basis. This early exposure of farmers to computer information management

prepared the stage for the ready adoption of terminals and personal computers

on the farm in the 1980's.

CURRENT INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN AGRICULTURE

In focusing on the application of current information technology to a

range of farmrelated activities, it is helpful to delineate the types of

information which are normally used in the daily personal lives and business

operations of those who farm and ranch:

1. News and community service informationwhat's happening

2. Weather forecasts and related emergency or disaster information

3. Crop and livestock production information, including pest
management, irrigation water management, and feeding recommendations

4. marketing information, including current and future prices

5. Selling of farm products through teleauction or computer auction
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6. Purchasing farm and nose supplies, including teleshopping

7. Banking services including lending and cash management

8. Business management including recordkeeptng, budgeting, and planning

9. Information concerning farm and public policy including regulations

10. 12.reonal education and entertainment

Farm families have available to them an unprecedented variety of sources

for obtaining information and service. such as those just listed. A survey

conducted by the National Opinion Research Center at the University of Chicago

showed there was considerable variation in the choice of information sources made

by individual farm operators. Half of the respondents reported the use of four or

more separate information sources. Less than five percent of those surveyed claimed

not to use any source o: outside information.

One major category of information provider is the public or tax-supported

sector, consisting of Federal, State, and local agencies. The USDA is still a

major source of technical informationauout the production and marketing of

farm commodities as well as home economics. Weather data are collected, interpreted,

and distributed through the facilities of the National Weather Service of the

U.S. Department of Commerce. State agencies and institutions, including the

research and extension components of the Land-:;rant Universities and the Crop

Reporting Services, are also an important source of production, management, and

marketing information. At the local level, libraries, county Extension Offices,

and the local school system, including community colleges', are major sources

of information. Local institutions tend to be places where information from other

sources is stored and retrieved for local users, or where information is conveyed

through formal educational processes such as group lectures.

A second major category of information provider is the private sector. Here,

businesses or not-for-profit organizations provide information for a fee which
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may be paid by the user, oy an advertiser, or shared by both. In some cases

private sector information sources are called mass L dia because the individual

has no direct control over the content of the information presented. Newpapers,

magazines, radio, and television are obvious examples of mass media. Mass

media can make large quantities of information available to large numbers of

people at a low cost per person. }uwever, it is often not a simple task for the

user to sift through this mass Lo obtain the particular information desired.

;Then farmers .ere asked to express dissatisfaction with their current sources

Of information in the National Opinion Research Center survey, the most frequent

complaint regarded a lack of confidence in its accuracy and reliability.

Information received from government sources was sometimes felt to be politically

slanted. Others complained that available information did not apply to their

particular type of farm or geographic area, or was too geeral or vague,

old or outdated, or either unavailable or too costly or difficult to

obtain. Yet in spite of these complaints, most farmers expressed the belief

that their production and marketing problems could be alleviated if they had

access to the specific type of information needed.

With the advent of computer technology, and associated data transmission

technologies, it has recently become feasible to offer users direct access to

information bases from remote locations such as their home or office. Some of

these informatiod bases may contain a narrow range of data related to a specific

topic, as for example the CRIS system which lists agricultural research currently

in progress. Other systems may offer large collections of data bases networked

for access through a single service, as for example The Source system or aGNET.

But in either case, users, equipped with a terminal or personal computer to

access the system's main computer and a printer or a tube to display the results,

can quickly search huge collections of data, retrieve what is useful, and carry
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out whatever manipulations of the data are necessary to answer their questions or

solve their problems.

Farmers who have purchased computers agree that the biggest problem is finding

useful programs. For while minicomputers are within the price range of most

farmers, without 'roper programming the units are of little value. Systems

should provide more than just basic information. Successful systems also

provide the means for analysis of information in ways which assist farmers in

their management decisions.

It takes not only hardware and software, but also human and financial

resources to build and market a viable computer-based information system which

works. Because there are significant costs associated'with the development and

maintenance of computer-based information systems, users are usually charged a

fee before access to the system is granted and a second fee based upon the

extent of their usage. These costs have often discouraged commercial firms,

leaving the burden of development to State universities and government agencies.

It can be expected, however, as the technology is perfected, that the private

sector will play an increasingly important role in computer-based information

systems.

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?

The computer-based information revolution in agriculture is based upon

three major forms of technology:

1. Interactive computer systems which involve medium to large
computers with powerful computational and information
access caeability. Users are usually connected to the main
computer via terminals and telephones.

2. Videotex system= involving small to medium computers designed
to provide a wide range of information. Users require a video
device provided with a terminal and telephone system.
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3. microcomputer systems on site in offices or homes can meet
the data processing needs of most users in addition to interfacing
with large time-sharing systems and many videotex systems.
The availability of quality software is important.

New information technology is changing the form in which farm families

receive information. Increasingly, information is being brought to the user,

via the terminal or the television, rather than bringing the user to the

information. Formal courses can take place in the home instead of the class-

room. Lectures can be replaced with programmed learning sequences on terminals.

Even the tried-and-true Extension demonstration can be videotaped and made

available to farm families in their home and at their convenience. More and more,

Extension bulletins and research reports, as well as magazines and even newpapers,

will be available as videotex on the home television rather than delivered in

hardcopy. Even person-to-person communications now limited to personal visits,

telephone or letter, will also take place through "electronic mailboxes" provided

by many computer-based systems where speed and convenience are important.

The penetration of computer-based information technologies into the farm

scene raises some vexing social questions. Proponents of computer technology,

such as William Norris of Control Data Corporation, have praised its ability to

equalize opportunity by delivering information and services to rural areas or

to limited resource farmers. Taking advantage of this technology, however,

depends not only upon the availability of hardware, but also on the ability and

willingness of farm and rural people to use it. The basic policy issue is:

At what point in the system may an individual gain access to desired information,

from which, source, and at what cost? Promoting equality in this dimension is a

major challenge for both the public and private sectors.

The emergence of new information technologies may also have important

consequences for traditional agricultural information institutions. Will the

new information systems be used to increase the capacity of the county Extension
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service to serve farm and nonfarm clients, or hill they replace the traditional

Extension delivery system for certain types of information? Should State

institutions copyright and franchise their software, or do they have an obligation

to share it with others? Will the important role of farm magazines and other

publications be diminished?

Much has been written about the present "Age of Information" and the

emphasis has been on the array of electronic devices which can store, process,

retrieve and distribute itformation at incredible speeds and in a variety of

forms. One can hardly pick up a farm magazine today which does not contain an

article about computers for the farm. Dr. Robert Kramer of the Kellogg

Foundation predicts that threequarters of the commercial farms and 90 percent

of the county Extension offices will be equipped with computers or intelligent

terminals by 1990. While this prediction may seem farfetched to some people,

the information technology revolution is impacting the farm sector right now.

The electronic technology exists now. Literally hundreds of people at universities,

on farms, and elsewhere are at work developing software and data collections to

utilize this technology. The current use of computerbased information systems

by farmers might be compared with the state of the mail in 1896, telephones in

1912, and electrical service in 1930. However, this time the institutions and

infrastructure art in place, and one can expect an unprecedented adoption rate.
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:lELIlrl.TE EVENTS

Although information technology has been evolving since the dawn of

.'ilza:ion, many persons believe that recent developments indicate an

,.rmation revolution" is underway. A brief review of significant

events is helpful in developing a perspective on where information tech-

is today and how we got here. The following is a selected sampling

,:gnifizant events in the history of the Unitcd States, including

recent Federal initiatives, that have inflaenced the utilization of new

intormation systems in American agriculture.

The American Philosophical Society, the earliest society in the
United Scares to promote scientific agriculture, Is organized.

The Philadelphia Society for the Prom,Al.a. A3riculcure is
,untied.

:791: The New England Farmer by Samuel Dean, which became a standard
textbook on American agriculture, is published.

1792 The Old Farmers Almanac is founded and published by Robert
Thomas at Sterling, Massachusetts. It is one of the oldest
running periodicals in the United Status.

1619 The American Farmer magazine begins publication in Baltimore.

Many schools and colleges begin to offer courses in agriculture
and sciences helpful to agriculture.

1637 Samuel Morse develops the first practical telegraph machine
and filed for a patent.

For the first time the U.S. Census includes questions on
agriculture.

165e First successful trans-Atlantic telegraph cable completed.

:66,) First pony express mail route between St. Louis and Sacramento.

:615 Frank Baldwin is granted first U.S. patent for a practical cal-
culating machine that performs the four arithmetic functions.

5i
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1876 Alexander Graham Bell invents the telephone.

1881 First longdistance telephone line placed into service between
New York and Chicago.

1895 7.uglielmo Marconi invents the wireless telegraph (radio).

1896 Postmaster William L. Wilson orders rural free delivery (RFD)
of mail.

1920 KDKA (Pittsburgh) became first successful radio station

1925 Charles Jenkin invents the television.

1935 President Franklin Roosevelt establishes Rural Electrification
Administration by executive order.

1946 Eckert and Hauchly invent and develop first all purpose, all electronic
digital computer, the Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator.

1955 Transistors perfected which replace vacuum tubes and improve speed
and efficiency in moving electrons.

1956 President Eisenhower broadcasts first voice transmission via satellite.

1959 Commuter tabulated farm record/management systems begun by Michigan
State University and several other LandGrant Universities.

1960 Tiros satellites send back pictures of hurricanes and cloud movements.

1969 TELPLAN information system implemented by Michigan Extension Service.

1973 Loy cost, limited capacity "microcomputers" are introduced.

1974 Chase Econometrics markets simulation model of U.S. agricultural
economy.

1975 TELCOT system for computerized marketing of cotton begins with 15
buying terminals in Lubbock, Dallas, and Memphis.

1P75 AGNET information system established at University of Nebraska.

1976 National Agricultural Library combines all bibliographic data bases
into online AGRICOLA system.

1977 Regional Energy Environment Information Center established at Den
ver Public Library.

1979 Green Thumb, videotext information delivery system for farmers,
begins in Kentucky as test project under sponsorship of Kentucky
Extension Service and U.S. Department of Agriculture.

3



,omputerized system for sale of livestock begun by Electronic Mar-
keting Asso.:iation with 27 terminals throughout the Eastern seabua-d.

1961 Iowa beef Processors establishes a satellite voice communication
system.

199.: :,apartment of Agriculture begins electronic dissemination of
news releases and reports.

1952 Federal Comiznni.tations Commission adopts interim rules for the
licensing and operation of direct broadcast satellite.

Congressional Initiatives

1930 Congress appropriates $1,000 to the Patent Office for collecting
agricultural statistics, conducting agricultural investigations,
and distributing seeds. Library is begun which later becomes the
National Agricultural Library.

16611 President Abraham Lincoln signs legislation which created the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.

Pr.. dent approve,; the Morrill Land -Grant ilollege Act,

1887 Hatch Act establishes State Agricultural Experiment Stations.

1914 The Smith-Lever Act formalizes cooperative extension work.

1949 Congress authorizes Rural Electrification Administration to
make loans to rural telephone companies.

196b Vocational Education Act (P.L. 90-576) provides basis for subsequent
communications demonstration experiments.

1972 Rural Development Act (P.L. 92-419) establishes pilot program for rural
development and small farm research and education to be administered
through the Land-Grant Institutions.

1977 Federal Program Information Act (P.L. 95-220) transfers Federal
Assistance Program Retrieval System (FAPRS) from USDA to OMB.

1977 Subcommittee on Communications of Senate Committee on Commerce,
Science and Transportation holds hearings to examine potential
applications of telecommunications technology.

1978 Public Telecommunications Financing Act (P.L. 95-567) establishes
Public Telecommunications Facilities Program.
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1980 Paperwork Reduction Act (P.L. 96-511) strengthens agency informa-
tion management procedures.

1982 House Subcommittee on r)epartment Operations, Research, and Foreign
Agriculture holds heari.'_ on computer-based information systems
for agriculture.
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. ILLUSTRATIVE 1NF:RMATION SYSTEMS FOR AGRICULTURE

As with many sectors of the U.S. economy, farm income often dependent

unon the availe,'' y of accurate. uo-to-dace information necessary for

effective decision-making. There exists in the 'ed States today a wealth

of information on agriculture and related subjects, along with an expanding

foundation of computer-based systems and telecommunications networks to

orocoss and dis:ribute these data. Yet in many instances, these information

del:very systems are not easily accessible to all members of the agricultural

community, particularly limited resource farmers or those outside the

geographic range cf existing systems. In recent years, Extension agents,

farm associations, and USDA officials have expressed growing concern over

now to correct !_-nie imbalance through the timely delivery of low-cost

Information to all of the Nation's farmers and ranchers.

The introduction of computer-based information networks and other

technology-oriented systems has been accompanied by a cautious attitude on

the part of the providers and a wary attitude on behalf of farm users.

Nevertheless, the momentum for providing additional information services

to the agricultural sector is steadily increasing as farmers are realizing

the financial advantages to be gained by integrating these systems into

their operations. Both the public and private sectors are actively involved

in coordinating advances in computers and communications technology with

the vast amount of agf. .cultural information. Corporations, Land-Grant

universities, ag:..Itural cooperatives and associations, and the

U.S. Department of Agriculture have developed specialized agricultural

data bases, time-sharing networks, electronic auctioning systems, and farm



management software on eitner on experimental or operational basis. Sections

A and 9 describe sucn endeavors and discuss the effectiveness of these programs

In meeting the Information needs of tne agricultural community. A matrix of

systems appears in Seftion C listing the following cnaracteristics: sponsoring

organizations; location of use; information and services provided; and key

contacts and phone numbers. Figure I.' includes a map depicting the centers of

of operations of these programs.

A. OPERATIONA1. SYSTEMS

In many cases, the operational information systems discussed below were

designed to enhance the management operations of particular segments of the

farm population. For instance, the video-auction used by the Alabama cattle-

men's asso:lat:ong and the electrovic trading system of the Plains Cotton.

Cooperative Association evolved from the members' need for more efficient

marketing methods. Some systems, such as A5RICOI,A, offer access to biblio-

graphic citations of pertinent literature, while others, like the farm

management software project of Oklanoma.State University, are problem-oriented

and allow farmers to insert individual farm data to obtain solutions relevant

tc tneir specific situation. Of these operational systems, nine were developed

within the '..and-rant University system, seven by agricultural associations,

five by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, three by private companies, and

one each by the Library of Congress and a State department of agriculture.

AACSvs .American Agricultural Communications System)

Over two years ago, the American Farm Bureau Federation (AFBF) initiated

development of a computer-based retrieval system designed to improve pro-

duction and marketing of its memners' commodities. Known as AACSys (American

Agricultural Communications System), a pilot project. began in June 1991

involving eight State Farm Bureaus and over 200 farmers in those states.

14-795 0 - 83 - S



The following examination of the Michigan Farm Bureau's participation in

this test program characterizes the operations of a typical AACSys service.

The Michigan Farm Bureau's member only service, known as AgriCom,

begaa with a pilot project involving 25 participants. During the test

program, farmers ...sed personal computers to retrieve information on

on markets, weather, futures prices, pest management, and legislative

developments from the State Farm Bureau's host computer; file data it

the host computer were updated every 10 minutes by satellite transmission

from the AFBF central office in Park Ridge, Illinois. In addition to

national level information in these categories, the Michigan Farm Bureau

could enter local information on Michigan markets and weather forecasts

before transmission by telephone lines to the farmers' computers. AgriCom

also featured daily marketing analyses and advice from the Illinois Farm

Bureau's AgriVisor service -- five full-time marklt analysts offered specific

recommendations for hedging, forward contracting, or cash marketing commodities.

Upon completion of a recent analysis of the AgriCom pilot project in

June 1982, the Michigan Farm Bureau decided to continue operating the system

on a commercial basis. A one-year subscription to the service costs approxi-

mately $1300 per year, and all AgriCom subscribers have full access to the

system 24 hours a day, seven days a week, via toll-free telephone lines

(a change from the pilot program due to complaints from farmers about

costly phone bills). For subscribers who do not have a personal computer,

the Michigan Farm Bureau is recommending the 32K Radio Shack Color Computer

system, at a purchase price of $500; however, any microcomputer that has a

terminal software package utilizing standard TTY communications and a telephone

modem will be compatible with the AgriCom system.
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According to evaluations by the other participating State Farm

Bureaus, the AACSys pilot project has generally been considered a success,

resulting in the decision to expand the program in other states.

ASNET (Agricultural Network)

This "Agricultural Network" is a timesharing information delivery

system designed to furnish management aLglysis of complex agricultural

problems on the basis of field experience and knowledge of current research

findings. Developed in 1975 by Dr. James Kendrick and Dr. Thomas C.

Thompson of the University of Nebraska, AGNET currently contains more than

200 programs which are accessed by subscribers in more than 40 states.

The problemsolving capability of the various programs offers assistance

in such areas as livestock and crop production, grain handling, marketing

and finance, and home economics. For example, a specific program can

manipulate an individual farm's records to analyze the cost and return

for feeder cattle. Another important feature is tie electronic mail or

message relay system; the KAILBOX program allows the sen,!.r to route

communications to a single user or a predefined lie: of users. AGNET also

provides access to USDA crop and livestock repor:-.8 as well as trade leads

issued by the Foreign Agricultural Service.

Besides the cost of a portable computer terminal, most users spend

about $10 per hour for computer use. This cost is based on a charge for

being connected to the computer plus a charge for CPU time. Any regular

telephone line can be used to access AGNET, although long distance tele

phone charges may cost two to three times the amount spent for computer

time.
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AGRICOLA (Agricultural Online Access)

One of the primary roles of the National Agricultural Library is to

disseminate information about agriculture to scientists, researchers,

administrators, farmers and the general public. To accomplish this

mission, AGRICOLA (ACRICultural OnLine Access) was initiated in 1970 as

the cataloging and indexing system of the National Agricultural Library --

today, AGRICOLA contains over one and a half million citations from journal

and monographic literature, government documents, research reports, USDA

and FAO publications, conference proceedings and translations. Prior to

1976, only NAL cataloging and indexing records were included in the

AGRICOLA data base. Currently, several thousand records from the Food and

Nutrition database, the Agricultural Economic Information Center database,

and 4-11 and State Extension publications are included annually, along

with material from the Brucellosis and the Environmental Impact Statement

files. The AGRICOLA system provides worldwide coverage of agriculture

and related subjects such as agricultural economics, energy in -agriculture,

rural sociology, and water management.

Online access to the system is offered by three commercial vendors

including Lockheed Information Systems, System Development Corporation,

and Bibliographical Retrieval Services. Thera can tap into the system

through a remote terminal -- communications is established by directly

dialing a telephone for search service or for an intermediary communications

network, such as Tymshare.



ANSER (Agricultural Network Serving Extension and Research)

The University of Kentucky's ANSER (Agricultural Network Serving

Extension and Research) is a computerized information network which offers

problem-solving programs for farm management appicationc. Currently,

some 25 Extension offices access two minicomputers, located at the

University of Kentucky and the Western Kentucky Research and Education

Center in Princeton, through remote terminals connected by WATS

lines. The eventual goal is to establish a network uniting all 120

counties in the State. To date, 20 interactive computer programs covering

such topics as home economics, agricultural engineering, and agricultural

economics have been developed; additional work has begun on programs for

crop and livestock production. .another central feature of ANSER is the

DISK (Development Information System for Kentucky) computerized retrieval

system for socioeconomic data. Information on population, incomes,

employment, and other social indicators for each county in Kentucky is

available for use by local government administrators -- in addition to

the data retrieval system, an analysis component is also being designed.

(However, progress on DISK has been stalled for more than a year due to

elimination of funding under Title V of the Rural Development Act). More

recently, the staff of ANSEK has directed its efforts toward developing

several programs for direct use on microcomputers in Extension offices.

CHASE ECONOMETRICS

During the 1970's, the Chase Econometrics Food and Agricultural

Group pioneered the application of large-scale computer models to business-

oriented planning and analysis. The product of these efforts, the Domestic

Agricultural Service, currently offers a wide spectrum of useful information
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and analytical services to over 50 agribusiness clients who require

ongoing monitoring of the agricultural economy. This timesharing system

provides forecast information and historical data along with other user-

oriented software for further analysis, reports, tables, and graphics.

St.bscribers can also monitor agribusiness activities through published

reports, personalized telephone consultation and client seminars. In

addition to these information services, the Domestic Agriculture Service

offers access to the Chase Econometrics "Agricultural Model" which is a

computer-based econometric model simulating the operation of the U.S.

agricultural economy. (See Figure 1), By enabling clients to perform

a range of agricultural business analyses, this model can be a useful

tool for strategic planning and forecasting purposes. Chase Econometrics

also offers local support co clients through 22 offices in major cities

in the U.S., Canada, and Europe; each office is staffed with planning

consultants who provide technical assistance in connection with the

computer system.

FIGURE I. -- Chase Econometrics "Agricultural Model". 38/

38/Chase Econometrics. The National Agriculture Service (brochure). Bala
Cynwyd, Pennsylvania, Chase Econometrics. p. 2.
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CNN (Computerized Management Network)

Developed by Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Unveraity as

a national information sy)tem for use by State Extension services, the

"Computerized Management Network" assists Extension workers in solving

problems, retrieving informttioc, and evaluating programs. To dace,

many DIN programs have proviled the foundation for several highly successful

Extension programs. Two of the most popular are: the Simplified Dairy

Cattle Feeding Program which has had a substantial impact on the economics

of feeding dairy herds; and the OUT1K program which provides user access

to USDA's Computerized Outlook Information Network (COIN), a system

containing the Department's crop and livestock reports. The CI.LN system

is designed to be used by noncomputer trained individuals and is currently

accessed by more than 500 users in 44 states and Canada.

Honeywell's timesharing system, DATANETWORX, supplies computer and

communications support for DIN users; subscribers access the system with

computer terminals via telephone lines. The costs of running CMN programs

vary from $0.50 for very simple problem:solving to $15 for complex linear

programming models. The charge for terminal connect time in the United

States is $18 per hour. Generally, light usage of the CMN system costs

$15 per month, while moderate and heavy usage averages $50 per month and

$300 per month, respectively.

COMNET (Communications Network)

COMNET (Communications Network) of Michigan State University serves

as a connecting link to various computer systems that in the past have

been unac'essible through a single source. By providing access to a

number of computer databases, COMNET functions both as an information



dissemination system and a central system for gathering research data from

remote sites in the areas of agriculture, natural resources, and family

living needs. The service offers an electronic mail capability, as well

as text processing for editing and layout of information. CORNET also

can transmit news releases, reports, and bulletins to newspapers in a

manner similar to wire services. HSU's computerized integrated peat

management information retrieval system is a component of COMET;

additionally, future plans call for modifications to enable users to

access the University's TELPLAN system. (See TELPLAN).

Funded by the College of Agriculture and Natural Resources, the

Agricultural Experiment Station, and the Cooperative Extension Service,

CORNET began operation in January 1981. Thus far, access to the system

has been limited to Extension offices, but plans have been formulated to

start accepting private accounts during the fall of 1982.

CRIS (Current Research Information System)

A growing need for complete and current information on agricultural

research led to the development of CRIS (Current Research Information

System) which provides USDA/State Documentation for ongoing, publicly

supported forestry and agricultural research in the United States.

Specifically, CRIS describes the efforts of USDA research agencies, 58

State Agricultural Experiment Stations, and forestry and veterinary

schools.

There are currently over 27,000 entries in the CRIS retrieval system.

The database is updated on a monthly basis, and approximately 3,000 new

project descriptions are added each year -- completed projects are deleted

and their reports entered into the AGRICOLA database. In addition to
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defining the subject area of the research, each entry contains an abstract

which lists the project title, investigator's name, research location,

objectives, approach, latest progress, and citations to the moat recent

publications resulting from the research. CRIS in-house services are

provided without charge to authorized users. Private sector access to

the retrieval system is available through the DIALOG database of Lockheed

Information Retrieval Services, Inc. The charge for connect time to

DIALOG is $35 per hour plus 5.10 for each full project description

printed offline. Communications options :or the remote terminal include

direct dial, TELENET, TYHNET, FATS, FTS, AND TELEX. In order to speed

response time, CRIS is now accepting information retrieval requests in

the D1ALCOM Cooperative Systems Nail Network; this option saves users

an estimated three to five days required for delivery by regular

surface mail.

DIXIE-STYLE SELLING

Cattlemen's associatons in Alabama have relied on a video - auction

method of marketing their livestock for the past 10 years. Known as

"Dixie-style" selling, seven cattle-selling associations across the stat.

have 160 members uho sold 17,700 head of yearlings for $8 million

this past spring via the video-auction system. Each spring, association

members escort prospective buyers to their farms to vieL sale cattle

which are sorted into uniform lots according to sex, weight, and grade.

When the sale is held a few days later, buyers and sellers congregate at

a predetermined meeting place and begin the process of bidding; during

this time, slides of each group of cattle are shown ro refresh the

buyer's memory. Under Dixie-style selling, the costs for auctioneer

fees, advertising, telephone hookup, and slide-show equipment are divided

6d



evenly among the ran:hers participating in the auctions. In the event of

a "no-sale", the producer pays the high_at bidder 51 a head to defray
p/

par: of the buyer's expenses of attending the sale.

Dixie-style selling has resulted in higher prices for producers and

better quality feeder cattle for buyers. Since the program's irception,

savings have been estimated at $59 per head or approximately 513 million.

Producers have realized higher prices for their cattle not only through

volume sales but also because buyers are willing to pay a premium for

farm-fresh animals that go througn limited amount of stress. Prior to

video auction, toe cattle lost up to ten percent of their body weight

going through _al marketing channels before reaching their destination.

A further indication of the program's success is the formation of six

additional selling associations during the past seven years to coordinate

local producers' efforts in marketing cattle.

ECI ;Egg Clearinghouse, Inc.)

'When Egg Clearinghouse, Inc. ($01) was formed in 1971, buyers and

sellers called the organization's office to make bids and offers for

eggs. Today. EC1 offers an electronic information and trading system

througn which buyers and sellers obtain information and prices on bids

and make transactions. Access to P.E.T.S. (Public Egg Trading Systems),

allows £01 members to participate in either of two trading sessions held

daily. Durtnr, the first part of the morning session, blind bids and offers

are made by buyers and sellers. If a match occurs, the system notifies the

Ill Copeland, Ken. Slide-Show Selling Gets Fresh Stockers to Midwest.
'arm ..,ournaPliea, Extra, v. 105, Apiil 1931. p. 24.
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traders that a sale has been made; any unsatisfied bids or offers of this

period are moved into the next phase of the morning session, At this

time, buyers and sellers may adjust their bids and offers to make sales.

In the third period of the morning session, all unsatisfied bids or offers

le:: from the previous period are open to trading by all members. 'regardless

40/
of whether they participated in the beginning of the opening session.

The entire process is repeated during a second trading session held in

the afternoon; traders from the morning session have the option of

carrying earlier bids and offers into this second session.

This system of daily closed, then opened bidding provides hard data

for what buyers are willing to pay for eggs and allows small packers and

producers to be par: of the pricing process, In addition to entering

bids and offers, the nationwide network enables EC1 members to obtain

current data on public trading and to selectively retrieve marketing

reports. During the trading, buyers and sellers access ECI's main computer

through remote terminals in offices or by placing a direct telephone call

to an E71 coordinator for detailed trading data. Experience has shown

that members generally use tneir terminals to acquire informaton prior to

a transaction; however, when the final decisions are reached, buyers and

sellers telephone 101 headquarters to place actual bids and offers, ECI

currently has 160 members who participate in the P.E.T.S, system. The

program has demonstrated the advantages of other electronic trading

systems such as improved information among traders, rapid execution of

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing Service.
Tne Feasibility of Ele:tronic Marketing for the Whol:sale Meat Trade
Axs_583, hay Washington, 1974. p, 30-31,



transactions, and direct movement of products from sellers to buyers.

Currently, ECI charges $1000 for a membership fee, plus $50 per month for

services which includes access to P.E.T.S. and regular publications such

as the weekly "The Egg Price Report."

EMA (Electronic Marketing Association)

The Electronic Marketing Association, Inc. of Christiansburg, Va.

first offered its computerized auction system for cattle and lambs in

1980. The members of the association had earlier participatd in a pilot

electronic trading program which had resulted in higher prices for

livestock and a decrease in the costs of marketing. Through , telephone

hookup to computer terminals in any location, buyers and sellers are

brought together at a specific time to determine the price, a competitive

basis, for the animals being offered for sale. The EMA system permits

prospective buyers to obtain written descriptions (see Figure 2), on

the animals several hours before sale time. During the auction itself,

the computer drops the asking price until a bid is received, then continues

upward from that point. At the end of a sale, a high bidder receives a

summary of his purchases plus a summary of the entice sale. Presently,

EMA is providing compur,r auction services not ot.ly to the Eastern Lamb

Producers Association of Virginia, but also to two cther lamb marketing

cooperatives located in Wisconsin and Indians.
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FIGURE 2. -- Sample of an FAA screen display. 41/
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FACTS (Fast Agricultural Communications Terminal System)

The "Fast Agricultural Communications Terminal System" (FACTS) of

Purdue University is a statewide Cooperative Extension Service computer

network that utilizes a distributed computing concept. The project was

initially funded in 1976 by a grant from the Kellogg Foundation, special

challenge grant from the Indiana state legislature with matching funds

from the counties, and additional money from Purdue University. Installation

of the first county terminals began in late 1978, and by the end of 1980,

all 92 county Extension offices had microcomputers in addition to 10

terminals in area Extension offices and 12 on the campus of the university.

(See Figure 3).

The software developed by FACTS staff has been designed to enhance

the basic educational function an, services of Extension offices by

facilitating the flow of useful information to people. There are

currently some 40 programs which provide communications capability in the

nature of electronic mail and rapid transra.ssion of weather releases and

emergency information bulletins, as well as problemsolving software for

tlbje.ts such as crop pest management, crop production, and farm

finance and marketing. County Extension agents can operate these programs

based on farmers' specific needs to provide tailored services and

recommendations. Some FACTS programs have been marketed commercially;

the "Garde:." program now in use in over 20 scat =s, vas run 40,000

times in 1981. A new information service scheduled to begin in 1982

will enable some :5 major news outlets to dial Purdue University for

direr., electronic rransfe- of new releases.
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FIGURE 3. -- Diagram of FACTS network. 42/
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42 /Purdue University. Cooperative Extension Service. FACTS (brochure).

West Lalautte, Indiana.
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FANI (Food, Agriculture and Nutrition Inventory)

In an effort to gain control over the growing number of Federal

food, nutrition, and agriculture programs, the Subcommittee on Agriculture

of the Senate Committee on Appropriations requested that the U.S. Department

of Agriculture and the General Accounting Office compile an inventory of

these in 1978. The initial Food, Agriculture and Nutrition Inventory (FANI),

completed in March 1979, indicated that there were 359 programs; subsequent

updates of the inventory in 1980 and 1981 revealed a 35 percent expansion

each year. Each program listing includes information on legislative

authority, program function, intended users or beneficiaries, budget

authority, and responsible congressional committees.

To date, access to FANI has been free since moat requests for

information come from USDA or congressional committees. However, in an

attempt to reduce costs, USDA no longer maintains the inventory on-line

and has loaded the data onto tape; thus, individuals making requests must

wait 24 to 48 hours for information from FANI.

INDAX

Based on experience gained from field tests in San Diego, Cox Cable

Communications began offering the INDAX home information service to its

cable subscribers in the Omaha area in June 1982. INDAX utilizes a

cable distribution network in either a one-way mode (teletext)

or two-way mode (videotext). The teletext service enables subscribers to

retrieve information on news, weather, and financial data while the two-

way option allows users to perform financial transactions and to shop

from home. Additionally, users have access to THE SOURCE videotext

service which features national and international news as well as the

"Commodity News Service" which reports on daily price activities for 22
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commodities. (See THE SOURCE).

Participants in the INDAX service must purchase a decoder to translate

the incoming signals into a video display format.. The cost to Cox Cable

subscribers for INDAX ranges from six to ten dollars per month.

INSTANT UPDATE

The Professional Farmers of America, Inc. (PFA) developed the "Instant

Update" videotext system.in order to offer its members rapid access to

current data on market conditions atd weather as well as staff analyses

and recommendations. In an effort to improve the farmers' ability to

minimize expenses for purchased commodities and to maximize receipts for

products sold, farm commodity and futures prices are updated every

10 minutes. One of the main features of t'le service is "Pro Farmer

Today," a daily newsletter consisting of 12 pages of current news

and analysis. Other services include recommendations for market strategy

and tactics, state weather forecasts, and "Washington Watch" which

alerts members to current Federal policies and new government

reports of interest. Instant Update subscribers can tap into other

information delivery systems such as the Dow Jones newswire service.

To access the Instant Update system, users connect a receiver

manufactured by Tandy Corporation CO a telephone and either a ,I1or or

black-and-white television set. (See Figure 4). A PFA member dials

the master computer located at headquarters in Cedar Falls, Iowa and

requests information; the data are then transmitted and stored In the

receiver so users can view the pages on the TV eLreen at their pace. The

charge far Instant Update service is $95 per month plus the cost of two-

to four-minute station - ._station telephone call which ranges from $1 to

S2 each in most states.

7d
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Here's the equipment and hoer It

FIGURE 4 Diagram of Instant Update configuration. 43/

Iowa Beef Processors Satellite Communications System

During the upgrading of its communications operations in 1981, the Iowa

Beef Processors, Inc. (IBP) installed a satellite voice communications system

linking the company's headquarters in Dakota City, Nebraska to mobile radio

units in Kansas. A satellite network was chosen as the communications design

since the options of rebuilding the existing microwave system or constructing

dedicated telephone circuits were considered too expensive. The current

satellite system is a network of 14 earth stations which "talk" through a

channel assignment on Western Union's Wester III communications satellite.

Each earth station is collocated with VHF base station equipment. The

VHF base stations provide reliable communications with mobile units at

distances up to 40 miles; the VHF stations are interfaced with the nearby

41/ Professional Farmers of America, Inc. Instant Update (brochure).
Cedar Falls, Iowa.
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earth stations for long-range communications with IBF headquarters and two

processing plants. (See Figure 5). This network offers field cattle

buyers with mobile radio units a means of rapid communications which is

essential for timely information on price variations. If the Kansas

satellite rvstem proves to be efficient and cost-effective, the IBF may

establish similar communications links to buyers located in Minnesota,

;ouch Dakota, Nebraska, and Iowa.

FIGURE -- Diagram of IBP satellite network. 44/

44/ Stevenson, Carl R. Communications Satellites. Communications,
v. 16, September 1981. p. 60.
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NtoS (Narrative Accomplishment Reporting System)

In order to enh,,ace the information dissemination of program

achievements of State Cooperative Extension Services, the USDA Extension

Service developed the NARS (Narrative Accomplishment Reporting System)

database. Through remote terminals. State and county Extension agents

can search the database by either broad topics such as "natural resources,"

"energy," and "food and nutrition," or more specific subjects such as

"farm credit," "range condition," and "wood use." The ensuing response

includes a detailed summary of a related program as well as the nsmc

and address of the contact person. Prior to the introduction of NARS,

these reports on accomplishments were mailed to the Federal Extension

Service and frequently were inaccessible to other Extension agents for

possible adaptation in their localities. Furthermore, USDA Extension

personnel often found that they were unable to rapid' access status and

program information in these documents when responding to requests for such

data from funding agencies and government officials.

Since the two-year pilot project for NARS proved to be effective

in accelerating the rapid communication of such information, the data-

base became fully operational in 1982. Currently, some 20 to 30 State

Extension offices use the NABS data base on a regular basis. Access

to NARS is available through a time-sharing arrangement with Control

Data Corporation.
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Oklahoma State University Farm Management Programs

One of the primary dtLwbacks in the use of microcomputers on small

farms has been the lack of adequate and helpful programs that can be

tailored to an operator's specific needs. The Oklahoma State University

Extension Service has responded to this problem by developing a wide range

of farm management programs that can be used in the daily operations of

small agricultural enterprises. The programs assist farmers in all phases

of financial recordkeeping and accounting procedures as well as in decision-

making for crop and livestock production. For example, the "Grainstorage"

program computes the coot per bushel for on-farm or commercial storage for

six time periods selected by the user. "Graph" produces graph on the screen

for commodity prices stored from 1970 to 1979 fcr wheat and beef, while the

"Government Program" compares participation with nonparticipation in

wheat-feed-grain-cotton programs based on various assumptions about

yields, production costs, and market prices.

Programs are generally compatible to microcomputers manufactured by

Radio Shack and Apple, Inc. The costs for software range from $5 to $30,

although one program currently sells for $100. Thus far, some 1800

requests for OSU far= management programs have been made from all parts

of the nation.

SCAMP (System for Computer-Aided Management of Pests)

Cornell University's SCAMP information delivery system for pest

management began serving portions of the New York agricultural community

in 1978. Remote terminals in 30 county Extension offices, various research

laboratories, the New York Department of Agriculture, and the New York

Department of Environmental Conservation are connected by telephone lines
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to the computer center at the New York State Agriculture Experiment Station

in Geneva. Additionally, there are some 170 individuals in the private

sector who access SCAMP without charge.

Beginning as a computerizedretrieval system for peat management on tree

fruit, the SCAMP project has been broadened to cover other subject areas.

"h^ "Blitecast" simulation model predicts the incidence of potato blight

ind suggests a spraying schedule, while "Weevil" forecasts the occurrence

of the alfalfa weevil in five regions in New York. The most popular

feature is the electronic mail program which enables users to communicate.

Through this program, farmers can report field observations as well as

retrieve summaries and interpretations of other reports, and pest management

strategies. Updated weather forecasts for each of the 16 forecast zones

in New York are also available. For broader information on pest control

recommendations, monitoring techniques, and the latest pesticide labels

from the U.S. Environmental Protection .gency and the New York Department

of Environmental Conservation, users can access the "Library" reference

program. The information in this fil. is permanent as opposed to the

reports of field operations and interpretations of events in the

electronic mail program -- these data are erased after seven days.

Longrange development plans call for adaptation of certain SCAMP

programs for more widespread use on farmers' personal computers. An integrated

pest management computer system, based on the SCAMP model, is currently

operating successfully in New Hampshire.
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SCORPIO (Subject-Content-Oriented Retriever for Processing Information
On-Line)

SCORPIO, the computer-based retrieved system of the Library of

Congress, has provided automated access to a large number of items in the

Library's collection for more than ten years. Eeginning with citations

to English-language books received in 1969, the system has expanded to

include references to congressional reports and journal articles, from

1976 to present, on a wide erre), of subjects including agriculture.

Other files offer abstracts of the four parts of the Congressional Record

as well as inform: i about the content and status of legislation since

the 96th Congress. The National Referral Center Master file (NRCM) lists

more tnan 12,000 organizations and individuals qualified and willing to

provide information on topics primarily is science, technology and social

sciences.

THE SOURCE

The Source Telecomputing Corporation, a subsidiary of The Reader's

Digest Association, Inc., offers access to more ch.n 1,200 programs and

services in a variety of subject areas through THE SOURCE videotext system.

Of particular use to the agricultural community is the ComModity News

Service which fLatures general news reports and daily price activities

for 22 commodities. The system also supplies news tnd commentary on

current business trends along with updated listings of stocks, bonds,

commodities, and futures. (See Figure 6). SOURCEMAIL enables.subscribers to

correspond with one another via electronic mail. In May,,THE SOURCE introduced

an electronic mailgram service.

Currently, some 18,000 subscribers access THE SOURCE thrill:1_11 various

models of personal computers. The standard usage fee includes , $100 one-



tmc momaeo6hto !ee c:,arEes which ranEe from S11 during

,,es.:ays to 8..25 after midnignt. The rate for aen!ing a single MAILGRAM

:s for messages ur, to 100 words, with an additional Si charge for

C,12:10:111, 100 words.

FlO.11III Progiams available through THE RCE "Menu Option." 45/

' Source Telecomputing Corporation, THE SOURCE Digest: A Directory
of Services oa THE SOURCE :brochure). McClean, Virginia, Source Telecom
putiag Corporation, 1982, pp. 18-19.

11.
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TELCOT

Conceived by the Plains Cotton Cooperative Association of Lubbock,

Texas as a mesas of helping members achieve more competitive marketing,

the TELCOT electronic trading system began operating in 1975. The computer-

based service works as a centralized clearinghouse which swiftly acquires

information on members' cotton and then transmits th- vita to remote

terminals in the offices of buyers and sellers for trading on a competitive

bidding basis. Trading over the TELCOT system begins when a producer

contacts his local gin for an estimate of the market price based on the

class and grade for his lot(s) of cotton. If the producer wishes to sell

through the "regular auction" market, the information is transmitted

simultaneously to the remote terminals in the buyers' offices. During the

bidding period which lasts 15 minutes, buyers submit their offers by

"blind" bids; the computer selects the highest bid and announces it to all

buyers and sellers. If the highest bid is more than one-fourth of a cent

per pound below the estimate from TELCOT, a "no sale" is reported, The

"firm offer" option, which has become the most popular choice among

members and buyers, allows a producer to specify his own price for cotton

if he believes the market will go higher than the TELCOT market price

estimate. With this option, an offer remains outstanding until someone

buys it or it is withdrawn by ne prorluer ..e is sold to the

first buyer who meets the offer price. In addition to information on

cotton, TELCOT also provides futures trading data on five other major

agricultural commodities.

46/ U.S. Department of Agriculture. Agricultural Marketing Service.
The Feasibility of Electronic Marketing for the Wholesale heat Trade.
AMS-583, May 1979. Washington, 1979. p. 29.

8,4
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TELCOT has expanded significantly in the past few years. Beginning

with 15 buyer terminals is 1975, the current network has grown to over 40

terminals in the offices of buyers and approximately 250 in the offices

of cooperative gins.

TELETIP

me University of California Cooperative Extension Service offers

home and gardening information through its educational service, TELETIP.

During a pilot project in Sacramento County, Cooperative Extension advisors

and specialists prepared approximately 300 outs of information dealing

with a variety of topics such as pesticides, poultry and livestock

production, pest control, vegetable gardening, and food preservation.

Today, area residents can access these recorded messages 24 hours a day with

tout:. -:one telephones or from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays using rotary dialing

unit,

Usage records reveal the enthusiastic -espouse to the TELETIP project

by citizens of Sacramento County. In July and August 1981, there were

3,000 to i,000 c-cls per month, a high rate even after allowing for seasonal

variation. During the summer of 1982, calls averaged 2,000 per month. A

further indicator, of the programs's popularity has been the formation of

TELETIP-type programs in 21 counties throughout California.

TELPLAN

Michigan State University's agricultural information system, TELPLAN,

offers agricultural management programs to assist Extension workers is

providing decisior-making aids and educational services for farmers CO'

rural businesses. Implemented in 1969, TELPLAN was initially confined to



use by Extension specialists and field staff in Michigan; now, the system

is currently used by Extension agents and some farm businessmen in over 30

states. TELPLAN offers approximately 100 programs covering a wide range

of farm management topics. Some of the more popular programs include

"least-cost dairy ration", "crop farm planning guide", and "financial

long-range whole-farm budgeting". In the future, TELPLAN will be accessible

through MSU's COMNET computer system. (See COMNET).

The system supports a wide variety of terminals ranging from

touch-tone phones to punting terminals; the main computer is

located at Michigan State University. All users are charged a fee for

the operation of the programs plus an additional amount to cover some of

the fixed costs associated with .riantaining the ystem. The charge for

access to a program in an initial operation averages from $3 to $5 -- any

additional processing of the same program generally costs $1 per

pass. In some states, special grant funds are available to cover these

costs, while in others, the charges are passed directly to the users.

Tennessee Telephone Auction System

In an attempt to increaso profits of livestock producers, the

Tennessee Department of Agriculture initiated a telephone auction system

for the sale of feeder pigs, feeder calves, and yearling feeder cattle in

1980. Through this electronic marketing application, buyers are linked by

telephone to auction centers -- after the livestock has been assembled and

graded, buyers are contacted and the bidding process The first

sale of feeder pigs via telephone auction occurred during 1980 when pigs

at two locations were sold simultaneously; weekly sales have continued

since that time at the same locations. Twice-yearly, sales of feeder calves
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by telephone auction have been operating successfully for two years in

three locations. For sales of yearling feeder cattle, the telephone

rfstem has been combined with the video-auction lethoU of marketing.

(See Dizie-ltyle Selling). Under this arrangement, buyers view cattle

on the producers' farms, and later congregate at a predetermined

meeting p]ace to begin bidding over telephone lines. During the auction,

slides of the cattle are shown to refresh the buyers' memories; a video-

tape of the cattle is e'lso available for buyers who were unable to tour

the farms prior to the ...ale.

The adoption of the telephone auction system for livestock in

Tennessee has generally resulted in greater buyer participation and in-

creased profits for producers. Originally, rhese electronic marketing

projects were supported by matching grants from the Agricultural Marketing

Service of US)A; however, today, the telephone auction programs are

operating almost entirely with private funds. Additionally, the success

of the telephone suction system has generated strong support from the

State's two major livestock agencies: the Tennessee Livestock

Association, and the Tennessee Livestock Producers, Inc.

usnA Electronic Mail Network

Based on the positive results of a year-long test, the Office of

Governmental and Public Affairs of USDA began electronic dissemination

of the Department's news rc;eares and current reports through the DIALCOM

electronic mail service in January 1982. r.e system was adopted in

response to the need for more efficient communications between USDA and

the Land-Grant University system and the State departments of agriculture;

prior to the acceptance of DIALCOM, USDA officials relied on surface mail
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and telephone facsimile, both of stitch proved to be somewhat unsatisfactory

for the rapid transmission of current information. Through the electronic

mail service, an individual can send a message to the receiver's "electronic

mailbox." where it is stored until that person is ready to receive and read

the information. Additionally, the DLALCOM service provides the capability

of handling n,Itomatic distribution lists as well as ',,roviding access to United

Press International's national and international news files.

The USDA electronic mail network supplies several categories of informa-

tion. USDA ONLINE offers the "News" file, which contains nationally significant

news releases, along with summaries t,f the various "outlook and situation

reports" issued by the Economic Research SErvice and the "highlights of crop

and livestock reports" 'isued by the Statistical Reporting Service. Another

file, "FAS Reports", les the Foreign Agricultural Service's weekly roundup

of world agricultural .ction and trade. (FAS trade leads, along with the

"News" segment of USDA ONLINE are transmitted to the University of Nebraska's

AGNET system). 47/ Plans are underway to include the full texts of crop,

livestock, and outlook reports on the DIALCOM system; these USDA reports are

generated under the name of COIN (Computerized Outlook /...._/rmation Network) and

are available on the CM.N system under the OUTLE program. The USDA electronic

mail network will not necessarily replace traditional methods of information

dissemination susni as printed pubiir.stions and radio broadcasting tapes. Rather,

its purpose is to enhance the effectiveness of USDA information distribution by

offering farmers and State and local agricultural officials a means of obtaining

USDA reports and news releases as soon as they are announced.

U.S. Department of Agriculture. Office of Governmental and Public

Affairs. Report on U.S. Department of Agriculture Electronic Information

Exchange and Dissemination. July 1982. Washington. 1982. p. 7, 12.
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E. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS

:though the experimental agricultural information projects have

been designed in response to specific needs, several programs may also be

described as forward-looking in that they combine technology, information

and resources in a new approacl., n at they assemble diverse types of

information not previously as one source. The Rural Ventures'

small far,, project in Princeton, Minnesota emphasizes computer-based

marsgemen, .ecnn lues, training, and education in addition to individualized

assistant, !s. :rallies with no fatming experience. Other test projects,

such as FIRSTHAND and ESTEL, are offering information services based on

videotex.: technology. Seven of the following experiments were developed

by corporations, seven within the Land-Crant University system, and one

by the Putlc Broadcasting Service in conjunction with USDA.

ACRISOURCE

The "Agrisource" system is being developed by the Computer Corporation

of America in conjunction with the Agricultural Extension. Service to

provide users with access to geographically dispersed and heterogeneous

information systems. Among its representative databases are USDA's

AGRICOLA, Current Research Information System (CRIS), and the Food,

Agriculture, Nutrition Inventory (FANI) which contains information on all

Federal food, nut tion and agricultural programs currently in progress.

(See Figure 7). Other sources of information found in the Agrisource

system are the National Newspaper Index, the Smithsonian Science Information

Exchange (now part of NTIS), FEDREC, a database containing Federal

regulations, proposed rules, public law notices, and Presidential

proclamations. Thus far, no date has been established for placing

agrisource in an operational status.

8;1
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48/U.S. Department of Agriculture. Science and Education Administration

(chart).



CATS ;Computer-Assisted Trading System)

In 19'S, the Secretary of Agr'culture appointed a Meat Pricing Task

Force to examine the adequacy of marker information and price reporting in

tne whtlesale market, especially beef. The group recommended several :.ctiods

co improve the performance of markets for meat products, including the

establishment of an electronic trading system. In response to this

suggestion, the Agricultural Marketing Service of USDA awarded a grant

(whic' required local matching funds) to the Agricultural Experiment

Station associated with the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign to

sponsor a pilo. projec! testing a national electronic meat auctioning

system.

CATS Computer-Assisted Trading System) One, the first of two

experimental systems, began operation in June 1981; approximately 15

retailers, packers, and wholesalers participated in the project. Wir

substantial assistance from the American Meat Exchange and General Electric

Information Services Company (GEISCO), a network of remote access terminals

was installed which enabled traders to access GEISCO's Mark 1I1 Computer

througn a local telephone line or WATS line. Trading was initiated

wh-7.8. sellers entered data on offerings including market item, quantity,

delivery data, and price. Buyers and sellers could then obtain

information on offerings and/or bids by examining the listings from the

public files -- traders could also obtain market information on completed

transactions in summary form. During private negotiat_ us between

potential traders, ouyers and sellers entered bids and counter-offers.

Once an agreement was reached, a printed confirmation of individual trade

report was produced at each trader's terminal listing the names and addresses
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of traders, item traded, terms cf nv ent, delivery date, and

shipping and billing instructions.

An evaluation of the CATS One project, which ended i,. October 1981,

led to several modifications designed to enhance the system's efficiency

by allowing for more rapid execution of commands. However, the major

change involved the private negotiation phase of trading. CATS Two did

not allow private bid/offering models as in CATS ; rather, traders

uttered information directly into the public bid or offering file. The

operation of the CATS Two experiment was suspended at the end of 1981.

The pilot pr :jet demonstrated several advantages of en electronic

trading system. Despite the hIgh start-up costs, several traders stated

that they achieved substantial savings compared to conventional trading

systems that ofte4 involved long distance telephone WATS lines and

brokers fees. The electronic auction system also dispelled concern over

the system's ability to describe different products and to ac:nunt for the

variation in product quality. Although the CATS project was success ul

in these respects, the analysis highlighted a distinct and overriding

disadvantage, namely an insufficient number of traders. Since the CATS

project did not completely replace the existing trading method, a dual

marketing system evolved. This situation, coupled with an inadequate

number of traders, resulte in an insufficient volume of trade to make

overhead costs reasonable. Preliminary findings from an evaluation

of CATS Two indicated a lack of interest on the part of large meat packers

14-795 0 - 8'



to continue trio system despite the potentia: economic viability shown

by the e:ectroni: trading experiments.

(Cat:!. Exchange)

CATTLE): 6l.'attle Exchange), a recent pilot project sponsored by Texas

A b M 0nivers.!%, .-monstrated the electronic marketing of feeder cattle.

Funded by a matching grant from the U.S. Department of Agriculture, CATTLEX

was a fully-computerized system operating in 22 location, in Texas --

participants included producers, livestock auction markets, order buyers,

and feedlots. The operation began when a seller called the nearest

terminal location and arranged for a thirdparty grader to inspect a lot.

A detailed description was then entered into the computer system, along

with a minimum or "nosale" price specified by the seller. All auctions

were conducted by computer at designated ['meg; if bids were below the

minimum price, the seller had the optior to "counteroffer" or have the

cattle listed the next day. When a bid and offer natc. ne computer

printed a "confirmation of sale' .sting the sale price, time of sale,

number of head, buyer and seller names, and addresses and phone

numbers. The CATTLEX system also utilized electronic transfer of funds,

thus reducing the "float" on the money to 24 hours.

Sarhan, M.E. Computer Assisted Trading System (CATS) for Wholesale
Meat in the U.S. Paper presented at the Electronic Marketing of Agricultural
Commodities Seminar, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, November 2-4, 1981.
(Conference sponsored by Agriculture Canada, Ottawa, Ontario).

50 r Schots:h, Linda, CATTLEX: at It Is; How Works; Where Its
Going. Farm Jou,..uliBeef Extra, v. 105, February 1981. p. 5.



The UATTLEX system was tested from Octoher 1980 to November 1981.

Altnougn several private sector zodoanies have expressed an interest in

taking over the service, there are currently no immediate plans to continue

tne prokram. However, :cis reluctauce on the part of private business is

not a .a:lection of the economic benefits of the CATTLE): system. Recently,

rnomas L. Spor:oder and Ka:h:een A. Mahoney of the Department of Agricultural

Economics at Texas A .S M .:h:versity compared the price levels in conventional

auction markets with price leVe:6 it toe electronic marketing system.

arld'ySS reveals that prides were significantly higher using the

market, e,er :hough Tru,is, ,a;;Tl-udu cod: not dc:ermiaed

witn accuracy.--

dDNTRDL DATA UJkPleaATlDN see also Rural Ventures and DEVELOP)

Acccrcrrg t: D.P.ntrJl Data Cerpurafion tnairman William C. Norris,

"respona:ng :o the technological challenges of small-scale egricolcute...

is vital to :ne preservation Of our American heritage..." Against this

background. Control Date has embarked on a program designed to apply

existing and emerging computer technologies to the operations of family

farms and otner small businesses ir rural communities. Drawing on the

experience 1 a Rural Vent.nre, :no. project in Krinie:on Minnesota (of

which CDC is a shareholder), toe Agricultural Technology Products and

Services division is currently engaged in a program that will establish 10

Sporleder, Thomas L., and Kathleen A. Mahoney. Allocative

'K'''-'ency in Elec7ronld Marketing for Feeder Cattle. (Unpaged technical

article, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station. Texas A & 9 University

Norris, hiliitce C. Responding to tne Technological Challenges

of Sn.a::-S:ale Agriculture, (Nc. lb in a series of perspe-'(-,a on
emp:oying technology to solve tree pressing problems of society).
Minneapolis, !?lanesota, Con:r.,1 Data Corporation, 1981, p. 18.

9 4.



"agriculture and bus nese services centers" to disseminate information on

research and the latest technologies that could enhance the economic via:dlity

of small farms.

The CDC approach involves a computer-supported system that features

existing and emerging technologies, preparation of computer courseware

for education and train:og, and establishment of service centers to

otfer courses, .aaist to farm management planning, and serve as an

access point to CDC resources. (See Figure 8). The ACTECH database

contains practical information on a variety of agricultural topics

such es liv*tock and cr, production, pest management, ant, equipment

maintenance. Each data be unit runs from 70 to 30 typed lines and

lists the name of the agricultural expert who supplied the information;

about 80 percent of the entries focus on "how-to" technology, while

the balance covers farm processes and diagnostic information. Farmers

are taught how to utilize various technologies through the specially-

developed programs or courseware which are pe-t of the PLATO computer-

based education system. Developed by agricultural experts, some

30 programs offer advice on topics such as getting started in small

acreage farming. sheep production and managemert, alternative energy uses

and conservation met.sods for farm operations, and financial management.

Access to the ACTECH data base and courseware is available through "dealers"

who establish and administer the CDC agriculture and business service centers.

In addition to distributing information .nd technical education and

training, the dealers assist clients is preparing farm business plans and

in analyzing actual financial and production results.

The CDC project recently began operation when 10 dealers invested

$15,000 to $25,000 each to purchase small business microcomputers and the
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education and training material needed to )perate a service center.

These dealers represent various interests of rural communities, including

a rural bank, a feedstore, a farm supply store, a privatc. eaocation

company, and a fertilizer bus,ne(is -- all are locallyowned and operated

in Minnesota and Nisconcin. Control Data is planning to deliver its

scrvices to farmers through more Man 103 independont rural buainesses by

the end of 1983.
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FIGURE .
Se:vi:es rrovided by CDC agricultvre ousiness service

centers. 5'!

(1., Control Data Corporation. Bringing Better ! .ma;;,ement to Smell Farms.

Contact (CDC publication), Ma:,June 1981. (unpaged).



DEVELOP

Control Data Corporation is building a unique computerized

information resource capable of locating technologies, products,

services and provi',rs of development assistance around the world.

Ihrough the DLALOP database, CDC intends to promote the sharing of

solutions among its users (see Figure 9)by providing access to

relevant technologies and identifying sources of technical assistance

in such areas as agriculture and food production, conservation,

health, education, and housing. Each information unit in the system

offers extensive detail including technology specifications, resources

required, mode of operation, environmental setting, costs, scale of

operation, and appropriate users. In addition to providing access to

ongoing research and current technologies, DEVELOP also lists some

bibliographic entries, but only for studies or reports not found in

other information retrieval systems.

Control Data Corporation recently began marketing the DEVELOP

database to agribusiness organizations. Current plans call for an

annual subscription fee of $3,000 which will provide users up to 200

our of on-line access to DEVELOP. For usage on an hourly basis, the

cost will be $500 for an annual subscription, in addition to a $40

per hour charge for on-line access to DEVELOP.

9/
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FIGURE 9 -- Data input form for DEVELOP Information Service. 141

d/ Control Data Corporation. DEVELOP Information Service: User Handbook.

CDC, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1981. p. 49.



ESTEL (Extension Service Telecommunication System)

The Univ,r.: ,f Maryland's Cooperative Extension Servi:.

to offer a vi.1,,Lext Information
service, ESTEL, to area fame.

near future. Although the system is not vet fully
operational, the :tension

Service is currently planning
a pilot demonstration project to potential

users in the counties of Somerset,
Worcester, and Wicomico. The ESTEL

service will feature market
reports, futures prices, and local weather

conditions, along with news bulletins and recommendations from the

Extension Service. (See Figure 10). Access to the microcomputers located

at the University of Maryland and
in the Extension offices of the participating

counties will be via telephone;
Radio Shack will provide the videotext

terminals for hookup to home television sets and telephones.

tva.". /221s:

?k,,,! 1 Tat,,
General Information

11arkoltural Information2
ESTER Concept

2101
Custom Rates3

Operating Instructions
2201

Somatic Cell Count4
ESTEL Division

2602
Apples10

Marketing
2604

react,.20
Agriculture

2605 Pears30
Some Economic.

2101
Strawberrie.40 4-M

2002
glueberriessr C L RD

2701
Di SSSSS Resistance60

Marine
2901

IPM Scouting Report10 linther
6100

12 Stars to Mc-7111
Corn Production (2)Marketing Information 6101

Coro Variety-Triala10)2
Corn (Close) Early (7)

6200
10 Steps to Soybean

1033
Corn (Open)

Production (2)1014
Snybemos (Close)

1031 Soybeans (Open)
4-9 Information1036

wheat (Close)
40101031

West (Open)
4020

1039
Corn M16-day

4030
1039

Soybeans Kid-day
1040 Meat 1114-dary

CED/Znortr Information

2010
acme Insulation

FIGURE 10. -- Portion
of ESTEL "menu option."

55/

55/University of Maryland.
Cooperative Extension Service. Maryland Cooperative

Extension Service
Telecommunication System (ESTEL).

(Mimeographed description).
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FARM MARKET INFODATA SERVICE

In August 1982, Public broadcasting Service, in conjunction with the

U.S. Departmer Agr- 'Lure began a one-year test of the "Farm Market

Infodata S'. locations acroes the country. This tel-,xt

project was de61,, provide farmers and ranchers with low-cost,

cu:rent agricultural marketing information. Stations involved in the

Infodata test receive farm market news over phone lines, then encode it

into public television'n captioning system, originally designed for the

hearing impaired. Infodata news is transmitted over one of two additional

channels that were built into the captioning system during its development.

To access the service, farmers within the broadcast coverage area of a

participating public television station need a Sears decoder connected to

their television sets -- the Sar: decider, which was developed for deaf

captioning, is currently priceu below :300. If the test marketing proves

successful, PBS may begin distributing farm market information on a wider

scale using an existing satellite delivery system.

FIRSTHAND

Using French videotext technology known as "Teletel," the First

Bank System of Minneapolis introduced its FIRSTHAND system late last year.

This fully transactional ,otext system began with placement of 15 pilot

terminals in the rural a' ,utside Fargo, North Dakota. A pricing

structure for continued service of FIRSTHAND will be examined after the

initial testing period ends in October 1982. FIRSTHAND offers information

on weather, commodity and financial reports, and local and national news.

Additionally, the intere:-tive featu-e allows project participants to execute

u
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financial transactions such as transfer of funds between banking accounts

or to "teleshop" by looking a: advertisements of products and placing

orders with the retailers. The system can also aid clients in managing

finances through its agribusiness bookkeeping capability.

At present, information providers for the service include three newspapers

from the Fargo- Wahpetoo- Valley City area as well as several local retail

stores. First Bank Sy'cem plans on expandinf; the project to include 200

farmers and ranchers during 1982.

GENETIC PROFILES

Designed as an alternative t, traditional visual appraisal, the "Genetic

Profiles" cattle measuring system of Applied Genetics International in

Wyoming provides a more accurate method for taking linear measurements of

cattle in order to select the best animals for breeding programs and testing.

The system, which is currently in the find stages of development will be

placed on the market in early 1983. Genetic Profiles links 35-mm cameras

and computers to calculate internal bone structure and determine the

fertility, reproductiveness, feed efficiency, and "gainability" of each

animal in a herd. The procedure begins by placing an animal in a special

chute for filming -- multiple frames are then made of the side and top

profiles. After all the cattle are recorded, the film is sent to a computer

center in Denver along with a data sheet containing weight, age, sex, breed,

and registration number of each animal. The computer compares the measure-

ments of the cattle against a set of cattle evaluation standards developed

by Dr. Jan Bonsma, a South African animal scientist. The computer then
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prints a 'profile card' which ranks each animal for reproductive efficiency

and an 'in-herd summary' which ranks the animals for each of 14 trait

measurements. In order to ensure confidentiality, the film will be returned

to the producer when the computer analysis is finished.

The cost of a complete se: of such equipment will be between $7,500

and $10,000; the computer center will che:ge between $8 and $12 per animal

to process the information. Derpite this high price, Genetics Profiles

officials claim that the system will make money for a registered breeder

or a commerciol producer with a 100-head herd since it costs about $400 to

maintain a beef cow for a year. Applied Genetics International is currently

working with a leasing company to furnish this Genetics Profiles' service

to cattlemen on a rental basis or to provide custom measuring. IL/

GRASSROOTS

Frittsco., Inc., the holding company of Tne Bakersfield-Californian,

recently announced the "Grassroots" project which will provide videotext

services to agriculturally-related industries in the San Joaquin Valley

sometime in 1983. This commercial service will be undertaken cooperatively

witn Videotext America (a join: venture between Infomart, a Canadian firm,

and Tne Times-Mirror Co.) who will be a minor partner. Based on Tel don

technology developed by Canada's Department of Communications, the Grassroots

project will draw on the experience of a similar system currently used in

Manitoba. The Canadian project is the first commercial videotext system

in North America serving tne agribusiness community with comprehensive, up-to-date

56/ Earle, George. Electronic Eyeballs See Your Best Cattle.
Farm Journal/Beef Extra, :75, April 1981. p. 10.

1
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information. As envisaged, the California Grassroots system will be a

decisionmaking tool offering three basic areas of service: essential

agribusiness information such as weather forecasts and frequent reports

from commodity markets; interactive transactional features including

financial analysis models, banking, and purchasing; and general news

items and entertainment features.

The projected price for r subscription to Grassroots vill be around

$125 per month. The Telidon e (uipment will be marketed separately on either

a lease or sale basis; the current cost of this equipment ranges from

$800 for a simple decoder hooked to a television set to $1,800 for a more

complex videotext terminal.

GREEN THUMB

Green Thumb, an experimental videotext project funded by the U.S.

Department of Agriculture and the National Weather Service, began operation

in two counties in Kentucky in March 1980. Two hundred participants

received "Green Thumb Boxes" which ve,:e connected to their home television

sets and telephone lines (see Figure 11) and provided the capability to enter

and receive information from sicrocomputers in the counties' Extension offices.

From a "menu" of options, farmers could retrieve data on weather, futures

prices, and market conditions through a variety of information providers

including the Chicago Board of Trade, the National Weather Service, and

tht USDA Agricultural Marketing Service. State and county Extension agents

could also enter information of local interest such as home economic

features or 4H club activities. Weather updates ranged from an hourly

to ' v basis, while renewal of crop and livestock futures' data was

,d every minutes but generally oc ;rred every 30 minutes
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By far, the most frequently-requested categories of information were

marke' rig and weather.

At the end of the Green Thumb experiment in July 1981, the Stanford

University Institute for Communication Rester , and the University of

Kentucky College of Agriculture rtudied the impact of the videotext project

on the farmers' agricultural operations and assessed the technical aspects

of the system. While users found the overall system to be workable, about

half of the farmers experienced technical problems and tw..-thirds reported

inadequate updating of information; thus, farmers tended to rely on more

conventional sources of information such as newspapers and radio broadcasts.

Due to these findings, efforts have been made to improve the reliability

of the G-een Thumb system. Currently, a videotext service is being offered

to 20 farmers in Davis County, Kentucky under the dixection of the Kentucky

Cooperative Extension Service. The project will be evaluated during the

next few months to determine if reliability has improved and if the program

11'
should be continued.

57/ Ragland, John. University of Kentucky. Cooperative .on

Semite. Telerhone interview. July 26, 1982.

104
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FIGURE 11. numb videote equipment. 57/

57/ Tandy Corporation. (Radio Shack TRS-80 brochure).
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HAMS (Hog Accelerated Marketing System)

In order to test the feasibility of electronically marketing !laughter

hogs, the HAMS (Hog Accelerated Marketing System) project was launched in

1980 in Ohio and the surrounding areas. The experiment was a joint effort

by the College of Agricultur, at Ohio State University, the Ohio Department

of Agriculture, and the Producers Livestock Association (a regional livestock

marketing cooperative); the Agricultural Marketing Service of USDA provided

matching funds.

The 50 participants in the project included 17 stockyards in Ohio

and eastern Indiana, nine large h,-gproducing farms, 17 meat packing plants

in Ohio and nearby states, and th.! Producers Livestock Association. Each

participant had access to the HewlettPackard 3000 minicomputer located

at Ohio State University through remcte computer terminals connected by

leased wires or telephone lines. Using this computerized auction system,

se?lers could obtain data on prices and marketing information as well as

list their hogs for sale. Packer buyers could then examine sale

offerings and enter bids. This system maintained complete records of all

transactions including the number of hogs consigned by location, actual

sales price, gross dollar outlay for each consignment and purchase,

and the traders involved in the transactions.

When the HAMS project ended in June 1981, some 5,200 transactions

had been completed involving the sale of 190,000 head of hogs. Besides

demonstrating the technological feasibility computerized trading, this

electronic marketing system also revealed . '1 benefits. Due to the

high level of competition, producers realized higher prices for hogs.

Buyers were generally pleased with access to a large supply of hogs with

106
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accurate grading descriptions and maintained consistent participation

despite the higher prices. However, an evaluation uncovered some problems

with the system. Many buyers disliked the system design which allowed only

the sales manager at the Producers Livestock Association to know, on a

lotbylot basis, who purchased each lot; the packers felt that since

the cooperative was also a buyer, the association could exploit this

advantage. Furthermore, farmers selling less than 50 head were not eligible

for an onsite inspection by an employee of the cooperative, resulting in

costly truck deliveries to the stockyard prior to inspection and listing.

The operating costs of HAMS also ,,roved to be expensive -- the average

cost was $2.60 to $3.10 per head compared to the price of $1.40 to $1.50

per head at cou.itry auctions. The analysis concluded that volume would

have to be tripled in order for HAMS to be cost effective. In general,

while this electronic trading system for hogs is technologically feasible,

the econonic viability of the project remains in question since there is

little expectation.that such an increase in volume can be attained.

Integrated Pest Management Program at the University of Kentucky

Integrated pest management (IPM) programs generate large amounts of data.

In Kentucky alone, the 1981 IPM program employed 84 investigative field scouts

who worked in 32 counties and monitored 150,000 acres of alfalfa, corn,

60/
soybeans, small grains, and grain sorghum on a weekly basis. In an effort

a/ Henderson, Dennis R. The HAMS Experiment with Electronic Hog
Marketing. Paper presented at the Electronic Marketing of Agricultural

Commodities Seminar, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, November 2-4, 1981.
(Conference sponsored by Agriculture Canada, Ottawa, Ontario).

60/ Sutherland, Stu. Computer Uses in Pest Management. Extension
Review, v. 53, Spring 1982. p. 8.



to improve the management of this data (50,000 scout reports per year),

Dr. Grayson Brown of the University of Kentucky's Entomology Department

developed a computer data base management system in 1979 to rapidly

process IN information that was collected by the scouts and then forwarded

by mail to the central computer facility for processing. However, problems

with this system soon became apparent. The time required to move the

scout-collected data to the computer housed in a remote location limited

the utili'y of the database since timely info_mation is essential in IN

programs. Furthermore, system access and information retrieval were

considered too involved and inconvenient by county agents which in turn

decreased receptivity to the service. To remedy these difficulties, a

microprocessor-based distributed system was designed fo: a pilot test in

1981.

The county Extension office chosen for the experiment received a

Radio Shack TRS-80 model II microcomputer. Data collected from the ,torts

in the county were entered and revised daily; additionally, this informa-

tion was transmitted to the central computer at the University of Kentucky

where a duplicate of all data was stored. The database contained

files on: pest names; information for each field in the county

including owner identifcation, crop, tillage method, yields, and

pesticides applied; the name, address, and phone number of each farmer;

and scouting observations on specific crops and the presence of pests.

Once the scouting information on pests had been entered, the county agent

could quickly respond to specific farmer requests as well as produce

14-795 0 - 83 - 8
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61/
county -vide pest reports. Officials involved with the project hope to

eventually expand the system to all 35 counties currently participating

in the Kentucky IPM program.

National Pesticide Information Retrieval System

A pilot project testing the National Pesticide Information Retrieval

System began operating in June 1982 at Purdue University. With substantial

funding from USDA's Cooperative State Research Service, this computer-based

information retrieval system Was developed as part of Purdue's pest manage-

:lent program; the long-range goal is to establish a nationwide

netwtrk in the next few years. Currently, each of the four participating

states -- Kansas, Minnesota, Illinois, and Indiana -- has two terminals

which are connected by telephone lines to the host computer at Purdue

University. The terminals in each state are generally located in an Extension

Service office located ac Land-Grant university and the State agency

responsible for pest control. In additionto charges for on-line connect

time, project participant' must also pay a subscription fee that averages

$300 per nor.,,h.

Users can search the database by pest, chemical, product, and location

for current information on what pesticides are available to treat specific

problems. Much of the information in the database is derived from pesticide

regisr ation information filed a,: the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

Cu -rent plans call for the addition of five more states to the system in the

fall of 1982 in order to achieve greater geographic diversity in the test program.

61./ Grayson, Brown. Microprocessor-Based Information Management System
for an Integrated Pest Management Program. Bulletin of the Entomological
Society of America, v. 28, June 1962. pp. 135-136.
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RURAL VENTURES INC.

Rural Ventures, Inc., a consortium of corporations, agricultural

cooperatives, a foundation, religious organizations, and individuals, is

for-profit company engaged in rural development and revitalization. By

emphasizing computer-based management techniques, training, and education,

Rural Ventures plans to demonstrate the economic viability of family farms

and small businesses in rural communities.

One of Rural Ventures' major efforts is the Princeton, Minnesota

Small Farm Project. For this program, Control Data Corporation, a Rural

Ventures stockholder, has purchased some 1,500 acres to be divided among 15

families with no farming experience; the main objective is to establish

successful farms, ranging in size from 80 to 120 acres, that---n.an-Ixa-naad---

as models for other rural areas. Control Data is also funding the

construction of energy-efficient earth sheltered homes designed for

passive solar hearing. At present, eight families have occupied the home-

steads and have begun raising crops and livestock. With the resources of

the Rural Ventures service center located in Princeton, farmers have access

to computer-based education and training programs as well as computer-optimized

selection of crops, equipment and livestock through ho.,up to the agri-

cultural data base in CDC headquarters. The members of the staff at the

service center assist project participants in interpreting and analyzing

data. Once families have esta,'ished profitable farming operations, Control

Data will sell farms ro participants at the cost paid for the land plus

the cost of improvements. Eighty percent of the occupancy fee paid by

the farmers to the corporation will be credited against the purchase price.

Rural Ventures' predicts that the Princeton Small Farm Project will continue
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for another several years since that much time will be needed for additional

families to settle the remaining homesteads and establish profitable

enterprises.

Rural Ventures is also operating several other projects around the

nation. On. program in Selavik, Alaska is attempting to integrate crop

and livestock production, thereby reducing dependence on outside food supplies

while at the same time providing increased employment opportunities for

residents. In New England, the Rockefeller Brothers Foundation and Control

Data Corporation have funded a project designed to improve the production

and marketing skills of sheep producers in Vermont, New Hampshire, and

Massachusetts. And, through a contract with the Oklahoma Department of

Economic and Community Affairs, Rural Ventures is working on an economic
62./

development strategy for a sevencounty in southeastern Oklahoma.

t,2./ Rural Ventures, Inc. Fact Sheets on Organization and Project

Sites: (Public Relation; Division (rest releases). March 10, 1982.

111
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September 1982

C. CHARACTERISTICS OP OPERATIONAL AND EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS

Operational

Sponsoring Information and Key Contact

System Name Organization Locstion Services Provided and Phone Number

AACSys American Farm B State Perm information retrievals Mr. Kim Halls

Bureau Federation Bureaus and market data. weather. 312-399-5770

participating pest management, legie-
seeker. lativa developments,

specific advice from
market analysts

AGNEE U. of Nebraska more than 40 problem-scleing for fan Dr. James Kendrick

States management 402-472-2033

information retrievals
USDA reports on crops.
livestock, markets,
trend., and trade leads

AGRICOLA USDA/NAL nationwide information reweval: Mr. David Hoyt

bibliographic citations 202-334-4248

to books, journal
articles, govt. reports
in field of agriculture

ANSER U. of Kentucky 25 Extension problec-solving for farm Mr. John Byars

offices in management 606-257-3335

Kentucky . information retrieval:
socioeconomic data for
counties in Kentucky

Chase Economet- Chase Econometrics nationwide.

rice Domestic Canada and

Agricultural Europe

Service

CNN

. information retrieval:
agricultural statis-
tics, historical data,
mod forecast information

. 'Agricultural Model's
econometric model for
agricultural business,
analyses

Virginia Polytech- Extension of- problem-solving for Urea

nte Institute and (ices in 44 management

State University States . information retrieval:
USDA reports on crops.
livestock, and marketing

Ms. Donna Palgiatore
215-896-4756

Mr. Craig Woods
703-961-5184

CONNET Michigan State Extension of- . information retrieval: Dr. Steve Harsh

University (ices in urns as connecting 517-355-3776

Michigan link to several agri-
cultural computer data-
bases
electronic mail capability
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Sponsoring Information and Key Contact
asteraise Organization Location Services Provided and Phone Number

CRIS USDA nationwide

Dixie-Style
Selling

ECI

EMA

FACTS

FAII

10AX

Alabama cattle
marketing also-
cit ions

information retrieval: Mr. Ted Bauer
publicly-supported egri- 202-344-3846
cultural and forestry re-
search in U.S.

7 cattle- video-auction with
selling also- slides
ciations in
Alabama

Egg Clearinghou.e, 160 member.
Inc. nationwide

Electronic Market-
ing Association

Purdue U.

Mr. Dan Linton
205-826-4963

electronic trading for Mr. Frank Koelbrich
egg. 603-868-2899

lamb market- . electronic trading for Mr. Kenneth Neel
ing coopers- lambs 703-382-1781
tives in Vir-
ginia, Wiscon-
sin, and Indiana

92 county En- . problem-solving
tension and
10 area Ex-
tension of-
fices in
Indiana

USDA nationwide

Con Cable Comma- Omaha,

nications, Inc. Nebraska

Instant Update Professional Far- ztionwide
mers of America,
Inc.

Iowa Beef Iowa Beet Eruct,- Kansas
Processors sors, Inc.
Satellite Com-
munications
System

113

for Dr. Eldon Frederick,
farm management
information retrieval:
weather, market prices,
emergency information
bulletins
electronic mail

312-494-8396

information retrieval: Mr. Tom Tate
Federal food, nutrition 202-344-3750
and agriculture programs

information retrieval: Mr. David C.
news, weather, financial Andersen
date, commodities prices 404-393-0480
transactional features,
banking, shopping

. information retrieval:
market conditions, wea-
ther, futures prices

. staff analyses and rec-
ommendations from PFA

. satellite communica-
tions system linking
headquarters to field
buyers in Kansas

Mr. Stewart Cross
319- 277 -1278

Mr. Dean Houle
402-241-2630
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Sponsoring Information and Key Contact
System Name Organization Location Services Provided and phone Number

MARS USDA approximately . information retrieval: Mr. Tom Tate
30 State L.:ten- program accomplishments 202-344-3750
Ilion offices of State Cooperative

Extension Services

051.1 Perm Man- Oklahoma State U. nationwide . problem-solving for Dr. Ted Nelson
mgement farm management 405-624-6081
Programa

SCAMP Cornell U. 30 county ex information retrieval: Dr. Jim Tete
tension of- pea control and posti- 315-787-2208
fices, N.Y. cides
State sgen- simulation model; potato
cie., 170 blight and alfalfa weevil
private sec- . electronic mail: for re-
tor users in porting field observations
N.Y. and retrieving pest manage-

ment strategies

SCORPIO Library of Congress Library of information retrieval: Mr. Jeff Griffith
Congress citations to books, Jour- 202-287-8768

nal articles, congres-
sional reports in the
Library of Congress; b-
stracts from Congressional
Record and information on
legislation since 94th
Congress

THE SOURCE Source Telecomput- nationwide
ing Corp.

. information retrieval: Ms. Jane Brown
Cosrodity New Service, 703-734-7500
current business trend,,
updated Listing of stocks,
bonds, commodities, and
futures

. electronic mail

TEL= Plains Cotton Co- Tex.. and electronic trading for Mr. Jack Renwright
operative Assoc. Oklahoma cotton 806-763-8011

TELET13" U. of California
Cooperative Ex-
tension Service

Sacramento . telephone access to re- Leila Betts
Co., Calif. recorded gee on a 916-366-2013

variety of agricultural
topic.
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Sponsoring Information and Key Contact

System e Organization Location Services Provided and Phone Number

TELPLAN Michigan State U. Extension . problem - solving for farm nr. Sherill Nott

agents and farm management 517-353-4522
businessmen In
over 30 States

Tennessee Tele- Tennessee Dept. Tennessee . electronic trading for

phone Auction of Agriculture feeder pigs, feeder

System calves, and yearling
feeder cattle

Dr. John Ragan
615-741-1441

USDA Elec- USDA Land-Grant . electronic dissemination Mr. Stan Prochaska

tronic Mall University of USDA news :el 202-447-7454

Network !system, sox end reports over MALCOM
State depart- and AGNET systems

ments of agri-
culture, and
various fans
magazines and
agricultural
news services

1.16



Experimental

Sponsoring

kstense Organization

Agrisource CCA/USDA

105

Information and Key Contact

Location Services Provided and Phone Number

nationwide . information retrieval: Ms. Rita Bergman

provides access to die- (CCA)

persed agricultural 703-243-6664

databases

CATS U. of Illinois Illinois . electronic trading for Dr. M. E. Sarban

wholesale meat 217-333-6465

CATT121 Texas A 6 M U. Texas . electronic trading for Dr. Tom SporleJer

cattle 713-B45-2116

CDC Agriculture cpc Minnesota . information retrieval: Mr. Brian Roth

and Business 'how-to' technology for 612-B53-6770

Service farming

Center. education: PLATO com-
puter-based course for
small f
problersolving for farm
management and personal
consulting

DEVELOP CDC Minnesota information retrieval: Ms. Beth Holmgren
identifies sources of 612-853-7895

technical assistance in
areas such as agriculture,
conservation, education
and housing

ESTU. U. of Maryland Maryland information retrieval: Mr. Ralph Adkins

weather; market reports, 301-454-484B

futures prices, news
bulletins

. recommendations from
Extension Service

Farm Market PBS/USDA
'donate
Service

FIXSTHAND First Bank System
of Minneapolis

5 test mar- information retrieval:
bets nation- mosmodities prices,

wide market news

Fargo, M.D. . information retrieval:
weather. financial and
commodity report., local
and national news

. transactional features:
banking, shopping
hose computing

Mr. Ben 'Miner (PB!
202-48B-5129

Ma. Wendy Bollum
612-370-5154



Sponsoring Information and Key Contact
System Name Oasnisation Location Services Provided and Phone Number

Genetic
Profiles

Crasaroot. Bakersfield-
Californian

Applied C,netics Wyoming
International

Green Thumb USDA

San Joaquin
Valley in
California

200 former.
in Shelby and
Todd Counties
Kentucky

HAMS Ohio State U. Ohio and
nearby States

IPM In U. of Kentucky Kentucky
Kentucky

National Purdue U.
Pesticide In-
formation
Retrieval
System

Rural Venture.

1.1r

pilot proj-

ect in
Illinois,
Indiana,
Kansas, and
Minnesota

computer analysis of
cattle measurements to
detersine reproduc-
tive efficiency and
gainability

information retrieval:
weather, commodities
prices, market reports
Transactional features:
banking, shopping
home computing

information retrieval:
weather, futures prices,
market conditions, local
news

Mr. Norm Hayes
307-527-7173

Mr. Ron Montgomery
805-395-7222

Mr. Howard Lehnert
202-447-4681

electronic trading for Dr. Dennis Henderson
slaughter hogs 614-422-2701

information retrieval: Dr. Grayson C. Brown
scouting data on crepe 606-2513-5638
and presence of pests,
Information on each
field, pesticides

information retrieval:
pest control, pesti-
cides

Dr. John Osmun
317-494-4565

Princeton, . computer-based education Mr. Robert Rump.
Minn. and training progrsms 612-853-3886

. information retrieval:
crop and livestock pro-
duction, equipment
selection

. problem solving and per-
sonal consultation in
interpreting data
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FIGURE 12. -- Location of Operational and Experimental SySteme.
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HIGHLIGI-E'S CF FUFLIC AN FFIAT! SECTOR RESPONSES TC SUBCOMMIT-

TEE LETTER SEEKING 7.7.7WS ON AFFLICATIONS CF COMPUTER-BASED IrFORMA-

TIC:: SYS-EMS AND SERVICES IN AGRICULTUFE

Preparatory to scheduling a "workshop on aprlications of computer-

based information systems and services in agriculture," to be held

under the aegis of the House Subcommittee or. Department Operations,

Research and Foreign Agriculture early in 1982, Chairman George E.

Brown, Jr. sent let-ers to selected public and private sector individ-

uals and organizations seeking their views on this important topic:

U. S. House of Representatives
Committee on Agriculture
Subcommittee on Department Op-
erations,. Research and Foreign
Agriculture

December 4, 1981

Dear
Early in 1962, my office is planning to sronsor a Congressional

Research Serice workshop on applications of computer-based
information systems and services in agriculture.

As chairman of the Subcommittee on Department Operations,
Research and Foreign Agriculture of the Poise Agriculture Committee
and as past chairman of the Subcommittee on Science, Research and
Technology of the House Science and Technology Committee, I have an
abiding interest in the proper synthesis of developments in these two
fields. More importantly, in accordance with my current subcommittee
chairmanship, I am interested in the contritutions that computer-based
technologies can make for the benefit cf the farm conmunity.

It is my objective, therefore, to initially present an historical
overview of the whole spectrum of tandem Developments in agricultural
operations and information sciences. I hope that the workshop will
also focus on future agricultural applications of these technologies.
Eey in this regard are the roles cf government, universities and the
private sector.

I belie e that by our careful and thorough explrration of some
key matters of inte-est in this area, the workshor will prove of value
to all Members of Congress, anti not just tc t-ose concerned with

113
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agricultural and information science issues.
I am seeking the views of a small number of selected persons

concerned in various ways with some of these issues. Therefore, I
am requesting that you forward to my office written comments on the
following

(1) Specific needs of the agricultural sector that might be
met through the application of computer-based technologies
(2) Specific technological devices and processes that night
be especially well-suited to agricultural operations
(3) T'Ap role of federal and local government agencies the
role of the Department of Agriculture, of the Sxtension
Serv4.ce; the role of the Congress; the interrelationship
among agencies involved in this area; programs and policies
that are or might be appropriate and effective for directing
activities in this area
(4) Major trerds, and key factors in the application of
these technologies in agriculture in the future
(5) :ssues of Concern ir. the application of these
technolories in agriculture
'lease forward yourcomments to the attention of

Sonja Powell.
Your interest and cooperation are very much appreciated.
Sincerely,

George S. ?sown, Jr.
Member of Congress

F. S. : have enclosed a few articles that describe some of the
kinds of things that have prompted my interest in this area.

This letter stimulated replies from a score of govermental

and private sector interested parties. Included among the re-

spondents are srokesman for Federal and State level gov-rnmental

groups, farm orranizations, extension services, and cc:porations.

An analytical summary of these comments, including actual excerpts

from the letters of response follows.

li(CSFIFTS F?Cl! PUTLIC SSCTOF P.SSIV:=7.S9 17-2p. S=LARy comtrrS

Among the four letters of reply from the U. S. Department of

Agriculture was one jointly prepared for the '_`.pension Service by

Dr. David L. polder, a Frogram Leader for Livestock and :lest larket-

ing, and Dr. Fel F. Lanpher, a Program Leader for Farm Xanagerdent,

both cf whom would serve as Group Leaders during the ensuing (1952)

workshop. The context of their answers is concentrated "or those

20



applications which impact on agricultural economics, including ag-

ricultural ma-keting and the management of farms and other agri-

businesses." Their remarks, like a few others responding, are placed

within the framework of the original questions in\the Brdown letter.

'D(CaPTS

Specific !leeds [.uestion One)
nodern farmers and agri-business firms need better access to

information and markets and reed more efficient ways of handling
information to fit each individual situation.

1. ...need assistance in making effective evaluation
and applicatic:. of computer technolocT.

2. ...need access to timely information about market
prices and the many factors that affect those prices
so that they can make better production and market-
ing decisions.
Selle-s and buyers need better access to markets:
sellers need a better way to search out buyers as
the number of buyers continues to decline; buyers
need to reduce their costs of seeking out sellers.

L. Farmers need access to technical information and
projected cost and -eturn data on crop and animal
production enterrrises; they need analytical proced-
ures for evaluating the economic consequences of mak-
ing changes in farm investments and enterprise com-
inations.

5. Firms need better ways of collecting, analyzing, and
recording informatign...monito-ing devices that auto-
matically record information on vaicus production
factors and machines that automatically provide de-
cisionmakors with signals chout needed action.

c. Firmsneed wetter ways cf making decisions by as-
similating large quantities of data and automating
many of the calculations, vet keeping the results
specific tc the individual firm, litalics aPedj.

echnclog7 c.',uestion Two;

1. For aout 25 years, farm management records and dairy
herd improvement (DHIA) records have been kept on cen-
tral comr:ters...In the next generation...producers
will key' p:ost cf the data directly onto their own
termina1...and receive re o -ts instantly and as often
as needed.

2. "egbncLorical advances making micro-computers avail-
ahlg at reasonable costs will revolutionize farm nee-
ordkpeping. VariouE type! of portable remote tprmirals
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and even remote sensors make information gather -
ing and recordkeeping more comprehensive and efficient.
This wi:1 also lead to inrrovsments in decisionmaking.
A large amount cf software is still needed to make all
this barren Pitalics addedj.

3. Information networks a-e being used by szctension Service
to deliver information from national and State levels to
county ".aotension offices. Farmers and others gain ac-
cess by calling their local Extension office. experi-
ments are underway to provide farmers and others direct
access...CMN, ACFET, Telplan...FACTS (Indiana)...vZTEL,
a derivative of V'e Kentucky "Green Thumb" project.

4. ?- oblezn solving routines are available on all of the above
except EXTEL. These routines enable a user to input
many of his own parameters from which the computer works
out an optimum solution.

5. Conv:terized market systems currently are facilitating
'ransactions amonr buyers and sellers of cotton (TELCO?),
lambs, (7MA), and eRgs (ECI). Recent pilot tests have al-
so been conducted for hogs (HAMS), feeder cattle (CATTLEX),
and meat (CATS). [Chapter IV more fully describes these
systeJas.]

b. An inventory of almost 1,00C software programs for main-
frame and micro-computers has recently been compiled by
the University of Florida wit?. a grant from Extension
Service-USDA. [See Selected References, "ppendix 4.]

Gov=rnment Role [4uestion Three]
Government has a res7onsibility to sponsor research and de-

velopment and to disseminate information about useful technol-
ogy which the private sector...may be hesitant to provide.
As computer technology has been adopted, it has resulted in
greater efficiency it agriculture as well as in the function
of government itself as it serves agriculture [italics added].

The 75rtension Fe.rvice at the national and State levels has
taker the leading role in applying computer technology to ag-
riculture by developing and demonstrating a variety of sys-
tems. At first...farm management recordkeeping reportin!, sys-
tems. As remote technology developed, Extension developed a
demonstration project to help farmers analyze data and make
better decisions. Currently, Extension is assuming an addition-
al computer rolethat of channeling, government - generated in-
formation f-on the national level to regional and ^tate levels
and to county Extension offices...The systems are cl:rrent2y be-
i-g extended directly to farmers and others.

The `_-creasing availability of micro-computers at reasonable
costs has prompted Extension to demonstrate their use and to
provide a variety of agricultural software packages w!-ich are
not available conmercially.
Sevoral federal and some State agencies have the resonsibil-

ity of maintaining r:blic data bases. 1:ost oovernment ^ate lases

12'
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but these systems need to be edaTted
for access by remote computer terminals. 7ventually this
-rcoedure could eliminate the need for printed government
tatistics. :ndividuals without comTuter terminals could
buy the information from a number of commercial firms that
w-uld ho 'a such access.

7.1eo-anic marketing projects have be,n sponsored by the
Agricultural :-!ark- ing Service (AY,S) and 1.,b7tension Service

-1:S2A in coomenation with State Depai-tments of Agriculture
end land-gran- universities...7ach new system was conceived
as being mainly of benefit to rroducers, but they were not

-rranimed or financed to pilot test the pro-
,ects without government assistance.
Wan UDA arencies (abctension Service, Agricultirel narket-

inr Se-vce, Foreign. Agricultural Service, Statistical Re-
Tcranr Service, and Sconomic 7-esearch Service) a-e currently
cooperating on plans to generate and distribute information
via a commuter. :n the future, we expect more agencies, both
from within and outside of USDA, to cobterete on commuter
sys;ems italic: addedj.
Trendn Lest:-.n Fcurj

7ommuterimed reccrdkeeming systems, informa tion transfers,
nystems...are roing to increase in use. 7quip.r.ent

will continue to become less expensive and more powerful and
more ...idesmread in use.

Ye feel that Congress and the Administration should continue
to support the ....iriesTad use of computer ten"-nclogy in agri-
culture to further develop the idea= that have been tried and
to explore a number of new ones.
lsnuen uestion Five]

1. will farmers and agri-business receive timelf: infor-
mation and objective analyses from tsxtension s.ervice riv-
en widesmreed availability of computer technology and
high sred telecommunications?

. hot will be the future of government publications of
b.tb d,te base series and textual material?

3. When information is stored or machines, who should con-
trol access and how? Will large institutions and firms
enjcy an even greater advantage in ac-essing such infor-
mation. relative to individuals and small firms?
What should he rsxtension's -ole in developing software and
in evaluating soft-are developed by commercial firms?
!-:o..; she. id a public agency respond to the myriad of equip-
ment available and the lack of a common language and FO-
toed among the major .--.rends of commuters and other e-
quipment?

b. Fcr... does a government agency or a private party make de-
cisions about ammropriate equipant kn-wing that in tvo
years any purchase may be obsolete?

descriptive material Cr the CI27 and AC,777 systems also was pro-

videa the Subcommittee by Dr. bolder.
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Als: eoanating fro:. t!.-- '27:DA Wa.': a response fro:. the !:ational

Arr'itural Library (YAL), prepared by its Acting Director, Dr.

Richard A. Farley. He prefaced his disT,:isition on the focal topic

by stating the nirsion of the NAL:

...tc aouire and diffuse among the American people
information about agriculture in the broadest and
most comprehensive sense of the word.
...to supionrt agricultural reoearch by bringing the
literature cf science under bibliographic control
end to serve as a national backup for the information
needs of the nation's agricultu-al scientists.

t2C7RPTS

could not accom7.1ish these purposes without computer-based
irformation rystems: they are essential tc our work...[uhich]
includes selecting, acquiring, and organizing the world's most
combre::ensive collect'on cf literature nPrtaining tc food,
agn:c...2ure, and related disciplines: cataloging, indexing,
and announcing the availability cf this literature through
the AGRICOLA data base, and making this data base available
to the scientists; providing information and retrieval ser-
vices: p-oviding current awareness literature services to
scientists; and making printed information from the collec-
tions of the National Agricultural Library available for loan
and on-site use.

NA: also provider leadership, suppo-t, and assistance to a
national agricultural information network - -both computer-
based and 7ersorel oriented consisting of agency field li-
-rarios, land-grant college libraries, specialized information
centers, extension information centers, nutrition information
senters, forestry institutions, and other cooperating agri-
cultural itformstion providers.

refe-ence to the CRS workshop and the specific needs of
the agricultural sector [,;uestion One] that mig1,- be met through
the applications of computer-based technologies, OX' chief prob-
lems fall into three areas: l) the need for exTerded subject
coverare of our online da.,a bases to meet the emerging needs of
the agricultural scientists; 2) the need for improved and ex-
tended access by the scientists and researchers to the data bases
themselves; 2) an'i, 'he need for speedier and efficien- ways
to collent, store, preserve, and deliver the arricultural .

ration itself.
reference to [.uestion "lac] ...a full range of new e,iuip-

:.en- should be discussed and de bons-rated at the workshop..:
large stole computers, mini and micro computers, videotape and
disc storare deices, viewdata and teletext thansmission tech-
nolog, mechanical storage devices, and preservation technology.
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... cide mo-e c72.1ex
summari alway: been the

-7:- Lf 7.-7vernmert tt do, or provid for the
A.he-ican :pcolc 7:71leoively what they oculd not dc or pro

f.C7 ther.reiver indiv -inrle, private sostcr
erterurise could sr 7.:cul du:ii-ace. the sonsfstent, pntient,

pclicy of the ::a'ional Agricultural

Lihoary. In tr., cth,- hand, the !:AL could not provide the in-
ormaticr se-vices it c'_es withcit the technclorical and in-
__ ectusi su77crt a c-reat many coo ant__ and private in-

dividuals.
inally the ma;c- trends :,-Jestion Four] and key factors in

_tist cY' these technolorieo in agricultural irforn.a-
S,7°S ,!.7. :any, vared, and competing. dhil. the tech-

nsicrioal saTat:lities of informa-ion storare and transnssior
systems are increasing, sc are their complexities and costs.

the octme ti:.e that the technclory of aoricuitural information
.E. is more pea - it available, the financial and T,erscrinel

Z2'ourc=c n- ,e a-P me -e soarce, The denands for
inf-rm7,tion service have r-r.-wn with use, but 'he numhe,- cf Cov-
ernment neroennel available to offer the qervice r,LF declined

'alics added,.

A -f Ciestisn Five] related tc aveils'ility, use,
and t-aining or the use of the systems might also be explored
-t :;te CFS workshop alono with toe physical trends cf informa-
tion equipment and the consequences of these trends.

A th'rd 7.7SDA reply was received from Thomas F. F.ady, Actinr Direc-

tor cf the L:conomic Development Division, ',conomic Pesearch Service,

noted that with the demise of the Community Services Administration

--reeoonsible for collecting outlay data for counties and cities the

12SDA/7P5 had heen "forced to discontinue our studies..cf government

outlays to rural areas." Two recent activities then were cited con-

cerning "applications of computer technology to rural areas:"

EY.CWTS

A major mroblem in rural areas is the lack of expert help
for local government officials...[who] make decisions involving
tens of thousands of dollars...Working with the 7xtension Per-
vice in Oklahoma, and late- in rissour4, we -'eveloped a series
cf .iecision-making rides, which hell: local officials sort out
*he cost and reveres associated with several different ap-
mroaches to a prorram...Guides have covered rural ambulances,
fire services, w-ter, sewers, solid waste, and othe- subjects.
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The '1x-tension rtaff at Oklahoma State University have programmed

some of these en the CST compPter. As a result, they can take
a sortable comruter terminal out to a com.munity and nit down with
-.he local officials and run the program.

A secon' activity...represents an important class of computer
arrlicaticns in rural areas. We are now completing a study of
the impacts of coal development in the very sparsely settled
ranching areas of Montana, Yycming, and the Dakotas. One re-
sult of that study is a computer model which provides much bet-
ter data than were previously available or, the impacts of mines
and thermal generators on population, employment, and local
government revenues and services in the small, rural towns they
are near. That model has been used by a variety of State and
Federal agencies concerned with development in the area.

The last cf the USDA contributions was authored by Howard F.

lehnert, Jr., a National Program Leader for Agricultural Weather and

Videotex with the Science and .Education Administration, who would

act as a 7rclj. Parrorteur at the 1°82 Subrammittee-sponsored work-

shop. Lehnert, whose expertise is based on many years of irtensive

contact with key Federal, State, and local officials responsible for

an a-ray of information services, began his comments by stressing that

"American agriculture is the moot science intensive production system

in the world," and continued by affirming that challenges now being

nosed "can prcbahly be met most effectively by the int:oduction of

comnuter-hased technologies that can give the producer the information

he needs and in a format that can be used to solve his local problems."

EXCERPTS

This technology would include videotex systems now getting
ready to go cn-line in Maryland and Kentucky, and fully in-
teractive systems such as AGNET, CMI, and FACTS.
To attain maximum effectiveness, the developers of any

computer system must consider the needs cf the user, his
costs, and the costs to the system operator. For example,
the computer needs cf Extension specialists within the States
are likely to be more complex than those of producers and
thus may justify more sophisticated interactive systems. Be-

cause of the great number cf producers, the most effective way
to provide information directly to them is by using batch
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dump videotex concepts. These systems have minimum connection
times and can handle a large number of users with minimum con-
nection costs.

The videotex systems now going on-line in Maryland and Ken-
tucky are an outgrowth of some early work...known as the Green
Thumb system [see Appendix 8]. The second phase systems...
will mrovide users with a wide range of weather, marketing,
and production information that can assist farmers in their day-
to-day operations. These systems will also carry a wide range
of other information such as home economics, community develop-
ment, and 4-H.

The videotex systems now being planned throughout the country
will require considerable cooperation between the Federal, State,
and county governments and the private sector. Federal agencies
have a tremendous supply of information that is needed by the
agricultural community...only USDA's Agricultural Marketing Ser-
vice has taken action to feed Extension videotex systems.

The key' tc any information dissemination syster to serve ag-
riculture rests with the land-grant university...where inputs
rrcm a variety cf discirlines can be brought to bear on a spe-
cific subiect, and then distributed to host computers at the
county level [italics added].

The county Extension office is the most cost-effective inter-
face between subject matter and the ultimate users. The county
videotex communications computer, in addition to disseminating
information produced at the Federal and State levels, can also
distribute locally generated information that can meet very spe-
cific needs.

The private sector has a key role to play in videotex systems.
In some cases...providing funding for the State nr county com-
pu'ers. In other cases...giving Extension access to its systems,
which can in turn be accessed by the public. Another possible
role...is sponsorship of information to be made available to
farmers. For example, a sponsor may wish to provide support for
localized radar information. In return, the sponso.s name
would be listed et the bottom of the screen. This would pro-
vide visibility for a prospective sponsor and a valuable infor-
mational sou-ce for the agricultural community.

The kev to the success and public acceptance of any dissemina-
tion sys'em rests upon the quality of the information t_ its ac-
curacy. its timeliness, and how well it is localized 't italics
added;. Because of its close working relationship with the
rural audience, the Cooperative Extension Service is in the best
position to provide this type of service. A channel is already
established for feedback of information from users thrbugh the
county office, the State Extension Service, and to the Federal
level.

Experience in Kentucky demonstrated that weather-based agri-
cultural recommendations are of key importance to producers.
This w4111 likely mean establishment of Extension agricultural
weather centers at each land-grant university to interpret

2 ;
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the weather information provided by the National Weather Ser-
vice in terms of the various disciplines that constitute com-
mercial agriculture today. This type of information can great-
ly improve the efficiency of production practices such as in-
tegrated pest management, irrigation scheduling, herbicide
placement, and many other production decisions.

any farmers now own small business or personal computers
...tbut] most cannot n.,:ke full use of this equipment because
of the lack of software that is designed to meet specific farm-
ing needs. Too often they are forced to turn to programs that
were developed for another business.
issues [:!uestion Five]

Several systems for delivery of information directly to the
user have been developed in oche- countries and some of these
are being studied in the United States. There is a serious
questen about using U. S. tax dollars to establish foreign-
based videotex systems. Also, systems that are proprietary to
developers would put the videotex industry in the hands of only
a small number of manufacturers if they were made a U. S. stan-
dard. Only the systems that evolved as an outgrowth of the Ken-
tucky Green Thumb system are U. S.-based and have all their pro-
tocols in the public domain so anyone can use them.
Trends [;ruestion Four]
T:stablishment of videotex services to provide farmers with a

wide range of needed information will likely spawn many parallel
systems to serve other sectors of the economy and thus increase
demand for such terminal devices and therefore reduce their costs.
Manufacturers are reluctant to make the terminals until there are
systems to access. At the same time, systems are not apt to come
on -line until the terminal devices are there. An tension-based
videotex system can serve as the focal point for development of
a wide range of oche- videotex services for the American public.

In a departure from the usual response mode of correspondence,

a meeting was held early in 1982 with Dr. Dennis J. Prager, whose duties

are two-fold: Associate Director of Human Resources and Social and

rxononic Services, and LScecutive Secretary for the Coordinating Council

for Science, '8ngineering and Technology, both of which are integral to

the Office of Science and Technology Policy.

viC7RPTS

1) That there are three levels on which information system
technologies and applications can oe viewed

(?) now the federal government handles its information,
including mechanisms that it may employ in finding out
what's going on ar:nd the country if. this respect.

e)
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(2) Interactive communications systems used among farmers
(3) Onfarm use of these technologies

2) That the agricultural environment is vary advanced in the
adoption of these kinds of technologies.
3) The sense that the 'tension Service is a hindrance to
farmers--not an innovator--in this area.
5) Noting as the Administration's basic policy on the fed
eral role in the development and application of information
system technologies

(1) Support of basic science
(4) Desire and intention to continue basic research role
in improving agricultural productivity
(5) USDA's continued involvement in the early development
of applications, along with urging of more private sector
involvement, as technological development moves closer to
implementation

6) That the governmentUSDA role should be to demonstrate the
applicability of these kinds of technologies.
7) That confusion will unfortunately arise as different con
gressional committees assume their respective responsibilities
for different aspects of the same fields or issues.
P) That now is the right time for such a workshop and forum;
that i3, that five years from now would be too late to try to
avoid the otherwise inevitable crisscrossing of systems and
soaring costs of implementation.
9) That application of these technologies can contribute sig
nificantly to alleviating real problems of water, land, capital,
and energy in agriculture.
10) That a real shortcoming in the decisionmakinp at the xecu
tive level with regard to development and application of these
technologies is being able to "look across the top " to adopt
a broader, longerrange perspective, and that the Executive
Branch should do more of this sort of thing. (It was noted
that a mechanism for just such policy implementation review
was part of Cabinet Council meetings.)

From the legislative branch of the Federal Government useful

commentary was submitted by the Office of Technology Assessment, with a key

contribution from Dr. Fred Weingarten, Program Manager in Communications

and Information Technology, who subsequently served as a Group Rapporteur

during the twoday workshop. After listing more than a dozen "new prod

ucts and services" that will come into use during the next decade--such

items as °fifth generation.super computers, graphical display devices,
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and artificiel intelligence bacon "krowledge" systemshe mertioned

ma,-cr reports which f.>atured f=ther details on these technolo-

-ies: 7omp-v-er-Sasnd 7'ational lnformat'on SVFI.PMS and Info-maticn

and '-'ducatior Appendix 4 for citation of the former].

77.71RFTS

Tomri.ter use, per se, is not new to err:culture...at the
Cregon 2ta'. :niversity computer center in the late 1960's,
th. large-t single comput,r application...w.ts the dairy herd

improvemen rc-ram used by the extension se-vice. Shortly,

expect that every farmer will have a desk-top computer in

the office for herd menagen.^t, accounting, and many other
poses.

This computer will eventually serve as a gateway into
wnat could be a vide array of ot'-e- related information ser-
vices...such as weather, coc.modity prices, and agriculture

-ut-polon bulletins. (The "Green Thu_mb" experiment recently
concluded by the Department of Arriculture used a videotext

to provide such a service. Frivate industry is now
re;cr',edly preparing to offer a colimercial system aimed at

a.ricultural ser.s.) The videodisk, coupled with a user-
oriented information retrieval system on a small computer,

nut an "intelligent" erc:7clopedia of agricultural in-
formation al the finger tips of the farmer. It would also

'Pe a facility for providing continuing education co-rses on
new farming techniques.
::c4erp robotics technolog7 may stimulate the development of

e new generation of autom-ted farm machinery, particule-ly for

: trvestirr and proc-Fsing...there will .-0 secondary app:ica-

tionp of computers and cora.unications that ...ill benefit ag-

-'c. -"2 improve weather prediction.. .support research
in fields such as aprlied cenotics and ecology. Computer pet-

ern recognition systems tc analyze the enormous volume cf

inform-tion 'seipg returned from satellite photos of the earth

w ill provide more irforratior about land utilization and re-

sc--oe
There are SC:-,e important roles the Federal govem.ent could

play :.uestion Three] that will affect the use of new informa-

tion technology in agriculture:

c Fund and conduct research and development.

c Suppr-t demonstration proect; of new applications.

o Facilitate technology transfer from the research lab-
oratory to industry end to the end users.

o the technologv to suppo-t the Government's on-

going work wit '. the agricultural g.,

move toward an electrohic e.tensior service.

o Consider the impacts of changes in telecomun!cticn

regulation on agricultural users.

1
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:!any arencier are aLready involved in these functions, and their
rtl-- r. widely...E thorough analysis of Federal roles would
re.tro rignificant effort. "his problem i compounded, of
co.hrse, 'y current reconsideration of Federal

reneral so, specifically, of theprorer role rf rovernment
the disser.ination infcrmal-,ion litalics added
7erarding yo.:r question about issues 1.!uestion F:ve;, a

nurb-r appear at rst glance to :..erit consideration:
torsibilities - Yith all the pironising market op-

portunities facing the information indurtry, will they
in fact develop and offer products and services aimed at
arr''-arL1 userr...:escially] the programs End data
..,aser targeted to farn needs?
loncentration - there he differential effects of
tec'-nolcy use on large and small farms? Uill informa-
*ion to'; provide economies of SCal° that tend to
favor large agricuItur..1 conoerns, co will it serve to
imrrcve the smnl: farmer's to compete?

- 2:1: rural Aoericars na-e more or :err. access,
Tr:..rially on econalical17, to new information technclory
aF cf o-qn::s toward "ererulF.tion and the pending
:vestitla-e of A7LTT The answer to this :411estior cold de-
-0-mino whohher the promises of the technology to agricul-
ture can le- kept.

7".-natfonal needs - oat will be too inr,ot of information
tecnnolorr or both the od cational needs of the far:, cormun-
i7:' anci 07 th9 ability to meet those needs? This question

b- of pa-ticular Federal interest in the case of the
1n-7ant colleres ash' the agricultural eytension service

also be 7rofrundly important to local eleentary
recc7dory institutions.

717.rlo-rent - Autchoted harvesing equiprent has oath
on eff7.-t on ...he en7loynent of farm labor. rill a

c7.77.:ter techn::oi-7

To'nlpms?
''....sear2.7 an' -:evelcmient - .:hat is the appropriate role for
tne ece-al government in developing technological ap-
plicati-ns in agriculture?
:nte-national iltrects - Some arplication of computer and
communication-Cased agricultural systems coul^. 'ee :seful in
the lesser developed countries. Could infor-aticn, hardware,

R7'!eSE to cc:-.:luniction 'a''-i's become significant el-
e ens cf 7.. foreign ajd? is it peraible or feasi^le to
"tailor" some oroduo s and services to the specific needs of
third world nations?

Also ftr...arded to the Subc=ittee IT. 7A were a short discus-don paper

Ali-c- L. :..7..SS cf its Life Scfence: :ivirion, a spe-ial issue of

:-o ''°::a on osoacitro to information systems, a-d othe- selected
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articleo pacnro.

istter res-onoe t: invitati7r. for cohz.ents

fhrzhc::..ing from. :friar. H. Chief Dpput:: lirecton of the

leTrtment of Conoenv.-t:on for -he CT.te of Czlifornia 7,esounces

Ageno. Although the three progra= selected for disc scion would

-.end information to govern-ental decisionmal-ers

rather tnan Troduoing farmers, the
. nds of data being collected and

:resod warrant summarization:

7.C7:7PTS

The Far:lan-' :larring and :scnitcring Program hes been developed
to provide the California Legislature and other decisionmal,.ers
tn ne:ic,-le, current information cr. the state's con,mercially

inTortant farm and rrazinr. lands. The 'eta are needed in order
to answer q:estionr on the location and status of this land,
and to evaluate the need for new preservation policies. The

products will he:
c 7tatewide .'.atoring (by county) cf California's oommercially

important farmlands end erazing lands.
o A computerized farmland data base, which will be updated
annually.

c County Farmland Feoonts which will document the location,
extent, and type of important farmlands in California
counties.

o Annual Farmland Conve-sion F-encrts (county and statewide)
to document the conversion of farm and grazing land to
non-arricultural IlSPE: (and vice versa).

c Annual Farmland 7:or-version :!ars (by county, rerion, and
state) to show where oonversion has occurred and where
conversion is icmninent.

The maps, ws-ich are being crepared in cooperation with the U.
S. Sol Conservation Service, will snow farmland in five cat-
egories (prime, state-wide importance, unique, local importance,
and comnercial grazing land). The program is expected to be
ful:y operational in July 1962. At that time, the ru'r.,2ic will
have full access to the *farmland data base [italics added].

Marring will have been completed for more than LC counties, in-
corporating nearly 95 percent of the irrigated crop land and 75
percent of private rrazing lands in the state.
'7he State coils Information Frorram involves production of an
automated county soils mar series. The maps will show soil
productivity characteristics, land capability for var5cus crops,
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ercsic 7-arres_rier...7ach
factor --'ss 'le" r, ss''s data bar-re cr the
.cc%1 and statefde 7'ne ma:'s and related siater-

.111 b, d:st-ibuted tc local pc-..ern:c.ent and the
sector ts den-nr-_rare the cf readily an-

cess:rle, csn:sc'terfsed -cis infor.T.ation. Frograr.
the sTecific ob;,estve sf a current, de-

tailed ma: series for the state by 2°?5...A recent sur-
--- :nr:icted that nearly e5 cerce-t of California's
..unties will use the automated soil information and
craThlc rroducts when the:,- become available.

C'he CL1f:fcrria 7-es.ources Inforrlation F,vstem has been
_ :rued as as a com:srehensive environ:%en'al data base for the
'.ate. -he s7ster is coordinsted the Department of

Crnservation...can be used as a general research tool,
77 for specific prs such as the Farmlands and Soils
nfrrhatisn mrc,rams.

ects

The California ResoJrces :nforma-
tCon Sys:em has the following features:
c Ceorraphc data nrocessing
c Data base de-:elopment

'.'se of r.he State's 7hvirchrental Data Catalog and

"'e.'-nal Cartographic :nformation Center
c 'echnical assistance for the public

The system can integTe-:e diverse t7pes of data such as coastal
".=.0 bo'.:ndardes and stands of timber throughout California.
A i,,e feature of both the Farmlands and Soils Information Pro-
Frams is the use of the California Fesources Informaton Sys-
tem computers which link technical information with graphic
crod'ction [italics added). Specific data such as the degree
cf soil pgrmeability in a foothill area, or the amount of prime
farmland in a valley can be entered in the computer files. The
technical information forms an "attribute data base' which com-
plements a "graphics data base" containing geographic coordi-
nates...A diaeram. shoo:'_ -g the computer steps for a hypothetical
scils analysis is enclosed see Figure 13 below].

le should be noted that a reply was received f7 the

Telecommunications and Information Administration (F7 ',

prepared by Vincent Sardella, Program Nanaper, who noted the ex-

istence of several on-line projectsAGM:7, T171.FLAN, an, ANSF1--

and provided copies of the NTIA study entitled Issues in Information

Policy and testimony on "Rural Telecommunications Issues and Develop-

ments" delivered by Bernard J. Wunder, Jr., the NTIA Assistant Sec-

retary for Communications and Information, before the anbcommittee on

Communications of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Trans-

portation.

13,1
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FIGURE 13
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In addition to the above commentarien. the Subcommittee and

staff personnel responsible for this priority area had a number of

informal contacts with interested individuals in the public sector.

EXCEPTS FROE PRIVATE SECTOR RESPOrSES, WITH SUMMARY COM7NTS

The factual and interpretive narratives sent by various groups in

the private sector offered a useful spectrum of viewpoints and exper

ience which would help the Subcommittee better understand the scope

and nature of the topic under surveillance. One series of replies

reflected the concerns and commitments of corporations involved in

the preparation of equipment, software, and in some instances the com

puterized data files of special value to the agricultural community.

Commentary from Telidon Videotex Systems, Inc. was forwarded by Robert

134
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D. Burgener, Director for Special Projects, who enunciated the

be it his opening section that:

ro matter how much the technology is made to sizzle with
promise, it will fall short of keeping those promises unless
it deals witn the substantive needs of the agri-business com-
munity.

He then alluded to testimony given by Benny 1,1;schwege, Director of

the Community and t7obnoric Development Division at the U. S. General

Accounting Office (GAO) before a subcommittee of the House CoLmittee

on Government Operations on July 24, 1980. While the system being

referenced was not one designed to provide information to practicing

farmers, the process involved in determining user requirements and

acting tc meet those is similar to those of immediate interest to the

Subcommittee.

MCMPTS

The subject was the Farmers Home Administration Unified Man-
agement information System (UM IS) and the failure of that
project.

"Farmer's Home had not conducted an adequate requirements
study of agency information needs...(p. 5)
"There needs to be a study made of what requirements are
so that you can decide what equipment and software you need.
"'what the Task Force (Department of Agriculture/PmHA) said
was that they will do this, but will do it concurrently with
implementing the system.

"We are sating that you need to do this sequentially. You
first have to knot what the requirements are. In the long
run you might be wasting time and money if you start to im-
plement the system before you know what the requirements
are." (p. 10)

In presenting the historical overview we must also consider
the events which may have appeared to be in tandem, but were
in fact pulling in opposite directions.

I spoke today with a newspaper publisher in Tiffin, Ohio,
Mr. Kaj Spencer. His newspaper (circulation 11,196) is cur-
rently delivered to a number of homesby telephone lines and
displayed using a TRS-80 computer terminal. Since the bulk
of his readers are farmers, he suggested the following cate-
gories of information which his raper would like to receive
in a computer-based format:

1_ 3
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1. USDA commodity market news
2. Weather

Research information on crop productions, di-
seases and prevention measures

'4 noted the first two items had a perishable news quality
and any method which would speed their distribution would be
welcome...[ he editors] worked closely with the Seneca County
Rxtension office to develop information from the local grain
markets as well as those in Toledo and Findlay.

The fact that this relatively small newspaper has a vide-
otex manager, when videotex is still a new technology that
many larger papers are just beginning to encourage their data
processing managers to take a look at, makes Tiffin, Ohio
somewhat unique in today's market.

017 "information marketplace" is changing, perhaps not as
fast as some of the new technology vendors would like, but
the entire system of delivery, display and storage is evol-
vinz as new electronic-based methods take the place of more
costly ones that consumed natural resources.

The final hurdle for technology is not in the laboratory,
but rathe- in the consumer marketplace. Tractors didn't
replace '-rses just because someone manufactured enough of
them or hired the best salesmen to promote them. Po new
tool can survive unless someone Perceives a value in it for
a task already at hand, or an opportunity which it can open
that couldn't be reached before [italics addedj.

In terms of perceived value and reliability, the farmer has
had at least one source of information that has served a va-
riety of pt:coses since about 1793. It contains several data-
bases in a central location, can be random - accessed; is high-
ly portable reqmiring an outside power source only during hours
of darkness. The Cld Farmer's Almanac is a good example of a
successful information provider.

In focusing on the agricultural applications of these tech-
nologies [--teletext, videotex or cable ], it will be inter-
esting and rewarding to look at how the various experimenters
from AgNet and Green Thumb to Grassroots and the USDA's CCITT
electronic mail service have viewed the agri-business infor-
mation consumer.

The communication to the Subcommittee from Texas Instruments,

Inc. was p:epared by Daniel H. Carter, tanager of Advanced Business

Planning for Information Products with the Digital Systems Group,

who asserted that "some considerable benefits to the agricultural

and rural comunities will accrue" as a result of ?epresentative

Bro-n's initiative. Continuing, he emphasized that the "issues

130
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invc:ved in introducing and providing computer-based services into

...the arricl:lture com::un!ty are many and complicated:"

UCIIIPTS

increasingly obvious that the challenge is to provide
an affordable problem solution through an effective conflu-
ence of the right technology, the right user, the right want/
need, at the right time: The dilemra is not made any simpler
by the rapid multi-directional technology advances, the vol-
atile economic and social pressures, and the unstable copy-
right, regulatory and other leeal issues.

In addressing the questions you've asked, I plan to respond
...in a brief outline format. 'Selected examples of outline
elements appear below.]
Question 1: Specific Needs - - :

A. Cperations and Production Management
1. Process controls

7xperiment/data analysis
7. Access to technical programs

R. Financial Management
1. Standard Accounting systems
4. Profit and Loss programs

"What-if" models/analysis
C. f.cmmunity Interaction

2. Access to information
5. Community business interaction
F. :1arketing - buy/sell

..... Personal and Family concerns
1. P:dncetfon - training - job services
2. Health - nntrftion - homemaking

Family and home logistics support
2: Technology, device and crocess needs - - :

;ccessing devices
1. Textal based terminals
2. Pictorial and grap:ics based terminals
5. Fersonal computers
Loma: Processing Devices
2. Intelligent terminals

bnsiness systeas
Programmable calculators

C. Pemote Processing Devices/services
1. lain-frame hosts
3. Co-op as computer systems
5. '7xtensicn service systems
et.dorkt::o:_munication services, two-way

1. Telep!-cne lirkod
2. Ca-le links - FYA'.1/micro..:ave/etc

Two-44ay 77 E. SST

1.3
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'.westion 3: The Pole of Government Aeries - -;
7be rovernment/Public agencies must take the leadership role in
encourarinc the private sector to develop proorams and services
designed specifically to respond to the wants/needs of the ag-
riculture and rural communities. Yore specifically they should:

A. Sponsor broad-scope workshops involving FubA.c and Priv-
a'e Sectors
1. r.stablish wants/needs
3. Orranize action teams
4. Set specific "ro-dos" and dates!

S. Initiate Pilot programs /tests
1. Community information and service units
2. Agri-business "local" systems services
3. Agri-business "remote" systems service

C. Increase availability of Public information
I. Offer at cost to private sector
2. Convert rural/agri infornation to electronic

availability
4. Assist small bsiness information ventures

D. Develop national level inperatives
1. Agriculture well-being is crucial
2. Pura: vs. urban services eque'ity
4. Agri-business productiity
Other

Service standardization
2. Creditability and critical-mass implications
3. Legislative and legal support

...,uestion 4: :laior Tends and Forces -
A. Process control and automation
E. Computer based services
C. Flectronic technology advances
D. Flonomy of scale

Productivity squeeze
F. Inflation and profit trends
G. Urbanization
H. Absentee farming
I. one businesses
J. Other

.uesticr 5: Issues of Conce-n:
Total system solutions

P. Fstem'manarement and maintenance
C. Diffusion rates/critical mass
D. Protocol and connectivity
F. Softw5-re compatibility
F. Vill private sector support. wants?
S. f_11 productivity improve?

Surv!val nf con.. unities
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...Pecardless of the user's occupation, business or inter-
ests, a large percentage of the listed concerns, issues and
wants apply directly. :'ve frai!uently described the "Infor-
mation/Services Eusiness" as a "large anomalous Lass that de-
fies simple understanding C7 description."
It is hopedthat throug the Conrressicnal Research Scrvice's

workshop, an approach tc the understanding of tne agricultural
sector reeds will be realized, to the end that sone meaningful
efforts toward resolution and implementation will result. It s
:ost obvious that the role of government i- these early efforts
vi7l be that of a leader in bringing together those entities
woo can and will solve this agri-business and rural rorulatior.

,italics addedj.

The tnird corporate reply came from International Business Mst

oninas Sornoration,under the authorship of Douglas P. L-Grande, a

L'irector of the Industrial Sector it White Flains, New York.

EXSPIPFTS

or. Ono] 7h0 agric..:ltural sector is concerned with plan-
ning, o7erations, marketing, and accounting and record manage-
ment functions which zan be implemented through computer based
technclory. The farmer, as an entrepreneur, with ultimate ec-
onomic res-cnsibility for the success Cr fa:lure of his enter-
prise, needs arrays of informatior a-d the ability to make con-
-.isten-ly successful decisions on how ard when to use the re-
-ouncec at bin disposal.
Ico.pyters have been successfully used to "model" reality,

tbe user ansers to "what if" questions, enabling the in-
ve!ti,roiion of alta-natives and facilitating decisions which
would e profitable. Eysta::s currently in us hay., ctp_
ourei the boric inolved in deciding, for example, whether to
buy on :ease lan, perm'ttitg a farmer to enter current data
o- costs and returns unique to his conditions. do t tlanning
oriented agricultural arrlications are technologicall and ec-
onomicaliv feasible for the individual farmer [italics addedj.

;grononic ope-ations...daily decisions or watering, fertil-
ization, rest control, harvesting and storage require informa-
tion ranging ^r-m sim;le table look-up, using on-site current
measurad Y'slues, t- complicated infestation prorrass and control
re7onts, all of which can be readilv accessible, as rao-uired,
or tbe farm italics added,. In edition, olectronic ordering
of for.' "e-, :-.sacticides...can be accomplished ccm-
ouian link froo ftrm to supplier providing immediate confirmation
of quantities and deliveries.

'lec'ronic mrkating of agricultural comLodi'ies, has al-eady
beer accomIlished. Produaers' terminals are linked to rctettial
buyers' te-mfnals via a central or host computer system...all de-

tails of sales are conducted, including auctions and fixed price
offerings.
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Accounting and records manapement applications can assist in
analyzing and reporting expenditures, crop and livestock yields,
incoe and resource usage. Required reports as well as Federal
and State tax preperations can also be handled. In addition,
liv.stock and dairy herd breeding information can be maintained
aloes wIth current measurements such as individual animal growth,
feeding specifications and yields.
[.;vestion Two Devices and processes suited to agricultural op-
erations can be related to the complexity of the problem requir-
ing solution in terns of the quantity of data, the characteris-
tics cf the data (whether of global value to all farmers or u-
nique tc one farmer), the data manipulation needed to produce
a desired result, the frequency of producing the same output,
and the time in which the answer must be available to be useful.
The simplest system would be an "on-the-farm" home computer

with user written or purchased pre-written application programs...
the time and talent required to develop individual applications
may limit the user to the availability of commercially offered
program application code. TE.: recently announced Farm Accounting
and Dairy 1:anagement packages for this marketplace.

Higher level systems, using a home computer as a terminal to
communicate with a larger, more powerful "host" computer, address
the pcten-ial problems of time or talent to develop special-
ized aprlication code; large bases of globally useful data; and
limited :usage applications rroviding valuable decisions, but
prohibitively expensive for one farmer. Shared systems such as
AGN727...spread the cost cf development and operation...The same
computer which serves as a terminal in communicating with a host
system also has the capability of functioning in stand-alone
mode for local use.

A variation cf the shared system uses remote terminals as com-
munication devices to enter and display data with all processing
capability located in the host computer. TFLOCT, the cotton mar-
keting system developed and operated by plains Cotton Cooperative
Assocation of Lubbock, Texas, is of this type.
[vestion Three] As a major vendor to the successful AG! and
TFICST systems, IBM's role is secondary in defining the relation-
ships between the sponsoring/operating organizations and their
users and government agencies, and we therefore defer response
on this question to those who have already established working
relationships.
[upstion Four] The significant major trends in application of
technology in agriculture are the costs of computing and the de-
velopment of communications capability. The prices of currently
available computers are already in the affordable and justifiable
range for individual farmers. Communications technology ranging
f'rom a telephone all to satellite transmission is also avail-
able. In. fact, IF.^.! has already done a presentation for the ag-
ricu]tural community on "Comp.:ter Networking" using our own
worldwide computer network as a model to discuss design consid-
erations, operational capabilities, and control techniques.

The key factors in the application of technolo7y are the edu-
cation of the potential users and the development and accessi-
bility of application programs.

1.4 u
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The potential user needs A.c know what computers can and cannot
do and how to identify the potential benefits as well as the costs
involved ;italics addedJ. He needs to be able to assess the capa-
bilities and limitations of a decision to use a computer, par-
ticularly in regard to communication possibilities.
[4uestion Five] Our greatest issue of concern is the efficient
deployment of existent and emergent technology, providing the
greatest benefits to as many users as possible.

The final submission from industry was that sent by Peter V. Murphy,

Director of Dynamac Corporation, who informed the Subcommittee that

his company "has geined its perspective in your area of interest during

a multiyear contract with the USDA" which called for:

...development of a market research epproach to improve in-
formation and education services provided by USDA. In de-
veloping the market research approach, we examined the ef-
fects or business and consumer decisionmaking of computer-
based information systems and other channels of i-formation.

The Murphy co mentary often is couched in terms of his corpora-

tion's"Market Research Approach to Information Services (SAIS)7 an

outgrowth of a model that shows "how information services affect the

adoption and diffusion of agricultural innovations."

TICERPTS

[liestion One] The use of computer-based information systems for

rrigation management, livestock monitoring, feed ration,
end gestation management and accounting is well documented in
other sources. Our efforts have examined this question in two
cortexts: (1) how are computer-based information syst,.tms...used
by people in the agricultural sector to make better decisions
about the problems they are faced with; and (2) how can a com-
puter-based marketing approach be used to help develop more re-
sponsive information and technical assistance programs.

In the first context...technologies are used to draw upon
centralized information banks to help solve problems that re-
quire rapid decisions as well as to employ highly distributed
data processing (like home computers) to solve local site sps-
ciric problems. v.xamples of the former are centralized infor-
mation banks, linked to the user by telecommun'cations, that
provide information on commodity prices or weather. examples
of the latter are home minicomputers with specialized soft-
ware to solve pest management or irrigation scheduling problems.
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Linkares between centralized information banks ax distributed
data crocessine are needed [italics addedj. For example, to make
the most efficient use of limited water resources a user should
be able to access information on weather conditions and then be
able to process this information in a distributed mode to con-
sider local factors such as soil, crop type, slope, and ante-
cedent moisture to solve his own site specific problems...the
centralized information must be available and the user must
know of its existence. Further, it means that the development
of specialized software in agriculture must keep pace with the
Proliferation of hardware [italics added].

In the second context, we tool: a look at how the USDA 1:Xten-
sion Service and other agricultural change agents provide in-
formation services...we developed a model that shows how infor-
mation services affect the adoption and diffusion of agricul-
tural innovations...For any given combination of local circum-
stances, the MRAIS (model] can help to asiiuss innovations in
terms of their likelihood for widespread adoption and diffu-
sion.

[Question Two]...ou... comments on this topic are restricted to
MRAIS applications. As mentioned in the first comment, MRAIS
must. be accessible to change agents at the local level, such as
xtension agents, experiment stations, and land-grant university
programs. This would mean a primary user population of three to
four thousand. To achieve this level of service, two things must
happen...[1] letAIS software must be improved so that a large
nuiFter of noncomputer professionals can opernte the system...
[2j The user population must have access to computer terminals
that are com:atible with the mainframe computer that houses MRAIS
in Washington. It is doubtful whether MRAIS alone s:an support
the use of local based computer terminals.
[Question Three] The role of the Department of Agriculture, ei-
ther through its 1:xtension Service or some other departmental
agency, will be to implement MRAIS or a system similar to it.
Specifically this means making further improvements in research
methodologies and software, informing the user population of
MRAIS availability, and training them in its use.

The role of Congress should be to provide for additional re-
search on information services and the way they relate to the a-
doption and diffusion of innovations. In 1978 Congress pro-
vided the initial mandate for t'SDA to develop MRAIS. With the
delivery of a prototype of NRAIS in September of this year, Con-
gress should provide for the continuance of this work.
The role of other Federal agencies should be to support the

compilation of data in MRAIS for the subject areas that they are
interested in [;]...U.S. Army Corps of engineers, r, S. Geo-
logical Survey, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 7. S. ',r1viron-

nental Protection Agency and U. S. Aeency for International De-
velopment.
[;Neston Four] An important trend in the agricultural sector
which argues for decentralized availability of MRAIS is the growth
of the home computer industry...this trend will accelerate with
further reduction in hardware costs.

144;
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[Question Five] The principal issue...is the quality and time-
liness of information provided,not only by MRAIS, but by other
centralized data bases as well. The computer medium has the
capability to meet tomorrow's information needs but can only
succeed if it supports accurate and up-to-date information.

Among the organizations which represent and serve the farming

community variously called unions, coalitions, cooperatives, oranges,

etc.-- were a number which chose to answer the questions set forth in

Chairman Brown's letter. The response from the Rocky Mountain Farmers

Union, with a membership of 11,000 family farmers and ranchers, was

prepared by John Stencel, its president. He observed, in opening,

that agriculture "now needs a very rapid and timely information sys-

tem" tc cope with the changing marketplace and reflect developments

in new technology and research.

EXCERPTS

We have been following several programs very closely. One
is the Green Thumb prorrram...it is the kind of system that all
Cooperative Eactension Service programs should rrovide for farm-
ers and ranchers in every state.
We also have been following the Agnet program which is some-

what more sophisticated in the area of marketing data. It has
been highly useful to hev growers in our area in providing names
of buyers and ser.ers:

As more marketing associaticis or marketing cooperatives are
d.veloped on a commodity -by- commodity tasis, electronic market-
ing will become more prevalent. It is ay hope that any elec-
tronic marketing system will be owned by farmers and ranchers
and not the processing, wholesaling,or retail.Ing firms that
move the products presently.
We would like to see more electronic marketing associations

developed like Tel-Cot, a fully integrated system that allows
a producer to get the best price for his commodity...can be
applied to mos'. any commodity and the Texas A & M project with
feeder cattle is a prime example.

The Congress and the USDA car. provide more money for develop-
ing prototype electronic mareting systems and assisting coop-
erativ. marketing associations that are electronically oriented.
Informational systems that are provided through tne Cooperative
Extension Service should he funded in partnership by the federal

14 ,J
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and state governments. This is a great oprortunity.for the
Extension eervice to build upon the well known service and
educational information programs that it has provided in the
past. It might even provide for the survival of the Exten-
sion Service.

...it would be encumbent upon Congress to pass the National
Marketing and Bargaining Act [H. R. 4975 ] to allow producers
to join together on a commodity-by-commodity basis.

I do want to make certain that farmers and ranchers be in
control of any system that will be put together in the future
and therefore the Farmer Cooperative Service of the USDA be
highly utilized in developing these programs.
XF Primary concern in the application of these technologies

in agriculture is that the producer does not end up getting the
short end of the stick, and that computer technology is used
against him. Producers need to be able to use computers to make
the best possible marketing decisions based upon all available
information.

Another group which replied to the Subcommittee communication was

the National 7Amily Farm Coalition. After expressing "the realization

that comnuter-based systems are already on the scene and will be used

more widely in the future, Joe Belden of the NFTC Washington, D. C.

office identified several concerns and questions:

EXCERPTS

o Who will control the available information?
o Will information technology be an inrut which only rela-
tively affluent farmers can afford? Could this enhance their
already growing economic dominance?
o What information will be available? For example, will it
be more difficult to secure access to alternative technolo-
gies and production systems?
o Is it possible that farmers cculd become highly dependent
on information technology?
o will some firms in the inputs or marketing industries make
information technology available to farmers in order to se-
cure larger market shares?
o In an era of fiscal austerity, what role for government,
particularly for the Extension Service, will be possible?
The role of Extension could be crucial...In the past research

and extension have often most benefited the larger, more ag-
gressive farm operators who come forward seeking sorhisticated
assistance. These successful business people--aware of tech -
nologi'al advanced and ear!er to adort new innoYations--may be
much quicker than small farm operators to adopt computers and
use them svccessfully. Thus, if Extension moves further into
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the computer systems area, care should be taken to ensure that
information and assistance are available for small-scale farm-
ers. Such farmers must be specifically sought and aided, and
services must be specifically desirned for them [italics added].
It is not enough to say that research and extension are size-
neutral or available.

A brief answer to the Subcommittee letter was submitted by James

Miller, Assistant Legislative Director for the National Grange. Point-

ing out that this organization "represents family farmers which are

on the smaller end of the scale," he proceeded by saying that:

Information on commuter application for small scale and moder-
ate size farming is needed. Particularly, we are interested
in how dairy and other livestock operedons could benefit by
this technology.

The size of investment will be a major factor in how easily
small scale farming can adapt to the technology. mphasis on
the cost aspects, including tax advantages, would be appreciated.

Thee response from the Winrock Inte-national Livestock Research

and Training Center in Morrilton, Arkansas, was prepared by R. C.

Wheeler, the president of the organization. Acknowledging that the

"growth in use of computers...since the late 1950's it areas related

to agriculture has indeed been astounding," his commentary concentrated

on the equipent and its applications utilized by Winrock International:

7.1C.P.RPTS

Cur activities employ the following types of computers:
o large mainframe computers, such as the CDC CYB°P system,

which we access through the CDC PLATO terminal and the
71 Silent 700.

o Minicomputer. Winrock owns a FDF 1170, which serves
most of our institutional comruting reeds.

o :.licrocomputers, such as Apple II, TRS, and MicroFlato,
which we use for special field applications.
Small programmable calculators, which are primarily
used by cur field scientists in developing countries.

These computers are employed in a variety of applications per-
taining tc agriculture, including:

o Computer-Aided Instruction. ('sing Control Data's PLATO
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terminal, Winrock has developed two individualized train-
ing prorrams for use by farmers...sheep production and...
dairy goat production.

o Analysis of Research Data. Winrock employes a FDF 1170 min-
icomputer to perform statistical and economic analyses of
farming systems data from both developing countries and the

S. Other applications include economic and mathematical
modeling of agricultural systems.

o Data Bases. Utilizing both the mainframe and the minicom-
puter, Winrock is currently developing several data bases
...[vhich] contain units of technical information that can
be accessed by users via a portable terminal with printout
capabilities. Subject areas include:
- Sheep production, dairy goat production, and meat goat

production. Primarily intended for the benefit of pro-
riucers, these data bas=s will contain thousands of units
of practical information on every aspect of production.

- Technical assistance on animal production. Data on world-
wide animal production will be available to animal scien-
tists who receive requests for technical information from
private voluntary organizations such as CARv:, Catholic Re-
lief Services, etc. Winrock's information retrieval ser-
vice will be continuously updated.

- :nternational bibliography of goat literaturf. This on-
line bibliography contains nearly 3,000 entries, indexed
by topic and region, to facilitate literature searches
requested by research or field scientists.

o Demographic Mapping. Based on the most recent U. S. Farm
Census data, the FDP 1170 is being used to produce detailed
maps of agricultural enterprises in the southeastern United
States. These production units can be mapped by location,
size, and type of production.

o Pecordkeeping...At present, Winrock is using the Apple II
microcomruter to keep track of farm financial data for a
cooperative of small swine producers in Arkansas. The PDP
1170 is boing used to store production information from the
Petit Jean Goat Dairy on stock inventory, body weights, milk
production and composition, breeding, and kidding.

o Marketing. An electronic telemarketing system utilizing a
mainframe computer and printer unit (II 700) will be used by
local shoep producers to market their products to buyers a-
cross the U. S. and Canada.

Two Cooperative 7xtension Services elected to send comments

in reply to the 'iubcommittee letter of inquiry: University of Mary-

land and Virginia P,:lytec,--'cal :nstitute and State Vniversity. In

relating the views of the former institution, C. S. Cliver, Director

of the Cooperative ":xtension lervice at College Park, ;laryland re-

1 4 t)



flected accurately that "computer n ,ds and usagein American agri-

culture are increasing at a rapid pice with the 4evelopment cf new

end ,w cost computer hardware." he then identified three types of

prollems facing the Cooper:five v:xtension Services throughout the

country as they strive to adapt computer systems to their offerings

and the needs of their clientele:

.7.0.7RPTS

availability of funds to purchase appropriate hardware;
atilit- tc network through other computer systems that
eve software packages saitable for use in a given state:
and

3) maintaining interest and technical competence in the de-
velopLent cf computer hardware packages among faculty when
(1) and (2) above seem tc be such difficult problems to
resolve.

:t is ironical that ten to twenty years ago universties were
leaders and innovators in the computer technology field. Today,
we are an nutber of years behind in our ability to utilize
oomouters as management and technology transfer tools. One of
our problems, in addition to funding, is the feeling tha. hard-
ware ourc'slased must last a lifetime and must he fully adaptable
ts irteract with all systems across the co7ntrv. Obviously,
tSis is an imros=')."4tv Litalics addedJ.

Let me _tare that .my rreatest concern is that :os' sf us are
stfil standing a- the gate after the recd has already ber:m.

7rodlIction and markting is an increasingly ccmTlex
anr: inte-rel;:ted system. 7c assist either the small cr the
:a-re tneir c.,:nr!nt prc'-les, interactive comr.7.1ter

crir'ilities are as essential tc_the srecie:ist cr an as is
tre ewriter tc -he secretary italics added.

r. _,..tic be of enormous help tr the states if they could
assist in the ';0-elcpcent cf a natirnal computer clearing house.
...7n ere would .:ave tc be a separate system for each agency

515, C73, etc. 7ia the systen proposed, : would hope
there wopid 'ee a coy pter at the national level that could be
accessed 'cr., the states and could lead tc networking between the
s-ates. avicusly, fundiag for such a system orcs-nts a problem,
but nless we oast a directicn we will continue to fall further
be'r'nd.

res.noes were received by Tepresentatvo rrown fron rf.rgiria

Folyteohric :..___t. t, Statc 7niercity in Elac;:s.ruro, Virginia.

-ne first came from. :!itchell 7. 3easier, :ntern lean of the

Virrinia Cooperative lbstension Service:

14i
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EXCPTS

:;upstion Onej...some segments. cf agriculture have been using
camm!ters since the 1960's. Livestock ration formulation,
whole far= planning, cash-flow analysis, investment analysis,
recordkeeping and many other functions have become everyday
tasks for many farmers. These programs have been offered to
farmers by Ixtension Services, private consultants, farmer
owned assocations and others.

Fersonal computers have the potential to move the process a-
way from large computers and into the farm office. A number of
farmers now own personal computers but a central general-access,
nationwide commuter. is needed to serve as a library and clearing
house [italics added]. Programs for personal computers as well
as information libraries such as the U.S.D.A. crop and livestock
reports, market reports, U.S.D.A. supervised programs and other
universal information could be distrituted.through such a central
system.

"lectronic computer-based livestock auctions have been proven
tc be highly successful at much lower cost and more convenient
than traditional on-site auctions.

[4.stion Two]. Improved personal commuters with greater relia-
bility and accuracy are needed to replace the poorly designed
units introduced initially. These computers need systems ca-
pacity tc handle the variety cf management and analysis programs
applicsble to the farm. An easy to use access capability is need-
ed for personal computers to communicate with large computers to
retrieve shared information and to submit data to computer pro-
grams too large for running in-house on personal computers.
Computer directed servicing and control devices that measure

and distribute feed tc livestock, measure milk production by cow
and store the re,ults, control temperature and humidity in stor-
age devices and livestock housing, detect and alert farmers to
pctential livestock ailments before symptoms are noticeable to
fa- -rs (animals poing off-feed, for example), measuring contents
an conditiors of products in storage facilities and similar
technologies need to re im;roved or developed.

Three]. Federal and local governmental agencies, es-
pecially state extension services, hat. a specific roll to play
in the computer era. An objentive evaluation and analysis can
be obtained only from an agency net directly involved or havinp
g vested interest in a product [italics added]. Salesmen often
do not understand production agriculture and lead farmers to ex-
pect perforasnce from their equipment that is not realistic. This
is especially true during this initial phase of using personal
computers on farms. it vill become less important as farmers
are educated and rain experience so they can question salesmen
on relevant civali'.ies and capabilities of personal computers.
U.S.D.A. can provide informatio- useil to farmers nationwide.

S:ch informstion placed on a central computer for access by all

1
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st:tes can make the information available immediately while it
is still useful. U.S.D.A. is now using several computers in a
somewhlt disorganized fashion which complicates ease of access
and use. An example of U.S.D.A. information is the COIN system
which is also on the Virginia Tech Computerized nanagement Net-
work [C1AYJ servicing 45 states.

Congressional sutrort is needed for funding high-risk projects
and introductory costs for any national system [italics added]...
implemented through U.S.D.A. and state extension services.

[.rJestion Four] Fersonal computers are being purchased in in-
creasing numbers by farmers. Feasons cited are to keep mere ac-
curate financial records, be able to retrieve man:gement infor-
mation, provide for ;lore -'etailed analysis of proposed invest-
ents, cash-flow, loans and other financial and physical in-

formation.
arketing strategies can be analyzed easily and rapidly. ?Teed-

ing may be improved by better genetic coatings. Fest control may
be simplified by better armregation and analysis of weather chta,
insect.populations, natural predators, and the like which have
the potential of greatly reducing chemical applications.
Farm --s w' 1_ be using information banks and computer programs

to lance for personal computers. Thus, a combination of small
compt:ters interfacing into a central easy-access computer will_
become quite :important. uch developmental work remains to be
done before .asy-to-use interfaces are operational.

estion Five] One area of concern appears to be the trend
towards blind acceptance ,f computer output as being correct.
.._..pater rrograms are ',LI as rood as the accurac- and comriete-
nes:, cf romrams and the use of valid irput data...A massive eci-

t:C`7a. rromrap needed to teach new and Potential users no
-c eyalat. and interpret comruter cuttrut [italics added].

A s,-cond concern is the qualification cf programmers to pro-
dwce PCCd comr-uter programs. A necessary and sufficient condi-
ticn for good rorrams is the combination of sur,lect matter and
_c._. _t_. .rained :eople working joint17: to ensure s:::-.ject matter
validity ccbined with reasonably efficient utilizatior of the
computer. Few peoTle are qualified in both areas but this has
nrt rindered one rr-up fram assuming input from the other group
is unnecessary for rood results. Neither group is capable of
producing quality educational programs and useful computer pro-
rrams alone.

A third concern is the attempt to down-size comnuter programs
designed for large computers to run on personal computers. 4dite
often critical variables re omitted to conserve space so the
program will run on a persional computer. L.ss than desirable re-
sults ar. obtained.

Er. C. Parding, Administrstor of the 1F0O 7x'ensicn Pro-

gram at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Itiversity, submitted
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a separate series of coments, which were prefaced by the opinion

that "Information and communication are becoming the core commodities

of our post-industrial society," and further that "the influx of com-

puter-based technology is impacting on all branches of science, all

fields of knowledge, all sectors of business and government."

MCERYTS

Despite the apparent need for, wave of optimism about, potential
for, and expected speed of adoption of this technology, it has

not materialized. There has been growing criticism in recent
years the+ county extension agents have not been able to stay
abreast of the latest information in many subject matter areas.
As a result, commercial farmers have increasingly by-passed
county offices and sought assistance directly from state spec-
ialists or other sources...Probably the first and greatest need
existing relative to this new technology has to do with the
dearth of knowledge...about the hardware and its operation, the
software and its use.

Currently there are several systems (hardware and software
combinations) that are being used by several states throughout

the country. t:xamples of these include CMN...Telplan...FACTS

..and AGN7T. Additionally, USDA has made use of computer sys-
tems to share information with the several states through COIN
...NARS...Flectronic Mail...and a host of relevant date bases.
Beyond this, systems have been designed to replace traditional
methods of information transfer such as teaching, meetings, con-

ferences, etc.
Computer technology can not only enhance the rroblem solving

capability, but has enormous potential as an instrument of stor-
age and transfer of information, all so vital to the agricultural

industry.
A theme underlying a recent conference at Purdue University

was that micro-computer technology is the fastest changing tech-

nology that farmers have encountered in years. The typical fam-

ily farm operation will find it difficult to make successful
use of this technology alone. Thus, for farmers as well as
for agricultural professionals, someone needs to assume the
leadv.shir role(sLto harness and make practical erplication
of the comrutinr explosion [italics addedj. Congress can st
the tone by assessing the current situation to determine what
programs, policies, guidelines, legislation...are needed. A-

gencies of government need to be identified which can give
leadership to the various components of systems implementation.
'ictensicn should gear up to perform its usual'role of helping to
make a down-to-earth, unbiased evaluation of the relevant aspects
of this new technology's use. For example, computer dealers do

1
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not understand farmers' needs and farmers do not understand
comnuter jargon, thus the need for education and the role
for '-"Ixtension. Suffice it to say all levels of government
need to collaborate on the monetary resources required to
effectuate a practical and beneficial application of this
teohnclogy.

There are an estimated 6t or more kinds of micro-computers
and all have come along in the last five to eight years...
'evenal b-ands of computers may have some advantages cost-wise,
but they :CSP other problems for the customers, especially
farmers. :t is estimated that the number of farmers using com-
puters in the next five years will range betwaen five and fif-
teen percent of commencia: farms. If these proected trends
materialize, then it is quite obvious that management st-ate-
ries are needed to Five guidance to tots techno'oricai inno-
vation italics andedj.

So- e general concerns related to computer technology in the
industry of agriculture are expressed in the questions that
follow:

1. hat is the proper role for and responsibility of
plitical, social, and economic institutions to the
o nniimero farmers and the public-at-large)?
%:no snould make decisions ard formulate policy with
reference to the cost effective applications of com-
puter techncaogy in the industry of agriculture':

. Snould com:uter technoloqv be categorized as either
a private or public resource or some combination
trireof?

7nr-ug:- trace th-ughtful commentaries, the Subcommittee was aided

unerotaodtng of an often complex area and its

gr-undork in preparnc the ensuing hearings and workshop.

151
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Vi. FIGEI:GETS ANT' COMENTARY: HEAPING CN APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTER-

BASEL IITCPMAT:CN SYST72S ArT S7PVIC7S IN AGRICULTUR7, MAY 1982

The initial nearing, during the 97th Congress, on "Applications

of Gomputlr-based Information Systems and Services in Agriculture"

was convened on May 19, 1982 under the auspices of the Subcommittee

on Department Operations, Research and Foreign Agriculture of the

House Committee on Agriculture. The two days of sessions, combined

with a "technical workshop," were held in Washington, D. C., and

were presided over by the Subcommittee Chairman, Representative

George 7. Brown, Jr. In a statement prepared prior to the opening

day, Chairman Brown identified three specific objectives of this

milestone series of sessions:

1. Identify and discuss policy and program questions
regarding this key area, and obtain realistic recom-
mendations for possible congressional (and other)
initiatives.

2. Increase public awareness of the potential benefits
of advanced info - ration resources and services
especially those utilizing computers and telecommuni-
cations--for individuals and groups in our nation in-
volved in agriculture.

3. Provide an opportunity for Members of Congress, their
staffs, and activists in the public and private sec-
tors to exchange ideas and bRcome aw7re of "pilot"
projects and operational programs affecting the farm-
ing and ranching communities, with an emphasis on those
drawing upon the unique capabilities offered by in-
formation technology.

In attendance during the first session, at the invitation of the

Subcommittee, was a delegation of Camdedian parliamentarians repre-

senting both houses and all parties. Following an introduction of

these guests by SRnator Lorne Eonnell, the delegation spokesman,

Represntative Brown stated his pleasure at their presence and noted
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the on-going practice of reciprocal visits between the two legislatures.

:n his opening remarks regarding the scope and nature of the hear-

ing, Chairman Prowr remarks: that the Committee was looking forward

to "the guidance that we wil receive from our distinguished witnesses

and participants in this complex area." He went on to point out that

"information and communications technologies are entering the agri-

cLltural sector at a dizzying rate," and that the Kellogg Foundation

estimated that by l°9C, "three-quarters of the commercial farms

and °C percent of -.h., county extension offices in this c:untry will

be equipped with computers or intelligent terminals." Wile ack-

novledging -.hat those technologies hold "great promise," the Chair-

man suggested that utnis promise can only be realized if we do an

adeq:ate ,os of planning in the ea-ly stages."

These technologies offer the potential for replac-
ing resources with information, as these technologies
can help save unnecessary application of water,chemi-
cals, labor and other inputs to agriculture.

7r illustra'ing this approach, he cited the problems in-

volved in integraed pest management, saying that The better we

understand the pests, the more information we have about their in-

cidents and controls, oh" easier and more economical it is to man-

age these. The advantages of these technologies are several:

o Many farm management functions will be made easier.
o Accurate market information can be delivered in a

more timely manner.
o information delivery functions at the cooperative

extension service can be made more efficient and less
costly.

c 7lectronic auction systems can expand marketing op-
portunities.

7sp-ning to the role or the Department of Agriculture and "our

15j
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fine agricultural research institutions," Representative Brown under-

scored the importance of utilising the "vast -tores" of information being

collected, and making it "compatible with computer-driven systems"

Three questions were articulated which centered on the numerous hard-

ware and software options available to the farmer:

1. Who is to help the farrier decide which system is
right for his needs?

2. Who will insure the compatibility of the systems
being set up by the vario-Js levels of government,
the land grant institutions and the private sec-
tor?

3. Where is the line between government involvement
and private sector involvement?

Concurrent with "clarifying the realistic promise that these

technologies hold," Chairman Brown noted, is the need "to begin

identifying potential problem areas and ways that we in government

and in the private sector can work together to avoid them." He

then outlined the schedule for the workshop groups, which would be

focusing on six broad issue areas and reminded hearing attendees that

a few information systems --from the Department of Agriculture, the

University of Maryland, and the University of Nebraska would be on

display later in the hearing room.

The first witness of the day was Raymond D. Lett, Executive As-

sistant to the Secretary of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, whose

role was described by Representative Brown as placing him "at the cen-

ter of the policymaking in the area of information systems for the

agricultural community." Mr. Lett was accompanied by Ernie Matthias,

Staff Chief for USDA Information Resource Management. Early in his
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testimony, Mr. Lett noted the value of these congressional sessions,

which womad serve as a "valuable forum for exchanging information and

technology which, in turn, will help us in modeling the Department's

services to better meet the needs of rural America." But :rent

corditions in this country pose a problem:

In this period when profit margins in agriculture
are suffering, and budget austerity is essential, it
is sometimes difficult to convince people that space-
age electronics are cost-effective and essential.

The witness next brought to the Subcommittee some "significant

guideposts" that reflected the Department of Agriculture's progress

in utilizing electronic technology, but first offered this preamble:

American agriculture always has been the ._-Jry of the
world for its basic research and practical application
of new production and marketing techniques. A major in-
gredient in making this system work has been the collec-
tion and sharing of information among government and aca-
demic sources, private businesses and individual citizens.

However, this produces mountains of paperwork. When
multiplied to include all government-wide paperwork sys-
tems, these information networks become extremely costly
in the eyes of congressional bodies that are called upon
to appropriate funds for storage and retrieval.

The concern of the Congress about this proliferation of informa-

tion led, Mr. Lett noted, to the passage of the Paperwork Reduction

Act of 1980 (P. L. 96-511). Thl. measure helped provide the impetus

within USDA far efforts which would "capitalize upon the use of com-

puter-based systems for collecting, storing, sharing and delivering

information." A reassessment of the Department's "motives" and

"measures" for collecting and disseminating information to rural

America revealed "a multitude of data collection and dissemination

networks " which often lacked"compatibility with each otner."
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7everal facts of this disco-\ered incompatibility were identified:

o ...it makes it difficult --and sometimes downright im-
possible--for onP arm of the Derartment to electroni-
cally share its information with another arm for pol-
icy-making purposes.

o ...also leads to costlier investment in hardware.

o ...makes it difficult for non-Department users of our
data to efficiently tap into our respective systems
for maximum use of all available information.

c n means that data which the Department has spent
tax dollars to gather and store cannot be retrieved in
a form that is readily useable by the public for whom
it was intended.

1.r. Lett stated that the goal of USDA in implementing the Paper-

work Reduction Act was being viewed as three-fold:

1. to ensure that funHs for computer systems are spent
as economically as possible;

2. tnat internal data collection by respective akencies
can be linked together for maximum effectiveness; and

3. that data collected worldwide will be readily avail-
able and accessible within the 7cecutive Branch, to
the Congress, to universities and other institutions,
to private organizations and businesses, including
those maintaining private computer information services,
and to individual farmers.

He then stressed that "we do not foresee USDA becoming the sole source

of computer-based information for rural America," but rathPr "primar-

ily that of a fact-gethPring one. We are still considering the extent

to which USDA should function as a disseminator of data." In amplifi-

cation of this latter point:

We firmly believe that these other public and private
computer services can and should continue to serve the
kinds of functions they presently fulfill, as well as
whateJer additional role they can perform for the bene-
fit of their constituencies.

The Department does not seek to compete against these
other services. Rather, we feel strongly that we can
and should augment their collection and dissemination
efforts.

14-795 0 - 83 - 11
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At this juncture, Mr. Lett presented commentary on several

USDA-sponsored information systems; additional information on these

is contained in Chapter TV.

AGN77 is an electronic network operated by the Un4versity of

Nebraska which provides information collected by the Foreign Agri-

cultural Service to a wide range of subscribers mostly located in

the Midwest and Northwest but encompassing users in 40 States.

Subscribers include farmers and ranchers, farm managers, agricul-

tural lenders and bankers, consulting firms, and exporters of ag-

ricultural commodities. User reaction has been very favorable, re-

sulting in the addition daily of trade leads from Agricultural At-

taches (as obtained from foreign. importers). Such timely informa-

tion, added at the rate of 60 "leads" per week, means expanded ex-

port sales for rural America. (See Appendix 6)

Another recently introduced FAS service is a "minicomputer-

telecommunications hookup" in cooperation with the U. S. Department

of State which wi:1.1 link the 67 Agricultural Attaches and Counselors

abroad with headquar'ers in Washington. Satellite data on worldwide

crop rroduction, along with marketing statistics, will be available

to headquarters analysts. In parallel, U. S. overseas representatives

will be provided data on domestic crop production and marketing de-

velopments.

The "wire market news network" offered on a lease basis by the

Agricultural Marketing Service to individuals and firms was upgraded

two years awo and now transmits vital information at 1,2CC words per

minute over 14,500 miles of leased wire between 140 terminals. Typi-
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cally, 700 to 900 different reports are sent daily, each an average

of 30 times. Transmission of these reports occurs between market

news offices, for "consolidation and dissemination to the news media

and other major users or disseminators." The witness noted that the

next generation of market news communication equipment "might well be

high-speed computers," which would permit users to "selectively receive

prices and market data on any of the more than 150-plus commodities

now carried via their own home computer terminals."

A series of experimental projects, in conjunction with several

States, was funded by AMS to test the electronic marketing of lambs,

hogs, feeder cattle, eggs, and wholesale meat. These endeavors met

with mixed success, due to insufficient volumes being generated to

permanently sustain such operations.

The Office of Governmental and Public Affairs ,through a private

contractor, disseminates news releases, reports, and other information

to a variety of recipients including news media, State departments of

agriculture, and extension services. In many cases, this information

is in turn distributed through computer-supported systems such as:

o University of Nebraska's AGN7T
o Michigan State University's T1LPLAN
o Purdue University's FACTS
o Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Uni-

versity's CMN
o University of Kentucky's ANSIM

each of these systems was developed with support from the Federal 11:x-

tension Service (FES).

The Computerized Outlook Information Network (COIN) was initiated

in 1974 by the FTES to disseminate copies of various statistical and

economic reports, which are also available to all State 71.xtension Ser-

15o
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vices through the DIN system. It should be noted that some States

send these reports to their county offices, which in turn make them

available to the citizenry.

The "Green Thumb" videotex project of the FES, a test conducted

or. 20C farms in Todd and Shelby Counties in Eentucky, is now being

fol.:owed by a "second generation" test of the concept in two other

States. A detailed discussion of the "Green Thumb" project appears

in Appendix 8.

An old d-t _:vice, called the Current Research Information System

(CFIS), went "on-line" in 1969 and provides access to the details of

activities with the USDA research agencies, 58 State agricultural ex-

periment stations, 15 schools of forestry, 30 schools of veterinary

medicine. 16 (1E90 vintage) land-grant colleges, and the Tuskegee In-

stitute. This system encomrasses about 95 percent of the Nation's

publicly supported agricultural research.

Here, Mr. Lett cited the critical need for a "clearinghouse of

information on computers services and software programs available to

rural America." He reported to the Subcommittee that the USDA Science

and Education staff is developing a "catalog" plus an "on-line retrieval

service" to fulfill the need for such information on the part of agri-

cultural scientists, Extension specialists, and other researchers and

educators.

The witness' final reference to a specific USDA-developed program

was the Federal Assistance ProgransRetrieval System (FANS), now under

the aegis of the Office of Management and Budget. It was originally

designed, he said, "to aid small, rural communities that were unfamil-

1
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iar with Federal asstance programs or wer na'ca' to identify those

with th. fundinc Tctential.r Accessible on-line in 44 States,

FAFRS has 7rcver f1:1 in assisting s:T.all co=nities such an the

town cf Adelantc, Califcrnia, which was provided information relevant

to financing a new wate'n system, community center, and an an'dition

to its public library. (See Appendix 10)

After mentioning that USDA increasingly is using word process-

ing equipment. and "eletronic mail" systems, with some of the latter

accessible to non-government subscribers, Mr. Lett turned his atten-

tion no the problem of coping with the volumes cf reports and other

paters which have been printed and distributed free to millions of

Americans. "A: costs have risen, wa and the users have begun to ques-

tion the need to continue this practice." In addition, requirements

for timely informationavailable through the use of high-speed com-

munications teohnology--is causing a demand for re7lacement of mail-

oriented delivery systems.

The new era of comryters has forced the USDA to reexamine other

concepts, as reflected in these three key questions:

1. To what extent should we charge users for the infor-
mation they receive?

2. Should. the USDA build the electronic data base, and
leave private industry to do the dissemination?

3. At what point in the overall system should the Depart-
ment provide private individuals access to its com-
puters, versus disseminating data to private systems
that supply paid subscribers?

In closing, Mx. Lett sketched his scenario for future farm use

of information resources and services:

...the day is not far off when the American farmer, upon
getting up in the morning, will flip the switch on his
hone computer terminal instead of turning or the radio.
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As he keys in the appropriate access codes, his moni-
torinE screen will produce an up-to-date analysis far
his type of farm for that day, including weather and
growing conditions in major worldwide production areas;
pertinent data on prices, market conditions, credit and
related forecasts; production factors in his own opera-

)n; and finally, a Prioritized list of the things he
should do that day to take advantage of the day's options.
:t might even include a reminder of the list of things
his wife wants him to buy in town, should his agenda call
for him to make the trip that day.

The "electronic gadgetry" exists to do such things, the witness

observed, but presently missing are:

c ...the software tc implement such a system,
c ...the data collection networks to gather the analyti-

cal base,
o ...the financial resources to Tut everything together,
and

o ...the human resources to make it work perfectly.

After complimenting Mr. Lett for having provided "an excellent

road map of what the Department is doing in some of the policy issues

that are at work here," Chafrman Brown noted that there was a common-

ality cf certain information-related issues across the departments of

the Federal Government:

Sc, in a sense, you are least participating, if
not leading, in an effort to bring about a coherent
management system for the whole world of Government
data. : think we need to keep in mind the importance
of coordinating this policy development as it comes
about, and I am sure the Department of Agriculture
will be playing a leading role in doing that.

At the invitation of the Chairman, members of the Canadian parlia-

mentary delegation then offered comments or tendered questions. First

was Laverne Lewycky, the Member of Parliament for Daupin, who asked:

...if you have done any cost analyses or any ballpark fig-
ures of...what the difference would mean if you were able
tc switch more of your paper dissemination onto computers
and how practical it is even at this stage, at this state
cf the art.

6 1.
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In response, Mr. Lett iterated the thrust of the Paperwork Re-

duction Act of 1980, which was to "look at all of the burden require-

ments that we were laying on the public," reduce them, and within

the Federal Gov6rnment to review the "burden of proper that we are now

collecting as it accumulates data both within and from without." He

went on to say that it is the policy of the Reagan Administration to

discontinue "providing free information to the public via the print

media." While not having any precise figures, in answer to the ques-

tion posed, Mr. Lett estimated that it would be "in the millions of

dollars," and furthermore that "lie are moving into this whole new era

of charging for information."

The next comment came from Charles Mayer, the M. P. from Manitoba,

who after commending U3DA as "probably one of the best information

gathering organizations in the-world," told of the MIDON system

(see Appendix 14). Describing it as "a market information gathering

service and diseminating service that puts terminals in farmers'

homes," Mr. Mayer said that in some areas of Manitoba farms are not

serviced by the single telephone lines necessary to furnish computer-

ized system support. He also noted that the capacity to gather infor-

mation is far greater than that for utilizing it, especially highly

detailed data which may have no discernible value for the individual

farmer. Finally, he told of systems for scanning animal (hog or beef)

carcasses--apparently similar to Genetic Profiles, Inc. in the United

States--and assembling essential marketing data on animals at a remote

location, thereby offering buyers a form of electronic visualization.

Representative Brown, at this point, oboes to comment further on

1 6
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the Paperwork Reduction Act, stressing that:

...a large part of the purjose of that Act was to re-
duce the burden upon the information supplying public
by rationalizing the collection system, making sure
that it was not duplicative, that only essential in-
formation vas asked and it was only asked once instead
of several times.

The result: economies to the Government and to the publ,c. Appendix

11 features summary information on Public Law 96-511 (Paperwork Re-

duction Act of 1980).

The Subcommittee was told by Mr. Lett that USDA had been "given

the challenge to reduce [the paperwork]...burden by 15 percent the

first year and ten percent the succeeding years." One focal point

has been checking possible duplicative collection of information by

more than one agency. Chairman Brown, in broadening the context of

the discussion, observed that "in democratic countries, we face the

growing problem of resistance to the pervasive hand of government,"

and that

...we may face major changes in policy initiated by
public outran unless we are able to reduce this un-
necessar impact upon the public and proi6e for the
essential information needs of the country with min-
imum intervention in the private lives of citizens.

It has been the hope of Congress, he said, that computer-based sys-

tems can reduce "the pervasiveness of Government intervention," and

dispel many persons' fears to the contrary.

Mr. Lett next related an on-going test in the Agricultural

Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS) involving mini-

computers which allows farmers to "reconstitute" their property

in a real-time framework, thus providing ready answers which once

would have taken many days.
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Another aspect of information support for agriculture was

raised by Gary Gurbin, M. F. from Ontario, who concentrated

on systems which contain management-type data. Mentioned in

passing by him were such Canadian information activities as

STATSCAr, the Department of Regional Economic Ixpansion system

that is somewhat comparable, and endeavors undertaken by Agricul-

ture Canada. In response, Mr. Lett reminded his listeners that the

USDA statistical reporting service:

...has, for years, communicated with these farmers
gathering the information on crop reports, planting
intentions and all these kinds of things directly,
both by the mai:, through direct contact, and also
through studies that they male.

Although unaware of any electronic information handling in this area,

Mr. Lett noted that "there might be some hesitancy on the part of

the individual farmers as to what they are willing to share." Among

the sensitive data would be those on yields and income. Mr. Gurbin

then e oke of the experimental CAMPY, system which is trying to help

individual farmers make use of minicomputer systems, not only for

financial management and assessment purposes, but also for monitor-

ing productivity.

A subsequent topic, introduced by the M. P. from Frince RAward

Island, Mel Gass, dealt with the farmers' attitude toward computers

and having consoles or their own farms, including the cost of tying

in to networks. Mr. Lett offered the opinion that farmers are "very

enthusiastic" about using electronic media, and pointed out that the

Farm Bureau and various universities' extension services have done

much to orient and educate the farming community about the potential.
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of com:uter-based services. He put it this way:

think they recognize, just as they chang' farm
equipment, that this tool will probably revolution-
fce agriculture more than any other tool that has
come along in the last, say, 2C years, and they do
not want to be left behind and not have it there
in th "ir management strategies.

Tno younger generation of farmers in many instances has used com-

77te-s in college, in various applications, and would like to

have such a support capability now. But some of the older farm-

ers who have been exposed to the technology "really do not under-

stand and would have to go throu a training process."

nce more placing the discussion within the rubric of the

Paperwork Reduction Act, Representative Brown spoke of the "central

coordinating role in each department" and the need to develop indexes

to available data, as well as procedures for its accession. His ques-

tion to Lett centered on USDA initiatives in this area, to which

was tn. reoly that sev,,ral subcommittees were created uncle. the USDA

departmental task force charged with implementing F. L. 96-511.

Th.ir duties included scrutinizing the need for a "data dictionary,"

w-ich might provide a common language for those involved in the sys-

tem, and a look at individual information services and products, with

the thought of minimizing duplication. Another focal point: the role

of the National Agricultural Library (NAL) in the whole information

resource management program. Recently, advisors from the Library of

Congress and th'. 'Iational Medical Library urged that the NAL role

should be uprTaded. Whether NAL should become the "cent'al focus

unit" for"all information out of agricultural" is yet to be resolved.

1
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Heading the next group of witnesses was Harold A. Scott, Di-

rector of the Videotex Program for the Tandy Corporation, which has

headquarters in Fort Worth, Texas. Accompanying Mr. Scott were

Charles A. Phillips, Senior Vice President for U. S. Operations,

and Ronald Stegall, Senior Vice President for Computer Services.

After conveying the regrets of John Roach, Chairman of the

Board for she Tandy Corporation, for being unable to present his per-

sonal corm:lents to the Subcommittee, Mr. Scott set the stage for hie

subsequent remarks by emphasizing that:

.the :earners 1.11 this country face a continuing squeeze
between the production costs and prices received. The

state-of-the-art Improvements in pesticides, fertilizers,
seed development, et cetera, will not reverse the trend.
New costly farm implements are unlikely to help the sit-
uation.

Agricultural commodity exports and farm-1)ased computers
are the most promising resolutions and probably the two
two will work very closely together.

Mr. Scott next talked about the use of computers in "two die-

tinct operational categories:"

1. ...calculations, bookkeeping, problem solving, and
other types of normal use.

2. ...commonly called telecommunications, is a type of
service .!hich can bring to the farmers up-to-date
information from distant sources: farmers' future
prices: information on production; weather fore-
casts; YPM [integrated pest management] rrograms;
irrigation programs.

He then pointed out that"sophist!.cated computers," which cost

less than 0,500, are available now, along with software which can

support "all significant farm operations." These computers, variously

called "micro's, mini's,personal, home computers, business computers,

or just plain computers," can outperform computers which cost hundreds

of thousands of dollars only 15 years ago, he said.
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Asserting that "every farmer can afford them," and that there

are tax advantages in their purchase, Mr. Scott opined that govern-

ment-supported timesharing networks will diminish in importance in

the future, especially where "number crunching types of problems"

are concerned.

...there will come a point or a time when the continu-
ation of such networks will actually be rather expensive
to the farmer and also a disservice...and probably con-
trary to the best interests of our taxpayers.

tating that "all businessmen have a critical need for up-to-

date information" and that farmers are "very good businessmen to be

respected," the witness notified his audience that real-time infor-

mation such as loc&. weather data is often "nen-existent in rural

areas," in spite of our media networks (television and radio).

nr. Scott, in commentary about the recent "Project Green Thumb,"

said that it had "proved very successful and beyond any doubts what-

ever the need of real time information for farmers."
Furthermore,

he stated that:

...to conduct further tests by. the goverment for
such information services would be rather foolish.
:t was that conclusive in Kentucky.

Fefore offering further details about the Green Thumb activity,

Mr. Scott remarked that "continuous radio broadcastson Government

frequency channels" off,--d too much information to farmers, who

often would"have to wait much too long"to get the information de-

sired. Similarly, there were negative aspects tc "dial-up automatic

teleTncre services" because of the costs involved. In the Kentucky

experiment with 2CC farmers, a host computer--"an automatic answer-

ing device, if you will"--was installed in a local telephone area,
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thus alloinp th- user to call in without paying an extra charge

to the telephone company. :eta from such sources as the Chicago

Board of Trade and the ',:innipeg Future:. Market were continually

transmitted to the system host computer. For example, current

wheat prices could be obtained, along with opening quotes, etc.

Bere was an inexpensive system, available to the farmers on

a round-the-clock basis, with hundreds of information items avail-

able. The termnals used were connected to the home TV set and

;lugged into the telephone lines using a standard jack. By calling

the local nont computer, Y.T. ScoLt noted, the farmer was told by

a "beep" that the terminal could be activated. "All of the data

that they asked for was loaded down into the memory of this inex-

pensive 'erminal,"and after the transfer was completed, the tele-

phone linkage was disconnected. The farmer could then review the

data on his own 7V set, at his leisure.

Participating in. the Green Thumb exncriment, in addition to the

Tardy Corporat:on, were: !,,otcrola Company, Western ''nion Company,

University cf Kentucky, 1:SDA :5ctensior, Service, and the rational

:eather Service. Cfficial reactions to the project were favorable,

with personal endorsements from the Secretaries of Agriculture and

Commerce, which included "emphatic direction" that both the equipment

and software must be 'CC percent American, "but we will call it North

American here."

Several th'ngs ware learned as a result of Project Green Thumb:

c ...local ncst cbmputer at the local level with the
local telephon" cell ability into it must be ready
to accept information from multiple sources.

1 G
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o We must have that automatic turn-off of the tele-
phone lines [for holding] the telephone lines
open...becomes the most expensive part of a recur-
ring cost of any of these services.

o ...must have the capability of electronic market-
ing, [including]...a peg counter. How many times
did someone call for the weather forecast, at what
time of the day did they call for it, how many
Vines did they call for, say, home economic news,
and at what time of the day.

o ...be compatible with all other systems in exist-
ence.

Shifting his discussion to the importance of having "certain

standards," Mr. Scott noted that some exist in the communications

area, and in the transfer of data from one computer to another.

"Where we have the problem is that my software for my computer may

not match the software for your computer." he noted that Tandy

Corporation, in supporting the Green Thumb project,has made its

"so-called protocols worldwide. They are not in any way, shape,

or manner proprietary to um. It is open to the public. Any

P1manufacturer can use hia.

Yet another result of the Green Thumb undertaking, the witness

averred, was the necessity of having ":multiple entry security,sys-

tams." This could mean that more than one form of identification or

password would be required to r.ccess certain information, which might

include data on the status of a farmer's corn or current production

costs.

The subject of computer graphics also concerned Mr. Scott, who

observed that they are expensive, and often not essential:

So, the graphics become dessert. And where many corpora-
tions try to sell their computers showing just the graph-
ics...it is really Just the games that are beirg played.

3/in Normober 1982, Tandy Corporation will begin marketing equipment far theAgrie.ar electrode information service. This agricultural videotext Service,
offered by Agridata Resources Inc" will provide agribusiness and weather information
over telephone linos to formers with personal .moputer. at oost of t100 per month.
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R. then expanded the scope of his commentary to consider the

costs of certain services and configurations:

The equipment for such services is or the shelf today.
It is not in the dream world...the telephone companies
have found in their weather-by-phone services that this
...cannot cost more than a penny and a half per call.
Host computers can be purchased for less than 110,000.

And what is a host computer? It is a type of computer
that will answer up to eight, sixteen telephone lines
simultaneously, will store th= data in it, can be put
in a small entrepreneur's office or in a newspaper.
It will carry graphics...too.
The terminals for the farmer are less than $400 and

connect to his TV set and...telephone line. Or better
still, he can go olft and buy a small personal computer,
any one of the American -m, ones, and go into this
type of service.

Noting that the Tandy Corporation has worked closely for several

years with the American Farm Eureau Federation, Mr. Scott suggested

that workinp through that croup of "some of the entrepreneurs that

want to eet sarted in the farmlands, is probably the way to go be-

cause they can provide...Government information and other types of

information that would make...a much more viable service to the

farmer.

In augmenting Mr. Scott's testimony, Charles A. Phillips vho ac-

companied him emphasized that "we have to focus a perspective on this

particular subject in the fact that we represent the private sector...

our co-stant mission in life is '.(:) sell products." He next underscored

the fact that Mr. Scott's presentation had been centered on two areas

in which Tandy Corporation pursued the agricultural market: "one is

for the business uses and applications of computers by the farmer to

become a better businessman, and the other application is...infor-

mation delivery." The comzetition offered it the small personal com-

1 0
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puter business by "Japan, Inc." and in the"communications aspect"

by Canada, Ltd." was acknowledged by this witness, who went on to

describe the approach taken by the Tandy Corporation in providing

system surport for the farmer market:

o ...conducting training and seminars throughout the
farm belts to farmers with our local distribution
chain.

o ...trying to show them chat they do not have to
wait, necessarily, for specified custom-cede soft
ware to do a lot of the farm operations.

o ...trying to tell them that some of our offtheshelf
available software today will satisfy many of their
needs, plus we also have a company and corporate com
mitment to develop software specifically for this
market.

The first question to the trio of witnesses was voiced by

John Thompson, M. P. from Alberta, who asked:

First, I would like the know the total cost of putting
the syster in place. Secondly, how many test farms were
involved? And thirdly, was there any real advantage to
these people? Has it shown up yet in your observation?

Ir. response, Mr. Scott stated that the initial cost to the Federal

Government was t20C,00C, equally divided between the Department of

Agriculture and the Tlational Weather Service. A total of 200 farmers

--ranging fuom the wealthy to the poor, and with various kinds of

crops grown--were involved, 100 in each of the two Kentucky counties.

The postproject study, performed by Stanford University's Institute

for Communication Research, included questions said Mr. Scott which

askeindo you desire this? Do yo:: really need this?" % went on to

report that:

...some of the farmers who we. interviewed as it went
alonu...just thought this was great. They received
the prices and they were able to trzy better on the
futur.,s prices...I do not think that any study has
be n made as to the monetary advantages.
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Feturning to the question of public-private sector division

of responsibility, as initially raised by Mr. Lett, the Ganadi-

,am M. F., Charles Mayer, inquired of Mr. Scott as to "where you

think the Government should be in this business and where you

think it should stop and the private sector take over." Saying

that there "is certain data that the Government has that would be

very useful tc the farmer" and that this should somehow be packaged

and sent tc the videotext services, Mr. Scott offered the opinion

that:

...the commercial people such as the American. Farm Bu-
reau, who could establish these types of services, should
he allowed to take over because : think they can bring
more information than just Government information into
the farm areas.

An example of passing along such information is found, he said, in

the Agrict:ltural M-irketing °ervice system which "down loads" selected

data into a videotext service.

Mr. Diaper so-Tht to explore another facet of the larger problem

of information sharing, which encompasses the "retrieval of informa-

tion from individual farms" and the possible ramification of confi-

dentiality control, as well as private sector(commercial, academic)

possession of information of a potentially sensitive nature. The

role of Government in collecting such information also was alluded

tc, and Mr. Phillips spoke of the "total cooperation from the USDA

in sup -lying information." He also told of "the largest information

service to farmers," serving 3,000 farmers across the United States,

which operates or, a subscription basis out of :owe. Ir. Phillips then

urge:j that the 1:nited States Government not establish, at this time,

1
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"any kind of communications standard in this industry,"because it

is felt by the Tandy Corporation that the industry "is too imma-

ture right now to support a standard," and that the marketplace

should decide such a standard. He reported that "there is a move

underfoot right at the moment with two large organizations to set

standards in videotext information delivery."

At this juncture, Chairman Brown returned the focus of dis-

cussion to the matter of privacy in information systems, "an over-

arching kind cf problem that runs across all sectors:"

The question here is indi.ative of that. There is
always the possibility that you would develop computer
nntworks involving a mass of individual farmers which
would i -elude in their individual computers, say, in-
come, profits and other data which perhaps should not
be distributed.

The question becomes "how do you guarantee the right of Privacy or

securitv.of that data which should be protected versus that data

which should he mane rublic7"

Representative Brown pressed this point further, stressing

that nc on- has "clear'y defined c" established the policies as to

either what data should be publically available versus private, or

how to protect it." Pe observed that the Government now collects data

on farm productivity, and tries "to make crop estimates, for example,

which will be of benefit in analyzing future market conditions." In

fact, this is done on a worldwide basis. lost collection efforts, he

noted, are on a sampling basis.

t'olving next irto a discussion of standards, the Chairman ad-

dressed the incohpatibility of video recorder systems, which is "dis-

ruptive of mass marketing processes and should be of concern to the
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private sector." Two questions were posed to Mr. Scott:

1. Do you have any comments to offer as to the de-
gree to which and the timing at which we should
make efforts to achieve reasonable standards for
the purposes of assuring the greatest economies
and the greatest marketability ir the private
sector?

2. Ard what role should the standards group which
we have in our (National] Bureau of Standards,
computer standardb operation...play on behalf of
the Federal Government?

In response, MT. Scott mentioned the role of ASCII [American

Standard Code for Information Interchange] and also told of a communi-

cations -,tandard !,nown as"RS232-C."'The former deals it "how char-

acters anu letters are held within the computer itself" and the lat-

ter governs "how do I send to you." The witness said he doubted that

"you will ever pet any agreements" about "internal workings of a ma-

chine."

A three-way discussion between the Chairman, and Messrs. Scott

and Phillips, regarding marketplace determination of standards, in-

cluding the videotape arena, ensued. After stating that the ',andy

Corporation's thrust to "consumer electronics and tothe videotex

marketplace is cost effectiveness," Mr. Fhillips made the point that:

We would like to think that for a very small invest-
ment, the farmer can avail himself of this new in-
formation technology and become a better farmer be-
cause of it...at the moment, in order to bring the
technology and the computer age to the farm, the A-
met.ican TV standard is the most affordable.

representative Brown, further seeking to clarify the stand-

ards' situation, set forth two major questions:

1. Is there a problem with rationalizing interna-
tional standards considering the fact that we
have Canadian, French, Japanese, maybe others

1 '7 ;
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who are seeking tc penetrate the U. S. mar-
ket and tc bring I am sure what they consider
the benefits of their superior technology to
the U. S. marketplace?

2. Is there a mechanism by which international
standards can be reached in those areas where
it is important to have international stand-
erds?

After Mr. Scott said that "there can be interfaces," Mr.

Phillips stated that there "is absolutely no problem of manu-

facturirg a product to he compatible with Canadian, British,

French, German technology. Our problem is, can we sell it and

can they buy it, can the farmer or consumer.buy it?

Returning once again to his concern about "the boundaries

between appropriate Goverment involvement in the providing and

processing of data in the :r-'.vote sector," Chairman Brown observed

that:

The Government is the source of a Rood deal of the
data that is useful to farmers, but it does not
necessarily always produce it in a form usable to
farmers.

In other words, information ranges all the way from
broad data of relatively use without massive amounts
of massa:ing to a final product tailored to specific
needs.

He then asked: "Is there some line or policy guidance that we should

keep in mind as to the appropriate role...because the Congress has a

tendency to generally errnron the side 01 doing too much." In ampli-

fying, he noted that:

...we need to establish that there are limits to the
Government role. They should be fairly precisely de-
fired, possibly along some criteria that Abraham Lin-
coln once used, that they should only do those which
nobody else can do.

But, he continued, "we need to define what no'odv else can do."
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Mr. Scott chose to couch his answer in an illustrative way, se-

lecting weather forecasts and their handling. There are private

meteorological firms that "would like to take the regular weather

service forecast and convert it...to the farm level forecast it

a far superior format." Such data would lend itself to a matrix-

type presentation through a videotext service for farmers. Next,

he identified possible sources of revenue for the information pro-

vider: advertisements placed by farm credit banks or local co-

operatives.

Acknowledging that the Congress is wrestling at present with

the funding cf "certain specialized weather services" such as those

handling fruit frost data and providing fire service warning, Rep-

resentative Brown said "The question is, is there an aggregate mar-

ket that would support it?" MT. Scott replied that his corpora-

tion is at work on "your River Station."

A question was enunciated, at this :;uncture, by one of the

Canadian delepation,M. P. Gary Gurbir., who wanted more information

about technological factors affecting videotex "readouts" on home

units:

...the technology is all available so that you can
convert...But at the level you are talking about,
prices you are talking about, is there any problem
with compatibility at that level with Tandy or any
other corporation?

The answer by Mr Scott: "They are completely compatible with Canad-

ian TV's. They do not plug into the TV," but "will work with all,

even the lower priced models."

Another inquiry for Mr. Scott, raised by M.F.Laverne Lewycky
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from Canada, vas concerned with "mass distrilmAion and production"

of host computers and terminals, for the farm marketplace. Although

he could not provide such statistics, Fr. Scott said that the Kentucky

experiment showeC that the average system use per farmer was about

two and a half timer I.r day:

He seemedto call ir the morning for the weather and
then he called for the commodities as they came on and
he would call a little later in the day as, say, the
integrated pest management programs were available.
And there s,,emed to be some times when his wife, might
call for some of their home economic information dur-
ing off-hours.

Then Ronald Stegall of the Tandy Corporation interjected the

thought that "probably, there is a greeter penetration right now

of the farmer for the use of s-all computers for managing his busi-

ness than actua: retrieval of information." There is, indeed, a great

deal cf equipment in existence for use by farmers, !land that is why

the infprmF.;ior needs to be made available at a low cost."

ATI.laarini7 as tho third set of .._tresses on this first day of

hearirgs were Dr. Glenn Wilde, Assistant Doan for Rxtension at Utah

Srate Uhiverpity, accompanied by Dr. Richard Haycock, Assistant Dean

for the Coege of Humanities, Arts and Social sciences at the same

institution. Dr. ;,'ilde commenced by explaining that the scone of the

three-year project ro be described:

...is gene-aly limited to the inner- mountain ltates
of Utah, Zolorado, Wuoming and Lontana, wher, we have
undertaker, rese.arch and development to irfuse
neu irto the rural community-supported network of
put:ic libraries as a support to rural development and
as a comrlimert to or agriou.ltural 7roprams.

,c]dressnr -h,r "need fo- '.mrroved information services ir.
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these rural arpas of our United States, Dr. Wilde emphasized three

points:

1. the transmission of timely and relevant scientific
and technical information is vital not oAly to the
economic well-being of the rural farm- and small
busnessman, but to the economic health and devel-
opment of this nation.

2. an improved information delivery system is neces-
sary to diffuse and disseminate information to
those who can use it and who car benefit from it.

3. we have discovered the informational needs of rur-
al Americans...especially those who live in our
very sparsely poruls' inner-mountain states where
some, by necessity, often commute five to eight
hors to get some meaningful information.

The witness,in expanding upon his first point, pointed out that

historically the settlement of the West often was viewed simply as

"acts of individual courage, struggle and hardship." He broadened

the context by observing that:

...contributors to this settlement were also men and
women of knowledge and intelligence who settled anti
developed weste-n fr.ntiers through the purposeful use
of available res-arch and information.

As e case in point, Dr. Wilde toad of Jules Sandosse, a Swiss

imnigrant.living in ti:e Sand Pills region of Nebraska, who effectively

combatted dron.ght conditions and short growing seasons by seeking out

information on corn with shorter maturation periods and adaptable to

the harsh climates of the region. Other quests for critical informa-

tion included:

o ..materials concerning the'cattle disease "blackleg"
from the Department of Agriculture

o ...informat;on on horticulture, 2-rafting, rlant adap-

tation from Trofessor Bruner at the Agricultural 11c-
perimental Field Station at the Vniversity of Nebraska.

"Cld Jules" became a"verdor of information, services,"Dr. Wilde noted,
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ny -.-novi".inr other so jars with honks and pes,phlets on forestry and

Trio stcr: can be replicated, he said, in other

neilement nintcries includinr -hose of Brigham Young in Utah, who

nac ct.J'ied the jornt.:E, of the region to which he was leading his

rr"up.

Wilde then sketched a re-.: of the key governmertal actions

flver the vears, and bran by citing the "substantial commitment to

research and informa..:on transfer" by the Federal Government. This

t:se of "one of the most productive and

Rn75rtc,,to agnsultural and r=a1 development netl.crks" -ver

'nit-2 States: A.7.ong the initiatives discussed by

the witness:

...As a compliment to the land-rrant university sys-
tem the FatchAct of 1F6.7 authorized Fedr,ral funds
fnr the estahlishment n' agricultura.l experiment sta-
tions.

...ln the fi-al componen* of the land-ran
institution was added, the Cooperative 71xtension Ser-
vice, which basiall:7 established a network of agents
nn local community educators who would link the re-
search. and improved agricultural and hone practices
nc tne farmer ap1:2 to the rural resident.

Ta:s. rcie "remains a vital informational and educational link," he

asserted.

the next portion of his testimony, Dr. Wilde discussed the

beinr condilc'ed at the experimental stations and the Beltsville

"enter near ',:asainrtoh, T. T., such as the genetic research produc-

in: a new swan beet variety "which may promise to 'revitalize our

7h:7".,F7 industry.- Another endeavor, in this instance at (ital.

orifr rech:tef in the 2e.ve;loiment of tim-key ham, turkey

selani, and other meet products ub ch taste muoh Like highe--cost
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ham. He continued:

Cur research continues to improve dry land agricul-
tural production, to develop more efficient and economi-
cal irrigation techniques, to develop disease resistant
plant and cror vareities and to adapt plant varieties
to new agricultural locations with different soil, water
and atmospheric conditions.

At this juncture, Dr. Wilde informed Chairman Brown that in

California "the tomato can now be grown in salt water, rather than

fresh water."

Turning to the basic problem of developing a "cost efficient and

efficient delivery system to disseminate and transren this relevant

irfcrsaticn" to potential users, the witness offered his belief that

public agencies and institutions "have an obligation to transfer

this inforrAt:or in...an understandable way which can serve the prob-

lems of individuals and/or communities." ',wen the corps of local ex-

tension agents has access to only a "limited amount of information"

from Federal and state sources; in addition, they are "restricted

by their own academic preparations and backgrounds," and cannot "be

all things to all people, as vital as they are."

The community agent, for example, who is special-
ized in dairy cannot always address the problems of
pesticides end herbicides.
He or she must act as a referral agent to a state

or Federal specialist...it is often time consuming
and costly.

In amplifying his second major point, Dr. Wilde reminded the

hearing audience that while Ajuerica has entered the information age,

"the linkages between the urban and governmental irformation centers

and the rural countryside have not been adequately developed." He

alluded to a report by Secretary of Agriculture Block to the Congress

u 1J
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in January of 19E2 which stated that:

...ore of the difficulties in developing adequate
linkages is that the small rural populations are
scattered over large georraph-ic areas, which re-
sults in increased costs for the delivery of vital
services to communities with fewer than 10,000
residents...rural investment in public facilities
and public services seriously lagged behind the
community needs.

The regional research being conducted in eight selected inner-

modntain communities has confirmed Secretary Block's observations.

LT. .tilde then gave an exam7le of a person -- farmer, medical

doctor, or rancher--residing in Meeker, Colorado, situated between

two mounain ranges, who must travel at least 250 miles (to Denver

or Fort Collins)--"if they can get through the passes in winter"

in order to obtain certai:. ,.inds of information. Next, he enumerated

so:Le specific regional problems related to informational and educa-

tional resotTce transfer necessary to serve rural needs:

1. a lack of a critiLa cost-effective, e°" ^ient de-
livery system.
The dearth of educational informational resources
...the average number of books and other information
resources in most rural libraries is under 1C,000
volumes, and many of these volumes are outdated.

2. There is ve-y little and limited scientific and
technical information available which can he applied
directly to community Froblem-solving.

G. a lack of what Colorado residents term a critical
mass of learners it any professional or vocational
group, including agriculturalists, to make private
sector services to these areas profitable.

;. National and regional studies indicate that there
is a need for advanced training and educational
Programs Pc.- -u-al professionals, especially medi-
al professionals, teachers, lawyers, social and
human service workers.

E. Such training is also necessary for the small bLsi-
nessman tha br rancher who :our'. acquire

more sophisticated management skills to remain com-
ptitive.

7. it is difficult to n:eet the number of users neces-

8
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sary for informational or educational serv.ces un-
less they can h- aggregated at several remote sites
at the same time.

F. there is a lack of technology transfer from the larg-
er o:ties to the rural areas.

C there is a failur of th- rural oecp1 tc adapt and

adopt the technology.

Two problems were then identified by the witness, ir expanding on this

letter area of concern: th,, lack of personnel trained to handle "lower

cost communications technologies," .nd lit.tle awareness by rural resi-

dents of"the potential or this new technology for Lmproving the.ef-

ficiency of farms and small businesses." Training programs generally

sr lecking to help develop requisite skills "to make computers viable

information and production management resources. Lnls recently, he

irformed the 2ubcommittee, have Utah's county extension offices been

equipped with minicomputer terminals. Indeed, the "agent himself is

learning what to do, what capacities and capabilities" are required.

Another s*gnificent shortcoming, Jr. Wilde said, is reflected in:

..a lack of concern about an acceptable and feasible
delivery site in rural communities where informational
and educational services can be effectively aggregated.

In underscoring the importance of this natter, the witness articulated

three questions:

1. What kinds of information services are really needed
in rural America?

2. How can these identified services best be delivered
using cost-effective technology?

3. Which is the most feasible location?

Since it is "too costly" to equip and operate "multiple informa-

tion referral centerslin most rural communities, a "local delivery

institution' which can serve bot,- as a "centralized informational

source" and provide "referral linkages among Federal, state and

1 1,1" 1,0
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private agencies 1r needed." Ear. Jdg '..:ent on to say that their

regicnL1 assessmen teas. has ocrolde.d that "the vast network of

publicly stIpported rural librarios may provide the necossary rura'.

delivery syhten serve a hr )ad-based rursi constituency." The

rural library, he averred, has possehaed a "tremendous potential,"

but hal", b,. "severely handicapped" by:

c small operating dgets
o dependence or. in-house holdings
o lac k. of access to the wealth of informational re-

sorces available from state and Federal sources
lin'ted community perception of the library as a
place for general reading and information, but
often lacking inform--ticr. spec '^'c to indiidual
problem solving or learning goals

o inability to attract of develop support among the
broader clientele

the orinion of the witness, "with the appropriate develop-

ment of computer-assisted information linkages, the transfer of rel-

evant prchiem-aolving services and information can he achieved."

After stating that "over 95C data bases are currently available in

the ?nited Ptates for citizen access," from public and private sources,

r. 1.::!lee asked again: "will rural residents utilize these new in-

formational services and what are their current information needs?"

The findings of the community-based research project in which

he has participated st-.ow that:

o ...over 6C percent of our rural residents had sought
specific problem-solving information from some com-
munity source, extension, or library [in] the past
year.

o ...the rural library was considered their top primary
source of information [among seekers]...65 percent
consul'ed that as the first reference source.

o ...over LC percent of those seeking information had to
send away for that information. It was simply not a-
vailable in their local cummunities.

o ...over one-third of these rural information seekers

183
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had to travel tr' other locations in the state or
reeior: to get the information necessa.y to solve
the problem.

Stressing that"bcth training and technology are now within the

fiscal means of ,iost rural communities,"he remarked that if a rural

library is to achieve the necessary support, "it must become a broad

based institution to serve the n.--eds of agriculture." Here, the wit

ne- referred to the testimony of the Tandy Corporation representatives

which contained ...ocoentary on hot computers. The rural library could

serve, Dr. Wilde said, as "a support for a host computer in this sense,

utilizing rot only the relenhone system, but also a cable television

system."

Shi.fting his focus to the topic of 6ement, production, and

marketing skills, he talked about the need to offer opportunities

involving "new ideas and new technologies," as well as new information

sources. Also, the requirement folt continuous upvtating of personal

skills in certcin key areas (e. g., health care) was cited. Not only

do farmers, rarch.3rs, and small businessmen have reds for such skills,

but their elected representatives have comparable necesciti.as: in

format4on about"planning, coping with growth, resource management and

human services delivery."

D. Wilde, while acknowledging that the focus of his testimony

hod berl on "irformation transfer for relevant community problem

Puing," took care to point out that the rural library alsc serves

at t- "Informal and formal center fo: education." Amon e the types

prsoitle In thi7 settirgl
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...actual training and educational programs, in-
service rece :ification can take place utilizing
the electronic technolo-ies of teleconferencing,
televised and telesatellite instruction, electronic
blackboards for information transfer, two-way com-
munication with resources in the urban centers by
tccse in the outl: 4: areas.

The final major topic addressed by Dr. '1,", ;ealt with the

consumer utilization of in.'ormon services, the unlikelihood

of commercial applicution f le a bases serving rura7 areas at

present, b-cause of cost-r: s:. factors. He opined that the "val-

uable services" developed tn,i marketed by the Control Data Corpora-

tion for s.trorclitan centers--'enver, Salt Lake City, Fillings,

1+,711e..._might be even more :'-dfitable if access was emtended to

rural library learning and it'l?rmation cen'ers. This conclusion,

agrs-s the recommendations of the fational Commis-

on or. Libraries end :nformation Science report on "Fublic Sector/

Frivaie Sector Interaction in Providing Information Services."

The value of such a rural 7ublic facility? Providing "rele-

vant inform-,tier services rod training possibilities," as well as

an "ecorimic incentive for the developing information industry and

for equipment and service vendors, especially if such a conc-pt were

adopted for implementation in other regions of our nation." Admit-

tine that such a concept for rural service delivery would not have been

possible five years ago, the witness explained that this was because:

o The cost of telecommunicstions was too expensive
a ...the informational resources were not developed

for user access
o ...trainirg programs for librarians or information

specia:isto In the :If- of those information systenr
were not available

o ...more interest in developing the data base of the
communications technologies [existed]. ..than in



tmar.-tinw 'Moue inforr.aticnal rFORC to the
user 13ereficiaries.

:E ft thde., with a d,scernit:- "intPrest and

ned" nr res-nr7-.2 sr.! t- the

"informath T.D,Or OrtP7 ednoaticnall:: disprfrancr.sed rural

Americar.." clsinr he stated that:

are sonvirced that rurp,csefnl implementation of
informatn and learnirg te.:innoic:-ies in -ural

enhance the c;Tortun'tips for rt]ral Americans
and ... It the sa.oe time will strenrthen the productive

cvin natior as a whole.

ror -cmpletir.n of this testimony, Thal_rmar Frowr. no arain

comrpnt from the Canadian parliamentary deleration, which

wot.ld so,n nave tc depart. !.tr.. Gus-bin spoke first, submitting a'.

"essential .question as tc at what 1Fr:el this information use and

processing might take place:"

...the question is reall.: whether on the farm, as an
irdividual farm unit, we are looking at a system or
whether or not a community system is appropriate...
the response factor, particularly, argues for an on-
farm use, an on-farm system.

Dr. Wilde, in response, Provided a framework as to size--

16C acres, for example, often being the norm in his areaand then

noted thst these farmers are "not interested only in information a-

bout farm management:"

He is going t- have to becozle an informational spec-
ialist to fi: out something atous horticulture from
a data base. .what does a consumer report say about a
new tractor or a new automobile.
...the library can give him a referral base...to other
information sources from a central host computer in
the library and a parson in that library who knows
what data bases to go to.



Again, t-e witness stressed tne availehi7ity of on-line

data bases, with the 1ockneed -11ALOG system alone offering 126

such files, ' "at least tpr. in then dealirg with agriculture

alone." suri.ary, the answer to the question was that:

...it is going to re a comhdration of library, at
enst in the inner-mountain states, plus maybe one

cr two data ranks right 07 the farm.

he Membrr of 1-rl'ament from Champlain (,uebec), Michel

VeillPtte,ne.t asked "how many farmers in percentage ..rued be ,11-

ing buy the equi .ent 7ight now to get that of infOrMatiOn"

Observing that both the western United States and Canada are settled

around L "hut roncept," with small city serving the needs of a

surrounding geographical area, Dr. Yilde suggested that at least in

the reginnng, central information services could be placed in the

city or town for 1.:SP the farmers, "and as they become technologi-

cally adept, then they can transfer that technology he-er to their

farms."

...let .:.em see the operation of something and see
what it could do for them before they invest a great
amount cf money.
...we are looking for start-up costs in each of the
facilities, publicly supported at the local level, of
about $16,000 for equipment, and thot includes the
television or a big-screan television projection typ,
of equipment, videotape connection to cable, and a
computer with a printer.

A subsequent query came frog. M. P. Stan Hovdebo (Saskatchewan),

and focused cn "some kind of a team operation between private and

Governmert services." He poirted out that:

The tendency, quite often, is for the private group
to Jo the profitable operation and the government to
do the non-profitable and if it is not done that wgy,
the areas that are isolated tend to become more isolat-

I S
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od or the u_: __Cr tend- tc Cep.., c._ ret
the serviceo that are ava

-r. ,ilde proceeded to descv'be a proeot undert-er our

Idnd-rrant _n ions -- n:vp-sity,Xohtana .tat.. Univer-

L'nive-sty of Wyomino, and Colorado state Universitywhich

features the sharnr of friucaticnal resources as well as i- -rma-

tional resources that we have Bathe-ed." Rrivato venders also are

involved: :!ountain Fell Telephone, the telecommunications vendors,

arc'. :eta Corpora on. Re went on to say that OTC may place

Lne or :.ore FLAT:. systems in a library eic;np with a person who knows

ho,e to use :0. The facilit:, is provided by the cor=nity, at its

expense, and local users pay a fee for the ensuing servoes. :n

Se._ Cfty and Denver, he noted, CDC has leased a building and

set up a staff in each city to provide services to users.

The role of the land-grant school was then expanded upon br:

Dr. Richard Rzycock of '2.tah 3-ate University, who explained that

the interest is rot in "developing an organization," but "Tutting

the informat_on out to the user:"

...we are talking about rural areas where as a land-
grant school, it takes us eight hours or so to get
from one end of the state to the other and it is our
charge to get agriculture information down to all
areas of the state.

Continci 1g, he emphasille3that "what we are looking at is a de-

livery system." The present individual farmer will not have the

technology nor the background to use it but his son, educated at

a land-grant school," may have the skills to access the computer."

Therefore, what we wart is a regional hub where
anyone can go do not see agriculture backing

18
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t- un,erwrie Fyr-Y!7. ts rcint
and: rar-'e 1:s,r acres: a r0a'ier ranre,

en. we see tr.- of the te7hnclog:-.

Ar U7 ox 11.74.1. then

hf 'he :,:egional nerg:: 7.nvt7rrent :nfcrmw.ion Centor at

'Then Federal funding--

crigincl:y provide,: the Department of 7nerg::, Deirtment

:47-riculture, 7nvironmental Frotection Agency, and 5'-eau of

!.'.anarment--war: withdrawn, alternative funding sources had

An are war :r..ade .e...wen a private vendor

. 'The CorToration and Denver Public Lil-rrary, with the for-

mer hand2Inr selected distri bution functions and sharing in the

rrofits. 7his, he termed "an excellent exami:e of rublic-private

inventiveness."

FY:rezr..ing the arpreciation of the Cana d ;_arliamentarians

for having the opportunity to attend the hearing, Charles Mayer

M. F. off-red this torment on their behalf:

are good neighbors. We are good competitors.
And in order for that to happen, we need to get to-
gether to talk so that we understand each other's
problems, and in many cases and in many ways, we do
have the same kind of problems that you have.

Fepresentative Brown, following the deFarture of the con-

tingent free the Canadian Parliament, underscored his interest.

in the role of libraries and the :evelopment of their resources.

Fe told :r. Wilde that his statement about t expanded role of

the rural library was "a very important oncept:"

S.,'1
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of course, involve some questions about
no', .4e effectuate tnet, what the relationship be-
tween the rural library and other information trans-
fer institutions, Tossibly the schools.. .will
...we are co the verge of a transition.. .and we need
to think tots through very clearly and determine how
We can manage this transition in the most effective
way.

The Chairman -r aFked if his research was connected

,.4th a reported experiment involving "the satellite linkage of

local libraries and possibly other institutions in the inner-

mountain sta'Ns."

:T. replied that his group has worked with Mary Dieb1er

of th. lie Service Satellite Consortium but has not participated

as yet in the project mentioned by Representative r....own. He noted

that one cf the rural libraries involved in the experiment was at

Utah State 7:niversity, which in his opinion was not the type which

he had bean talking about which is "eight hours away from a library

with 75C,CCC to two million volumes." Dr. Wilde stressed that the

tyre of residents his group works with are the "truly rural and the

truly disadvantaged." Another ?SSC project, propo"ed to the Uni-

versity of Mid-America (that is affiliated with the University of

Nebraska and other institutions), calls for the transmission of aca-

demio courses utilizing satellite capabilities. 7ight sites, two

per state, would be involved, and all except ore has a public cable

televi7ion system which would allow utilizing the existing system,

there'hy establising a linkage to the library. Moat of these systems,

he said, possess a two-way carability, which means that:



...a person in tne'r home will be able to find out
what books, references and other things the library
holdings have...tas well as] sources outside with-
out leaving the home.

Another interesti-g policy question, Chairman Brown re-

marked, concerns "the relationship be.:we-n the cable systems and

°.x tension and other means of diss'minatirg information."

Cable has been revol :tionized because of its cepa-
htlity for networking now by satellite, which really
means that anyone with a down-link...can have access
to every form of coo rlunication that is available in
any part of the woric.

It is a fascinating potentia: and one which we need
to consider in the overall question of how we are go-
ing to 'acilitate the optimum development of rural
America.

The final witness on the first morning was John C. Datt,

:;ecretary and Administrator for the American Farm Bureau Federa-

tion, which he described as;

...a p-ivate general farm organization made up of
farme-s and ranchers from all over this country,
starting at the county level and then coming to-
gether st the state level and eventually federating
into the American Farm Bureau Fede-,..Aon.

:n addressing the "pilot marketing project of the AFB}', the

witness said that an outside consulting fl-m had recommended (in

late 1980) establishing such a program. With the app.- sal by the

AFBF Board of Directors in August 1981, a one-year pr,gram was begun

that October which:

...provided the opportunity for any state farm bu-
reau who chose to participate in this particular
grogram. Part of the participation involved some
funding on their part as well as some funding on
the part of the individual member who would be a
participant. Our pat in this involved a substan-
tial part of the financial arrangement.

7mrolled as "full participants" are eight states: Illinois, Indiana,



, Chlo, !:ictireh- '?out h 1:arol:re, 7,eorg-la.

adiltic_, he sal' that there are 12 :tate fart nureaus who are =ni-

crirrr the ,rorram, ....__rc California.

-he .ii*_ the America, Farm Bur eat Federation ^as been t'nree-

1. ;lay the cost. in each of th states for ten farmers
for the videotex unit that :.hey would have on their
particular farm.

2. helped to underwrite the c and other equip-
ment nece-sary at th? state farm bureau level.
absorbed_ all of th- t--t at the national level that
nas been necessay.

The head:uarters :or the pro,iect, now servin7, 25C farmers, is

it 7-arkidge, illino's and it is he: -e, that the central computer sys-

tem is situated. Data are fed from this 'ncility via a private

company in Cmaha, Nebraska that has a satellite support capability

to the head.;uarters of the various state far= bureaus (e. g., __oom-

ington, Illincis. '''ach state far. bureau has a computer system in

office, which can be accessed by:

.the individual member out there on the :arm [who]
has either a videotex unit that he has assembled to
his 747 television set or,..[hes]Uprraded it tc where
they rave, in effect, a separate computer-type system.

Mr. Ca.t then described hog. the AFEF established, in December of

1921, an affiliate called the "American Aericultural Communicaiions

System, Inc.," which is a non-profit oreration- The pilot sytem of-

ten is referred to as "AACSys," and is listed. in. Chapter

Details about .1CSys and how it serves the participating farmer

followed, with emphasis on how the state farm bureaus can add ccm:tents

to the information received, and that the end user "can make a decision

as to what infer:ration he wishes to receive."
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Market price information, covering the various commodities

various states, is obtained from the Chicago Board of Trade, and is

updatp-d every ter. minutes. Data on corn, stock, hogs, soybeans,

and cotton are among those provided regularly. Other categories of

information available on the system include:

o general weather information [augmented by]...several
of the states [which] are purchasing from a private
service their own state weather information

o international trade information
c information on the money markets
o a ';'ashirgton report as to some of the activities here

in Washington, both legislatively and administratively
o basic organization information as to the activities

of the Farm Bureau

The state farm bureaus often add state legislative information that

may be cf interest to '1.1e AFBF member.

In the opinion of Mt. Datt, "one of the keys to the success of

our program,if it is to be successful, is the analysis that we are

providing also in addition to this trade market price information."

We do not attempt to suggest to him that he ought to
buy, sell or whatever. That decision is...left up to
him. There are some recommendations that are made based
on market conditions, but the final decision as to what
he does with the marketing of his crop is really up to
him.

Another facet cf the AFBF support service involves bringing the

participating farmers into the state farm bureau offices for train-

ing programs:

One of the things we-have found is that simply to
put a unit in a farmer's home and not give him the
capability of understanding how it can be used and
what it means to?-Am is of little value.

He has to unde "stand what it will and will not do
for him.

Seminars are conducted on a monthly or bi-monthly basis.
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Meetings alsc are held at AFB headT:arters with program operators

from tho state farm bureaus in order to "discuss what fs going on and

what we can do tc make the system go." A great deal has been learnea

already. Mr. Daft told the audience, which has resulted in reemphasiz-

ing the purpose of this undertaxing; specifically;

o It is geared to try to improve his net income as he
mark...3 his product

o it is a service to member program, and the person
ha- tc be a member of the organization

c We are learning what information farmers want and
what information farmers do not want

also stresed that "all kinds of publications," including a weekly

.1.,.41p*ter, are sent out. to the membership.

v.t anothe- facet cf the "learning" process has been the monitor-

ing of system use of marketing information:

...we can deermine very easily what information is ac-
ceptable and what is not, because we have a record as to
what on that menu is pulled out and used every day...
it is quite different than a publication...where you can
say that everybody is interested in everything.

Also, he pointed out that the AFBF is "learning what farmers are will-

ing to pay for," although he admitted that "we do not know at this

point how much they are willing to pay."

The "key" to the project, Mr. Datt said, is reflected in two

ways:

1. ...we have developed the capability, the network,
the ability to transmit the information.

2. ...is the human resource side of this, the ability
to take the information that is available and make
that meaningful to that farmer out there.

At this point in h's testimony, the witness mentioned that AFBF

has worked with the land-grant colleges in some of the states

and "used some of their information and given them credit when

it was used."

194
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The topic then shifted to the strong feeling within AFBF that

has to be a limited role of c .ites to this

activity." 7n returning to an earl:- cf discussion, Mr. Datt

rued that "all parties ought to have euu::. access to th- same gov-

ernment information."

And from that point on, then, it is up to each of us
to see whether we can package it...and make it meaning-
ful and sala.le to the membership of our organization.

There have been, he remarked, "from the very beginning, some very

serious concerns about the competition that we might receive from

some of the Povernment institutions:"

They could come in and we could find ourselves having
spent a great deal of money and then have it wiped
out.

...there is no way that the Farm Bureau or any other
private organization can compete against the govern-
ment, whether it is the Federal Government, state gov-
ernment, or local government, as it relates to provid-
ing this kind of information.

Turning to the potential use of satellite technology, the wit-

ness informed the Subcommittee that a shift frut chone cir-

cults to satellites may soon occur in transmitt: ion be-

tween the state farm bureau and the national orparization headquarters.

In his judgment, Mr. Datt opine^ that "within a matter of several

years, we will not be providing the farmer his information by tele-

phone," but by satellite.

In conclusion, this witness stated that he could not say "whether

at the end of the year we will continue the project or not. That de-

cision will be made by the decision-makers in the organization."

19



an rs!ascntly cosfi-innt tha -.. we because
th,= acceptance among our remb-rs wnc are particIpating
in this has far exceeded arvthieg that : could have
anticipated.

in response to question f'r'o . -- .-.rding an

:BF "-valuation" of the pilot prc!!ec'.. f its specified

duration, Mr. Catt said that thc, Board of l'irectors would decide

its continuatisn in Feptem'zer of 1982. Pe explained that:

Currently, we are paying for this out of member-
sSip dues. goal i3 that Id' we proceed with this
that within a three- to five-year period, we could
have th s as a pa7ing proposition.

":o user fee is currently being charged, but the farmer must pay line

charges where.,flr he uses the telephone. He noted that the 'FBF does

pay al: sus en costs for activity between its headquarters and the

state farm bureaus.

After a brief, iterative exchange about the p:unise of satellite

support systems, and the lessons to be learned from existing satellite

business services--"the Chamber of Commerce has a satellite syst,m....-

B,,presenta"ve Brown expressed a concern that is "widely shared or Con-

gress and in this committee" regarding the provision of equal informa-

tic sportunities for rural America:

...to have access to at least sone degree to the same
levels of technological systems that are more widely
utilized in the urban areas.

And, he told Mr. :lett, the kFEF seems "to be pioneering in that direc-

tior:." Althcugh agreeing with the Chairman, the witness said that it

would be"a mistake if you assume that every farm-r someday will have

one of these."

1



aokod hothor "thero was riorn merit" in ET. Wile's foci-

icn anont "no,-ioo crellor cormunitios that might coexist

wit:- local lihrarios," Mr. Eat' respcndod that "WP havo really not

hakon a lork at i.hat," but that from two years of working with the

Tent: Ccrhoratior and Texas Instruments, it was his holier that

"ar individual farmer, even a small farmer" could afford a market

inlormsr.ion system.

7ho final interaction 'hetween the witness and Chairman Brown

focusei on the AFBF system off-ring of information on activities in

'..lashinrton an tho state capitals. As a matter of fact, Mr. Batt

remarked:

When we put this system together and talked about it,
we did not really think that that was sorething that tney
would be interested in. It was way down on the list. As
it turned out, this has been one of the things that has
been dialed in and used more widely than we ever antici-
pated.

:n adjourning the first morning's session, Chairman Brown ex-

pressed his appreciation for the contributions of the witnesses and

the impressive number of attendees more than 150 persons crowded the

committee chambersand announced that demonstrations of selected

on-line systems would take place in the hearing room during the af-

ternoon. Also, he remarked that the findings of the six workshop

groups about to convene would be awaited with anicipation.

On the second day of hearings, YPy 20, Chairman Brown was joined

by two colleagues, Pepresentatives William C. Wampler and 1".. (Kika)

la 'larza (ex-officio). Before listening to the initial witness,

the Chairman introduced the Subcommittee's ranking minority member,

Pepresentative Wampler, who explained that he has "more than a passing
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interest in the Thnctiorc of th. budget that pertain tc awriculture,"

and that:

I share Mr. Brown's enthusiasm for this re' -a''
concept of computer-based information system'
-,ices for agriculture in rural America...i
uing. to say the least, and we in Virginia 1 that
we are among the innovators in this.

He then noted that the day's witnesses included his friend and con-

stituent, Boy A. Meek, `tanager of the °astern li.mb Producers Associa-

tion in Pulaski, Virginia.

Appearing a, the first witness of this hearing session was Af-

fred T. Fritts, Co- "ublisher and 7ditor of Th. Bakersfield Califor-

nian, who was accompanied by Neil Baird, Vice President for Market-

ing of Infomart Canada. ir. Fritts commenced by contending that

newspapers as well as othe- conventional media distributors have

recognized that:

...not only our content but our mo^e of transmitting
or conveyinr our message must conform to certain re-
quirements of ou- reader-viewers...we are enh4ncing
...our various reasons for being, so to speak, not
just to provide printed material to our readers but
to provide all information requirements they may ever
wart using the best means available.

Continuing, the witness identified the program of which he would

speak as "a service that is particularly designed for farmers and

those businesses or organizations that are closely related to the

agricommunity."

N.r. Fritts then gave some background information on Infam-.

'anada, which is a subsidiary of two large newspaper groups

country, Scutham, Inc. and Torstar Corporation, both of which

active in publishing and communications. He declared that the joint

1 9 ci
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venture involving The Bakersfield Californian and Inforart would

adapt already developed technology in order to provid a service

that would:

...conform with the peculiarities and the specific
requirements for information services of the San
Joaquin Valley in the State of California...the

richest agricultural community in the world, cIrr-

rently providing...approxirately 43 percent of the
State's total agricultural output.

"ctiLF that the Telidon technology, which would be dis-

cussed in some detail by nt.. Baird, combines useful information

content with a "convenient, accessible, intelligent, and pleasing"

form of presentation, Mr. Fitts stated that it is the intent of the

new venture to fulfill "the magnitude of the information services

that are required in the San Joaquin Valley area."

The portion of testimony furnished by Neil Baird began with

background inrormation on a technology originally devel-

oped by the anadian Governmrnt's Department of Communications. In

1979, Irlomart adopted the original system, expanded the software

"a great deal," and now supplies four different rata bases to var-

ious communities in Canada.

Before demonstrating the first of these, called "Grassroots,"

which originates in Winnipeg, Manitoba, he gave some essential in-

formation about this service:

o The data base now availa-le in "anitoba has about
9,000 pages.

o 350 terminals [a: sprinkled around
provinces of Manitoba.

...200 are dir-,ctly allocated to the farm community.
o ...another 150 [are] in a small town called fly, for

a technical trial of the fiberoptics transmission
technology.

19 d
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This"commeroial service," hegun in May of 19F1, started as a

trial project, with people not being oharg,d for the service, but

in Septetnr it was converted to a commercial basis where each user

now rays S.47.5C Cans-ian dollarz a month to ease the terminal from

the ;!,anitota Telephone System. Tn addition, he par. five cents a

minute to access t're data base, with that payment also going to

the telephone company, not Infomart. The role of Infomart: "pub-

lisher of the data base and our funds are generated al:,ost exclusive-

ly from sponsorship of the content." Participating organizations (e.

g., retail shopping companies) pay Tnfomart ar average of P24.0r per

page per year for inclusion of their items in the data base, "so that

is how the p-utlishng expenses can be covered."

Baird enumerated the four major items that are featured in

this data base: grain information, livestock information, weather

service, are news and sports. Sixty differert information providers

Pave raid to participate thus far, and about 2C others are waiting in

the queue. Included are both government departments and commercial

oran'zations. Asserting that information about the weather "happens

tc be the most popular item by a considerable margin" this represents

a third of all page accesses the witness infc,rme,4

the weather information is suprlie _r.famart by t> group in Thronto

caller' Meteorological and 7nvironmental Flanning, which has a satel-

lite-basee weather service which stores computerized data on soil

moisture content, soil temperature, air temperature, precipitation,

c'sad cover, and so forth. Infomart has purchased these data,

repackaged them along with developing special software, and is able
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to transfer such information from the originator to Telidon files

within six hours.

Illustrative of the graphic information appearing on the screen

of the terminal in the hearing room are the selections which follow,

commencing with an overview of the current weather in forth America

(Figure 14), which was selected after reference to a master listing

(see Figure 15) called "World Weatherwatch."

FIGURE 14 FIGURE 15al
"r_

I' -AMIN

Current weather
in North America

screen display 64/

WORLD .WEWHENAT.

"World Weatherwatch"
Master Listing
screen display

The farmer is able to plan his day's activities, r to concentrate on

the geographic concern to him. Figure 16 shows, for

example, the condition for ,hree of the western provinces on

May 6, at 18:00 h,,,rs (or 6 p.m.). If a. more narrow focus is desired,

a scr n selection may be made (as in Figure 17) that covers the five

districts near Winnipeg in the so-called Red River area.

FIGURE 16 'FIGURE 17

Weather conditions Red River area
in three provinces screen display
screen disploj,

66/ These graphics we -o originally contained in material prepared
by Telidon Videotex Services, Inc.
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The Telidon system has been dec4ne5 to facilitate its use, and

this was evident in the demonstration by Mr. Baird.

The next phase of the demonstration dealt with the "second most

popular feature of the service," grain information. Two commodity

exchanges, Chicago Board of Trade and Winnipeg, provide key data ev

ery 15 minutes. The "menu" of agricultural commodities, as they are

listed on the terminal screen, appear in Figure 18, while essential

data on wheat are featuredin Figure 19.

FIGURE 18 FIGURE 19

"Agricultural Commodities" screen Essential market data on wheat
display screen display

Shifting next to another demonstration series, which he referred

to by the generic name of "teleshopping," he described such activi

ties as shopping for various items (see Figure 20), booking airline

or recreational pasttimes reservations, or banking.

FIGURE 20

:

"Teleshopping (Toole)" screen disp3ay
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-is scenario for using 'h- Tel don technology conthined a

rackape with four d'fferent services for bank clients:

I. You can ask for your bank balance it any account
that you like.

2. You can ask for your month-to-date statement.
3. You can transfer funds fror ore account to another.
4. You can pay bills with it.

This demonstration, as conducted by Mr. Baird, showed how money could

be nPved electronically from one account to another. He touched on

the top'c cf which institutions (such as those issuing VISA charge

cards) kl.ow whom is owed, and predicted that in the near future:

...the likes of 1",xxon, Spars, Texaco will be sending
you electronic bills rather than...a piece of paper.
They will electronically deliver the bill to your pig-
eonhole in, your bank account so that you will be ,ble
to access this particular chart any time you like.

Several of the functions delineated above were then demonstrated by

the witness, who also pointed out that a hard copy printer, costing

around 52,000 can be attached to this configuration. In closing,

he ment:oned that 7he Bakersfield Californian had developed a dem-

onstration which reflects the type of information servfce that could

be offered in the future if a serious problem such as the Mediter-

ranean fruit fly wemeto occur again.

Mr. Fritts resumed his testimony at this point by telling of

a service oriented to a "crisis time period," which utilizes data

collected at the University of California at Davis. It is part

assistance offered to the farmer in planting his entire range of ac-

tivities for a year, including "acts of God or whims of nature."

Certain pests or "spontaneous and devastating" weather conditions

can be treated in such a comTuter-supported file. In the former
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instance, the essential information might include:

c ...[identification of] the pest, its lifestyles,
its life patterns.

o ...hbw to treat and eradicate it...the control
of the pest.

o ...where to purchase certain materials.
o ...[how] to manufacture your own traps, fumi-

gation chambers. If you wanted to purchase
alathion or a spray to eradicate the beast,
what are the downside risks?

In organizing his resources and actions for the year, the

farmer may want to take an advance lock at the "economic, political,

and social climate for growing certain crops."

Turning to a broader area for consideration, Mr. Fritts advanced

the belief that "the market will he flooded with videotex services,"

inoludire some like the ACTv7 system whichninspire programs like

ourselves." Although most of the companies c'fering this kind of

service have been "technology-driven," in the opinion of the witness,

it is Important that there be a:

...liaison marriage between an electronics firm, a tech-
nology-oriented company, and an information provider,
someone who is understanding of the duality of the prod-
uct that must be delivered.

After stressing the importance of having "relevant, tsable content"

that can be offered via the Telidon technology in videotex form, flr.

Fritts said that the selection of that technology was the result of

a survey that showed it to be "the best on the market."

The content of The Bakersfield Californian of Coring will focus

on thri,e general areas, he explained, and thesg were developed with

the aid of the AGN7T system Managers. The first of these is the

information in the system, which can be either very general or very

14-795 0 - 83 - 14
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sr.:cific in nature, and which must be responsive tc the varying needs

of the farmers in the San Joaquin Valley that might range from data

cn frosting conditions to data or rests and disease. The second

category deals with "the ability to communicate among users," or

could be thought of as "electronic mail."

'hat's the transmission cf information from us'r to user,
which means that...you could play poker with some guy
in. Tennessee if he had a compatible terminal. But more
importantly it is dealing with consultants, government
officials...newsletters can be transmitted from a source
cr place directly to the user.

According to a Booz-Allen consulting report, kaffeeklatsches are

"very vital" to farmers, who share information of many kinds in

this highl7 information atmosphere. The electronic mailbox could

allow a similar t.'pe of discussion of any topic "directly over

their units with each other, or talk tc sevaral all at once and

get input from several different places." Also, he mentioned the op-

tion of being able to "open up your directory in the morning...and

you can chose which mat_ to open." The third focal area he termed

"problem so: .:rig," allows users to cope with factcrs of speci-

fic r-tarce to. him; examples might be problems related to irriga-

tion or farm planning.

The costs of the system to serve the San. Joaquin. Valley resi-

dents--t5' basic subscription cost plus a terminal cost of 450 per

monthwould be more than compensated for by one major decision based

on critical i-formation in the sys'em. Kern County, the site of Mr.

Fritts' acti-ity, 'mac about 1,PCC farmers withflan a'. rage aerie :1-

cl..:tT-:% of about WC. acres...we are talking about a very high
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volume consideration...and one major decision that affects thousands

of acres or bushels or barrels can mean thcusands of dollars on the

bottom line."

...let's face it, farmers ain't in the sticks no more.
The good old boys are out there with MBAs and whether
or not they are the most articulate,..they have to be...
particularly astute, a,d on a daily basis.

Briefly noting agsin the importance of good pest management practices,

Mr. Fritts identified another "can of worms," the area of water manage-

ment--access to and the price of water, the water requirements for each

individual crop, and even historical data on the possibilities of a

dro;ght.

In closing, the witness asserted that it is their intention to

"be cn-line within the year:"

We'll roll out tc the area of the five major counties
that make up the San Joaquir. Valley, with an obvious
expansion to the entire State of California. Our ser-
vices will be available, obviously, to any user, wheth-
er it be the government...consultlng or brokers.

After Jommenting on the corn arability Oetweer certain facets of

the program descrited by Mr. Fritts and that of tne Arne-icor Farm Bu-

reau Federation, Chairman. Brown aske "How much capital and how much

manpower are required to bring this system up to the level of capa-

bility that you are presenting he: 1?" He went on to say that the reason

for this inquiry stemmed from a look behind the scenes at the Control

Data Corroration PLATO activity:

I just, kind of assumed that they....feed something into
a computer and it comes cut when you rush the button,
until I visited their headquarters and literally
hundreds of people working tc do the prorramming, the
development of the coursework to go into that comruter.

20
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In reply, Mr. Fritts commented first on the desirability of

governmental support for such an endeavor--"if the Federal Gov-

ernment 's in the posture cf handing out money, we'll be first in

line" and pointed out that "in Canada, Rligland, and France, gov-

ernment all helped to underwrite the original exploration and de-

velopment of the technologies, which spun off to the private sec-

tor." Continuing, he said that his group faces the risk of tak-

ing that technoTogy and developing it and making it work or not."

In direct answer to Representative Brown's question about the re-

soi:rces required:

o ...the-e will he a staff, probably, on board for
us alone, of about 30 just to get the skeleton
operation going.

o The start-up capital...is going to be somewhere
in the neighborhood of g10 million for this par-
ticular aprlication alone.

Mr. Fritts told the Subcommittee that although "a lot of footwork"

already has-146n done, wiie are going to go back and refine the con-

tent and we'll take it back out to the farmer." He went on to em-

phasize that "The bottom line of this is if there is no product,

there is no business," and then iterated that:

...we have to have a marriage between the terminal sup-
pliers, the carriers--which would be the phone companies,
cable operatorsand the information providers, and if
you don't have those three expertises, you don't have a
product.

It may be necessary for their"time tahle"to be shifted, the

witness stated, because:

We are not going to offer up a content product in a brand-
new business using a whole new presentation and a cost
imposition on the farmer without beirg darned sure that
we have a product that will be accessed every
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Chairman Brown next remarked that "undoubtedly you will be

doing some analyzing as you go along as to just how much the prod-

uct is being used," for that type of measurement can be helpful.

The Bakersfield Californian system will have that capability, Mr.

Fritts declared:

...every rage that is called up is electronically
computed...it will particularly identify those in-
formation services and specific pages of informa-
tion that are heir.;, utilized. What we really hope
to do...is to reduce paper,[and effect a] reduction
of manhours compiling irrelevant or non-usable,
unintelligible information.

Such action, Representative Brown indicated, may "raise some

interesting questions about the quality of information." He ob-

served that there might be "the possibility of systematic bias a-

rising in various types of information," but that it could be pre-

sumed that the system could cor:ect such biases over time.

Any system, any social system which allows control of
accesses to information to be too narrowly held has
problems with that. In other words, there needs to be
comrtition in the information market, perhaps more
than in any other market.

Mr. Fritts' reply centered on a piece of current legislation, H. R.

5158which is designed to help rewrite the Communications Act of

1934 and he spoke of the importance of protecting the "quality,

diversity, versatility, and fair competitive situation governing the

distribution of information."

If large utilities, whether it be AT&T or other com-
panies, dominate both...the communications network or
the quality of information, then we are leading to a
problem thst has serious and very severe ramifications.
It is our particular and somewhat selfish interest to
protect our revenue base and business base as well, and
reserving that right to continue to produce a variety
of information within all available means.

2O,
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ue concluded by sev.ng that "all legislators and the public" should

be "very thoughtful of the fact that the 19I. Communications Act

must be rewritten in some form or another." The Chairman agreed

that this is a"very important"pclicy issue, but expressed doubt

that "we will reach a satisfactory solution to it in the near fu-

ture because of the rapid transitions occurring within the tech -

noiories iand)...the organizational structures of the market."

Turning to Mr. Baird, Chairman Brown professed an interest in

hearing more- about the utilization of the Telidon system in Canada,

and especially wanted to know about the fiberoptics experiment that

was alluded to earlier, since this technology reputedly offers a

"much broader, larger capability for the transmission of information."

Acknowledging the correctness of the Chairman's understanding, Mr.

Baird explained that the 150-home trial service in 71y, Manitoba does

feature more options -- security services, media reading and that the

experiment is being run by the Manitoba Telephone System with collabo-

rat'on from companies such as Infomart, and governmert departrants.

Next, Mr. Baird discussed the problems related to customer ac-

ceptance and the economics of the Grassroots system. It has been

learned that this service ls "essentially being well received theo-

retically" as a result of demonstrations, and that the vl,,;ers "::en-

erally get suite excited about it." But there is a more far-reaching

problem:

...farmers are generally under substantial economic
pressures at this time, particularly grain farmers
in the prairies, where prices just ha-en't kept up
with inflation and with high interes` rates...and

2O
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They are feeling the pi-ch and they are not likely
tc walk but and sp.rd S50 a =:nth on a service cf
this type very readily. They've got to be fairly
successful farmsrs or have specific needs.

The cost of the Grassroots system to the farmer is being scruti-

niz..d closely, he re;orted,in the hop.. that the t,rminal rental

price can be lower, thereby getting "the service moving at a faster

race." Baird finished this conntary by saying that they are

"still very bullish about the future of the service."

Upon being asked by Chairman Brown if the Ir.fomart service

also has be-n developed to "m'et the needs of the urban market," Mr.

Baird elaborated upon three data bases that his company manages:

1. ...a rovernment information service, which the
Canadian government essentia'ly pub]ishes and
we operate on their behalf.

2. ...a consumer service, which was initially op-
erated by Canada's largest telephone company,
Bell Canada, but has subsequently been handed
over to us to manage...that is going to 500
urtan households.

3. ...a service for visitors to Tcronto...[with]
stand-alone units that will be ir hotel lobbies
and shopping malls...where visitors to Toronto
will he able to walk up to these things free of
charge, press the buttons, to find out where
they should stay, what they should do next,
where they can eat.

These units are fairly expensive costing about 51,600 U. S.--

which would make their introduction into households somewhat dif-

ficult. He suggested, however, that by introducing potential users

to a computer-supported system by exposing them to a public service

such as that for visitors to Toronto, they can become accustomed to

that form of information acquisition.
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In talking a.ut subsidiary _Jainesses which might emerge from

a Grassroots-type operatii-n--a possibility raised by Mr. Fritts

earlier in his testimony--Chairman Brown asked him to cornent furth-

er regarding "what the prosFects are in terms of the changing job

market situation?"

We hear that we are becoming an informatic.: society

and that more and more of our population are going to
be involved in occupations and busiresses that in-
volve informatica handling in one way or another.

Mr. Fritts expounded on this point, saying that:

...the excitement generated by the opportunity to de-
velop a new business is one of the things that makes
Sammy run ir. the United States, and makes it the
country that it is today. It doesn't take too much
imaginat:on to understand what the farreachirg con-
siderations and prospective goals can b. of this type
of service.

He noted in passing that AT&T and Knight-Ridder Newspapers had de-

signed a trial system in the greater Miami area; this is the View-

tron project undertaken in 1980 serving 700 households in Coral

Gables, Florida. FxpandinF the context of his remarks, Mr. Fritts

touched on sever other facets cf the expanding realm of information

services:

o The international market demands for home terminals
Land] electronic games.

o ...giant warehouses will be behind retail outlets
[with]...electronic mail order catalogues. Sears
is a leader in developing electronic catalogues.

o ...the artistic elements of graphic ra,e creation,
a whole new area in artists' capabilities (includ-
ing] advertising lay-out.

o ...attache cases, pocket computers and screens, and
all these types of capabilities.

Then, two related questions from Chairman Brown: "Is your prog-

nosis basically positive or negative on this? Do you see more good

21i
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than harm cor:ing mi. of these things, or do you see a lot of

problems emerging?" In prefacing his opinion that the prognosis

is "good," Mr. Fritts held forth on the several ramifications of

having computerized information support systems. Among these were

the Question of creating "another device that is going to make A-

merica lazier than it already is," and the trade -offs in utilizing

such an innovation as "an enrichment tool" as orposed to catering

to those who are "too lazy to go upstairs or...to the library...

or downtown." Pe then illustrated the "convenience" aspect of

their system by telling how tickets can be ordered for concerts,

sporting or cultural events.

In conclusion, the witness stated his belief that this type of

system "is going to be an inevitable feature. in evpryhody's house,"

and that he recornized agriculture as an area with on-eoing reeds.

He differentiated between the approach taken by Times-Mirror, Time

(Inc.), or KnightPidder in offering "general information systems"

to the "general consumer market," and pointed out that he is "tak-

ing a very specific appoach...and recognizing my limitations."

...I am going to have to have an awful lot of help, some
of which will come from this committee. This is not a

trial. This is a business. Grassroots went in there,

with all respect to their efforts, without half the knowl-
edge that I have gained since their being on line.

In thanking these two witnesses, Pepresentative Brown promised to

visit the Kern County operation "at an appropriate time, and make

sure that it's del!vering the lapabilities that you have described.'

It is exciting and I do appreciate your cortribution to our review

of this and its impact or the agricultural community."
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The next witnesses to appear before the Subcommittee were Dr.

James Kendrick, rrofessor of Agricultural Economics at the University

of Nebraska, accompanied by Pichard J. Cannon, Assistant Administrator

for International Agricultural Statistics within the USDA Foreign

Agricultural Service. Dr. Kendrick began his testimony by setting

forth the scope and nature of AWMT, the computer-supported agricul-

tural n-twork which he and Professor Thomas Thompson developed.

ACN7T, an you may know, is not a pilot nor a test
project, but an existing interactive computer net-
work that has been operational since about 1975.
It is designed primarily to serve some of the di-
verse needs of the agriculturally-oriented clients
throughout the nation. This includes farmers, ranch-
ers, agribusiness community, the financial community
that is working with agriculture, and so forth.
Presently, ACNTT users, which we consider our cli-

ents, are located throughout the United States in a-
bout 40 states...and the Western Provinces of Canada,
though our concentration of users, of course, is
greater in the Corn Belt...the Plainr...the Rocky
Mountain, area and the Pacific Nr-thwest, as well as
California.

He continued, grouping the network's clients in four major cate-

gories:

1. ...the educational institutions, such as lard grant
colleges, their researchers, "their extension agents;
the state and community colleges, the vo-ag schools;
adult education un!ts, at night.

2. ...the agribusiness firms, the banks, the PCAs, the
cooperatives, the credit institutions, the consult-
ing firms, the equipment manufacturers, the export-
ers, publishers.

3. ...governmert41 agencies such as state governments,
state departments of agriculture, and the Federal
Government.

4. ...finally, and surely not lest, are the farmers
and ranchers themselves who are clients of the sys-
tem.

N-xt, the witness talked about the "20C or so application pro-
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grams on AGN77" that are authored by subject matter specialists and

made available by this network which is "really nothirg more than

an electronic delivery system that permits the subject matter ex-

pert's knuwledge to be delivered to the end user." Dr. Kendrick

then briefly described three categories, into which he has separated

the 2C0 programs:

o Simulation and problem solving...where we go '-eyond
general advice such as what the weather is , what

the prices on the market are...how do they apply
that knowledge in a management sense or their Par-
ticular operation to get definitive advice or ans-
wer their particular problem.
...the simulation and problem - solving models are
able to customize peneral information into a speci-
fic solution.

o Market and informetion services...again, he-e the
gene-al information is very, very useful and it is
a part of our system, but...is is also important to
provide rifle shpt or more narrow-banded information.

o rlectronic mail...and electronic conferencing where
you can cut down on travel costs.

The AGN17 system "is thought by others to be cost-effective,"

and though part of the University of Nebraska is a "self-funded

project," with its users paying the full cost of delivering the

service.

Assuming the responsibility for the next portion of testimony,

?.`_chard J. Gannon provided an overview of the missior of the Foreign

Agricultural Service which is "to expand foreign markets for U. S.

farm commodities:"

o ...Fathering, analyzing, and disseminating informa-

tion of foreign market supp17, and demand situations

o ...work to gain access to foreign markets
o ...help tc promote foreign consumption and utilization

of U. S. agriculture commodities.

Py employing electronic dissemination and AGNrT, he said, "we feel
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like we are at least working on two of those three functions...dis-

Feminating information...and the other is a tool for market develop-

ment." Mr. Cannon recalled that he and the FAS Administrator had

appeared upon another occasion before this Subcommittee, at which

time:

...you sort of gave us a shot at that time by say-
ing that we were not moving fast enough...So we be-
gan tc speed up our activities, at your urging...
and we began to search for an electronic system that
could handle the kinds of things that we wanted to
...put out there for thR farmers and the agribusi-
ness community.

The result of that exploration was the discovery cf AGN7T, which

offers such advantages as:

1. ...it has got professional people running it.
2. ...it's got the capability to handle large quan-

tities of data.
3. ...it is able to expand quickly, not only from

a subscription rate but from a data acquisition
rate as well.

Canron enunciated the FAS belief that "it is important to

know who the end users are and that they be able to define what they

want or the system." He asserted that thus far:

...FAS is pleased with our association with AGNFT.
We believe the results have been excellent. Better
yet, the foreign agribusiness community seemingly
is pleased and they are using the system.

Departing from the focal area of concern for a moment, the wit-

ness mentioned another unrelated FAS information activity, "a tele-

communications system which will move data from our foreign posts to

Washington, D. C.,"and is fully operational. Four overseas posts are

on-lineBrussels, Fcrie, Bonn, and Londonwhich send all attache
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reports over this electronic network.

Dr. Kendrick then conducted a detailed demonstration of the

AGNFT online capability, and chose a simulation model dealing with

the growing and selling of beef cattle. Noting that weather factors,

previously mentioned, are an important consideration, the witness

centered this hypothetical exercise in Mead, Nebraska. Utilizing

the computer terminal, which was operated by Al Stark of the AGNFT

supervisory staff, Dr. Kendrick proceeded to deal with the several

key parameters that must be used: weight of animal, projected (de

sired) weight, interest on loan, weight shrinkage during transit of

animal from point of origin to receiving location. Of vital con

cern is "How much is it costing us to feed this animal?" At this

juncture, he informed his audience that the "actual automatic weather

data system" is being factored irto the record on this animal. Next,

the focus was shifted to what the beef can be sold for, which means

looking at the futures market. Throughout his demonstration, Dr.

Kendrick kept tre hearing attendees apprised of the several inter

acting factors--feeder costs, sales price, cost of pain, projected

returns, and so forth--with the bottom line being whether or not

it is possible to make a profit. Many assumptions are possible,

and Dr. Kendrick showed how dealing with the many factors, or even

simulating different animals, allowed courses of action to be chosen

which would be acceptable to the farmer, and even to his banker.

Additional information about the range of actions possible through

using AGM is featured in. Appendix 6.
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Crce again !!.r. Cannon was called upon to direct the demon-

stration of the system, and returned to the matter of "trade leads"

that originate overseas from potential buyers who contact U. S.

agricultural attaches. But there have been problems in communi-

cating such needs to thp end providers in our country:

...we could move data from oversees to Washington
in a hurry, via cable, but we had difficulty in
moving -11R data from Washington to the potential
sellers in a hurry because we were using the U. S.
mail system. Getting leads to the State of Cali-
fornia often to,k us as long as five to six days.

-1.e went on to say that most of the products in the system are of the

"value-added" type; examples mentioned were rice and green beans.

The system is being tested with the State of Illinois, Virginia,

and Washington, and two private firms, Sunkist in California and

Long Acre in Pennsylvania.

Chairman. Brown had two observations here, the first cf which

led to a question:

...the program the' you are offering over AGN177
here, rarticulanly the problem-solving model that
you illustrated, seems to me thoroughly consistent
with the longstanding mission of University 7.xten-
son, to assist farmers in improving their capabili-
ties in managing their agricultural operations. It
leads to the question of whether Ag 11xtension may be
keeping up with the potentiality of this electronic
system as a means of expanding their own role cr ef-
fectiveness in their role.

In amplification, he pointed out that the Subcommittee, in a gen-

eral way, is looking at "how pension is adapting to the changirg

needs of agriculture in this country."

The other situation, Representative Brown, said, is concerned

with the development of a "fairly substantial entrepreneurial ac-
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tivity" and:

an wondering how that relates to the university struc-
ture within which this is embedded, Whether or rot you
are making the fullest use of the capabilities of the
free ma-ket to improve and expand this service to the
extert that this might be desirable, and how you recon-
cile it.
We've got a problem here of how we defin? the roles

of government- supported institution:, and programs ver-
sus the role of the private ma-ket institutions and how
they' would best function in this.

Dr. Kendrick responded to the first part of the Chairman's com-

mentar;:. by saying that the beef model which had been treated in the

on-line demonstration was developed by Paul Gire, an extension ani-

mal nutritionist, who drew upon his experience to create a program

that is now"usedthree or four thousand times a month across the na-

tion." The witness iterated that AG= functions as the delivery sys-

tem and does not author the programs. He then turned his atten'ion to

Representative Brown's second point, and repeated that AG= is now

self-funding, although some early "start-up money" had come from

the Old West Fegional Commission, a consortium of five governors, in

1977. System costs tc the users include telephone charges of $20 to

$22 per hour, with the computer cost (for a local call) being on the

order of $10 per hour. As to savings, Dr. Kendrick reported that in

the case of"formulating rations, they are saving S4.00 to $5.00 on

every ton:"

.-:.that doesn't sound like much until you realize that
many of these feed lots, both in Nebraska and Califor-
nia, are feeding 50 tons a day...and that adds up.

And where irrigation scheduling is i-volved, by timing the water ap-

plications more evenly against monitored plant needs, 'he savings are

21d
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acre, "and tnat is mostly it energy costs which

rot only saves money but conserv-s energy." As to whether AC

represents a "marriage of the university and private irdustry," he

judged that it may be in "a grey area." 'IP stressed that it is

pct a profit-making organization,
and does cover its own costs.

We have a number of clients that a-e commercial firms
who take the information...a

number of °the- agricul-
tural computing networks are subscribers to AG177" and
I think it is not completely immodest to say that they
take sone of the information off our system and re-
package it with their advice and move it out to their
clientele.

Pursuing this topic further, Chairman Brown said that he was

...looking forward to the time when we see the next
generation of growth in these systems and you are go-
ing to be competing with the Canadian system or with
the Farm Bureau system ...and where is that going to
leave you in this competitive struggle?

FP then directed his attention to the role of graphics in such

delivery systems by observing that at present:

...you are demonstrating a system which is rather un-
sophisticated in terms of its graphics, which isn't
all that important, of course, when you are just de-
livering straight information, but when it comes to
marketing those sophisticated graphics are a very big
plus...particularl ti you can provide the same data
content with more sophisticated graphics and manipu-
lation capability, assuming economic factors are reas-
onably comparable. You lose out in that competition.

The final point: a nPri-profit
institution such as AGNIIT "may have

difficulty generating the funds to do the planring or the invest-

ment...necessary to expand our SeTviCe."

In replying, Dr. Kendri_e noted that "non-profit doesn't mean

hou sell at absolutely rock-bottom cost." AGNKT charges allow for

recovery cf costs, plus funds for "development, thinking, program-
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ming," and some of the revenue derived from the system orerations

is applies' to the "recovery of rast programming efforts." The wit-

ness offered the opinion that the AGNT7 system, as it exists at the

University of Nebraska, is "comparable to a university press, which

is self-supporting and develops technologies and techniques for pub-

lishing their specialized type of information.

After expressing pleasure at learning about the acceleration in

some of the FAS areas, which had been attributed to "a little pressure

from the Subcommittee," the Chairman asked a pair of questions:

1. How do you project the future development of the
services and the technology that you have descrihed?

2. Is that going to continue to expand and develop rap-
idly or just. what is your situation at the current

time?

Mr. Cannon, in response, said that the Foreign Agricultural Ser-

vice is "deeply involved" in "information resource management" activi-

ties, as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980.

...we obviously are looking for any possihle ways that
we can c.,rry cut the mission of that particular orpan-
ization. Flectronic dissemination does that now...I
am very convinced that we are just touching the begin-
ning of this electronic dissemination process.

AGN °I is being used as a "test," he declared, to determine "whether

we can reach the user out there and whether he wants this information

or not:"

We are convinced there is a market out there for for-

eign data. We've never really been cure. I mean, with

our pal,er that we've been publishin or years and years,

we just 1.r1 many cases assumed that that end user wanted

that irforr.ation. With this system that we are testing
with AGCT, we can now get some definite feel...all of
a sudden we are communicating with each other.

220
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-he final comment by Mr. Cannon embodied his belief that:

...along with our telecommunications system that we
are developing in conjunction with he State Depart-
m-nt of moving data from overseas, the system that
FAS has got going now is just exciting as can be and
I believe that the foreign agribusiness community is
going to be very pleased with it.

The next witness to appear before the Subcommittee on the second

day was Foy A. Meek, :Manager of the ''astern Lamb Producers Coopera-

tive in Pulaski, Virginia, who was accompanied by Xenreth Neel,

Marager of the 71,,ctronic Marketing Association. Describing him-

self as a "dirt farmer...at ease in a pen of cattle or a pen of

sheep, but a room full of computers tends to scare me," Mr. Meek

opened his testimony by sketching some of the conditions existing

at this time in agriculture:

...the agriculture industry is eeperiencing some of the
most difficult times since the Great Depression...we
have net these problems in the past by increasing our
efficiencies of production and increasire our volume of
production.
With the decreased emphasis on agriculture research,

both at the U. S. and State level, we have had no maj-
or technological breakthroughs in production agricul-
tere, hence we have reached a point where the average
farmer is unable to improve Ws efficiency enough to
ensure a profit.

Observing that "Increases of production when each unit loses money

simply is not good economics," the witness enumerated three key con-

siderations which must be addressed in increasing marketing effi-

ciency:

1. Since the computer age gives us the tool to collect
and disseminate information about specific segments
of our industry, we now have the capability to know
as much or more about a given agricultural commodi-
ty as do the people with which we trade.
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2. In order to be successful marketers, we must know what
cr:r supply is, where it is, when it is ready to market,
what the cost of production is, and what to exrect the
pre-'uction will be it the ne=r future.

3. With this kind of infcrmation, we can grow, feed, and
breed around potential gluts in the market, and furnish
the consume- with a more even flow of food at a more
stable rrice.

Mr. Meek went on to explain that the rastern Lamb Producers

Cooperative was organized ten years ago "because of our lack of work

in marketing." At that time Virzinia placed 23rd in the United States

in prices received for lambs. A cooperative endeavo- was undertaken

by several groupsUSDA, various state departments of agriculture,

the American Sheep Producers Council, assorted state and col:ntry co-

operative extension services, and local lamb producers--which formed

what was "probably the first c-ganized effort to sell livestock by

electronic means." initially, the telephone system was used, with

econference call"arrangement that allowed buyers to bid on the lambs

at auction while the stock remained on the farms. The process looked

like this:

o The successful buyer then asked for delivery within sev-
en days, which aided him in getting fresh lambs on a day
when he needed them most.

o If the price offered was not acceptcile, the lambs were
still on the farm, undisturbed by the sale, and not ad-
ding to the market slut, which was probably the cause
of the market decline.

o On the date of delivery of lambs that were sold, rep-
resentatives of the state department of agriculture
were on hand to sort and grade the lambs, thereby en-
suring the buyer that the quality of lamb was ao ad-
vertised.

Within two years, due to its excellent acceptance by the buyers,

Virginia moved from 23rd to 1st place when prices were compered; indeed,

they sold their lambs for an average of S2.00 per hundred more than
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the state thot was second. (See Appendix 7)

In 1980, thrcugh a grant from the USDA Agricultural Marketing

Service, the system was "streamlined" to become "the first orFaniza-

tior to sell livestock at auction by computer." Callinr this a "t,ch-

nological breakthrough," Mr. Meek felt that there is the potential

in such a system for improving not only the marketing of livestock,

but grain and other agricultural products.

The computer has made this possible with less cost
and certainly more efficiency than the conference tel-
ephone call. Its use has grown from the initial 30,0n0
head of lambs that we sold two years ago to an estimated
200,000 had that will be sold in 1982.

Lambs are now sold in 22 states, using this system, to packers cover-

ing "an area from San Angelo, Texas to Tororto, Canada and east."

Computer terminals are now being used in plants that have"72 percent

of the kill capacity for lambs in the United States."

The 72ectronic Marketing Association, he averred, has "proven

beyond a doubt that this is a system that will work for all commodi-

ties." Programs have been developed for selling: feeder pigs, slaught-

er cattle, feeder cattle, and 7VA is "in the process of finalizing the

slaughter hog program." Mr. Meek also mentioned that the organization

is wo-king toward joint efforts with a National Livestock Producers

Assocfation.

Our board feels at this time that...we can operate on
our own behalf without the help of the Government grant.
We are certainly appreciative of what it has done in
helping get the program on the way...You helped us in
coming to that conclusion when you told us there was no
more money available, but the goal of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture's Agricultural Marketing Service...
has beer. reached. We have a system that will work and
it is now time for the industry to take it and move for-
ward.
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Meek shifted the thrust of his testimony to tell about

a new inform:tion transfer pro7ram under develomment by the Elec-

troric !larl:ering Association tc benefit the sheep industry, so

the its members can "make production and marketing decisions that

wil aid in the industry's growth and enhance the individual mem-

ber's income." This industry was chosen, he explained, because it

is relatively small and "we surely car learn what the make-up" is.

Speaking as a "grassroots" representative who is "one of that

grow;. of trulu needy when you think of those in which you would like

to eradicate ignorance," the witness stated his belief that the Co-

operative '.":xtensior. Service is "the best tool for dissemination

of information in the world." Not every farmer is goinr to have a

comruter, he said, and added that some do not have telephones as yet.

The availability of computer-supported systems will increase the ef-

fectiveness of the co'7nty extension agent:

',/e can expect him to know where to get that information
that is asked for...This agent, through the use of state
specialists, will be able to ask for information from

. S. specialists.

Furthermore, such a system can be "a tool for sharing,across

state lines, ideas so that each of our states will not be spending

money on similar projects...let's don't do the same thing with this

tremendous system of information and production as we have done in

the past with our commodity production." The 7xtension Service, he

declared, "must be considered as the wheel already built and proven

which will run more smoothly with the grease produced from this new

technology."
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Several marketing conferences at which this system will be des-

cribed ir depth are scheduled for the mnnth of August in Salt Lake

City, Atlant..., Chicago, and Cklahoma City.

Following this testimony, Chairman Browr, asked the witness to

say more about the extent of MA activities, to which the latter

responded that after initially handling lamb marketing activities

ir. Virginia, West Virginia and North Carolina, additional states

have been added: Tennessee, Kentucky, Ohio, and New York. All of

these fall within the purview of the 7aster Lamb Producers Coopera-

tive. A siilar program exists in the Midwest which was developed

by the 74t;ity livestock Market and is called the "Corn Belt Trans-

auction," that also uses the 7MA services.

Although the 7lectronic Marketing Association is at present

a non-p-ofit group, Mr. Meek emphasized in response to a question

along these lines from the Chairman, it may undergo a transition

to a profit-orient?d organization in the future. The capital for

EMA has benn provided by the Lamb producers group, but USDA supported

the development of the computerized system.

Representative Brown spoke of his interest in this type of sys-

tem sponsorship, and recalled the way in which AGM7T function.: at a

university site, after which he observed that:

...your system is a non-profit with a cooperative spon-
sorship and it seems to me that there are opportunities
in the agricultural information field for cooperative
organizations, just as you have your farm coops in the
lamb business.

The Chairman moved to another related topic, pointing out that:
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You raised the point about how this electronic market-
ing has improved the market rice, and presumably there-
fore the profitability of the lamb growing operations as
a result of that. You have pointed out the great change-
ability in the markets for agricultural products, which
is something that disturbs us in this committee in many
areas. The more productive a farmer is and the more he
produces, frequently the less he makes as a result of it.

Ferhaps through the use of an information dissemination system such

as that sponsored by ECIA, there would be a way to "smooth out fluc-

tuations in the market just as a result of the better distribution

of information:"

...so the consumers could be better buyers as a result
of better information about the flow of products and
could be encouraged, for example, when there is a sur-
plus of lamb, to eat more lamb, and that would help to
remove the surplus and stabilize the prices in that
fashion.

Mr. Veek replied that such a result "is our goal in working with

the National Association of Sheep Producers and in developing an

irfornational systRre discussions between the groups have revealed

that:

...we really don't know in advance when these...so-called
rluts of the market will occur, and lamb is a commodity
that we can feed to the market at different times. We

can breed around gluts.
...if we can Rather information from those producers, put
into ar organization owned by those producers [with]in-
formation furnished to them at their cost...they will use
it better than they will the present information that we
get through free governmental sources.

It is the hope of his organization that a "model" can be developed for

use by .other segments of the agriculture industry.

amplification of the testimony or the technology actually employed

by Mr. Meek's group w,.s the next request from Chai-man Brown. Several

salient farts emerged from the witness' response:
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o We are operating on leased time...through a INFONTT

system whereby the packers that have computer termi-
nals car dial into the system at no cost [using]...
an 800 line. This system...is international.

o ...we do our business through a computer terminal,
which is connected to the large comruter...at
Beltsville, Maryland.

o We pay for the time that we use...it costs our pro-
ducers abolA 25 cents a head to market their lambs

.The only cost to the packer who has 'he computer
terminal is the cost of the computer terminal.

With this system, Mr. Meek told the Subemmittee, "we have become

price makers instead of price takers."

Andji the price is not right, we leave the lambs
on the farm until the following week or the week
after that. It has tended to smooth out the peaks
in production.

Asked if the buyer (or "killer") would over like to look at the

lambs being purchased, the witness informed the Chairman that the

state grading services in the participating states are of such ex-

cellence that it is possible to "sell on reputation."

...a buyer will remember forever a load of lambs that does
not do well...We have not had any problems with the pack-
ers wanting to look at the lambs. In fact, our major buy-
er for the lamb shearersin Virginia, West Virginia and
Kentucky is in. Toronto, Canada.

When asked by Chairman Brown if the was more to know about the

technology involved, Kenneth Neel of 9A stressed that their time-share-

system keeps costs down both in terms of overhead for the central facil-

ity and charres for the packers who are using the system terminals.

These users, he said, "have made requests for information-type systems

[tr: which]...they could access inforration using those same little com-

puter terminaLs," which are very portable and can be used in the home

or any location with an electrical outlet.
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!r. !eel re.:urned tc the nubject of international communications:

...the company that we do business with...the 11701=
system, has a worldwide communication where buyers in
this country could interact with buyers not only with-
in a day's time but within a second's time.

Chairman %.ovr., in continuing this discussion, maintained that once

suer terminal is available, there is virtually no linit to the kind

of data bases which be accessed. "It becomes a matter," he noted,

"of understanding the multitude of resources t'-at are available through

that terminal." The rentability of such terminals of'ers a number

of orticns:

Actually, any dirt farmer who has electricity and a tele-
phune line could be educated to use a portable terminal
...hook it in and get the information he wanted, and his
local extension agent could help him to understand the
uses of it or even make it an opportunity for another
'business, renting terminals tc those who didn't want to
buy a terminal.

The final witness before the Subcommittee was Dr. Leis A. Brans-

ford, Vice President for Flanning and Development at the Public Service

Satellite Consortium (PSSC. After noting that he originally came from

a rural village in no-thern !ew !lexico, "where we could never grow any-

thing," he described the FSSO as "an international membership organi-

zation which was created tc encourage and facilitate appropriate use

of sa'ellites and other telecommunications technology for public ser-

vice." Its membership includes more than 110 organinations in the

fields of health and medicine, education, public broadcasting, libraries,

state telecommunications and religious communications.

7*aring the past seven years, the witness commented, PSSC has been

involved:
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...in a number of rural telecommunications projects,
inr from studies of rural telecommunications needs to actu-
al demonstrations of advanced technology in rural communi-
ties. Although th. focus of OUT work in rural communica-
tions has been in the PockyMount, s, Appalachia, and Al-
aska, %JP choose to define rural e broadly.

Illustrative of the first type of endeavor, he said, was a sec-

ond year of a study on telecommunications requirements in the Pacific

Basin, an area which "shares many of the characteristics and needs of

sparsely populated areas in the United States."

Dr. Bransford went on to say that his focus would be on"satellites,"

but asked that his listeners share' the view that these constitute a

"pipelin. that can carry video, audio, and data."

...the typical satellite, an RCA satellite or a Western
Union satellite, has 24 transponders. A transponder might
be the equivalent of a video channel...[and could] provide
1,9W0 to 1,200 vcice lines...or carry from 50 to 60 mil-
lion bits of data per second.

The PSSC definition of "rural" includes "communities with popu-

lations under 2,500 and usually some distance from a population center."

liany of the city services in such communities are "limited or non-

existent," he continued, inclding"medical care, education, economic

development, public facilities, R7 enter'

Th're is a cause and eff, rel<

shortages and isolation, ':therwiL .efined

inability to reach and communicate with eac:
veniently, be it video or be it data.

le

Oftentimes, it is a "hardship for people to vet to town or to access

information," and impediments include bad roads, inadequate public

transportation, and prohibitive costs. Dr. Bransford told of meeting

one of the leaders on a Navajo reservation who defined communications
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as his 'Ford pickup, a tan' cf gas, and LC' miles of bad road."

A "clmato cf choice" has be.en engendered by improved communi-

cations which can diminish isolation by making inform.tion avail-

able to those in remote areas. The "fortunate few" it rural Ameri-

ca can either move elsewher., or wait for better communications capa-

bilities tc come the:r way. The "rural poor" ar" less fortunate,

and while they may decide to move, "where dc they go and what do they

do?" "The decade cf the seventies witnessed technological advanced

in th. U. S. which vastly increased productivity in almost every area

of human endeavor," Dr. Bransford asserted, and telecommunications

tperno:cgy was no exception.

Pal areas fared less well than urban and suburban entities, but

most dwellers do have television, if with"fewer channels and generally

speaking...poor quality."

o ...including -.rvices from translators and cable,
the typical =al household receives only 50 to
EU percent of television sienals received by its
urban counterparts.

o ...public television is usually whet rural communi-
ties do not receive.

Cahle systems with satellite earth stations have commenced to create

"small, ad hoc rural networks" in a few regions. Some short-term

demonstrations have shown the potential of advanced telecommunications,

but these--often funded by the U. S. governmentended when, money was

curtailed.

Turn'ng to telephone service for rural America, Dr. Pransford

informed ..is audience that the Bell systemwith its 22 operating

companies--"currently serves 80 percent of the U. S. populatihn,

spread over less than half of the S. eeoeraphy." By comparison,
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"some It:TO independent telephone companies serve 20 percent of

the ro-ulatiom and about two-thirds of thn geography." 'he wit-

ness reminded the Subcommittee that with the "imminent changes"

affecting ATF,T, "those whc are now underserved probatly be

the last to be served," for:

As with any new venture, the private sector is re-
luctant to invest when the -ate of return or invest -
mart is low or is deemed insufficient.

Striking a more optimistic note, Dr. Bransford said that the

"prospects for telecommanications, particularly satellite communi-

catfons, lock promising for rural areas:"

You inject low power television...direct broadcast sat-
ellite service, and satellite-fed cable service, and
rural telecommunications makes a quantum leap.

Ample evidence exists, he observed, that "this technology can pro-

vide needed services and entertainment far more effectively and

efficiently than current methods:"

In Alaska, for example, it has been demonstrated that
in emergency situations paraprofessionals can use tele-
communfcations to obtain guidance from physicians, guid-
ance that would otherwise not be available. One radio
physician can consult and direct as many as 50 parapro-
fessionals, each of whom could oversee separate villages
of 100 to 200 people.

Other examples of note, in medically-related areas of endeavor:

o American. College of Radiology, which successfully
has demonstrated that X-rays can be transmitted
via satellite.

o University of Colorado has used satellite technol-
ogy to transmit the data necessary to perform a
CAT-scan.

7nterteinment programming has made advances "through such ser-

vices as Home Box Office, t".SFN, CNE--,ed Turner's program from At-

lanta--and others."
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"-hP chalenre to rural areas then is to estahlish a tele-

oommunira.irrs network v'-4c'- is flexible_,_ affordable, and which

oPr ad-i::.tel- reach ever .h. hon isolate.. viewers." Dr. Brans-

ford co-tended that ormmunioations si,tellites offer "a natural

sol:ticn to rural 'elecommun4cations needs," and unlike land-based

communfoatihns links (i. e., microwaves and cable) are "distance-

insensibive."

costs r1,. nor. to transmit a signal from Vash-
fneton to Los Angeles, plus 100 or 200 other locations
tnat have earth staticrs, than 4t does to transmit
from 'Oashington to Pichmond...and where it is approp-
riato and economical, satel"te services can be coo-
bin-d with cable, microwave, or even the phone to reac.i
alnost any audience.

Eransford's n-'xt topic was "direct broadcast satellite ser-

vice," a technical development that has 'stimulated more interest,

both within the industry and with the general public."

:here is sorethinp exciting about the concept of a
tiny antes -a, -.wc to three feet in diameter, cost-
i-p 300 to !i500, located perhaps on one's roof,
ricking ut signals directly from a satellite.

He continued exposition of the DES role, stating that it:

...offers the same potential augmentations of con-
ven'ional broadcast services as cable, more channels
and greater diersity of prorram material, and not
just video.

DES wr-:ld find itself "in competition with cable "i" some areas, he

predicted,saying that "where cable can be installed for S5oo or

less Ter home, it dins on eYery count.:

o the number of channels availale
b the capability for local programming
o the availability for handling both broadcast and

"on- broadcast programs
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It was the opinion of Dr. Bransford that since it will cost more than

5500 to prepare a home for reception, "DBS will b4 the preferred

distribution vehicle in many rural communities."

A new type of earth station--a "one-way, receive-only data

conmunications unit"--then was discussed by this witness, who

emrhasized that it "will enable users to access any one of several

data bases:"

You activate the system by phore w-,1 the information
is transmitted via satellite, high spned transmission,
directly to the user. It avoids the high cost of trans-
mitting via satellite from the user premises but yo" have
the benefits cf high screed, on-line return, at a very
modest charge.

Bransford then quoted the FCC Chairman, Nark Fowler, as claiming

that "direct broadcast satellites represent a long -range approach

to rrovi-'ing more services to rural areas." 'he witness maintained

that "there may be more regulatory than marketplace barriers to the

expansio- o' TIPS fr, rural areas; however, new technology and the

right combina on of regulatory controls could ensure that expan-

sion occurs i- the near future." It should be rated that the recent

regarding DES activities, as discussed in Chapter II, re-

inforces the perceptions of Dr. Bransford.

The potential for a "hybrid system"--low power television, DBS,

cable, with a satellite con-ection--has been viewed by many as the

best service pro.:ider for rural America, he noted, but "there must be

a la-re enough revenue base ir such market.s tc support local Trorram-

ci- ." stressed that "lcck of local rrograrlminr capahilitt. is

r-ob.ah2: the risicr weaknes" of DES."

47.)
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"A key advantage to satellite systems," Dr. Bransford an-

nounced, "is that they are flexible:"

New points can be added to a network by installing
ar earth station, without regard to the difficulties
of distance and terrain which...plague the installa-
tion of terrestrial systems...satellite carriers pro-
vide more flexible interconnection arrangement:, to
owners of local networks than terrestrial carriers.

After commenting that "for years translators have provided

simult...neous retransmission of television signals received fror full-

power UHF or VHF stations tc rural areas," Dr. Bransford talked about

a "new breakthrough," low powered televisior or "LPTV." This is a

new, pnpanded service which will:

...allow ,any television stations to originate their
on programs and carry advertising or charge subscrip-
tion fees.

:.ore than 5,000 applications have been submitted for such services,

to be supplied throuph low powered television stations, which are ex-

pected to "stimulate program:Ang delivered by satellite, especially

to rural areas." The witness ou-stioned the fparihility of much

local prorassming fror a sirrle low powered television station, but

professed b-lief that "regional chains could pet enough revenue to

support a regioral rrorram," which is "where the coon concept would

apply."

Dr. Prarsford next Oescribed other technologies under develop-

ment, which are worth roting:

1. ...bandwidth compression, essentially using less
bandwidth tc transmit a video signal...motivated
by the high cost of video broadcasting ard the -eed
to ensure that the is enough transponder capaci-
t to meet the demand in transmission, particularly
of video, although it doe. s have applications for
audio and data.
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2. Th. design and manufacturing of earth stations
has followed a path similar to that of computers:
smaller packaies, lower cost, yet more capacity
...this is a function of the new high powered sat-
ellites and the dramatic growth of the industry.

3. The technology of fiberoptics also allows several
extensions of services terrestrially which are eith-
er very difficult or impossible to accomplish today.
Fiberoptics has wide bandwith capacity within a small
physical srace. It is immune from interference, both
electromagnetic and radio. It has low attentuatior.
...is not a'fected by the weather...is lightweLght
...non-radiating, and it is becoming less costly.

e pursued the latter point with this statement:

This mea-s that it is technically and economically feasi-
ble tr bring video services into the he which coulr' not
b. there before. It will be possible to brine a larger
number of TV charnels are other interactive services to
whole communities es fitaroptics b'coie more readily a-
vailable.

:r spite of the many identifiable advantages and "glowing pros-

pects," Dr. Rransford uneerscored the fact that a rural telecommuni-

cations network has not beer, established, and gave these reasons:

c [lack of a] demand for a specific set cf communica-
tions services...sufficient to induce a commercial
surplier tc offer the proposed combination of ser-
vices at the riaht rrice.

o [lack of] population density...and subscription po-
tential...fewer voices coming from rural America trans-
lates into unattrantive markets.

o Certain, public services are not desired cr required be-
cause people are not aware that they are available or
it has not been feasible to provide such services.

Among the problem areas previously unattended but now capable of be-

ing dealt with through the use of space technology: disaster relief,

search and rescue, and monitoring of water supplies or forest fires.

"Only public demand," the witness emphasized, "will stimulate change"

in many of these potential act'vity areas.
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Hvconomic considerations "must, be looked at realistically, Dr.Brans-

ford said, and those concerned with the role of telecommunications

for rura: communities must not became preoccupied with entertain-

ment, improved health and educat:onal service, cr access to informa-

tion, ncr ignore two related questions:

1. Would it make a difference if we considered a rural
telecomnunications network from an economic perspec-
tive?

2. Can we defend an economc argument for improving
telecommunications in rural America?

In lieht of the fact thet the average size of a farm has decreased

in the last decade while the number of farms has increased, it is

possible, he stated, that with modern telecommunications:

...we can keep smaller farms alive by providing them
access to informaton, as has been well demonstrated,
and perhaps help them renain competitive.

Shifting his emphasis to the role of computers on farms, Pr.

Bransford arreed with earlier testimony which rated that their pres-

ence was "not uncommon," but that "connectivity to relevant software

is and expensive using existing landlines."

:f we could justify a satellite link, and the average
farmer could interface his farm computer to the state
extension office, or any one of the agricultural, vet-
erinary or forestry colleges in the United States...
the possitilty of decreasing the cost of operation
or increasing productivity would become evident.

Pe spoke in Fassing of his personal experience with the mining

industry in New ;lexico, which attracted skilled workers "who were

able to bring their families because they provided health 3er-ices,

educational Trorrams, and entertainment electronically."

Dr. Rransford chose, it the next portion of his testimony, to

share informetior shout the American Feeder Pig Cooperative tele-
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auction system. He told how pigs in feed lots--in Minnesota, North

Dakota, and Visconsin--are auctioned via telephone to buyers who

convene at elevators and other locations, primarily in the Midwest.

The Cooperative asked PSSC to help "exanine the requirenents and costs

tc develop a tale- auction but with video capabilities,"with ar objec-

ti7e of increasing tie sale of pigs and expanding the auction nation-

wide or even internationally. The FSSC resronse featured the pos-

sible use of:

...a transportable satellite uplink, [such as] a Winne-
bee° ran...(with] an antenna on the roof. You could
drive that from feed lot to feed lot and provide auc-
tion services live from the lots. Receive-only termi-
nals would be located at elevators, commodity markets,
processing plants throughout the country, where inter-
ested buyers would co-vane to bid on the pies...there
seers to he something exciting about being able to see
something that you are bid'ling on. It might also pro-
vide an alternative to the grading practice.

The economic implications of such a tele-auction network: "increased

sales," plus more jobs due to the operation and maintenance of the

uplirk and. downlink facilities.

Another example of how telecommunications can affect the econ-

omy of a community, the Trempealeau County Felloge Project, was then

cited by the witness. In this instance, a teacher in one school can

teach students in a nur.ber cf other schools, and some schools slated

for closine remained in operation. Inte-estingly, this project was

featured ir congressional hearings or rural telecommunications dur-

ine the 95th Congress, at which time the initiative taken by the

eoterr. fxramunioLtions Cooperative in raining Federal sup-

port under theVicacional 7ducation Act of 196E (Public Lav SG- 76)

and the Rural Development Act of 1972 (''ublic Law 92-419) led to
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a demonstration pruject that brought broadband linkage of a two-way

nature between eight schools in Trempealeat County.

A cautionary note was sounded by Dr. Brensford at this point

in his presentation, when he said that "communications does not

guarantee development. It cannot breed instant wealth."

...but it does provide a synthesizing tool, a cata-
lyst for change, an opportunity which can brighten
tre prospects for citizens cf rural America.

Three conditions have been enunciated by a FSSC economist who is

workirg on the Facific Basin project, he said, which must be ful-

"illed if companies to locate their facilities in rural U. S.

areas:

I. the right kind of transportation must be available;
2. sufficient rashers of F.eople must be available to be

. employed; and
3. sufficient appropriate co:munications capability

must be available.

Once agnir Dr. Bransford iterated his core question:

':.'hat ther will it take tc establish a viable rural

elecommunications network to surrort needs and re-
gcireents of rural Are ^_e, agriculture being but
one or the

'wt. important actions must occur, he judged:

o First, people will have to become aware of the po-
4entials o" telecommunications and will have to be-
come comfortable with the technology in their ev-
eryday lives.

o c',econdly, institutions will have to be adjusted, or
new ones created, to focus on telecommunications'
Flannirg end Lislementation.

Continuing, Dr. Bransford said that most entertainment and ncn-

ontertainrent telecommunications services. -with the latter inslud-

ing"sontincing education-related services"--will have to be con-

jointly packaged...to attract many rural areas," and'ar"means
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"in the hundreds." The difficult;: of assembling a "combination of pro-

grams or i-formation as appropriate to 7ural Artilachia as it is tc

the northern F'ooky nountains" would be difficult, he admitted.

Another faoet of the problem, Dr. 9ransford went on, would be

the "legalities" of establishing functional linkages between cable

mcmTanies and the independent telephone companies which serve most

rural communities.

?resent regulations prohibit a single owner from con-
trolling bot'. the cable TV franchise and the telephone
cororany in a community. Althol:gh waivers are available
in co:--unities whe-e competitive provision of telephone
a-d cable television services is not feasible, the FCC's
case -by -case approach and waiver criteria may have dis-
co :rafted new development.

Two vital considerations were propounded by the witness, which

constitute the "bottom line" in this area of potential development:

1. ;:ntil reo7le have a chance to experience the advan-

tages of telecommunications, they will not be willing
tc invest money in unknovn,complicated equipment.

2. licreove-, until rural America has a taste of the ben-
efits cf telecommunieations, the demand necessary to
attract. comae -vial financing is not likely to be gen-
erated. 'It seems imnerative that someone or the out-
side the initial imretus.

Since "stable financial support" is a sine qua non, there have

been those who have argued that "governMent subsidization is necessary

to establish the system, but tie+ once the system exists, recurring

venue from operational services would engender a self-supporting

enterprise." Dr. Bransford, in support of this position, then in-

dicated that "suhsidization, whethe- in the form of a direct grant

or tax advantages, will he necessary to foster new avenues of communi-

cations technology for rural America."
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In amplification of this stance, he constructed this underpinning

of reasoning:

o First and foremost, a government-suplorted program
could provide the impetus necessary to establish re-
gional planning bodies for rural satellite telecom-
muncations systems. Throl,gh this process, compre-
hensive and coordinated planning could be undertaken
to ensure services that are most effective and ef-
ficient.

o Second, direct cr indirect government support will
be necessary for the acquisition and installation of
hardware, either by a private comrany or a public
body.

The witness want on to acknowledge that regardless of the app-oach

that is taken, "proposals for new budget expenditures or tax in-

centiveswill so.:ewhat less than popular during a time of severe

budget crises."

Thrnug E historical example, Dr. Rrensford then sought to show

how government i-vestment in a public service area--in this instance

the railroad expansion of the mid-18008--was repaid with interest,

and 'thrcugh the substantial expansion cf the tax base, had realized

an enormcl:s gain on i's original investment." Space development offers

a similar orTortunity at present, he indicated:

The most conservative estimates ranee from four to six
dollars returned on each dollar invsted in spece tech-
nology. When one includes the many industries initiated
by the research and development work carried out during
the Apollo p-ogram, in particular, estimates ziump to
520.0 for each dollar invested.

Ard to furth.r unders^ore the investment rotential of such technology,

Bransford noted that revenues from corm:unications satellites "al-

ready exceed one billion dollars p.r year and !-E. Rypected to :tore

than dm:ble b7 19E5, growing t7 a fac-cr cf th!rty by the end cf the

certury." L 19E2,"thn to-al communications marketplace .ill exceed
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eloc. billion," "-e stated, with a tax base increase potential that is

"phenomenal."

With the capability to serve all of America with "the best and

brightest of telecommunications delivery systems," the extent to

which these are extended to "those who are traditionally last in

line will depend or three fundamental factors,"according to Dr.

Bransford:

1. government policy that fosters delivery to and for
rural areas;

2. the development of appropriate technology to de-
liver services: and

3. the degree to which rural populations demand ser-
vices and show that they can pay for them.

For assumptions were predicated at this juncture regarding the

establishment of a rural telecommunictions network:

o ...rural markets can be aggregated
...needs can be well articulated

o ...demand is sufficient to support various tele-
communicatiors systems

o ...satellites, when coupled with complementary
technology such as cable or low poered televi-
sion, ca- provide transmission service et a mod-
est cost tc rural America

The responsibility of government, as set forth ir this final

portion of Dr. Bransford's testimony, is defined in these words:

hat we await, then, are government programs and poli-
cies that will actively protote improved telecommunica-
tions services for rural America.

...it will be important to foster new efforts, includ-
ing research and development by appropriate government
agencies, as well as le'ting industry explore the market.

One obvious danger is that too laissez-faire an atti-
tude on the part of government, under the vise -L.r dereg-
ulation, might mean decreased services to rural America.
Left com71,-,ly to marketplace equations, sparsely settled
areas will be at a disadvantage.
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After commenting that LT. Pransford had presented a "truly

exciting picture of the future of rural America under a fully de-

veloped electronic communications set-up," Chairman Brown asked for

information about Japanese efforts to develop and market equipment

that "would fit i-to this need for low-cost satellite television

communication." Dr. Pransford responded that their advances are in

the use cf "very small earth stations...predicated on their satel-

lite systems that are high frequency...(in the] 30-20 gigahertz

range." The United States, the witness noted, has not funded P & D

efforts in this area.

Representative Brown then asked if Dr. Bransford foresaw "any

difficulties arising out cf the shlrtage of orbital slot allocations"

in the light of a "massive increase" in the numbers of satellites.

"There is a parking problem in space," was the reply. Certain facts

must be kept in mind, the witness observed:

o At the present time, they tend to locate satellites
four degrees apart.

o There is discussion taking place now tc locate them ;at]
either three degrees or two degrees spacing.

o All of the parking slots are asked for (inj...the
C-band frequency.

o [In] the higher frequencies there are some still
available, but...we share that spectrum with all
ether countries in this hemisphere.

o ...the FCC in the last year has approved.the launch
of 20 or 25 and...the construction of 20 or 25 new
satellites...some will be replacements...(or]at
higher frequencies.

Returning to the earlier commentary by Dr. Bransford about the

mining company in New Mexico which attrac*ed employees by providing

various benefits, including access to entertainment Lncl educational

offerings, via telecommunications, the Chairman asked:
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...do you see any indications that le development
of a fully implemented, so-histicated rural tele-
communications capability, which would provide a
whole range of data, entertainment, and so forth,
would lead to any change in the settlement pat-
terns in this country?

There is already evidence of some movement away
from cities 'hack to rural areas. Do you see this
as being influenced by the greater availability of
a mo-e adequate rt.ral telecommunications capability?

Noting that there has ben "somewhat of an urban flight phenomenon,"

Dr. Bransford remarked that there would be an "effect on settlement

cf outlying areas when you know that health, education, and enter-

tainment services are readily available."

Cne of the problems of developing comprehensive support sys-

t'ens in rural America has be-n "the lack of local programm'ng care-

bility,"Chairman Brown stated, as well as "the lack of ability to

aggrega-e markets for large-scale, more sophisticated kinds of com-

munications services."

I am reminded of the similar problems that we have had
in prior generations, beginning with rural electrifica-
tion and then rural telephone, in which the Federal Gov-
ernent encouraged and provided assistance in the forma-
tion of rural electric coops which went into rural tele-
phones, and some of which, I understand, are now actually
going into other forms of services.

"Dc you 5.e this as a posritag model...for the Federal Government

tc provide assistance in the expansion of rural telecommunications

services...[through a] rural cooperative venture, locally owned and

controlled by membe-s of the cooperative and perhaps networked on a

regional basis ?" Dr. Bransford responded that this "is the only

way we are going to justify any tyre of local program:.ing...It will

sc:-e coorerative efforts, and I think the coop concept is

the vehicle to bring it about."
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with this final exchange, the second session of the formal

hearing was concluded, and Chairman Brown notified all participants

in the six discussion groups that their findings would be presented

at a plenary afternoon session in the Subcommittee chambers.
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VII. HIGHLIGF7S CC:7SNTAFY: WOPKSFCR CA APPLICA-

TioNS CF CO=' F-EAS7D Irn2F!!!.-:c.N SYS"7:S AN S7FuTC7S Tr AGPi-

CLI-77, MY 1962

an introductory to his statement opening the final session

of the cozbinea heartng and technical workshop, the afternoon of

Na;: 20, Chairman George ?'own., Jr. again thanked the more than

10; individuals who had participated in the workshop discussion

proups. Indicating that the "gist cf the recommendations and

findinys"would be of much value, he informed the atterr'ees that

they would be used:

c ...as a basis for future policy actions involving
legislation or other matters [and]

o ...as a forn of education for the Congress as to
the developments which are taking place in this
ertremely important area.

Constituting the six discussion groups were persons from the

fa -ring coran:unity, academe, Federal and State yovernment, associa-

tions, the media, and the corporate world, all of whom voluntarily

gave cf their time and energy to come up with ideas and insights

that would he useful to the Subcommittee. The workshop topical

areas were categorized thusly:

Group 1 -- Private Sector Information Services
Group 2 -- Government Information Services: Man-

agement and Marketing
Group 3 -- Government Information Field Operations
Group 4 -- User Requirements
Grour 5 -- System Implementation: Pardware installa-

tion, Training, Maintenance, Software and
Cate File Modification

Group 6 -- Present and 7rojected Technology
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The initial oral summary presentation was made by Ray Daniels,

Vice President for Agriculture at Chase econometrics, located in

Bala Cynwd, Fennsylvania, who served as the leader of Group 1.

Accompanying him vas the group rapporteur, Gerald Sophar of

the Field and Special frograms Division at the USDA National Agri-

cultural Library.

Mr. Daniels first spoke of "information as a national resource,"

and nc'ed that in this decade a great deal of"analysis and planning"

would be required or the part of the farming community in order to

achieve the desired"productive efficiency." Integral to achieving

this should be the selective "application of computer-based infor-

mation and systems." In approaching its task, the discussion group

divided the topic cf private sector information systems into five

areas:

1. maintenance and collection of primary data
2. data accessibility
3. ccm:sunications systems...responsibility of

public and private sectors
computer hardware systems

5. value-added information

Although the focus of Group 1 was on the roles and responsibili-

ties rf the private sector, there were many mandatory comments regard-

ing public sector charges and contributions. First, Mr. Daniels re-

ported, the discussion centered on the public sector's "investment"

in data, and its continued role as the "original source of irforma-

tion collection and maintenance." Source data derived from the private

sector would have its credibilit7!--quality, accuracy, and completeness- -

questioned. Another problem: "the private sector would tend to want
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proprietary ownership of original data, thus restricting its avail-

etility tc other competitors, universities, and government agencies."

The public sector entity responsible for collecting such data should,

therefore, provide to potential users information under certain guide-

lines:

o computer-readable or at least hard copy
form...uniformly formatted and readily accessible.
...should not be contracted out to private sources
since such contracts reduce the competitive advan-
tage of different priv:te agencies and could in-
crease the cost to public research institutions.
...care shoul._ oe taken not to sole source the data
to one private computer comranv which could force
users to may royalties and other user fees.
...make the data available to all parts of the count-
ry, to both puhlic 'and private sectors, usin the
latest state-of-the-art communications systems.

Cr the letter point, the discussants realized that there are many areas

in rural America where telephone service does not alley the transmis-

sion of computerized data, which would indicate a move to satellites

cr othe- telecommunications systems. And whereas such systems "should

remain i- he putlic domain so they will be accessible to everyone,

oom-uner hardve-e delivery systems...should be purchased by the end

user."

"7alue-added information," reflecting"human expert interprnta-

tion and the repackaging of data; should be a shared responsibility,

the group decided. At this point, a cardinal tenet vas agreed upon:

The profit motive will be the primary force determining
the private sector provides to rural America.

tree rutlic sector must, however, "develo: a consistent set of stand-

ards fc- evaluating that informati.cn should be provided...but not]

vi thou'_ determining its value" according to sone cons'stent criteria.
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Coupled with that recommendation was the belief that no information

be destroyed which could be used for research purposes.

Group 1 then juxtaposed recommendations as to the roles w'.ich

t,'Ip two sectors should fulfill in offering various products and

services:

o The private sector will thus provide user systems to
the rural community only in...those market segments
where volume or numbers of users would provide an
equitable return on investment.

o he public sector will need to assist in fulfilling
the needs of the smaller farmer or other sectors
which are not economically feasible for the private
sector.

?'elated to the identified private sector resporsibility (above) was

the opinion that it should "assist small businesses in developing

software programming systems for small farmers."

Next, :r. Daniels explained, his group has dealt with the

"data and information systems requirements of rural America," classi-

fying them in this way:

1. Financial data, such as individual recordkeeping and
cost analysis;

2. 7nterprise planning [inc]uding]...what inputs to use,
how much to use;

3. ?uying and selling information; and
7,om7uterized monftoring of the [farm] production sys-
ten and equipment...amount of wa'er needed? Are the
tractor blades deep enough! Is the hired worker on the
job or asleep?

A cluster of questions were articulated within the group which

focused on the development of information support systems, and access

tc th. files therein:

*,.no owns rub- :c-developed systems such as AG=
c 7.ould a privet company to the Uriversity cf Ne-

braska or othe- public agencies and obtain these pro-
grams and systems?

c i' be legal for the private sector to by such.
Tb;blic sector pro-rams'
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-he basic policy issue cf whet should be the "competitive nature

of pu'p.lic institutions in deve:.oping and marketing comercial sys-

tens" prompted a series of 'questions from the Group 1 participants:

1. D- such institutions charge ful: price in their de-
velopment on are they subsidized?

2. Do local small businesses have the right to use those
public institution computers a'c, the same price in order
to ocrapete?

connn-tion with this second point, it was noted that "excluding

labor, the largest cost in developing software packages is the com-

puter." 'f the small entrepreneur cannot use public institution

computers, then he may not be able to compete.

Still other questions were raised anent the sccr. and nature

of public institution development and operation of comp-ter-supported

services:

o Is it not the resronsibility of the public sector, such
as =A, to rrovide the private sector with the same
data in the same readal-le form, and in the same timely
man-er, as FAS does for AG17.7?

o Should public agencies be allowed to use public funds
to er.hance private company software systems, data of-
ferings, or user friendly languages without making
them available to ryone?

o DoPs the pblic secevetor have the right to zrovide spe-
cific pro,n-as on specific micro-camputera for farm-
ers without doing it on all micro-computers?

The issue of legal ownership of p-ivatp programs, data, and soft-

ware developed in the public and private sectors may also become a

"critical constraint to public and Frivate industry investment in

the decade ahead," rcrorted Hr. Daniels:

For example, if I spend r-.5 million developing a system,
dc 7 not have a right to own it? Ownership of computer
software is not very clear. Fatent lays on comPuter
software are very confusing.
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"Data base ownership" is another important issue that was ad-

dressed. If a company takes , overnment-developed data base and

places on the corporate system, perhaps reformatted for use in

preparing charts and graphs, does the company' now have proprietary

ownership?

Another issue discussed within Group 1 concerned the "quality

cf computer systems:"

Are we not seeing empt computers offered to farmers
which require more programming ability than he has?
: ran into thet !problem] before I came into private
business...at the university I had no programmers.
7 now require one programmer for every economist. I

dc, not think the farmer can affor,' that kind of staff-
ing cost to develop his programs.

!!r. Daniels also reflected on the question of whether the com-

p;:ter is being oversold: "I think we need to face reality that micro-

comr-ters are not going tc do everything...wil) the7- pet the job done

for which they were purchased?"

Group 1 also felt that universities involved in develoring and

managing information services should 'check closely with their law

schools," inasmuch as there may he some "maneuvers d'ring the decade

ahead with respect to computer systems and data ownership." Yet an-

other area of importance, in the judgment of the discussants, regarded

protection cf users' personal information. "What type of protection

will the com'any offer a user?"

"uc final issues surfaced which merited mention to the Subcom-

mittee:

1. Fricing cf public data...How should it be priced if
it was developed in the pub1ic sector?

2. "fforts should also be made to arrive at common com-
puter languages; also more disclosures as to the com-
plexity of systems offered.
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The g' -u; rapporteor, Sophar, remind, audience that

while most of the commentary thus far had been within the "individual

farmer" frame of reference, that "almont eve 'hinr that is stated

here also applie' to the problems of small oc;m:lunities."

Chairman Brown remarked that "many of the questions you raised

her- are questions which have been or need to be raised in broader

areas of the information field:"

o ...we are gapplinr with the question of who has
the rights to publicly-supported research in many
different areas.

o There is the question of the conditions under which
it should be licensed if Al patent is developed as
a result of...pUblicly-supported research.

o ...right now [there is] the question of whether we
should turn over to the private sector some of the
information systems that have been developed...the
rational Technical Information Service, for example.

After listening to these observations and Pepresentative Brown's

declaration that "',Je are rethinking the role of Government in a num-

ber cf areas of this sort," Daniels announced that one important

issue had not been included in the previous summarization:

...as the private sector tries to rbve in [this area],
does it have the right to move toward proprietary own-
ership? This ownership reduces freedom of information.
...If they do, then we are going to restrict trade...
the free flow of information is essential to proper
busine: development in the small computer area.

He went or to say that

...in my business we are traveling throughout the world
trying to get proprietary ownership of industry data or
specific country's data, so we can develop an edge on
the compet:-.ion.

Cnce I have the data base cn a proprietary basis, my
competitior cannot put it in his system. A lot of this
is being done. I that this is a very serious ques-
tion when you talk about moving the original public data
tc a sole source private company. That really will be-
come a constraint of trade.
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Appearing Dercre the ttee to present the oral summary

for 3roup 2 (Government Information Services: Management and Market-

were the rroup leader, :tr. F.'119: F. Lanpher, Program Leader with

the l:SDA Farm Management. '',xtensior Service, and Parold Walker, a Farm

Management tbitension Specialist at Virginia Polytechnic Institute

rd State Uriversity, the grop rapporteur who would explain the

findings and recommendations.

Yalker opened his statement by noting that there was a

strong feeling within the group--comprised of"approximately 20

people from Federal and State governments, land grant universities,

private consultants, and the media"--that "not enough is known ahout

whether electronic technology can he used effectively to serve the

small and limited resource farmers and other rural groups." It was

the consensus that a study be made:

o ...tc determine alternative possibilities of serving
this clientele with computerized information systems.

o ...tc also consider how each alternative approach
would fit into Federal, Staten, and local programming
efforts, whether by the public or private sector.

C.rtimisn was eylreosed within the group that this technology might

'e used to "strengthen the already proven paraprofessional type of

rograms."

It was belie-ed, the spokesman said, that "if funding were not

a Frohlem, the mechanisms for using computer technology could be de-

veloped" for the identified users. The"need for good software"was

delineated early in the disuussions, and those involved contended

that:
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Land grant institution personnel need to develop at
least prototype or minimal amounts of software that
fully and accurately incorporate subject matter for
particular decision-making situations. This soft-
ware should be available to the general public.

Gontinui-g on this theme, the grow stated that private firms should

be "deeply involved in the direct delivery and servicing of the soft-

ware to the end user." Farmers need help in making key decisions a-

bow! the purchase of management and marketing software or requisite

hardware, and they can be aided by receiving "objective and unbiased

information from the land grant college system."

Few farmers are capable today of evaluating the pros
and cons cf what is being offered in this field of new
technology. Farmers continue to look to the Cooperative
ts.xtension Service for their educational assistance as
they have done over the past years as new technology has
been introduced.

The matter of educational assistance was one of prime concern

to Group 2, which cited a "vast need" for helping farmers learn how

tc effectiv=ay utilize software in making management and marketing de-

cisions.

o This goes far beyond the training needed for the
routine procedural and mechanical manipulation of
operating computer hardware.

o Most farmers want assistance in determining ap-
propriate and accurate input data that fits into
their farm situation.

o They then need substantial educational assistance
to interpret the program output and how to imple-
ment this plan into their business.

o There usually is a need to change some or many of
the coefficients that have been vend and rerun
the computer pro'r.ram for best results. This pro-
vides information on the sensitivity of the out-
put to the coefficient changes.

c This process requires substantial one-on-one types
of educational assistance.
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Several resources exist which car, be utilized to fulfill such ac-

tivities, M. Walker reported: the Cooperative ,b tension Service,

private or coop organizations, :'arm business managomert associations,

and private consultants.

The discussants then considered a number of special programs or

proects which may hav- to be developed "for those who cannot afford

to pay" for the more advanced services. Of particular concern was

the quality of telephone service in many rural areas. "Party lines"

still exist in many states, especially in rural areas, and these

are "unacceptable for data quality needs since there is no method

for koepinr other party line users from picking up their phones

when they desire."

Such action terminates data transmission, at worst, and
results in garbled transmission at best. The "last
mile" subscribers on these telephone lines can forget
data transmission completely.

Mr. %talker reported that one state represented in Group 2 had GS

percent of its rural telephones in the "unsuitable for data trans-

mission" category. He went on to say that alternative methods of

transmission, suc as microwave or satellite, are "extremely ex-

pensive." To better understand this critical area, it was recom-

mended that:

...a feasibility study be conducted to determine how
services can be provided to rural America or whether
such services could be provided and means of finan-
cing such services.

Also, the question was posed: "Is lerislation ne-ded to require

son. minimum level of transmission Quality to rural areas?"
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The attention of the group then shifted to the roles and re-

sponsibilties of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, beginning with

ar enunciation of its function "to collect and disseminate informa-

tion on agriculture and rural America." Originally, USDA collected

much of such information for internal use, but made it available to

Statesusually in printed formupon request. Formats differed be-

tween agencies and divisions. With the advent of electronic tech-

nology, certain ccnditions must be recognized:

o ...these data bases were made available to States
in the existing formats.

o Pecipients face the task of trying to retrieve in-
formation from numerous sources within USDA with no
consistency of format or method. Some attempts pro-
duce less than desirable results.

O USDA staff have been very cooperative in working with
individuals in the States who want this information,
Rut in most cases persons wanting the information must
be well versed in computers.

o ...in many cases information wanted probably is in
different, divisions or agencies within USDA and on
dfffer-nt computer systems.

Several changes could be made within USDA to alleviate these

difficulties said the group through its spokesman:

1. ...the adoption of a common data base management sys-
tem for all of USDA-type information.

2. ...change the retrieval systems so that they are more
user friendly.

3. ...channel all access to USDA information through a
central computer that functions as a clearinghouse
type of system. Pach agency then could continue to
use their different computers and their different
methods, but users would be relieved of learning
the different protocols and different user numbers
and accounts that must be established at the pres-
ent time.

4. ...add the ability to scan USDA information to re-
duce the need to print large quantities of informa-
tion that later rove to be not useful for the pur-
pose intended.

9ru
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M.r. Valkor next informed the aubcommittee that Group 2 had

"seemed to support the concept of a national computer center to

assist in the coordination of comp ter pro-ots and systems for

the land rrant college system:"

The focus of this center should be to develor stand-
ards o- common procedures for computer activities and
systems to facilitate development and training for
r.aximum information transfer among the states.

Also discuseed were"the need and desirability of creating several

regional compute- centers," which the USDA is "now in the process of

doing."

Two other recommendations were made by this group, Mr. Walker

said in closing:

1. ...the establishment of documentation guidelines move
forward and that they be adopted on a national basis
...more support should be given to further development
and evaluation of this effort.

2. A study should be made of the impact of this change
in marketing on the traditional marketing structures.

kfter thanking the group, for its four recommendations regarding

USDA, wLich he deemed "extremely pertinent," Chairman Brown averred

that he knew Mr. Lett, an earlier witness, was "working assiduously

to accomplish some of the recommendations that you have made." Dur-

ing the 20 years of his own cognizance of this field, the Chairman

noted, recommendations "have been fairly consistent with regard to

the need for better policy management of scientific and technical

information. The situation has gotten worse rather tAar. better."

He continued, saying that the group recommendations "will be very

helpful in helping us to turn the corner and begin to make those

improvements." With the passage of the Paperwork Heducation Act and
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other initiatives, "we are closer...and beginning to see a recog-

nition of the need for common data base management systems, for

example."

Mr. Lanpher and Chairman Brown then entered into an exchange

about "the time required to get the farmer up to speed and to under-

stand and utilize these programs," as well as "the actual time in-

volved in running through a program after you know what vou are do-

ing." The "real cost," Mr. Lanpher declared, resides in such action

elements as:

o ...the accurate determination of inrut data.
o ...the right coefficients to analyse.
o ...[the decision] to rerun.
o ...the "what if" questions.

They next focused on the reed to tailor programs for "the individual

farmer situation," as opposed to dealing in averages.

Shifting the discussion to another essential facet, the Chairman

asked if there are, among the management and marketing systems, those

"geared to the needs of the farm household."

R.re I am talking about the management of menus, for
example. This is in helping people to shop and to pre-
pare food mcre wisely...so that a housewife looking at
her budget and availability of food...could be helped
to make management decisions.

In response, Mr. Walker said that there are soveral program on the

CMN system which operates out of Virginia Tech which are "oriented

to tho family...some related to food purchasing [and] the nutritional

content of foods." Among the 10 or 15 programs there are also "bud-

geting programs to help them budget their expenditur.s to cover food,

clothing, and other necessities." Representative Brown acknowledged
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that "we have a tremendous amount invested in nutrition research,"

which would seem to be the "kind of information that could be made

available in a computerized data base."

in his final comment, Nr. Larpher informed the Subcommittee

that there is a US EA publication which"contains about 1,500 programs,

computer programs, used in agricultural extension...some cf these are

home economic programs."

'The third discussion group, charged with looking at government

information field operations, was represented before the Subcommittee

by Ir. Cameo ycns, Assirtant Director of the Agric...ltural mb:periment

7tatich at the 'Th.iversity of California at Davis, who sorved as group

leader, and doward Lehnert, rational Program Leader with the USDA

Agricultural ',,oather and Videotex activity, the rapporteur. Ob-

serving that there might be,a certain redundancy between the presenta-

tions of the various groups, but that "you might even find utility in

the redu-dancy," Dr. Iyons opened his oral summary in this way:

Crop operations, the process of making a knowledgeable
decision to optimize crop and livestock production sys-
tems and to maintain a viable and competitive agricultur-
al economy is fundamentally dependent on the availability
of needed and useful information of many kinds.

Computer-based information services should he viewed as ";imply another

method, amongst a number of methods, cf distributing the neoded in-

formation," he said.

Lyons then offered a historicl perspective:

...the wire service, radio, and television...each as-
SUM9Ci a role in changing the form by which information
was gathered, developed, and disseminated. Ulth each
technological improvement, the then tradi-ional netrods
were not displaced, but became associatod with more de-
fined -oles.
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was the ocnsensus within Group 3 that the information required

by the me-ager of a crop or livestock rroductich system can prohablv

b. categeri-ed as:

1. ...thet which is assessed periodically in a manage-
ment procesr from an inventory of historical records,
and

2. ...that of a perishahle nature which is needed in a
timely manne- for on-going decisionmaking.

7t ua ex"lairod that he first category "encompasses items that charge

relativ-'y infreiuently, such as available len"' and soil types, equip-

ment inventories, cropping patterns, pesticide registrations, and an

forth." his inform tio- is relatively static in nature.

7h- second category includes information which tends to chance

raridly, incli.ding such items as marketing and weather data.

ore four essential elements involved with the kind of

in'ormat'on services and systems dealt with by Group 3:

1. '..ata collection
2. analysis and information development
;. information dissemination
4. education

riefore eintloring each of these ir greater detail, Dr. Lyons under-

score"' a concert which had been expounded uron in other group presen-

tations:

Full and oom"lete utilization of a total information re-
scu-ce is a responsibility of both the public and private
sectors...the :ublic sector should only be involved in those
areas vbere the private sector does nct have the capability
or willingness to provide the necessary service for E. reas-
onable fee.

In areas where the do deh-nstrate s,:ch capabilities and
interest, there should 're a transfer tc the private sector.
Furthe-Lore, where the public sector has the responsibil-
ty for th-se information ser-ices, user fees or cost pay-

ment hy 'he direct beneficiary should be considered where
feasible.

9
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:n amplifying the feeling of the group about data ccllection,

lr. lyons indicated that the responsibility for "primary information

ratnerinp"--sych as weather and marketingshould continue"tc reside

in the ntblic sector, particularly at the Federal level." The obli-

gation to maintain duality control assurance may be the responsibility

of an agency or in some instances, where more cost effective, with

time-sharing com-anies.

The optimum utilization cf human resources was discerned to be

a vital coon ont wherein analvsis and infcrmation develorment were

concerned. LIthough in some cases "the direct collection and dis-

semination of raw ':'Eta may be adequate for the purpose of reaching de-

cisions," in most cases such data must be "analyzed, interrreted,

and syntneofzed fntc information that is of use to the agricultural

manager/adviser." The group spokesman gave this example:

...there are vary few constraints to the collection of
weather data, but whnt is most neceo,sary is the ability
to analyze that data in the context of local experience
and knowledge of cropping systems and convert it into
forecasts that have meaning to the farm manager.

To be post effective for on-farm use, analysis re-
quires the intract:or of agriculturalists and meteor-
ologists. The public sector has staffed the Federal
system in land grant universities with the breadth of
expertise to carry out this function.

Tr considerin, the information disseminatinn element, Group 3

agreed that "most of the development of computer-based information

.esems for agriculture, and subsequently the demonstration of the

utility to farmers and consumers, has occurred in the public sector."

,o%ever, it was pointed owt that the -rivate sector is experimenting

with a numtPr of unique systems and in most instances will assum4 the

predominant role in infcrration delivery." Tt was to group's opinion
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that as "tr- scersial feasi-i'''y and potential markets hese...e

.are atrareni," som- products and services ncw integral to public

grad.Jally oe transferred tc the privata systems."

1",d,reation of the usarwhether it be the p-asticing farmer, pro-

fessional rest control adviser, or crop aonsultant--was stressed by

th- disayssants as b.ing a "key glartetnt in maxi_rizing the potential

aont-rter-has-d in:orration systems in agriculture." lnstrusting

td- user _s S.P"' as a -continual and on-ccing reqirement," one in

tce land grt.-. universities and Coorerative 7.y:tension Service

:la- a e. 'nis process, Dr. Lyons asserted:

...net only serves to educate the user, but prcvides
ar -T.:ally vital role as a feeThack mechanism to aid

:re development and testing of the data systems and
itterpretations rroblems in the field
der. re brought to the attention of the scientists and
7..ur_isns sought.

etncine sestidn cf Dr.. Lyons' report to the Subcommittee

^ a series cf resommenr..ations for its considerati..m.

Frret, 7cnt-ress srcul:" rcognize that availability and
cf arriau:turally ipportant infornLict is the rare-

r:cur: isse, and tne 7rT.CiS. route by which this occurs
important...acrputer-hased inferration systems

are another tool.

inatanoes, the group felt, use of the advanced systems"rov

have a obort-term effest"an redaing public access to certain kin's

cf irfc-r.t'en, "1-tt the challenge is t: ameliorate that impact

trrcugh t:ancinc." lsc, utilization of a computer-surpertec

s-ster es not mean that the ate use: mYst have perscral terol-

ttce systems "car sti:: fee' .tttcl newstarers, -adio, and

ar" 'cr be :oc.' ted or rorlr LACC:PS boot: re." data nr.,, sore

2
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pro-rams--:F1 monitoring, threshold determinations, degree-day

sistems--can Ose reduced te"a simple rraph on a sheet of raFer."

c Secondly, Cenress should encourare and sutsidize, if
necessary, pilot systems to explore new wars of maxi-
mizing the benefit of this technology.

In this process, there should be ,ecognition of the
full co=ts involved and that as some of the more prof-
itable items are transferred to the private sector,
the subsidy the less p-ofitable items wile need
to continue.

o A third recommendatirn is that congress should recog-
nize the heed or continued developnent of micro-
comp:ter software to substitute for and/or comple-
ment centralized information disseminatirn services.

The ratter ope cf services, the Group believed, "have limited ability

solve some site-sr ecific, on-farm operating problems' (slIch as ir-

rigation management;. It was noted that micro-computers are increas-

ingly being use for fiscal management, payroll and accounting, as

we-_ as p-oorer control (p. g., d7ing operations and irrigation

son=dulin. It was emphasized that man:: Troblems en the faro. do not

rev h' cf a crnoraliz=6 com7uter srstem, and that suit-

able rommunio;.tions su:oort ccten doe not ryist for remote dwellers.

Err-tco:..:n is in a:ie:ii:ate software to support the micro-

comp.Aing system. then conveyed the underlying feeling of

his -coup that tris renommendation "does not preclude encouraging the

devlopment of centralized information systems," but they are "n2t a

ranacea for al: on-farm r,.rating problems."

ec-hmendation Ceur;] Zenrress should also encourage
that departments and agencies develrg their own cri-
teria frr tn0 prober and timely transfer of computer-
based informoteo rrstems or portions cf systems to
the private sector.
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o [Recommendation five:] Congress should recognize
that there are beneficial ways for public systems and
private management information vendors to cooperate
...as long as the technology developed remains in the
public domain and available to all.

There would be value in a follow-on to such activities as the Green-

thumb Project in Kentucky, for through these endeavors mach is learned

about the assignment of responsibility for maintaining current infor-

mation on subjects of interest to agriculturalists.

o Finally, [it was recommended that] Congress should
consider and encourage a variety of ways of funding
these systems, including but not limited to direct
user fees, sponsorship of various programs. and pub-
lic funding.

At the invitation of Chairman Brown, the rapporteur for the

group, Mr. Lehnert, reaffirmed that three types of systems are in

existence which may serve the farming community:

1. central, main-frame, time-share system
2. videotex system, such as Greenthumb
3. on-farm, farmer-owned unit

each has its requirements and advantages, and "I do not believe there

is going to be one grandiose system...we are going to have to learn

to live [with] and feed each of these."

Having received this report, Chairman Brown noted that there is

a "vast resource of research data which has been accumWated over

maybe 100 years" at various land grant colleges and aaked if such data

are "as readily available to the user and to the public" as they

should be? In reply, Dr. Lyons contended that "we do an excellent

job of getting that information out...the key element is the analysis

and interpretation of that data...the faculty's ability to interpret
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large amounts cf data into a form that is useful.

In many cases we do not move fast enough in getting
our research brought to a conclusion to suit many
segments of agriculture, but this is because I think
probably we are conservative by nature. We want to
SP,? the data before we are willing to say that a cer-
tain event is the best way to go or not.

He concluded by saying that he did not perceive that "there is a

tremendous backlog cf unused data that has been interpreted and

rut into a useful forethat is not available for use.

When asked by the Chairman if there were any "weaknesses," Dr.

Lyons observed that "there obviously is variability among faculty

members. Some of the data that goes out is not as well ft,nded or

innovative as it should be." To which Representative grown responded

that:

...we can both be looking at the same picture and you
can say this is a very good system with no major flaws
and I can be looking at it and saying that it is a very
good system but it is missing a lot of opportunities.

The group leader for Group 4 (User Requirements), Dr. Russell

Youmans, is Director of the Western Rural Development Center at

Oregon State University i- Corvallis, Oregon. With him, to present

the insights and findings of this discussicn element, was David Hoyt,

the rapporteur, who serves as Leader for Training and Education at

the National Agricultural Library. After rrting that Group 4 during

its deliberations "reconfirmed the importance of several of the issues

raised by the staff background paper for this workshop hearing"(see

Appendix15for a listing cf suggested issue parameters), Dr. Youmans

identified "the lack of software designed specifically for farmers

and ranc'-ers" as a major pro bier in the application of information
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technology. Two observations from the discussants merited exposi-

tion:

1. ...although the cost of hardware has been reduced tre-
mendously, and although the ease of the use of that hard-
ware has increased, the cost of software development has
not changed. The current generation of software con-
tinues to reflect the tremerdous amount of detailed, ex-
pensive, time-consuming activity...[whose] cost must be
recognized by potential users and producers of that
software.

2. ...potential users of computer technology start from
the wrong starting point all too frequently,much like
au- tendency to kick automobile tires.

He wert or to say that "rather than buying the hardware and ther, look-

ing for an application," potential users need to answer these questions

in this sequence:

o What do : want to do with this particular technology?
o What software will accomplish these tasks in an effec-

tive manner for me?
o \That hardware will operate this particular software?

In its scrutiny of wa7s to create a technology-supported "rural

users lv!:tem," Group 4 identified and discussed a numb er of concerns,

starting with a consideration of "sup:orting interconnect nystems--

telerhone, cable, o' satellite--[which] must be developed and main-

tained." :t was recognized that hardware and software "-etail ven-

dors and service facilitators," as well as requisite education resources,

may not he rcadily available in much of rural America.

Another realization centered on the fact that "uses other than

farm and ranch uses are required in the rural comlunities to reach

a scalp tc :ustify private and puhlic investment:"

This broad dnvelopment of comruier use in rural areas rill

strengthen the farm/ranch ability to us= the technology and,
more imFortanty, will point ur the need for adopt!on of
ohm:I:ter technology as a management information tool for
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rural hsusehclds, local gcveonment, smell businesses,
and the non-farm professionals.

'ounar.r alluded to similar thoughts in Dr. Wilde'- testimony,

and also mentioned corresrondence from Daniel Carter of Texas In-

smruments, a memb-r of this wookinr group, to the Chairman which

elehora:ed or "thir broader challenge to bvilding an affordable

and workable rystem for rural users."

A th!rd ooncern was focusedparticularly by private firm rep-

resentativer within Group 4on the reed for "market potential re-

rearch" for technology which could influence"investments in pro-

cuing h,ird..:are and software for rural uses." Corollary to t'r-is

thrust was a need to rain "a rough idea of the ability of farmers

and rano:,ers to for this technology." This research, the group

srokesmar re:orted, was viewed as "probably best a public sector

activity." 7.cntinuing, r. Youmans indicated that it is know:, that

"individ : -rerat:ors ,..nd firms are collecting information at the

present time,"and Datt's earli-r testimony regarding the AFT?

mhitsrinm :f its aotiv-ies and discusrie s. with syste: participants

was cited as an example of this. krong the considerations ide:Itified

by Group 4:

s ...private groups may be very reluctant to dhare infor-
:ation generated at their own cost.

s ....-roader research across pilot projects...the in-
dependent innovators would start the process of esti-
mating -csts and benefits and of descriing the early
path use of this new manamement tool.
Th's researc would be largely econc:.ic in nature,
bl:t should several other croups loo'.ing at
rc%oer compute- ap7licationson farms and -anchss,

hoy.sehtl.' management, for education, and other
Lppl:cations tht :can : c-me :!: that rpral farm/
ranch -hvironment.
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"fur work rroe- struggled considerably th the public and

private rector partnerrhip," r. Youmans exTlained. "re private

seoter ...as seen as the provider cf hardware and will be

t'ne hhse T-ovicier of the linkage system, interccnnectine the hard-

ware." Thcertainty arose when the discussion turned to software

70T...ration and delivery:

...tre software industry definitely would be a private/
71];',aiC CO:T9rat:IVeS have b.en Men-
tred e!irlier...as a Tcint for innovaticn...[vith]po-
tertial for deliverinr software to farms and ranches.

the total number of users is small, and when ore
c-nsiders the diversity of agriculture and that diver-
sity's demand upon software, there may currently be too
few commercial providers that have the operating knowl-
edre to handle specific farm/hanch applications.

7'he 'elt that the Land .7-ant institutions and USDA "have muc:.

tc share u;:th -sers and private providers, but the tie to the dam-

meroial ven.:ors df cf-.ware is not clear at the pre,ent time." Two

c.uestichs posed a this

...shuld nublicly-developed programs be copyrighted
and pr..ected, or should they be left in the public
domain?

responsibilities do the public entities nave
in, monitorinr the use cf the software they develop?

.tour : ":-.2.r.:; of the adoTters of farm and ranch comp-.:ter

uses ourrertly are writing their own programs," this is not seen as

long-ranre solution. Cne possibility, it was felt, night

involve cooperative efforts between the 7xtersion rvice groups with-

in the Iand-f.nt syutem and software develop:Lent firms, esrec'ally

in f-rrishirr an expanded cu'reaoh carebility to the far:..ire

-h- 3Santr, emchasioe-" toot:

is imirrtar- -.rtersion Services in 'he univer-
sitlec t velop cam-I.:ter ohpabilitier to act as ar ef-
feetive third 7,:rty for farm and ranch us,re to recheck
t antl:cation cf commuter software.
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Next on the agenda of :soap 4 was its anticipation that there

are "several ma or educational challenges" which will involve groups

fr-s. both sectors of society:

o ...we see a need for education or the question: What
are the possible uses of commter technology for
farh:ers and ranchers?

o e see continued public and private sector involve -
:cent in comnuter applications due to the small scale
at which the application can be made in rural areas.
A first-exposure education pro, -ram could be largely
a private activity for firms with srecifically de-
signed introductory programs...[but] the public sec-
tor may have to handle some rural applications be-
cause cf problems cf scale.

c he advanced work on applications, including program-
ming for individual analysis activities, may well call
for service on ,a fee basis--either br.. public or private

sector [groupsj.

The rater cf where and to what degree t'e public or private sector

entities s'oi,ld become involved .._early was di:ficult to cope with

asreflected in one exahple reviewed by the discussants:

...in the :'.idwest whore corn and soybeans are produced,

there are .rough across operating units that
arrlirations can be effectively handled in the private
sector.

when we comp to the areas with diverse agri-
c1;lt%re_or,, the products may he radishes, rhubarb, and
ruabamas- tre pwilic s-ctcr may need to fin the educa-
tional role.

Dr. 'Youmans then told the Subccmh.ittee that his group. '..ad be-

come aware of a "new actor...com'ng on the scene," cne the-. has "been

developing in recent years and will find a role to play with farmers

and ranchers." Er-lawn as "information brokers," they can often "help

the farm user gain access to specif$c informatior from major date

sources." e cc-tinued on this topic, sa-ing that "what is sorely
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needed is the analytical interpretation of raw datf to reduce the

information-overload freqnpncy associated with large data bases."

An analogous situation may be the one described by Dr. Wilde in

his exposition on the information specialist in the rural library.

To undersco-e this condition, Dr. Youmans quoted Kenneth Boulding

who has said that "dncation is the selective loss of information."

:t will be the challenge to the successful information broker to

"h-lp the ultimate user find adequate information for his decision,

hence avoiding the overload."

During the deliberations of Group 4, a number of "general con-

cerns" had emerged, to be mentioned by its spokesman in order "to

encourage further consideration by the Subcommittee or others:"

c First, we would encourage the collection and evalua-
tion of fugi'ive software in the public and private
sectors. It could then be made available to a broad-
er ranee of people in rural areas.

o Second, the current incompatibil'ty problem for both
softare and hardware reduces the spread of success-
ul use cf programs.

c Third, we recommend copyright or pricing policies to
facilitate a srread in the development of effective
software for farmers and ranchers.

o Fourth, there is a concern for security as the sys-
tem ertp-s the America^ rural hone.

Dr. Youmans then reported that the group would like to suggest "a

framework for developing a broad rural comrnter-use system on a scale

appro priate for formers and ranche-s, and othe- rural users," Figure

21 depicts the matrix cf parameters identified and discussed. It was

the consensus cf the croup that "all of the users will be making all

the uses over time." Furthermore, such a fraL.eworl: Lightbe used

in estaishing "rr'orities for i-vestent of private and public

time and money."
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The interactions evidenced through the use of such a framework can be

useful in many ways, and sometimes rather interesting conflicts be-

cone aparent.

As an example, a rural businessman may not be interested
ire local consumers having transactions capabilityi.e.,
the ability of purchasing from regional or rational busi-
nessesthough he may very much desire that, same capabili-
ty as he looks at jobbers and wholesalers ire distant points.

Dr. Youmans closed his cowentary by setting forth font questioner

which his group had felt fell within the general framework matrix,

and "apply to nearly all users and all uses:"

1. What ie the pragmatic rural need for computers? What
are the costs and benefits of computer use for farms
and ranches and for other rural users?

2. Whet ie the ability of the distribution system to
support any large rural interconnection system?

3. Is there the ability to provide service for software
and hardware ir rural areas, with an understanding of
the rural farm/ranch applications?

1.. la there an educational system to develor the poten-
tial of this technology fro= start to maturity?
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Mr. Hoyt, the group rapperteur, then offered a "brief profile"

of what he termed "universal user requirements" which must be kept

in mind:

o The first is awareness, or whet I would like to call
information literacy...it does very little good for
all these systems anc, services to exist unless people
know of them. Many people are still woeflly infor-
mationally illiterate. With the television, the tele-
phone, and the termi-al, it is now nossible to turn
the most Isolated home into an international informa-
tion center.

o In a pluralistic society, it seems that is in our best
interest to have and mairtain multipurpose and multi-
source systems which can serve a variety of user needs.

o Training...not all systems are simple, and with some
systems, no matter how user-friendlv the software, the
sub.)ects will remain complex...[and) will require in-
termediaries to serve as assistants. Training can come
through cooperative ventures between the Federal, State,
and local librarians, Extension age ..s, information
vendors, and '.xokers.

-escy:rces...many of the systems discussed and demon-
stratec; are corsidezahly expensive to use...can cost
more thar the average American can afford...access to
these systems will require financial security.

Chairman Brown expressed interest in hearing Dr. Youmans comment

further about "research heirg needed on market potential," and whether

support for such undertakings should came from the public sector.

That is not a universally accepted view...market potential
research should he publicly supported, although I hap-
per to agree with the thrust of that...NTIA, for example,
has let some smell contracts within the last couple of
years to certain organizations like the Public Service
Satellite Con6Lrtium to attempt to analyze and aggregate
markets.

He then asked if Dr. Youmani was"talking about short-term markets or

longer term markets." In response, the spokesman for Group I. declared

that:

if this technology bears any potential significance to
farm and ranch managerentof the magnitude of comr.ercial
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fertilizers or hybrid corn, as some people believe
then I thi-k some basic research is important, taking
a look at productivity of this type of to investment.
'"his management torl affects the bundle of resources
that American agriculture has to work with--the same
bundle as labor, carital, and land.

Presently, "at the innovation level, we can begin to establish a

prospective," Dr. Youmans said, so that it will be possible to

obtain a "lone-run look at where this technology is going to fit

in American agriculture."

The final pcirt rade by Pepresentative Brown in exchangfng ideas

with this presenter was around the issue of whether utilization of

information might "lessen the utilization of other resgces," and

he mentioned the case of "TM" where "7!ou are cutting into a lot of

chemical arkets when you ad-ocate the more intelligent use of

based upor inforratfon about infestation, time of application, and

that sort of thing. What increases one market nay decrease another

market." And often 7r. Yov.mans observed that "here are problems no

matter which sire of that market you stand or. There is opportunity

o- the other side,"the Chairman, confirmed that "if we keep in mind

that the basic coosideration is the welfare of the user and the pro-

ducer...it works out all right to the long run."

The function of Gr,up 5 was to deal with the critical area of

"Sys's.- Implementation: Hardware Installation, Training, Maintenance,

Software and Data File ::odification." Serving as spokesman was the

group leader, Dr. John. M. Prazzel, an organizational consultant based

in Wannin,t,n, 2. C., accom:canled by the rapporteur, rentle,

Del'uty Director cf the Fannfr.r. and Analysfs Staff' for the '.:S2A Farmers

Home Administration.
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. Frazzel began his report from the group by describing

"three assumptions about the current. and future developments in

inform,:tion systems in agriculture:"

...dealt from the point of view of the rancher and
farmer with the kinds of information systems--the
hardware, software, and data bases- -that would be
available in the near future.

In this con-ection, ,:roar 5 "did have a sense that there is a trend

toward the use of interactive microprocessor-based systems and away

from completely one-way systems."

2. ...the developrnt in implementation of compu1er-
based information systems in agriculture is in its
infancy.
vow is the time to encourage innovation and adar-

tat'on. It is time encourage d:versity as opposed
to trying to focus in on one best cr two best kinds
of systems...also a tire in which assistance is very
much needed tc assist berinning users.
...many of the issues and questions facing us today
are eystem start-up :1-estions. If ve were able to
look ahead with son- certainty ten or 15 years...
the issues and quentions would he very different...
because we w'll nee a new generati,:n of farr-rs and
ranchers beginning to enter the ficld who ale more
comfortahle with computer techno"..ogy.

The concern of the group rewarding this latter point, he coniented,

stemmed from t'ne threat cosec 1-.y "the kinds of cuts we are s-eing in

education and the potential effects of those cuts." The discussants

also expected that in the future "computer-based interactive systems

will be coupled with informat on processing and storere capabilities,"

thus creating an "infrastructure" cap'_',Ie of serving the full spectrum

of users:

c ranchers and farmers
c hankers
c newsnapors, -adic, and television
c li-caries
o 7,ocperative ".:rtension service agents
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c colleges and universities
c retail and agricultural supply outlets
c farm orgaizanions
c local and State eovernoents

?-ine issue areas, with eoccmpaning recommendations, comprised

the focus of Group 5 discussions. The first cf these dealt with

the "bewildering-array of hardware, software, and dat bases from

different scorces" confronting the potential rural purchaser of

information cyst' s. The "maze of alternatives" can best be sifted

thr:-ugh with outside help:

o formation cf computer clubs
o dvelopment of trainine and education opportunities
o development cf a brochure that describes current in-

ftrmation about alternative systems, their rrices
and sources...certainly something that the USDA can
provide [or]...that State cooperative extension ser-
vic.s might be interested in pursuing.

tucaticr and training orporturaties constitute a second major

issue area, nd the group felt that such offerings should come from

the "staffs cf oreanizat4ons that tracitionetlly assist the :arming

and ranching cc.t:lunity," including experts from universities, coop-

erative extpnsfon services, and farm crranizations.

third isyle involves "a very strong need now to look at ways

to reduce line costs of...irteractive systems requiring on-line trans-

mission" of data. Possihilities identified by the group:

o decentralization of systems
o desigr.ine systems to minimize on-line time

o use of new or improved cables, satellites, or
other technoatwies to reduce costs

=7tandardizatior of eouinment. software, and data bases was the

essence of ,.;le fourth issue area. Dr. Prezzel reported that his

group "had a strong feeling and substantial agreement"that:
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ry:twase, and data mbse suT-
:aleri mea:a- fase tws rioices, They e'.the- have to
s:ar:ard'ze cr they hen'. to make rmov sion for eaoy
Fi:astn of' ssfsware and -iata bases to alternative

sf ei.u:srent.

at -st- was the desirability of

and data base olearinghsuse" that would

and critiues about available rrbgrams arl data

:ales and a-sistance." :,1thcush :here was arreement that the forma-

c- -H7-1771-..en:"of ore or ::.C7,? olearinghoues "ought to he encsur-

a,red C C 'nrress and tne l"L!..,'there was no conclusion whether

nanisral, regisral, cr Sna'e level. The

a system trat w:uld be "dominated by

."e Federa.. :Thverm

f_ft- :.sse dealt wit: r000 of 7rocrams, with en'hasis or,

smhenr'ht isr thsse 1.ndite rograms." :t was be-

lieve' sus' an ..s-e cann:t be avoided."

Lo. ?razz' l t'eh embarked on a relatively lengthy discussion of

siyt- Lrea, wrich was ho-ad- ccncesned %:fth data bases.

T'cints wrich 'e enunciated:

C ...theme is adequate data available from current sources.
c ...teed to 7ovide for a linkage of (7,overnment data

-ases ir was tat make them easily accessible to farm-
e-s and ran::ers...11onigan State is beginning to do

.throutt toe CO!!7.7T system]...Congress and the
77A rhs':ld ,ncsuraee these kinds of efforts.
...meed fcr :exing of available data bases and the
' evelog:ern of abstracts describing data bases...
the.f-, sauces and nhe source: of assistance ir us-

them.

hel .m- don.s: is r!..y..2(.:

C Trabem...ati, 'ha: CiValiEt.ra'? no:- are ofnes not
Cis'-l- am -he-: s.isht re and :hey a-a -ft- rot

'ailsrei !-'es'fic,Ily to the lccal situations.
of -ra'les-silvino that we ere dcfng and
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the kinds of data that we are using end up heinp simu-
lations of what is going on, on the faro, rather than an
analyois of the actual farm situation.

o 'vieather informetion is often for iti-couty areas and
c'ten ureisted only once or twice a day.

o ...a very volatile area...the issue of data provided to
individual 'arme-s and ranchers about their operations
end about rroduo'ion, prices that they get, jr-co.

energy and fertilizer use, rpact of disease, weather,
soil moisure, eronion...One car articisetp co-siderable
reluc'.:oce o- the Tart of fermprs an, ranchers to nro-

this kind of inforrIction...nrovisicr wo1:1' need to
be :.ade "or confidertiality and perhaps oversight by the
providers cf the information and feedback for their use.

.c'tware, the farmers' hippest rroilen ," was the focus of tHe

se7e-tor-in area. And, es Dr. F'rezoel emrhasized:

:t ir the area where attertion red s to be given...
.oere :r-fit pcten-,'s.:1 is great for privet. ve-corso trjro ,he egricultural a3..plicntions of informction
technologies.

7.,rcup 5, after disewsring various alternatives, suggested that one

feanYnle p,:th cf action war the creation of:

..rr,onal or Stat- clearido'cuses Cr publishing
nouses for rrorrams...that would orovide eccesr,

asswrnce, program docur-:erattor, and assistance
ir the use of prora:as.

nor'-' fno and advprtie;-r onerrpls was ider-

tifio bo Dr. Rraorel as the eighth issue area. 1'. acknowledred

the sirce the "er-lication of computer-based in'orm::ion systems to

agricLIture is.. in its irfanoy...normal cher:n msrketing and

ed,.,ertisi.ng hardware, software, and 'ata 'oases have not developed."

Co-rort-.n,ier ex'st for "heneficiey cooreration among preate vo-dors'

e:cteroion ser-foes, or-anioations--in open o- up

ch,n-Pls ar. helrino make octential users aware of a:ternative

syster,s, ocpatil'ips an,' prices. It often is to assess
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start-up costs, for r.ary of th. systems sow in existence are t''V ir

a "pilot" stare.

;!ost cf have zero or low user fees. InfOrMatiCr.

51.0MS 4111 take a number of veers to ocune self-sup-
porting...I do rot think we I'nou for sure what tc eyPect
is this area.

;e do k-ov that start-up costs are very high, so that
spc-soring organizations must hayo substantial resources
to subsidize the operation of a system during its infancy.

Thit will by:ve the effect of restricting the entry of
organizations into the field and...the diversity of }arci-
uar., software, and data base systpms available.

It was recommended by Group 5, is this connection:

...thst Congress encourage the conduct of a study...of
the !hole financial -ide of infor:: tier system at-slice-
antic. agriculture, along with the im;licstions for

suaitc and private sector roles and resporsitilities.
Inclu;ed ir this study.. .ought to be a hard-headed

lo-k at the econo-ics of information systems now and
near future, especially from the point of view

of th- farm-- and rancher.
if we are going to move int: the area in the near fu-

ture, sl:t5itr is needed.

The soot: and final is-Aie submitted by this group concerned

"teshniol and people sides 7f imple:lentation." 1:razsel told

of ho deyplopnent of "technically perfect cut tin.-edge incarnation

nystens that nchody uses,' whic is probay due to the "failure tc

invslvo the relevant people i- organizations during the design, de-

velcpcert, ant implemertttor phases." It is a cos,hination of key

participantssystem designers, those uhc provide mairtenaLce, as

well at tho uhetner a s7-stem is rcing to

he 5'.1r!CPr,Ff1:: or unsuccessful, whether it is going to b. used or

not."

grou- agreed ao-ut tis irrortance of ino2udirr all
rel-vant ppopl. in crrarizaticrs...includinrj desigr?rs
and prcyders -f hardware, soft-...are, and data bases, po-
tential veers, and groups who might be imparted by the
systems.
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!'cting that tne present "hearing and workshop Ere an excellent

exam-le of The benefits 7f provid-ng forums that bring sys'em de-

signers and prcvide-s torether,"Dr. kn.azzel conveyed '.he recommenda-

tion fro- the group that:

...the Congress, USDA, and others encourawe the conven-
ing of similar forums, organized rewionally and in the
States...andj that special efforts be made in these fu-
ture fo ns to irvolve farmers and ranchers with experience
and int.-est in computer-based information systems.

And wit:- or last recon-endation related to this issue area, the

orokesoao for Group 5 ended nis :,ummarization:

...the Congress should encourage a -eeds assessment study
fooused Cr- farmers and :anchors' needs in the area of
conputer-based information systems as well as the kind of
financial resources that are needed for farmers and ranchers
to participa*.e in these systems.

A 1--,..rF,:crlal observation by !tr. Nestle, the group raprorteur, re-

flected other comments heard during the course of the two have of

sessions:

came to this workshop and hearings thinking I was
relatively aware of what was going on in developments
in this area. I found out that : had an awfu lot to
learn and : did learn a lot here.
',:hat it m,.kes me think about is the farmer, the ra.mh-

en, the small businessm-n in the rural area. I have

relatively high exposure to what is going on and the
technical aspects. He does not.

Clarification of two earlier, and perhaps conflicting,statements

by D7. Rrazzol was asked for by the Chairman:

...early in your statement you pointed to thn fact that
we were in the very early stages of this information
revolution and we weed to foster innovation and resist
wremature standardization.
...latIr on you cied the example of the two farmers
wit' incompatible hardware and the need c do something
about it which implies eithq7standardiza on or more a-
daptable software.

2 7



ro.orog forth the admission that "therp is some con-

flict, but there also is a source or suggestion about directions

we really need to go in." -he point being made demanded

ch(ice: "either standardize or come up with ways to make programs

and data eas-s aaaplable to existing and diverse systems." In the

opinion of Dr. Brazzel, the latter course of action will be chosen,

and tt may be that "equipment producers will also find it advan-

tageous to look et. any kinds of treT,ds that are developing in data

bases and 7°gram:sing and adapt."

The sul=2;rizion cf findirgs and recommendations for Group 6,

charged with scrutinizing"Present and F'rojected Technology," was

presented by Dr. David L. Polder, the group leader, who is Program

Lender for Livestock and Meat Marketing with the USDA Plxtension Ser-

vice. Luring the oral presentation he war accompanied by Jerry Paul-

sen, a Systems Analyst with the USDA 7:xtension Service. Serving as

the group rapporteur during the workshop sessions was Dr. Fred Wein-

ga.ten, Prorhram manager for Communications and Information Technology

with the Office of Technology Assessment.

7stablishing as his context"the consideration of users and their

needs as they relate to new technology," Dr. Holder underscored the

fact that "Often we talk about technology by itself, but we need to

remember for what =pose this technology is being developed." Chair-

man Drown interjected that this point had arisen several times, and

merited renetition because "in a broader sense it is the question that

we need to ask ourselves abort all technology. Don it meet a real

need in the broader user community wrich in the broadest sense is the
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wh.le human society?"

Dr. Holder continued, mentioning several salient discussion

areas which had occupied nis group:

o ...a number of spin-off benefits from developing
various technologies...computer technology for
ag7neulture is one.

o .nsidered hardware technologies and the trends
that are developing.

c ...tried to pay some attention to the trade-offs be-
tween costs and benefits that were offered by these
different technologies.
...considered software compatibility.

o ...considered the wh J.e area of transferring this type
of echnolog to the agricultural community for the
well-being of producers and agri-businesses.

o ...identified a numbers of users and their needs.

In amtlification of this t point, the spokesman noted that "even

a single user has a varie f needs...7ven on his single farm, he is

apt to want tc utilize a number of different computer technologies."

Time could be spent profitably, he added, "doing a little more re-

search into what the needs cf the various groups are ar: how they can

hest be met by these technologies.'

Group 6 identified a numbe- of information services, ranging

across several apt' cation areas, ,:hich were considered noteworthy:

o ...need for quick access to perishable information
which must be continuously updated.

o ...new computer technologies can also meet the need

for archival information.
o ...need for accounting, financial, and problem-solving

services.
o ..production automation on the farm and within agri-

-rusinesses, such as the use of computer-controlled
robots in crop and livestock production and in pro-

cessing.
o ...farmers seem to be more interested in automatic

worc processing anc those kinds of thi-gs which here-
tofore were not even considered.

o ...computer technology in teaching and ins:ruction.

It is Importance that there be an awareness about "the various comrli-

2 J
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mentary relationships among .,echnolories," he told the Subcom-

mittee. 'nc'uded among the teohnolories discussed by his croup

were ri.- and 4r..-computers, videocliscs, microforms (including

microfiche', and robotics.

A series of trends our the evchanres within Group

and roc:. cznsensus was arrived at on the following:

..cystems will continu- to become more user friend-
no t necessary for a user to have a whole new

area of expertise oust to use ire technology.
...greater variety of technologies and services will
cc available to the agricul::1..,ral

. ...electronic storage costs will continue to drop.

. ...communications costs will probably decline but
no a slower rate, and may, at times, even increase.

. ...per unit processirg costs will continue to drop,
although the total cost of electronic technology
will probably rise as pecTle begin to use it more
thoroughly in their operation.
...data input costs are likely to drop due to tech-
nical advances in such things as readers, sensors,
and other types cf automatic inputting devices which
do not require an individual to rather data and in-
put it manually.

. ...foresee information networks increasingly being
linked together and...an intermarriage of different
technologies, such, as linking up microcomputer with
videodiscs or microforms.

Although he expressed doubt that much, new could be added regard-

ing conments about government policy issues, Dr. Holder did iterate

that the area of standards was "particularly important to new tech-

nology" and -.hat the group "saw a real need here to move cautiously."

Technology is evolving very rapidly. The first phase
of a technology, and even the second to come on the scene,
is Oct always the best. We do not want to be making our
standards based on that initial entry or even others down
the road.

po:hting out that "we nee to consider the benefits and

the costs. The benefits of perhaps improved compatibility from having



soon standardization must on weighed against the cos.: of stifling

progress that standardization imposed." Furthermore, the Group

b-lieved that:

...th-re is a need for certain, agreed upon conventions
that can be used more or less voluntarily, but leave
rocs. for others to be innovativP and to adopt other
conventions.

Another ha::r isFue oertered on the "terms of Government and

private :con. -he Gr-up 6 participants recognized that

ther-2 are "cu': t ratter and tpcnn:ca: expertise residing in both

camls:"

need to be able to have policies that are going
allow that to be exploited and to encourage both

rides to wor together.

In ::::ustrat'on, 77. H-lder noted that "there are some traditional

n'uostion and information, gathering roles that typically have been

done by public agencies that could now be done by private enter-

pise ..:tif7ing the efficiencies of computer technologv"As roles

change--p-rhaps ti-bse of ',he s:xtension Service and other public

age-ciesthere wil have to be further discussion"as to where we

ran r-', our resources and how we can encourage private enter-

prise to enter into this area." It was the belief of Group 6 that

Icvernmert definitely has a role in research and development, and

riclude Ln the atter category 'new application: for technology

that bay come froh the space program and other sources of tech-

nology."

:n response to Chairman Rrown's invitation to augment these

findi-gs, Faulsen offered two observations:

1. ',le have been tal-ing about an on-rushing flood of

technology with which rural people are faced...we

9 Q



have to remember that some of those people...will not
have the resourceh or the ability to take advantage of
this...directly and they are still going to have to de-
rend corn somebody else to deliver the information and
the other resources that are available through this
technolory to them.

In many instances, he declared, these people will not have direct ac-

chess to the technology.

2. ...it has been said that the technology is a tool
which will be used by people. We must continually
strive to make that tool better and to make it eas-
ier for the individual to use rather than to expect
-bode who are out there faced with all of this tech -

logy to spend more and more time in learning how
to use it.

Chairman Pi-own then embarked on a brief discussion of the

"seed with which this technhlogical revolution is taking rlac-:"

The question has been raised about whether the next
generation of farrers and ranchers is going to be
corcnnter literate...we probably underestimate the speed
with which computer literacy may be developing.

went on to inform the audience that _.in the past year, tax legis-

latihn--F. L. ci-34, the 7ooncmic Recovery Act--was passed that allowed

iedu .inns to groups contributing "scientific equimrent" to un'verni-

ties thah .,._He ft "extremely attractive for commuter firms." The

Chairman told cf hearing "stories about Apple Comruter Company want-

ing to donste several thousand computers to local schools. If Apple

is doing it Tandy cannot be far behind."0

The real impact is on what this would do in familiar-
izing a generation of students at probably the elementary
or high school level...[regarding2 persona: computers and
now to utilize them.

?e noted that ever in Congress it is astounding at what speed word

processors have taken over in offices.
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APPENDIX 3

Glossary of Terms

The purpose of this glossary is to provide useful, succinct definitions
of selected terms which concern information technology. The majority of these

definitions originally appeared in The First Book of Information Science. 1/

Ag.'business
A combination of the producing operations of a farm, the manufacture

and distribution of farm equipment and supplies, and the processing, storage,

and distribution of farm commodities.

Algorithm
A prescribed sec of well-defined rules or processes for the solution

of a problem in a finite number of steps.

ASCII
(American Standard Code for Information Interchange) A data coding

standard for alphanumeric information.

Audiovisual materials
A collective noun (not the name of a :,e1d), referring to a collection

of materials and devices which are displayed by visual projection and/or
sound reproduction; sometimes used (albeit incorrectly) to designate a
field of study.

Binary
1. The number representation system with a base of two. 2. A character-

is!:ic or property involving a selection, choice or coldition in which there

are only two possibilities.

Bit
A contraction of the term binary digit; it is the smallest unit used to

represent information in a binary system.

Buffer
A temporary storage device used to compensate for a difference in the

speed of data flow or the occurrence of events when data are being moved from
one device to another.

211g"
A mistake in the design of a routine or a computer, or a malfunction.

Cable television
The reception of long distance television programs retransmitted to local

TV sets over underground coaxial cables.

Character recognition
The technique of reading, identifying, and encoding a printed character

by optical means.

JL!Becker, Joseph, The First Book of Information Science. Oak Pidge,

Tennessee, USEP0A-Technical Information Center, 1973, 90 p.
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"Chit" (o, integrated circuit)
A minia'urized electrical for electronic) circuit assembly with certain

of its components reduced to microscopic size. Such a device may be sparer
than a thumbnail yet house the equivalent of hundreds of transistors, etc.
The term "integrated" is used because the device's components are inseparable
and formed on for within) a continuous material. Integrated circuits have
allowed the development of varying degrees of miniaturization in virtually
all electronic audio and visual devices. Sometimes called a "chip."

Communications
Electrical systems that can send and receive information messages.

Communications satellite
An earth-orbiting device capable of relaying communication signals over

long distances.

Computer
An electronic machine capable of processing numbers and letters of the

alphabet for any different purpoaes.

Computer-assisted instruction (CAI)
The use of a computer system to present an instructional program to an

individual student and interpret his response. CAI requires the use of an
on-line computer terminal and should be distinguished from computer-managed
instruction.

Computer graphics
Digital creation of information displays.

Computer-managed Instruction (CHI)
The use of the computer to help the teacher manage the educational process

by assessing the student, suggesting a course of instruction, and monitoring
his progress. To be distinguised from computer-assisted instruction.

Computer network
See Network

Computer-output microfilm
The transfer of information from a computer to microfilm through an inter-

mediate photographic device.

Computer program
A sequence of instructions that causes a computer to complete a desired

task.

Core storage
A form of magnetic storage that permits high-speed access to information

within the computer.

Data banks
Large accumulated files of information in machine readable form for

subsequent access by users via a computer.
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Decoder
In videotex systems, a device attached to a terminal unit which accepts

the digital data, stores one or more paces .n a buffer memory, and displays
pages on the screen as directed by the user. The decoder may be integrated

within the terminal unit or be a standalone device.

Digitizer
A device which converts an analog measurement into digital form.

Direct broadcast satellite
A radiocommunication service in which signals from earth are retransmitted

by high power, geostationary satellites for direct reception by small, rooftop

earth terminals.

Disk storage
A method of storing information in code, magnetically, in quickly accessible

segments on flat, rotating disks.

Downlink
A unidirectional transmission path from a communication satellite to an

earth terminal.

Drum storage
A method of storing information in code, magnetically, on the surface

of a rotating cylinder.

Earth station
A radio station located on the surface of earth which serves as a satellite

receiver and forms part of a space communications system. Such a station com

prises one or more earth terminals.

Earth terminal
An antenna together with one or more transmitters, receivers and other

ancillary apparatus at an earth station; such an assembly is often loosely
described as an antenna.

Econometric model
A representation of an economic system or problem in mathematical form,

with equations used to simulate the behavior of the system or problem, under

varying conditions. The model is intended to show causeeffect relationships
that, by inference, can be used to predict economic conditions.

Electronic blackboard
A device which converts chalk strokes into electronic signals that can be

transmitted to one or more remote locations and reproduced on a television

monitor.

Electronic mail
See Electronic Message System
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Electronic message system (EMS)

Sometimes called electronic messase services--a generic term used to
describe computerbased message systems--electronic mail, for example.

Electronic printing

The coupling of information stored on a magnetic tape with highspeed
photocomposition machines that automatically set type for printing.

Electronic trading system

A remote access system of trading that utilizes electronic equipment to
bring together a number of buyers and sellers simultaneously to make transactions.
Such a system creates a large central market in place of many small, local
markets without requiring all buyers, sellers and products to be at a single
location. The auction can be conducted over conference telephone call, tele
type, or by computer terminals. (Also called "electronic auctioning system"
and "electronic marketing system.")

Facsimile

The optical scanning of a page of printed or graphic information, its
transmission over communication lines, and its faithful reproduction at a
distant receiving location.

Fibre optics

Glass fibers which are used to carry optical impulses.

Floppy disk
A magnetic disk with a soft, flexible backing. Also called flexible

disk. See also magnetic disk.

Hardware

Mechanical and electronic equipment combined with software to create
an electronic information processing center.

Information explosion

The exponential increase in the growth and diversification of all forms
of information.

Information networks
The interconnection of a geographically dispersed group of libraries and

information centers, through telecommunications, for the purpose of sharing
their total information resources among more people.

Information science

The study of how man creates, uses, and communicates information in all
forms.

Information system

A formal method by which information can he found, delivered, and used
by those who need it.
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Input
The process of entering information into a computer and especially into

its memory.

Intelligent computer terminal
A terminal which can be used as a stand -aline computer for local processing

and storage in addition to providing time-shared access to remote computers.

Interactive communicatiot system
A two-way communication system which involves a dialogue between the user

and the system -- the user "tells' the computer what information to send or what

transaction to make. In some applications of the interactive feature, the

computer asks the questions.

Laser
A tightly packed, narrow beam of light formed by the emission of high-

energy molecules. .

Libraries
Places where information of all kinds is stored, systematically organized,

and made available for use on request.

Library automation.
Application of computers an other technology to library operations and

services.

Library science
The study of the way libraries select, acquire, catalog, circulate, and

make available books and other information.

Low-power television
A single-channel video broadcasting service designed to reach a small

geographic area.

Machine language
A code used directly to .aerate a computer.

Machine readable
Information in a form such as punched Boles or magnetic codes that can

be processed directly by computers and other machines.

Machine translation
The use of computer programs to translate one language into another.

Magnetic disk
A ferrous oxide platter used for storing information in way that makes

it directly accessible for computer processing.
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Magnetic tape

A long strip of Tyler plastic coated with ferrous oxide on which binary
information may be stored, read, or erased.

Memory
An automated device that stores information for later recall.

Microfiche

A sheet of film that stores images of a reduced size in a grid pattern.

Microfilm
Photographic film used for recording graphic information in a reduced

size.

Microcomputer
The term "microcomputer," which was first used to denote a subclass of

minicomputers dedicated to single tasks and seldom if ever reprogrammed, has
become a distinct category. Microcomputers are sometimes called "single chip
LSI processors," "component processors," or "picocomputers," with no one term
fully accepted. They are used as "stand alone" systems to provide added capa
bilities to standard computing installations and to enhance logical functions
for noncomputer products, e.g., specialized television display, including
videodisc. See also minicomputer.

Micrographics
The use of miniature photography to condense, store, and retrieve graphic

information.

Microsecond
One millionth of a second.

M;crowave

A broadband communications system that uses ultrahigh frequency radio
signals to transmit data telephone communications, and television signals.

Millisecond
One thousandth of a second.

Minicomputer

A small, powerful, usually rugged and comparatively inexpensive, general
purpose computer. They are often subgrouped as mini, midi, and maxi computers
according to the amount of storage they have (usually given in bytes), the
number and kind of peripherals they use, and the price range. Minicomputers
(all subgroups) usually have a more limited set of instructions than do larger
computers. Instead of a fixed control section in the central processor, many
minicomputers have programmable microprocessors which can be programmed for
different applications. See also microcomputer.

Main frame
Th.1 portion of the computer which performs the calculations and decisions.
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Modem
A device which functions as an interface between digital user equipment

and the telephone network by conve analog telephone signals into digital
form.

Network
1. In general, a system of interconnected points, agencies, organiza-

tions, or institltions which can distribute or interchange resources, energy,
or infoymation. 2. For broadcasting, group of radio or television broad-
casting stations connected by relays or coaxial cable so that all stations
may broadctt single program, originated at one point, simultaneously. 3. For

information, a system of interconnected or related data banks or information
sources from which data can be accessed (and sometimes stored) from a number
of points; usually using electronic means. 4. For computers, two or more
interconnected computers that perform local processing as well as transmit
messages to one another and/or to a central computer for updating information
and/or processing inquiries. 5. For libraries/learning resources centers,
a formal organization among libraries and learning resources centers for
cooperation and sharing resources usually with hierarchial structure
and subgroups.

On-line
The connection of a distant user terminal to a central computer through

continuing communication hook-up.

Optical character recognition (OCR)

The ability of a machine to scan a printed letter of the alphabet and
discern which one it is.

Personal computer
See Microcomputer

Picture phone
A new device that permits you to see the person you are calling when

making a telephone call.

PLATO (Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching Operation)
A computer-based education system developed by Control Data Corporation.

Programming language
A special language supplied by a computer manufacturer for writing

programs thpt cause the computer to function according to a programer's
instructions.

Programmed learning
A method of self-instruction achieved by a series of carefully designed

items, which require responses from the learner and then provide information
as to the accuracy of the response.

3
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Punched card

A stiff paper card of exact dimensions into which holes are punched
to represent information. Subsequently, the information can be sensed and
processed by mechanical, electrical, or optical machines.

Punched paper tape

A narrow strip of paper into which holes are punched to represent
information for subsequent processing by machines.

Random Access

A technique for storing and retrieving data which does not require a

strict sequential storage of the data nor a secoential search of an entire
file to find a specific record. A record can be addressed and accessed
directly at its location in the file.

Real time

The technique of computing while a process takes place so that results
can be used to guide operation of the process.

RS232-C

An Electronic Industries Association communicatilns standard which allows
for interface between data terminal equipment and data communication
equipment employing serial binary data exchange.

Selective dissemination of information (SDI)

Computer selection and distribution of information to specific
individuals based on their prestated subject interests.

Semiconductor chip
I. A solid or liquid electronic conductor, with resistivity between

that of metals and that of insulators, in which the electrical charge carrier
concentration increases with increasing temperature over some temperature
range. Over most of the practical temperature range, the resistance has a
negative temperature coefficient. Certain semiconductors possess two types
of carriers: negative electrons and positive holes. The charge carriers
are usually electrons, but there also may be some ionic conductivity. 2. Ac,

electronic device, the main functioning parts of which are made from semi-
conductor materials.

Software
1. The collection of man-written solutions and specific instructions

needed to solve problems with a computer. 2. All documents needed to
guide the operation of a computer, e.g., manuals, programs, flowcharts, etc.
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Telecommunications
A term pertaining to the Lummunication by electric or electronic means

and/or the transmission of signals over long distances, such as by telegraph,
radio, or television. Telecommunications in a broader sense includes not
only the technical aspects of transmission but also such aspects as the
development of messages and programs and studies of audiences.

Teletel
A videotex service offered by the French PTT (Postal, Telephone, and

Telegraph) using the Antiope technology, a system incorporating both teletext
and videotext technologies.

Teletext
A one-way home information system in which textual and graphic material is

transmitted to a user's TV as part of the television broadcast signal or over
cable TV systems.

Television
A method of broadcasting information so that people see and hear it at

the same time.

Telidon
An integrated teletext/videotext technology developed by Canada's Department

of Communications.

Terminal
A remote communications hookup to a computer that may be used for either

input or output.

Time-sharing
Use of a central computer by many individuals in different locations at

N\ the same time.

Transponder
A receiver-transmitter combination inside a satellite that retransmits the

received signal greatly amplified at a different frequency. The transponder
receives information from an earth station's transmitting antenna (uplink)
and retransmits exactly the same information on the downlink to one or more
earth station receivers.

Two-Way Cable
Cable installations in which two wires are used, one carrying signals from

the transmission center, the other taking signals from the television set.

Uplink
A unidirectional transmission path from an earth terminal to a communication

satellite.
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Videodisc

A disc, usually plastic, on which are recorded video and/or audio signals
for television use. A videodisc requires a videoplayer compatible with the
videodisc.

Videotex

A generic term encompassing the concepts of teletext and videotext.
In general, videotex refers to home information systems designed for the wide-
spread dissemination of textual and graphic material between centralized or
distributed data bases and low-cost, remote user terminals, under selective
control of the recipient.

Videotext

A two-way home information system in which the user is generally linked
co the data base by telephone line. Since the system is fully interactive, users
may send messages or perform transactions in addition to retrieving information
for display on modified home television sets or computer terminals.
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APPENDIX 5

Acronyms for Organizations, Systems and Terms

AACSys - American Agricultural Communications System
AFBF - American Farm Bureau Federation
ACNE/ - Agricultural Network
AGRICOLA - Agricultural On-Line Access
ANS - Agricultural Marketing Service
ANSER - Agricultural Network Serving Extension and Research
ASCII - American Standard Code for Information Interchange
CANSIM - Canadian Socio-Economic Information Management System
CATS - Computer-Assisted Trading System
CATTLEX - Cattle Exchange
CDC Control Data Corporation
CM - Computerized Management Network
COMET Communications Network
CPU - Central Processing Unit
CRIS - Current Research Information System
DATANETWORY - Time-sharing computer network (of Honeywell Inc.)
DBS - Direct Broadcast Satellite
DIALCOM - Electronic mail service (of DIALCOM Inc.)
DIALOG - On-line information retrieval service (of Dialog Information

Services Inc., a subsidiary of Lockheed Corp.)
DISK - Development Information System for Kentucky
ECI - Egg Clearinghouse, Inc.
EMA Electronic Marketing Association
ESTEL - Extension Service Telecommunication System
FACTS - Fast Agricultural Communications Terminal System
FANI - Food, Agriculture and Nutrition Inventory
FAO - Food and Agriculture Organization (of the United Nations)
FAPRS - Federal Assistance Program Retrieval System
FAS - Foreign Agricultural Service
FCC Federal Communications Commission
FTS Federal Telecommunications System (of General Services Ad-

ministration)
HAMS - Hog Accelerated Marketing System
IBP - Iowa Beef Processors, Inc.
IPM - Integrated Pest Management
LPTV - Lo. -Power Television
NAAS - Narrative Lccomplisnuent Reporting System
PBS - Public Broadcasting Service
P.E.T.S. - Public Egg Trading System
PFA - Professional Farmers of America, Inc.
PLATO - Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching Operation
SCAMP - System for Computer-Aided Management of Pests
SCORPIO - Subject-Content-Oriented-Retriever for Processing Information

On-Line
STATSCAN - Statistics Carada
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TELEX Automatic Teletypewriter Exchange Service (of Western Union)
TELENET Data communications network (of Telenet Communications

Corp., a subsidiary of General Telephone d Electronics
Corp.)

TTY Teletypewriter
TYMNET Data communications' network (of Tymnet Inc., a subsidiary

of Tymshare, Inc.)
TYMSHARE Timesharing computer network (of Tymshare, Inc.)
USDA U.S. Department of Agriculture
WATS Wide Area Telephone Service (American Telephone d Telegraph

contract billing system)

319
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APPF'JT)IX 6

kGNET (Agricultural Network)

The University of Nebraska's ACNET (Agricultural Network) was developed

by James Tendrick, a professor of agricultural economics, in collaboration with

professor of agricultural engineering, Thomas C. Thompson, in 1975. Initiated

as Nebraska project with funding from the State legislature, the system was

designed not only to provide current market and price information, but also to

assist Extension agents in offering enhanced educational ano management services

to farmers and ranchers. In 1977, the Old West Regional Commission expanded the

funding for ACNET to include five other states in the region -- today, the system is

accessed by subscribers in more than 40 states.

ACNET serves as a decision-making tool by providing assistance in problem

solving of agricultural management questions; additionally, the system offers

access to database for information on market conditions and trends. Emphasis

has been placed on generating more than 200 programs to support farmers in ana-

lyzing a variety agricultural operations. In general, the programs have been

developed by groups of specialists at the University of Nebraska and nthzr Land-

Grant universities on the basis of their field experiences and knowledge of current

research findings. Indicative of the wide range of agricultural areas covered by

ACNET are the following samples:

Livestock production:

-- predict growth, costs, returns for cattle on feed (see Figure..).

-- tabulate costs of pasturing calves on grass

formulate least cost livestock diets

Crop production:

-- determine fertilizer recommendations

-- calculate cost per acre to produce a crop
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rrigation water at the optimum time ani' rate

compare costs and returns of irrigated vs. nou-irrigated land

Grain h,adling:

-- calculate grain storage costs over periods of time

determine capacity and performance of grain drying systems

Marketing and finance:

-- read expert on "what happened" in the market, "why it happened,"

and "whet might happen next"

-- consider beef and swine marketing recommendations

consider income tax alternatives and their effect on your operation

determine the maximum bid you can afford for a tract of farmland

Home economics:

analyze your daily diet

-- estimate home heating and cooling costs and determine areas of heat loss

-- analyze you- family budget

Electronic mail and conferencing:

establish quick, two-way communication

retrieve o1,1 mail (massages kept for 14 days)

check to see which receivers have read your messages

participate in computer conferenting on a variety of subjects. 1/

In March 1982, the Foreign Agricultural Service of USDA began supplying AGNET

with daily agricultural trade leads received by Agricultural Attaches from foreign

importers. (See Figure 23).Sy using AINET, subscribers can receive and act upon

this information within hours rather than the days it would have taken with the

I! University of Nebraska. Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources.
AGNET Fact Sheet (brochure). Lincoln, Nebraska.
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mail system. Last year, these leads resulted in export sales of S170 million.

Since the success of any trade lead depends upon the speed with which it is fed

to interested exporters for their response, it is anticipated that this volume

will increase as U.S. suppliers take advantage of this feature. 2/ ACNET also

provides summaries of USDA crop and livestock reports that are featured on the

Department's electronic mail network.

In addition to the cost of a portable computer terminal, most users spend

about S10 per hour for computer use. This cost is based on a charge for CPU time

plus a charge for being connected to the computer. Any regular telephone line

can be used to access ACNET, although longdistance charges may cost two to three

times the amount spent for computer time.

2/ Lett, Raymond. Testimony during hearings on Applications of ComputerBased
Information Systems and Services in Agriculture. U.S. Congress. House. Committee
on Agriculture. Subcommittee on Departmcnt Operations, Research and Foreign
Agriculture. Hearings, 97th Cong., 2d Sess., Hay 19, 1982.
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Do wou want to calculate Costs. Returns. or Perf oreance Only,

Enter the Non -Feed Cost* (excluding interest) in Dollars Per head Per day.

Zero (or blank carriage return) will default to 10.22 /head /day.

..23

Enter:

Initial Market Report Feeder Interest

Rsisht Weleht Interval(wks1 Cost(S/cut1 Rate

.700 1030 4 37.73 16.73

Current ---Ogin--- Cost/lb Oein(Conts)

Ave. Feedlot This Av..... Average Dry A Thls To Date

Date Tap Werieht Patiod Todate Feeu Intake Efficiency Period
4 28 47,0 736.22 2.01 2.01 16.2, 8.11 62.45 62.43

5 26 60.6 841.39 3.03 2.33 17.60 3.77 43.32 30.92

6 23 64.2 926.79 3.04 2.70 MVO 6.20 43.37 49.91

7 21 74.1 1005.33 2.81 2.73 19.12 6.80 49.73 49.13

8 7 77.3 1032.66 2.77 2.73 19.81 7.14 31.73 49.47

Total 332.66 2349.78
A 2.73 18.22 4.66

6 Note - Generally when this column exceeds Selling Price, it is tire to sell.
Consider that heavier weights may chenge the selling price due to chime. in

Oracle and/or weight classificotion.

Feedlot
Costs par heed Per lb
---
Feed 120.34 0.3418 V 3.130 il per dry cut
Non-feed 29.67 0.0841 V 0.230 11 per claw
Interest 24.26 0.0688 V 16.730 Z pp, yr
Total 174.49 0.4947

Enter:

Est.fiale Commission Fee Vot.Ned. and TrensPortation
Price(g/cut) 1 Tardegor(S/hd) Death loss(S/nd) Ch 00000 ($/cwt)

'68 d'4.73 .33

S

Feeder Cost . . 57.75/cut
Sale Price . $ 68.00/cut
Cost of Main <paw weight to Paw weight/ . 49.47 cents/lb

ProJected Maur. . 0 126.34 per head

Sale Price 63.00 66.00 67.00 68.00 69.00 70.00 71.00

Returns
eve head 94.97 105.49 116.02 126.34 137.07 147.60 159.13
Per Pound 0.090 0.100 0.110 0.120 0.130 0.140 0.130

To Break Ewen wou must market cattle at 6 33.98
or you must buw Feeders at no more than 0 73.83

FIGURF, 22 --AGITST Bcef Performance Simulator _32

323
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U.S. D..arleent of Agriculture -- Forelen Agricultural Service
Trade Orrortcnitv Referral It -- Foreign Trade Leads

Concerning RICE - MILLED. LOCO DRAIN 011/24 TORS /SIC Number: 20441000
Issued From ECUADOR U.S.D.A. Ref Nua: 1753-11201123-331A0001

Wheat. rice (Ecuador). Wants FOR price euotes on (A) uhite chest. 200.000
et. minims. Protein .52. FTX moisture content 13.32. and (11) rice.
20v.000 et. lone rain, Mo. 2. 42 broken. Sank ref: National Rank of
Washington. 4340 Conn. Ave.. Washington. D.C. CONTACT: W. O. Marrow.
Prangs 220 0 10 D tugust. Edificio Sloane° Tercel, Pilo of. 205. Quito.

rELEX: 2270 IETEL-ED. Phone: 551-432. Pls. euote in English.
(ER-1347-1348)

FIGURE 23-- Foreign Agricultural Service trade lead. ji/

4/ University of Nebraska. Sample printout from AGNET system (provided by
Dr. James Kendrick, Professor of Agricultural Engineering). Lincoln, Nebraska,
August 1982.
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APPENDIX 7

EMA (Electronic Marketing Association)

The early electronic auction systems for U.S. agricultural products began with

trading conducted over conference telephone call. the 1960's--the first "tele-

auction" sold slaughter hogs from Virginia to me. packers in Virginia and nearby

States. 1/ Since then, electronic trading has expanded to include more sophisti-

cated computerized systems which can handle a higher volume of trading as well as

bookkeeping functions. An example of this type of system is the Electronic Marketing

Association, Inc. of Christiansburg. Va. which held its first computerized auction

for livestock in 1980. This system is the offspring of an earlier electronic

marketing projec: for cattle and lambs funded by USDA, Virginia Polytechnic

Institute and State University, and the Virginia Department of Agriculture and

Corsumer Services. Although the slaughter cow marketing program was not successful,

project participants determined that the costs of a remote-access timesharing system

for buying aid selling livestock were the same or below the costs of communicating

by conference calls. In March 1980, members of the advisory group for the Virginia

project--including livestock producera, livestock marketing operators, and represen-

tatives of livestock marketing agencies--formed a non-stock corporation currently

known as the Electronic Marketing Association, Inc. 2/ At present, EMA is pro-

viding computer auction services not only to the Eastern Lamb Producers Association

of Virginia, but also to two other lamb marketing ce,reratives headquartered in

Wisconsin and Indiana.

1/ U.S. Department of Agriculture. Agricultural Marketing s
Feasibility of Electronic Marketing for the Wholesale Meat Trade. ..."1S -5E ,

May 1979. Washington, 1979. p. 24

2/ Neel, Kenneth S. A Computerized Livestock Auction System. Paper presented

at the Electronic Marketing of Agricultural Commodities Seminar, Winnipeg, Mani-
toba, Canada, November 2-4, 1981. (Conference sponsored by Agriculture Canada,

Ottowa, Ontario).
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Through a telephone hookup to computer terminals in any location, buyers And

sellers are brought together at a specific time to determine the price, on

competitive basis, of the animals being offered for sale. The EMA system permits

prospective buyers to obtain written descriptions on the lambs several hours

before sale time. During the auction itself, the computer drops the asking price

until a bid is received, then continues from that point. At the end of sale,

a high bidder receives summary of his purchases plus a summitry of the entire

sale; all bidding is strictly confidential. ror organizations who do not have

enough volume to justify sales on computer, there is telephone system which

permits buyers to bid on livestock via conference call. This phone system also

enables buyers who do not have a terminal to participate in computer. Addi

tionally, it serves as a backup system in case of computer failure.

Analysis of data from sales through the EMA computerized auction system has

revealed a positive impact on livestock prices. Access to more buyers across the

United States and Canada has enhanced the auction process which typically features

more aggressive, competitive bidding. Buyers have also realized several adentages

by using the EMA system. Travel costs associated with auctions and visiting

producers are eliminated since buyers can access a sale from any location through

portable terminal. Each buyer receives a printed copy of the show list before

the sale as well as a summary of what he purchased immediately following the sale,

including prices paid and total cost. In general, this computerized auction

system offers an efficient trading system for both buyers and sellers and can be

operated at a low cost per sale or per unit.
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APPENDIX 8

Green Thumb

Green Thumb, the experimental videotext project tested by the Kentucky

Cooperative Extension Service and the University of Kentucky College of Agri-

culture, vas conceived in 1977 as means of providing farmers with real-time

weather, marketing and agricultural information. As a result of efforts by

Senator Walter Ruddiest= (D-Ky.), the Department of Agriculture provided

$200,000 and the ''tional Weather Service $100,000 for a pilot project involving

two counties in Kentucky. After technical committee determined hardware

specifications, bids for the equipment were taken. Motorola won the contract for

the user terminals or "Green Thumb Boxes", while Western Union provided the two

county host computers; the Computer Division of Tandy Corporation later joined

with Motorola in manufacturing user terminals. Two hundred farmers from Todd

and Shelby Counties were chosen for the experiment which began operation in Aarch

1980.

Each of the 200 participants received a Green Thumb Box, i low-cost data

terminal which was connected to the farmer's home television it and telephone

line and was used for entering and receiving information from the county computers.

Once the requested information had been received and stored in the Green Thumb Box

memory, the telephone was automatically disconnected. The "dump and disconnect"

feature was distinct improvement over fully interactive systems which incurred

higher costs due to longer connect times and limited the number of users that

could be serviced.

Although the staff of the county Extension offices could enter local

information, such as home economic features or 4 -R club activities, a large

percentage of the information, came from the State computer at the University of

Kentucky. Data on weather, futures prices, market conditions, pest management,
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and agricultural economics were provided by the Chicago Board of Trade, the

National Weather Service, USDA Agricultural Marketing Service, and State

Extension specialists. From a "menu" of information items, project partici-

pants selectively retrieved specific 'frames" of data that they desired.

Ninety percent of the market and about one-half of the weather information

was updated automatically; crop and livestock futures updates were scheduled

every 15 minute. but generally occurred every 30 minutes due to State computer

overload, whiff- weather updates *:.nged from an hourly to a daily basis. 1 /

At the end of the Green Thumb experiment in July 1981, the Stanford

University Institute for Communication Research studied the acceptance of the

videotext project by the farmers and its impact on their agricultural opera-

tions. Researchers affiliated with the University of Kentucky College o'

Agriculture assessed the organizational structure and t2chnical aspects of the

project.

Records stored in the State computer revealed that project participants

requested information on market and weather conditions 86 percent of the time,

while info - oration on agricultural production, home, and community topics

comprised less than 14 percent of retrievals. (See Figure a4). Users generally

called the Green Thumb system an average 10 times per month, requesting four

items of information per call. Farmer characteristics made little difference

in how frequently the system was accessed. (Todd County le dominated by large

grain crops farms, while agriculture in Shelby County centers around smaller

dairy, livestock, grain and tobacco farms). Thus, future participation in

agricultural videotext systems need not be limited to either large-scale or

Ragland, John D. Project Green Thumb Pilot: Information Harvest for Farmers.
Telephony, v. 200, !.ay 11, 1981. p. 21.
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innovative farmers; however, Green Thumb was offered as free service, and

future use of similar systems may vary among large and email farms depending

upon cost. _1/

Although users found the overall Green Thumb system to be workable, about

half of the farmers experienced technical problems and two-thirds reported

inadequate updating of information. These difficulties may have prompted

farmers to rank three conventional sources of marketing data -- newspapers, radio

and buyers--as more important co them than Green Thumb. About half of the farmers

indicated that Green Thumb information had saved them money and/or time in

their agricultural operations. On the average, users scared that they would

be willing to pay about 58.70 per month for a reliable Green Thumb-type service,

and about S18 per month for expanded interactive services such as farm business

analyses. However, these figures are lower than actual costs of videotext et*

interactive computing services now operating on a profit - making or cost-recovery

basis. .1/

Even though the Green Thumb experiment was successful in many respects, the

Stanford evaluation concludes with several recommendations for improvements in

future agricultural videotext systems. First, hardware reliability and dependable

2 / Bennett, Claude F., and others. The Kentucky Green Thumb Exper ,en'al

Project: Some Major Findings and Recommendations from University of Kentucky and

Stanford University Evaluations. U.S. Department of Agriculture (mime,. sphed

report), 1982. Washington, 1982. p. 1-2,

Case, Donald, and others. Stanford Evaluation of the Green Thumb Box Experi-
mental Videotext Project for Agricultural Extension Information Delivery in Shelby

and Todd Counties, Kentucky: Executive Summary. Stanford, California. Institute

for Communication Research, Stanford University, 1981. p. 9-10.
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updating of the two most frequently-used categories of information, weather and

commodity markets, are essential. Second, unless Cooperative Extension staff

supply the system with unique data and analyses, users will continue to narrow

their attention to the kinds of information which generally duplicates the

services of commercial media. Additionally, future videotext systems should be

capable of performing farm business computations related to agricultural opera-

tionsfarmers indicated a willingness to pay almost twice as such per month for

such services compared to basic Crean Thumb service. The Stanford evaluation

further suggests testing of alternative videotext technologies, particularly

systems that utilize cable, microwaves, or satellites for transmission. 4 /

---------

4/ Case, Stanford Evaluation of the Green Thumb r3X Experimental Videotext
Project, p. 13-14.
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FIGURE 24 Host requested categories of information in Green Thumb Experiment. 5/

.1/ Warner, Paul D., and Frank Clearfield. An Evaluation of a Computer-Based

Videotext Information Delivery System For Farmers: The Green Thumb Project.
Lexington, Kentucky, University of Kentucky, Department of Sociology ad Coopera-

tive Extension Service, 1982. p. V-8.
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APPENDIX 9

Iowa Beef Processors Satellite Communications System

In an innovative approach to wide-area mobile communications, the Iowa

Beef Processors, Inc. (UP) recently installed a satellite voice communications

system which links the zompny's headquarters in Dakota City, Nebraska to mobile

radio units in all parts of Kansas. The system evolved from a need for instan-

taneous, reliable communications with the company's field cattle buyers due to

the nature of the cattle market, where prices are subject to rapid change.

Before the conversion to satellite communications, the IBP had utilised

system of direct radio contact with field buyers through the company's micro-

wave and VHF radio system. As the system began to deteriorate from weather and

age--it had been installed in 1962--a decision was made to upgrade the operation.

In 1981, the entire VHF system was replaced with new equipment from General

Electric Co., and base stations were located in climate-controlled equipment

shelters; scramblers were also included to ensure privacy of voice transmissions.

A satellite control system was chosen for long-range communications with IBP

headquarters; the other two options, rebuilding the microwave system and construc-

tion of dedicated telephone circuits, were considered too costly. 1/

The current system, a network of 14 "single-channel per carrier" earth

stations talking through a channel assignment on Western Union's Westar III com-

munications satellite, is designed to work in concert with the local distribution

capability of short-range VHF radio. The fixed earth stations are colocated

with a business-band VHF base radio stations, each cf which has an antenna located

at the top of 300-foot tower. Them.: base stations are located throughout Kansas

1/ Stevenson, Carl R. Communications Satellites. Communications, v. 18,

September 1981. p. 59-60.
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to offer reliable communications with mobile units for distances of up to 35-40

miles from the antenna. For long-range interconnection to the control stations

at IBF headquarters and two processing plants, the VHF base stations are inter-

faced with the satellite earth stations. Additionally, there is transportable

earth station that is available for temporary operations in the event of equip-

ment failure or for use during construction of new sites.

The earth stations verve designed, packaged, and installed by Dalsat, Inc.

of Plano, Texas. At present, the Iowa Beef Processors is monitoring the perfor-

mance of the atellite network in Kansas to determine the feasibility of

establishing similar communications links to buyers located in Minnesota, South

Dakota, Nebraska, and lova. Possible future uses of the satellite system by

IBF include video teleconferencing and high-speed data transmission.
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APPENDIX 10

FAPRS (Federal Assistance Program Retrieval System)

During the past 10 years, the growth of Federal domestic assistance programs

has been phenomenal. For example, the number of Federal grant authorizations

increased from 160 in 1962 to over 650 in 1971 1 /--by the end of 1961, the

Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance contained some 1,200 entries. However,

until 1978, many locll governments, particularly those in rural areas, lacked the

financial and staff resources needed to track the nature and availability of

Federal assistance programs. Representative Jack Brooks, Chairman of the Subcom-

mittee on Legislation and National Security of the House Committee on Government

Operationshighlighted this problem of information inequity during 1977 hearings:

It is virtually impossible--at least without an enormous
expenditure of time and effort--for local officials to
find out what programs are available to help their com-
munities and how they go about getting the money for them.
Larger cities keep people here in Washington . . . but

thousands of smaller communities can afford to do that,
and so they may he losing out on funds that they have
just as much right to as the big cities. 2/

The legislation, popularly known as the Federal Program Information Act, was

passed later that year in an effort to ensure that all communities would have

an equal opportunity to identify and receive Federal assistance.

This Act (P.L. 95-220) transferred the Federal Assistance Program Retrieval

System (FAPRS) from the U.S. Department Agriculture to the Office of Manage-

ment and Budget with a mandate that the data retrieval system be improved using

1/ U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations. Subcommittee

on Legislation and National Security. The Feders1 Program Information Act.

Report to Accompany H.R. 6257. House Report No. 95-341, 95th Cong., 1st Seas.
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1977. p.2.

2/ U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations. Subcommittee
on Legislation and National Security. The Federal Program Information Act.
Hearings, 95th Cong., 1st Sess., April 28, 1977. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.
Off., 1977. p. 9.
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the USDA efforts as a model. Additionally, the Office of Management and Budget

was instructed to continue publishing the Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance.

Both the Catalog and the computer retrieval system contain the same information,

including: description of each program; a listing of eligibility requirements,

formulas governing fund distribution and use restrictions; and a summary of

financial information and application requirements. However, FAPRS enableo users

to identify and obtain information on Federal assistance programs much more

quickly than would be possible with comparable manual searching of the Catalog.

When conducting a FAPRS search, the individual supplies data on the name and

population of the city or town for which the search is being conducted, the

county and State in which it is located, the type of applicants, and the specific

need of the community. The system then matches the characteristics of a community

and its needs with the characteristics of Federal assistance programs. The

requestor can continue the computer search by viewing the complete program

description called up from the system or by going directly to the printed Catalog

for further information, once the program number has been retrieved. Information

in FAPRS is generally updated every six months.

Originally developed by USDA for use by the Department's Rural Development

Service, the FAPRS servicz is currently offered in 45 State Cooperative Extension

offices. Today, 30 vrcent of all FAPRS requests are made through State Exten-

sion agents--most offices cnarge an average $3 to $5 for processing a single

request to recover some of the costs. Access to FAPRS is available through two

time-sbaring vendors, General Electric Information Services Company (GEISCO) and

The Service Bureau Company (SBC). The magnetic tapes produced by the Office of

Management and Budget are also sole by the National Technical Information

Service (NTIS).
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APPENDIX 11-1/

Public Law 96-511 (Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980)

Paperwork Reduction Act of 1960 Establishes, within the Office
of Manasement and Budget (OMB), the Office of Infonnadon and
Regulatory Affairs (OIRA). Requires the Director of OMB to
appoint an Adminisuntor as head of OIRA. Makes the Direttor
responsible for any functions delegated to such Administrator.
Requires the Director to develop and implement Federal inform.
non policies mid maim* including policies concerning (I) the
reduction of the Government paperwork burden on the public; (2)
records management activities; and (3) the privacy of records per-
taining to individuals; and (4) the review of infoi nation collection
remind.

Sets forth functions of the Director with mpect to Federal
information collection and management in the following catego-
ric. (1) seam' infonnstiols policy functions; (2) informed., col.
'tenon requests clearance and other paperwork C0111(01 rUllai01111;
(3) SIStatiCRi policy and coordination functions; (4) motels meo
gement functioos; (5) privacy of information filmdom; and (6)
automatic date processing and telmonustunkations functions not
including intelligence, cryptologic, or military activities.

Requires each Federal sgency to submit to the Director II copy
of any proposed rule which specifically requires an in formation
collection requests. Allows the Director 60 days to file public
comments on such request Directs each agency to publish with
the final Me its responses to such commerU. Requires the Direc-
tor to !mike publicly available justification of any decision to
disapprove such a request. Precludes the Director from disapprov
ins any such request if the Mecum received notice of the
proposed rule and failed to file comments within the specified
period.

Requires the Director, upon enactment of this Act, to sec a noel
to reduce the Ciovemment paperork burden by 15 percent by
October I, 1982, and by an additi, sal 10 percent du.n4 the subse-
quent year. Requires the Director, within one year after amount
of this Act (I) to establish requiremenu and assign responsibility
(or urgency and Govenunentwide audits of all major information
systems erupt systems used foe criminal investigations or intelb
Settee or MInelogic activities; (2) to establish the Federal Infor
elution Locator System; (3) to develop schedule for eliminating
any duplication of information coilecuoa requests by the Govern.
went (4) to develop m proposal for collecting data profiles of
aaency information holdinp which ere not included in the Federal
Information Locator System; and (5) to identify initiatives which
my reduce by ten percent the Federal paperwork burden essociat
ed with Fedeml grant programs. Directs the Director, within two
years after this Act is enacted: (I) to establish a system for intepst
ing informative management practices with the information poli
ties of this Act (2) to identify initiatives to improve productivity
in Federal ope-atiotu using informatioo processing technology: (3)
to develop program to enforce Federal information processing
standards and to revitalize the sundards development progrsm;
(4) to complete action on recommendations of the Commission on
Federal Psperwork, (5) in consultation with the Administrator of
General Services, to develop m fivcyear plan (or meting the suto-
rime date proemial' and telecommunication needs of the Gov.
eminent; and (6) to submit to the President and Comoro
kgislauve Propouls to remove inconsistencies in hum involving
privacy, confidentiality and disclosure of information.

Requires each agency: (I) to carry out information management
activities in an efficient, ec000mical manner, (2) to dentist,
senior official or ofTkials to carry out urgency resin:m.0 lM= coder
this Act including the acquisition of animistic data processing
equipment and services; (3) to inventory its major information
system and review, periodically, its management activities; (4) to
ensure that its systems do not overlap each other or duplicate
systems of other agencies, (5) to develop procedures (or assessing
the paperwork burden of its collection activities; and (6) to ensure
that each information collection request submitted to nine or fewer
persons contain a (MU that it is not subject to the provisions of
this Act.

pU.S. Library of Congress. Congressional Research Service. Digest of Public
General Bills and Resolutions: Final Issue. 96th Congress, 2d Session (Part I, '980).
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1981. p, 278.
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Requires an agency, before collecting any information, to: (I)
eliminate reporting requirements which seek information which is
available through another Government source; (2) minimize corn.
pliance burden on respondents; (3) plan the tabulation of the infor.
mation in a manner which maximizes its usefulness to other
agencies; (4) obtain the Director's approval of such collection; and
(5) obtain a control number for each information collective re.
quest.

Requires the Director to notify the public of a decision tt ap.
prove or disapprove any collection request within 60 days of re
ceiving it. Provides for a 30day extension of such period. Declares
that the Director's approval may be inferred if the Director fait
to notify the agency of a decision within the required period.
Authorizes an agency to conduct the collection of information
which has been disapproved by the Director if a majority of agency
members vote to override such disapproval. Prohibits the Director
from approving a collection request for a period exceeding three
years.

Permits the Director to delegate partial or total authority to
evaluate the information collection requests of an agency to the
official designated by that agency to perform information manage.
['lent functions.

Specifies conditions under which an agency head may request
the Director to authorize the agency to collect information for a
period of 90 days without complying with provisions of this Act.

Allows the Director, when considering whether a proposed in.
formation collection request is necessary for agency operations, to
provide an opportunity for the agency and other interested persons
to submit or present comments.

Authorizes the Director. (1) to designate a single collection
agency for two or more agencies; and (2) to direct the disclosure
of confidential information from one agency to another under
specified conditions.

Establishes, within OIRA, a Federal Information Locator Sys-
tem composed of a director of information resources, a data ale.
ment dictionary, and an information referral service. States that
the System shall serve as the authoritative register of all informs.
tion requests. Requires the Director: (1) to design an index for the
System; (2) to require each agency to submit for inclusion in the
System a data profile of each information request of that agency;
(3) to compare proposed information requests with existing re
quests through the System; and (4) to ensure that no actual data,
excluding descriptive data which is necessary to locate information
or identify duplicative data, is included in the System.

Declares that no person shall be subject to any penalty for failing
to provide information to an agency if the information collection
request was made after December 31, 1981, and does not display
a control number or a statement that such request is not subject
to this Act.

Requires the Director: (1) to review the information manage
ment activities of each agency at least once every three years; (2)
to report the findings to the agency and specified committees el
Congress; (3) to keep Congress fully informed of major activities
under this Act; and (4) to submit to the President of the Senate and
the Speaker of the House an annual report on such activities.
Specifies the contents of such report.

Sets forth exceptions to the authority and applicability of this
Act. Declares that nothing in this Act affects the substantive au
thorny of any Federal agency to enforce civil rights laws.

Grants the Comptroller General access to all records of OIRA.
Authorizes appropriations to carry out the provisions of this

Act.
Requires the Administrator of General Services: (1) to include

in an annual report to Congress and the Director estimates of the
costs to the Government resulting from the failure of agencies to
implement the Administrator's recommendations resulting from
records management studies; and (2) to assist the Administrator
of OIRA in conducting studies and developing standards relating
to records retention requirements of Federal agencies.

Directs the President and the Director to delegate specified
Federal information functions to the Administrator of OIRA.

Amends the General Education Provisions Act to direct the
S.cretary of Education to coordinate the information collection
activities of all Federal agencies if the respondents are primarily
educational institutions or if the purpose of such an activity is to
request information to formulate education policies. States that
such information collection activities shall be subject to this Act.

331
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APPENDIX 12

INDAX

'MAX, the home information system of Cox Cable Communications, Inc. has

been undergoing field tests in the San Diego area since May 1981. Based on

the experience of this pilot program, INDAX is currently being offered on

a commercial basis to Cox Cable subscribers in Omaha, Nebraska. Two alteznatives

for information delivery via cable are available: one-way (teletext), and two-

way (videotext). Subscribers to the service must purchase a decoder to convert

the incoming digital signals into a video display format, in addition to a key-

pad to select frames of information. 1/

With the teletext services offered by INDAX, users can retrieve information

on news, weather, and financial data--the two-way service enables users to per-

form financial transactions and shop from home. Thus, subscribers may pay bills,

transfer funds, review account balances, and order merchandise from retailers.

Through an agreement with The Reader's Digest Association, INDAX subscribers can

access THE SOURCE videotext system which features national and international news

as well as the "Commodity News Service" which reports on daily price activities

for 22 commodities. The information provide:s participating in the INDAX service

include local retailers and financial institutions; additionally. the Omaha World

Herald offers local news, listings of community event', and 'ducational offerings.

Special pay-per-view entertainment services, such as major sorts events and

movies, are also available. The current charge to Cox Cable subscribers for

INDAX services ranges from six to ten dollars per month.

l'Ellis.Michael L. and others. INDAX: An Operational Interactive Cable Television
and Home Information System. Paper presented by Michael L Ellis and others (of Cox
Cable Communications. Inc.) at COMPCON 1982 Conference. Feb. 24-26. 1982. San
Francisco.

33c)
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APPENDIX 13

FCC Press Release on Interim Rules for DBS

ACTION IN DOCKET CASE June 23, 1982

INTERIM RULES ADOPTED FOR LICENSING AND OPERATION OF DIRECT BROADCAST SATELLITES
(GEN. DOCKET NO. 80-603)

The Commission has adopted rules for licensing and operarion of direct
broadcast satellites (OBS), prior to and conditioned on the outcome of the 1983
Regional Administrative Radio Conference (RARC).

(The 1983 RARC, to convene in Geneva in July 1983, will plan the orbit and
associated frequencies for direct broadcast satellites iri the Western Hen/sphere.
Therefore the FCC must await the outcome of the RARC before it can make specific
frequency allocations for DBS.)

The Commission's action clears the way for the Commissi a to act on nine
pending applications by private companies to provide DBS 5er/ice -- a radio
communication service in which signals from earth are retransmitted by high
power, geostationary satellites for direct reception by small, inexpensive earth

terminals.

Those applicants are: Satellite Television Corporation (SAC); CBS, Inc.;

Direct Broadcast Satellite Corporation; Focus Broadcast Satellite Company;
Graphic Scanning Corporation; RCA American Communications, Inc.; United States
Satellite Broadcasting Company; Video Satellite Systemi, Inc. and The Western

Union Telegraph Company.

Briefly, the Commission:

Allocated 500 .Hz of spectrum in the 12 GE: band for downlinks and 500 MHz
of spectrum in the 17 CH:: band for uplinks;

-- Set license terms for interim DBS systems at five years;

-- Adopted a flexible regulatory approach which will avoid delay in the

introduction of DBS and will allow DBS operators to determine the
characteristics of the service and the Commission to impose regulatory
classifications depending on the nature of the operations;

Refrained from imposing restrictions on ownership of DBS systems

or control of DBS channels; and

Declined to impose technical standards beyond those required by
international agreements.

33z)
14-795 0 - 83 - 22
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In adopting a flexible regulatory approach, the FCC said 'delay in introduc
tion of DBS service would be avoided and provision of the services most valued
by the public would be encouraged by allowing operators to experiment to find
the most desirable service offerings.

DES operators will he permitted to determine the characteristics of their
systems, the FCCosaid, adding that it would classify such systems depending on

the nature of the operations. It said the relevant statutory requirements would
apply to DBS licensees operating as either common carriers or broadcasters.
Customers of common carriers would not be classified as broadcasters.

The Commission said the experience in this interim period would be helpful
in learning whether satellite operators find it most feasible to operate as
broadcasters, common carriers, private radio operators or some combination
or variant of these classifications. The Commission could then use this experience

in deciding on permanent rulei.

In deciding not to restrict the ownership of DBS systems or control of DES
channels, th,t FCC said sufficient competition should exist among DBS systems and
between DBS and other sources of video programing to prevent abuses.

However, if concentration of control appeared to be a problem in particular
locations, it would consider those localities on a casebycase basis.

While noting that common carrier DBS operators would, of course, be subject
to access requirements under the Communications Act, the Commission said it
would impose to access requirements on DBS licensees operating in the broadcast
mode since requiring them to relinquish control over programing services might
impede their ability to market their service. It noted that in a competitive
marketplace licensees will probably have ample economic incentives to offer
services that are most desired and needed by the public.

The Commission imposed no technical standards beyond those required by
international agreement and set no further technical restrictions on the
characteristics of the systems or the services offered. It said imposing

technical standards on the basis of current technology would stifle the further
development of DBS and that by not specifying compatibility standards, it would
allow DES operators the freedom to offer new services in response to advances in
technology or changes in viewers' tastes. DBS operators will be permitted to
offer either high definition or conventional television signals but not required

to offer either.

The licensing and procedural rules for DBS require Applicants to

conform to international guidelines. In most circumstances tile regulatory
policies in force at the time of authorization to construct a satellite would
remain in force for that satellite throughout its operating lifetime. Those

granted authorizations would be required to proceed with diligence, beginning
construction or completing contracting for construction within one year of
issuance of a construction permit (CP) and beginning operation within six years
of grant of the CP, unless otherwise determined by the Commission.
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In deciding to grant interim DBS applications, the FCC noted that the
benefits of DBS include service to remote areas; additional channels of service
throughout the country; programing better suited to viewers' tastes; innovative
service such as high-definition television, stereophonic sound, teletext and
dual-language sound tracks, and nonentertainment services such as educational
programing, medical data, etc.

The Commission began consideration of domestic policies for DBS service
with a notice of inquiry released October 29, 1980, On December 17 of that
year the Commission received an application from Satellite Television Corporation,
a subsidiary of the Communications Satellite Corporation, requesting authority
to construct a DBS system.

On June 1, 1981, the FCC released a policy statement and rulemaking
notice setting forth proposed policies and rules for the authorization of
interim DBS systems. At the same time it accepted STC's application for filing
and established a cutoff period for the submission of applications to be
considered in conjunction with STC's.. Thirteen additional applications were
received, and of these, seven were accepted for filing, one was accepted in
part and five were rejected as incomplete and unacceptable for filing. Petitions
for reconsideration of this decision were rejected.

Some parties commenting on the rulemaking notice opposed the authorization
of DBS systems on the ground that they would divert audiences from conventional
broadcasters, would reduce their revenues and, consequently, would reduce the
quality or availability of programing from the local broadcasting systems.

The Commission said it had no way to predict the effect of several DBS
systems, or DES systems in conjunction with cable and other sources of programing,
on broadcasting. It said, however, that the services DBS could provide were
likely to prove extremely valuable.to the viewer and in the absence of evidence
of an adverse effect, it should not foreclose the possibility of providing
such services solely on 'the basis of speculation concerning harm to existing
broadcasters.

I: said allocating 500 MHz to DBS maximizes the number of channels :hat
could be received by a single he antenna, which minimizes the cos: per channel
to :he viewer and increases competition by reducing entry barriers for later
entrants.

The Commission said it would continue to license terrestrial users in the
12.2-12.7 CH: band until the issuance of a report and order allocating alternative
Fixed Service (FS) frequency bands. Five years from that date terrestrial
licensees will be allowed to operate in the 12.2-12.7 CH: band only if they do
not cause interference to operating DES systems.
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APPENDIX 14

Selected Canadian Programs

Compared to Federal efforts in the United States, the Canadian government

has generally displayed a greater willingness to embrace new information and

communications technologies in offering support to the farm community. This

opinion was recently acknowleiged in a speech by James L. Pearson of USDA's

Agricultural Marketing Service:

Electronic marketing is almost synonymous with Canada.
We in the United States, recognize you as having been
the leader in the application of electronic techniques
particularly with respect to the teletype trading
system. 2 /

In addition to providing assistance in the area of electronic marketing of

agricultural commodities, the government, through the Communications Research

Center of the Canadian Department of Communications, was largely responsible for

developing the TELIDON videotext technology. Today, TELIDON is being offered

on a commercial basis in Manitoba through an agricultural videotext project

called "Grassroots." In the area of economic and social statistics, the govern

ment's statistical agency offers online access to its comprehensive collection

of data through the CANSIM database. The following descriptions give brief

overviews of CANSIM and the Grassroots project, as well as summaries of several

electronic marketing systems for hogs.

1 / Pearson, James L. Issues, WrapUp, and Product Merchandising. Speech
presented at the Electronic Marketing of Agricultural Commodities Seminar,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, November 2-4, 1981. (Conference sponsored by
Agriculture Canada, Ottawa, Ontario).
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CANSIM (Canadian Socio-Economic Information Management System)

Statistics Canada (STATSCAN), Canada's national statistical agency, is

responsible for collecting and disseminating data on the z.cial and economic

conditions of the country. In addition to providing mue, of the information

free or at a minimum cost in published form, the agency also offers on-line

access to the data through the CANSIM computerized database. The data

available from CANSIM are of two types: the time-series module which shows

changes over a period of time and is viewed as a F,,neral-purpose date bank;

and, the cross-classified module which shows the interrelationships between

a number of social conditions and is designed to meet the specific Deeds of

analysts and researchers. CANSIM currently contains some 30,000 time series

which are updated dally; the information c,vers a broad range of snb,ects such

as agriculture and food, manufactur.ng, external trade, health and welfare, and

population. In the agr!cultural statistics program, information is gathered

from a quinquenrial census of agriculcur'e together with more frequent estimates

on acreage, yield, and production. Also included are estimates of livestock and

poultry inventories on farms and an integrated set of farm income and expenditure

accounts.

The CANSIM "Main Base" is maintained at a commercial computer service bureau.

From this Main Base, STATSCAN has developed a CANSIM "Mini Base" which includes

25,000 of the most widely-used time series. The Mini 'save is available through

12 secondary distributors in the private sector. These distributors are generally

compuwer service bureaus that ha- ad.-to.' ..%:(111 :4NSIM data according to

STATSCAN guidelines and which offer a variety of software packs.

services.
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Manitoba Grassroots

The Manitoba Grassroots program, Canada's first commercial videotext

service, is a joint endeavor of the Manitoba Telephone System and Infomart,

the nation's largest electronic publishing firm. based on TELIDON video-

text technology developed by the Canadian Department of Communications, the

Grassroots service evolved from the experiences of the "Project Ida" field

trial. This early videotext program involved 100 homes in South Headingley,

Manitoba; the participants were connected to the computer center by two-way

cable. Project Ida was later expanded to the Elie-St. Eustache area to test

videotext transmission via optical fiber.

Designed to provide timely information services to the agricultural com-

munity, the (rassroots system began operating in September 1981. Farmers can

access a variety of up-to-date agricultural information such as weather, market

conditions, crop and livestock reports, and futures prices; additionally, several

daily and week:y farm newsletters are available as well as general news from the

Lroadcast News wire service. For assistance in financial and agricultural

management, the Grassroots service offers problem-solving programs that cover all

types of farming. In recent montns, Infomart has added consumer information,

travel and sports schedules, health and home economics suggestions, and enter-

tainment listing to the database in order to attract a broader audience.

All Grassroots information is stored in the computer at the Infomart TELIDON

Center in Winnipeg. Infomart develops the videotext pages from data supplied by

a variety of information providers such as the Winnipeg Commodity Exchange, the

Chicago Board of Trade, the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, and Agriculture Canada.

The Manitoba Telephone System provides the network for telephone connections
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from users to the computer center along with the TELIDON videotext equipment

for hookup to the user's telephone and television. To avoid excessive long-

distance costs, the telephone company decided upon a uniform rate of five

cents per minute from any location in Manitoba. The rental cost for video-

text equipment is $47.50 per month on a two-year basis and $59.00 per month

on a one-year basis; in addition, there is a one-time charge of $75.00 for

installation. The Grassroots service currently has over 400 subscribers.
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Electronic Marketing of flogs in Ontario

With a mandate provided by provincial legislation, the Ontario Pork Producers

Marketing board (OPPMB) has the authority to market all hogs sold in Ontario. The

current teletype auction system, first installed in 1961, was adopted by the Board

in response to the producers' need for an impartial mechanism for determining whether

or not the market was glutted and where the demand was greatest. The teletype

system connects 45 marketing yards in Ontario vith eight purchasing offices of major

packing plants; additionally, he OPPMB office is hooked into the system so that

the Board's staff members can bid on behalf of some 20 smaller processors who may

wish, to participate in the auction. The bidding ..egins when a lot of pigs is of-

fered at a starting point about 50 cents* higher than the sales force believes it

will bring. The price is dropped five cents every three seconds until the buyer hits

a button which stops the bidding. When the price desceAs to a certain predetermined

level, the machine prints a "no sale" and the lot is again offered for sale at the

same price level; if the lot fails to sell r second time, the bidding opens at a

lower price level. At the end of the day, a sales report is distributed to all

participating parties.

By supplying a means of competitive bidding op all hogs, equal treatment is

accorded to both processors and producers. The teletype auction system not only

facilitates rapid and efficient sales, but also provides a complete and accurate

record of all transactions. The program's success becomes clearly evident when

comparing Ontario prices with other markets--between 1971 and 1980, the average

weighted price for Ontario hogs was cr, :intently above those obtained in Winnipeg,

Manitoba, Edmonton, Alberta, and Omaha in the United States. 2 /

2/ Bluhm, R. Jerry. Electrordc Marketing of flogs in Ontario. Paper presented
at the Electronic Marketing of Agricultural Commodities Seminar, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada, November 2-4, 1981. (Cor"..rence sponsored by Agriculture Canada, Ottawa,

Ontario).

*Prices mentioned in descriptions of Canadian systems are in Canadian currency.
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Electronic Marketing of Hogs in Manitoba

After 12 years of operating a teletype auction system based on the Ontario

mode:, the Manitoba Hog Producers Marketing Board ,.:!Fe" ended to implement

the "Dutch clock- auction method in 1977. The switch prompted by the reduced

number of buyers in the system (Manitoba generally produces more hogs than can be

consumed locally) and the subsequent decline in prices. The auction takes place at

the Winnipeg office of the hfHPMB where a sales room has been designed with buyi...g

desks wired to the large wall-mounted clock. Once buyers have received a descrip-

tion of a lot of hogs offered for sale at a specific starting price, the clock is

activated to display a series of five-cent price drops. When a buyer depresses

a bid button, the clock stops and the sale is confirmed; the electronic circuitry

is designed to eliminate any possibility of tie bids. A sales cleik keeps records

of the sales on indi .,al packer contract forms.

Tne Manitoba Dutch clock auction method of marketing hogs has become an

effective substitute for the teletype trading system. The Manitoba Board serves

some 3,500 to 4,000 hog producers and recently reported sales of $120 million per

year. By maintaining a greater degree of competition among a smaller number of

buyers, the Dutch clock auction has made the "price-discovery" process more

equitable. 3 f

3/ Munro, W. B. Electronit Marketing of Hogs in Manitoba. Paper presented at
the Electronic Marketing of ,7ricultural Commodities Seminar, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada, November 2-4, ]0'1. (Conference sponsored by Agriculture Canada, Ottawa,
Ontario).
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Electronic Marketinc of Hors in Alberta

Not all of the electronic marketing endeavors in. Canada have been successful.

The A: Berta Pork Producers Marketing Board (APPMB) was established in 1969 with

a statutory mandate to market all hogs in that province. In response to producers'

complaints that markets were being manipulated by large buyers less than ID

pe. of the market pigs were being sold at public auction- -a teletype auction

system was installed in 1969.

During the firs: few years of operation, the system benefited producers by

bringing more buyers into the bidding process and reducing delivery costs; buyers

also profited from lower assembly costs. However, in a departure from the original

design of the system, the APPHB .stablished a series of regional assembly yards

which significantly improved the system of assembling hogs and in turn reduced

transportation and handling costs. This change weakened the effectiveness of and

the need for the teletype auction system. The advantages of electronic trading

were further diluted when the number of buyers participating it the teletype

auction decreased.

By 1979, the Alberta 67qird decided to discontinue the teletype auction since

the system had become ineffective in boosting prices. A. W. Anderson of the

University of Alberta concluded that the electronic marketing system would not

have survived as long as it did without the strength of provincial legislation to

support it. 4/ The improvements in the assemblage of hogs and the decrease in

the number of buyers were direct determinants in the decision to terminate the

teletype system.

/,/ Anderson, A. W. Electronic Marketing of Hogs in Alberta. Paper presented

at the Electronic Marketing of Agricultural Commodities Seminar, Winnipeg, Mani-
toba, Canada, November 2-4, 1981. (Conference sponsored by Agriculture Canada,
Ottawa, Ontario).
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APPENDIX

Sugge!,ted Workshop Is,ue Parameter:

Working within the context of the preceding commentary, the six workshop
discussion groups are being asked to engage in more detailed exploration of
their respective focal areas. The ensuing report from each group should inclvie
a succinct identification of issues and goals, any reflections on the impact of
technology (where appropriate), commentary on such matters as public-private
sector roles and responsibilities, and recommendations for possible initiatives
by Congress, other governmental groups, or the private sector. Some of the key
questions to be considered are listed below.

1. GROUP I - Private Sector Information Services

will the charges imposed by private sector information providers
constitute a barrier for '8e by the small farmer?

Can private sector information vendors provide -original information
df the requisite accuracy, completeness, and timeliness, or must they
rely (at least in part) on governmental groups?

Does the range of information required by the farmer and rancher
exceed the capacity of existing private sector providers, and if so,
what kind of -networking" arrangement is feasible to fulfill such needs?

To what extent do rural information users require "value added"
information which has involved human expert interpretation and
repackaging?

Under what circumatcnces should there be formal private-public sector
collaboration in the provision of information services?

4111 private sector information entrepreneurs strive to develop and
of "user friendly- systems which can optimize ready use by a wide
variety of persons in the rural community?

What provisions for user "feedback- are projected by private sector
infordation providers, so that responsiveness to changing needs can
be facilitated?

2 GROUP II - Government Information Services: Management and Marketing

How can information system design minimize the requirement for hardware
acquisition by the user? Are systems being designed which give a
particular hardware vendor a captive market?

Are there formal procedures to insure that system capacity is being
used to provide the highest quality analytic routines and the most
valuable information, or is this determined by who gets there first "'.

Is user feedback used effectively to weed items frum the data base
and :o determine priorities for additions to the system?

]./D.S. Library of Congrese. Congressional Laseerch Service. Computer-Based Information
Systems and Services for Rural America. A pamphlet produced by Robert L. Chartrand and A.
Barry Carr for Hearingn held by the Subcommittee on Department Operations. Research and
Foreign Agriculture of On Houor Committee on Agriculture, Kay 19-29, 1982. p. 7-1O.

34j
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What arrangements are needed to minimize duplicative system development
efforts among the various State systems and to make State systems
compatible with each other?

o What knowledge and skills are necessary to design a statewide computer-
based information system? Do traditional Extension organizations

possess individuals with these capabilities?

o How does a computer-based information system compare in cost effectiveness
with traditional Extension information delivery systems? For the

institution? For the user?

o Are rural communication networks of adequate quality to assure access
for all potential users of a statewide computer-based information system?

o Will computer-based information systems replace traditional supply
channels for certain types of farm inputs or traditional marketing
channels for certain farm commodities? What are the implications of
this for the farm sector, the input sector, and the marketing sector?

3. GROUP III - Government Information Services: Crop Operations

o Does the existence of a publicly supported information and management
system discourage the development of innovative private sector systems?

o Are there beneficial ways for public systems and private management
information vendors to cooperate in serving the same market without

giving someone an unfair competitive advantage?

o
Is there justification for a user fee in public systems or should

access be free?

Should access to publicly financed systems be open to all or should
access be controlled to prevent misuse of the information?

o Does the information provided in the system require professional
interpretation before it can be used? Who should provide this

interpretation?

o What liability is incurred by the information provider for the effects
of the recommendations or information provided through the system?

o Will computer-based information systems replace traditional Extension
delivery systems for certain types of information in a way that reduces
access to certain segments to the public? How will limited resource
clients be served?
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. CR00? Iv User Reouirements

In what ways can user requirements for various information supper:
systems -- interactive, straignt data delivery, modeling, calculation
be ascertained initially?

o Can information entrepreneurs, either governmental or private sector,
hold meetings which will serve to orient and educate potential system
users regarding the benefits and limitations of computer-supported
information systems?

Should :hose providing advanced information services develop mecnanisms
which car quickly monitor changing user requirements?

Has thought been given to distinguishing the types of products and
services required in order to meet various categ,:ies of user needs for
information?

Have users of projected systems, in declaring their information requirements,
fully understood the cost-performance tradeoffs?

o Should preliminary surveys of community information needs, as perceived
b, various potential user groups, be undertaken, since oftentimes there

is great variance between what is thought to be needed and that which Is
actually significant?

Could sample "profiles" of needs be created, during a "pilot" system
test period, in order to guide both the information providers and the
subsequent user community toward the most responsive service?

5. GROUP V Svstem Implementation: Hardware Installation, Training, Maintenance,
Software and Data File Modification

o What options can be offered potential on-line system users in the way
of hardware and software?

Will there be a quick response, through telephone consultation or sire
visit, by a system engineer when service is curtailed?

Can customer awareness of enhancements to the system be ensured both
by displayed notices (on the terminal) and through printed releases?

Are user "brush up" sessions planned, either through on-line instruction
sessions or by special seminars held in community centers which allow
group sharing of problems?

How can user requirements for additional data bases best be ascertained
and net by information providers?

Should newly offered data files, especially those with crossover
points to existing on-line files, receive special treatment in terms
of user awa :cness and acceptance?

o Is :here a necessity to have a "local" system support person on call
during the early phases of offering an operational service?
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b. GROUP VI - Present and Projected Technology

Has experience on several "pilot" projects proven that selected information
can be disseminated on a cost-effective basis to those in remote art,.as?

Is there known continuing research and development in information
technology which holds promise of special benefit for rural users?

Should farmer-servicing organizations (associations, etc.) consider
conducting colloquia and demonstrations to further enlighten potential
users living in non-urban areas?

Is a review of existing government-sponsored information services,
inclucing those featuring the use of computers and telecommunications,
warranted at this time?

Should the standardization of information systems, in order to facilitate
networking between a number of separate services, be considered by the
government or some private sector group?

Is there sufficient system utilization data, based upon systematically
conducted surveys, to determine cost-performance alternatives for
customers in the farming community?

Are there user-identified areas where information not currently available
should be considered for on-line creation and accessibility?
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